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SYNOPSIS 
In the last few decades, the Finite Element Method (F.E.M.) has 
become one of the best techniques used to solve a vast variety of the 
world's initial/boundary value problems. When such a powerful method 
is facilitated by a 'user friendly' computer program that possess both 
prel and post processors together with an automatic mesh generation and 
refinement processor, it becomes indeed a powerful tool to solve a wide 
range of problems in Applied Mathematics and Engineering. This thesis 
is an attempt to show the potential of the method which is implemented 
by a general purpose program used to solve problems governed by partial 
differential equations (P.D.E.'s). 
The thesis commences with an Introduction to the concept of P.D.E.'s 
and some mathematical preliminaries. 
As a brief, comprehensive study of the major available techniques 
of the solution of the P.D.E.'s, Chapters 2 and 3 are devoted to the 
presentation of some examples of the currently used analytical and 
numerical methods respectively. Other examples of a third type of 
technique used to solve P.D.E.'s namely, the variational methods, are 
briefly given in an introductory section of Chapter 4 which deals with 
the basic concepts of the F.E.M. and its technique of solution and ends 
with a general comparison of the method with Finite Difference and 
Boundary Element Methods (B.E.M.). 
The second part of the thesis includes programming the F.E.M. and 
its various applications. Chapter 5 includes a description of the 
versatile program TWODEPEP by which the F.E.M. is implemented. 
Various examples of elliptic, parabolic and hyperbolic P.D.E.'s are 
solved in Chapters 6,7 and 8 respectively. The formulation of these 
problems comprise one and two dimensional, linear and'non-linear, 
steady state and time dependent equations in systems of equations or 
in single equation form. In addition to these problems, Chapter 9 is 
devoted to the presentation of the solution of some problems that 
possess complicated characteristics, e.g. those including Potential 
and Biharmonic problems with boundary singularities, the eigenvalue 
problem, the steady state and time dependent Navier-Stokes equation. 
The F.E.M. results presented in Chapters 6-9 are assessed by 
comparison with the analytical and alternative numerical solutions, 
i.e. F.D.M. and B.E.M. 
In Chapter 10, the thesis concludes with some results leading to 
general recommendations for further work. 
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PART ONE 
FUNDAMENTAL THEORY 
2 
CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION AND MATHEMATICAL PRELIMINARIES 
1.1 WHERE DO BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS ARISE? 
The concept of partial differential equations plays a very 
important role in Applied Mathematics and Mathematical Physics as 
they represent a vast variety of physical phenomena and so do the 
initial/boundary value problems which model most of the world's 
3 
dynamic problems and simply consist of one or more partial differential 
equations subject to certain initial/boundary conditions respectively. 
In many areas of Applied Mathematics the quantities of interest are 
often to be found as the solution of certain initial/boundary value 
problems. 
In general, a differential equation arises when there is an 
orderly relationship formulating the rate of change of a variable. 
In particular, a part~al differential equation arises when we try to 
describe the state or the motion of a quantity which depends on many 
(two or more) independent variables. So, any statement about a rate 
of change of a quantity which depends on more than one independent 
variable including partial derivatives is called a partial differential 
equation (P.D.E.). 
The solution of a P.D.E. might be sufficient for a variety of 
different problems representing many physical phenomena that have 
the same mathematical formulation (e.g. diffusion and heat conduction 
for the parabolic type of P.D.E.'s and the electric potential and the 
shear stresses ina state of torsion for the elliptic type of P.D.E.). 
This is due to the non-dimensional representations used to formulate 
the P.D.E. so that problems having the same dimensionless formulation 
can be dealt with using the same solution. The boundary value problem 
might be named as an interiaror exterior problem according to whether 
the P.D.E. (s) is (are) satisfied inside or outside the boundaries 
of the domain of interest respectively. 
In the context of this thesis, we emphasize on partial 
differential equations of second-order rather than those of first-
order, as the second-order P.D.E. 's possess wider applications in the 
real world and their solution techniques are in many ways simpler, 
4 
and allied with many standard techniques of solving ordinary differential 
equations [Ritger and Rose, 1968). 
5 
1.2 BASIC CONCEPTS OF PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
1.2.1 Problem of Existence and Uniqueness 
In treating partial differential equations two problems are 
considered to be important, i.e.: 
i. The existence problem, which is concerned with whether the given 
problem possesses a solution or not. 
ii. The uniqueness problem , which is concerned with whether or not the 
solution (if any) is unique. 
1.2.2 Classification of Partial Differential Equations 
The general second order partial differential equation with two 
independent variables, x,y can be written as 
2 2~+ 
axay 
au au 
F(x,y,u'ax'ay) = 0 , 
where a, band c are, in general, functions of x,y,u,u
x 
or Uy . 
(1.1) 
Solving equation (1.1) with boundary data prescribed on at least a 
single initial line r consists in utilizing U,u and u on rand 
x y 
equation (1.1) to compute successively the derivatives of second, 
third and higher order, thereby obtaining the terms of a Taylor series 
analogous to 
Y (k) 
2 
(d Y)O 
·2 dt 
+ ••• 
. which is the solution of the ordinary differential equation 
dy 
F(Y'dt,t) , 
where F is an analytic function. 
(1.2 ) 
(1.3 ) 
The Taylor series which is obtained represents the solution of 
equation (1.1) in some neighbourhood of r. 
However, this process does not work along the characteristic lines 
of the equation since u,u,u and the equations do not permit the 
x y 
derivation of u ,u and u [Vichnevetsky, 1981). To clarify this 
xx xy yy 
fact, let (dx,dy) be a small displacement along r, then we have 
The 
d(u ) = u dx + u dy 
x xx xy 
d(u ) = y u dx+u dy xy yy 
system of equations (1.1), (1.4) and (1.5) 
a 2b c [:: F' dx dy 0 = d(ux ) 0 dx dy d (u ) 
Y 
A solution of (1.6) exists and is unique at a 
a 2b c 
det dx dy 0 r 0 
0 dx d 
i.e. ady 2 2bdxdy + 2 cdx ,,0 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
may be expressed as, 
(1.6) 
given point of r if 
Thus any displacement (dx,dy) defining locally the direction of r 
is acceptable, except for those directions that make the determinant 
of the coefficient matrix of the system (1.6) vanish, Le. 
2 2 (1. 7) ady - 2bdxdy + cdx = 0 
Let s = dy = the slope of r. (1.8) dx 
Then for r to be a characteristic line, s must satisfy 
2 
as - 2bs + c = 0 • 
Thus there are two roots of equation (1.9) which can be written as, 
_ r:;:-
b+/b~ -ac 
a 
(1.10) s = 
If these two roots are: 
6 
i. 2 imaginary roots, i.e. b -ac<O, then equation (1.1) is said to 
be eHiptic. 
ii. 2 identical real roots, i.e. b -ac=O, then equation (1.1) is said 
to be paraboZia. 
iii. 2 distinct real roots, i.e. b -ac>O, then equation (1.1) is said 
to be hyperboZic. 
If a,b and c in equation (1.1) are functions of x and y, it can 
be seen that the type of the equation varies from one region to 
another of the xy plane. Four examples of this variation are shown 
in Figure (1.1) for different combinations of a,b and c as functions 
of x and y, where the value of the discriminant b2-ac determines the 
7 
type of equation (1.1) as elliptic (E), parabolic (P) or hyperbolic (H). 
P P P p 
-E E_ x H ---... x 
E H 
I 
i) a=c=x, b=y ii) a=c=y, b=x 
Yj P P P 
E 
-E 
H 
I 
Hi) a=c=x, b=!y iv) a=c=y, b=IX 
FIGURE 1.1: Four examples of the variation of the type of equation 
(1.1) due to the value of b2-ac. 
The above analysis of the general second order P.D.E. in two 
dimensional space is analogous to the analysis of the general second-
degree algebraic equation in two variables, which can be written as 
2 2 Ax +2Bxy + Cy + Dx + Gy + K = 0 
where A,B,C,D,G and K are arbitrary constants. 
This equation represents a graph which is, 
i. an ellipse, if the discr iminant , B2-AC<O 
ii. parabola, if " " 
2 
a B -AC=O 
iii. a hyperbola, if " " B
2
-AC>O 
An example of an elliptic equation isthe LapZaae's equation, 
2 ~+ 
2 ax 
2 
.2....E. - 0 2 -
ay 
and of the parabolic equations is the diffusion equation, 
..!... au 
2 at 
Cl 
2 a u 
-2 
ay 
where t is time, Cl is the diffusivity of the material, and a 
hyperbolic equation is given by the wave equation, 
2 2 2 a u a u 
a --2 = -2-
ax ay 
where a is a positive constant. 
(loll) 
(1.12) 
(l.l3) 
(l.14) 
Another classification may be employed to categorize partial 
differential equations depending on their nature into three classes: 
i. EquiZibrium probZems, or time-independent problem, in which the 
quantities of interest (as displacement, stress or temperature 
8 
distribution in solid mechanics and velocity, pressure, temperature 
or concentration in fluid mechanics) are to be solved for a given 
mechanical or thermal loading or under steady-state conditions. 
9 
ii. EigenvaZue probZems. in solid and fluid mechanics. These are 
steady-state problems whose solution often requires the 
determination of natural frequencies and modes of vibration of 
solids and fluids. 
iii. Propagation probZems. or time-dependent problems, of continuum 
mechanics which are composed of those problems which result when 
the time dimension is considered in the problems of category i. 
or ii. 
1.2.3 Important Properties of Operators Generating P.D.E.'s 
Two important properties of operators generating partial 
differential equations are mentioned here, as they are used frequently 
in finite element analysis. 
For the problem defined on a domain R in the xy plane, 
L~ = f (1.15) 
the operator L is said to be seZf-adjoint iff 
(1.16) 
is a function of ~ and W only and also their derivatives evaluated 
on the boundary. In particular, for homogeneous boundary conditions, 
L is self-adjoint iff 
JJRWL~dxdY = JJR~LWdXdY 
and is said to be positive definite iff for all ~ 
JJR~L~dxdY >. 0 
The equality occurs iff ~=O. 
(1.17) 
(1.18) 
10 
1.2.4 Conditions Associated with Partial Differential Equations 
The importance of defining conditions associated with the partial 
differential equation of interest arises from the fact that any P.D.E. 
by its own yields a general solution as a function of arbitrary 
parameters, which might be either constants or functions. So, certain 
conditions must be imposed on the boundary of the region of interest, 
that is to associate the partial differential equation governing the 
, 
problem with some conditions without which the problem is not adequately 
prescribed (well posed) , as these conditions are used to find the 
arbitrary parameters in the general solution of the P.D.E. These 
conditions comprise, 
i. InitiaZ conditions 
The solution for the dependent variable representing a physical 
phenomenon in a medium depends on the manner on which this medium has 
been set initially. This manner is represented by either the dependent 
variable itself or one of its derivatives at a particular instant 
usually taken as zero. The distribution of the dependent variable at 
this instant is called the initiaZ condition. If the initial condition 
is continuous, it is required that the solution of the considered 
problem tends to this given value as time tends to zero, but if the 
initial distribution is discontinuous at points or surfaces, these 
discontinuities must disappear in a short time, and in this case the 
solution must converge to the value given by the initial temperature 
at all points where the distribution is continuous ~arslawand Jaeger, 
1959]. 
ii. Boundary conditions 
The boundary conditions are used to describe the dependent 
11 
variable distribution on the boundary portion(s) of the domain of 
interest, namely, the end point(s) for one-dimensional problems, 
boundary curves for two dimensional problems and boundary surfaces 
for three dimensional problems. 
Any boundary condition that a partial differential equation might 
be associated with, may take one of the three following forms, 
i. Dirichlet boundary condition, in which the function itself is 
prescribed on the boundary C, i.e., 
u = f , (1.19) 
where f is an arbitrary function of the independent variables. 
ii. Neumann boundary condition, in which the normal derivative is 
prescribed on the boundary C, i.e., 
au = f 
an ' 
(1.20) 
where n is the direction of the outward drawn normal to the 
boundary C. 
iii. Mixed boundary condition, in which both of the above-mentioned 
conditions are prescribed on the boundary C, i.e., 
au 
an+o(s)u=f, (1.21) 
where 0 is an arbitrary function of s, the arc length measured 
from some fixed point on C. 
The boundary value problems associated with the above three types 
of boundary condition are respectively called: 
the boundary value problem of the first kind or the Dirichlet problem, 
the boundary value problem of the second kind or the Neumann problem 
and the 
boundary value problem of the third kind or the Mixed {Robin's or 
Robbin's} problem. 
12 
The numerical solution technique of the boundary value problem 
often requires the assumption of some trial functions which approximate 
the exact solution and tends to find more improved approximation to 
this solution. These trial functions must satisfy the Dirichlet 
boundary condition and thus it is called an essentiaZ boundary condition, 
while the Neumann boundary condition does not have to be enforced on 
the trial functions and is satisfied naturally. Thus it is called 
a naturaZ boundary condition. 
For the case when f=O, the boundary condition is called an 
homogeneous boundary condition. Otherwise, it is called a nonhomogeneous 
boundary condition. 
It has been stated earlier in this section that for any P.D.E. 
to have a unique solution it must be subjected to certain boundary 
conditions. For each type of P.D.E.'s, these boundary conditions which 
are given must satisfy certain requirements. 
i. For an elliptic equation, the solution or its derivative in the 
normal direction or a linear combination of them must be 
prescribed along a closed contour which represents the boundary 
of the domain of interest. 
ii. For a parabolic equation, the solution must be given along a 
certain curve. 
iii. For a hyperbolic equation, both the solution and its derivative 
in a direction normal to the curve along which the solution is 
specified must be given [Sommerfeld, 1949). 
These requirements are expected since the elliptic equation is a 
second order P.D.E. in the spatial coordinates, and the parabolic 
equation is a second order in the spatial coordinate and first order 
13 
in the temporal coordinate, while the hyperbolic equation is a second 
order in both spatial and temporal coordinates [Greenberg, 1978]. 
A basic principle may be, thus, stated [Courant and Hilbert, 1962]; 
boundary value problems are naturally associated with elliptic 
equations, while initial value and mixed (initial/boundary value) 
problems arise in connection with hyperbolic and parabolic 
differential equations. 
1.3 NONLINEAR PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
1.3.1 Nonlinear Operator 
14 
A nonlinear operator can, simply, be defined as an operator that 
is not linear. By a linear operator we mean the one that possesses 
the following properties, 
L(~+1jJ) = L(~) + L(1jJ) , 
L (k~) = kL (~ ) 
(1.22 ) 
(1.23) 
where ~,1jJ are arbitrary functions and k is an arbitrary constant. 
Analogous to the homogeneous and nonhomogeneous concept for 
linear equations, we refer to L(u)=O as a null-equation and to L(u)=f 
as a complete equation when L is a nonlinear operator. 
1.3.2 Nonlinear Partial Differential Equations 
A non linear equation is obtained by equating a nonlinear operator 
applied to an arbitrary function to a given function or zero. In 
general, linear equations are solved easier than nonlinear equations, 
for which the exact solutions are often very difficult to be achieved. 
One important reason of this fact, is that the arbitrary parameters 
in the general solution exhibit a nonlinear contribution to it which 
might not be of an adequate guarantee for the solution to comply with 
the associated conditions. Another reason is that the nonlinear 
formulation of the partial differential equation may obstruct the 
solution techniques of the classical analytical methods which are 
almost standard for linear partial differential equations. In fact, 
it is customary to seek a numerical approach to solve linear and 
nonlinear partial differential equations. 
In Chapter 2 some analytical methods will be presented to solve 
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partial differential equations. Some numerical methods to solve 
P.D.E.'s are presented in Chapter 3, and some variational methods 
to approximate the solution of P.D.E.'s are presented in Chapter 4 
in which more attention will be given to the finite element method 
for solving P.D.E.'s. 
1.3.3 Sources of Nonlinearity 
Let us recall equation (1.1) , and let 
a
2
u a
2
u a
2
u p = 
ax
2 , q = axay , r = 
a
2y 
(1.24a,b,c) 
Equation (1.1) is said to be a linear P.D.E. if p,q,r and Fare 
connected linearly. It is called quasi-linear if it is linear at 
least in p,q and r. If it is neither linear nor quasi-linear it is 
said to be nonlinear. Sources of nonlinearity might appear in many 
different forms. Some of these are mentioned belOW, 
i. raising one or more of p,q,r or F to a power that differs from the 
integers one or zero. 
ii. multiplying or dividing one or more of p,q,r or F by the 
dependent variable u. 
iii. Applying any nonlinear functions (e.g. trigonometric, logarithmic 
or exponential) to the dependent variable. 
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1.4 BASIC THEORY ON LINEAR ALGEBRA 
1.4.1 Useful Notations and Definitions 
Few notations and properties relevant to the solution of the 
equation 
AX = b , (1.25) 
are given below for an nXn real matrix A with real elements a ij , 
(i,j=1,2, ••• ,n) and 
X is a column vector with elements x" (i=1,2, ..• ,n) and 
~ 
b is a right hand side column vector. 
transpose of X (row vector with elements x j ' j=1,2, ••. ,n), 
transpose of A, 
inverse of A, 
I identity matrix of order n, 
nuU matrix, 
determinant of A, 
p (A) spectral radius of A, 
p permutation matrix. 
The matrix A is said to be: 
'square' and of order n if it is n><n matrix, 
a 'row matrix' or a row vector if it consists of one row, 
a 'column matrix' or a column vector if it consists of one column, 
'diagonal' if a i ,=0, for all i~j, , J 
'identity' if it is a diagonal matrix all of whose diagonal elements are unity, 
a 'lower triangular (strictly lower triangular)' if a, ,=0, for all i<j (i~j), 
~J ' 
a 'upper triangular (strictly upper triangular)' if a, ,=0, for all i>j (i~j), 
~J 
a 'diagonally dominant' if la" I~ L a" for all i, 
a i=j ~J 
a 'tridiagonal' if a, ,=0 for all li-j 1>1, 
~J 
a 'bZock diagonaZ' if 
o 
, 
B 
s 
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where each Bk , (k=1,2, ••• ,s) is a square matrix, not necessarily of the 
same order 
'sparse' if most of the elements a .. are zero, 
~J 
'dense' if most of the efements a ij are non-zero, 
'nuU' if aij=o, fo':. all i, j, 
-1 
'irreducibZe' if there exists no permutation transformation PAP 
which reduces it to the form, 
where P and Q are square matrices of order p and q respectively (p+q=n) 
and ° is a pxq null matrix, 
'Hermitian' if aij=aij for all i,j, where aij is the conjugate of a ij 
and A denotes the matrix whose elements are complex conjugates of those 
of A, 
-T 
'unitary' if A A=I, 
T 
'orthogonaZ' if A A=I, i.e. if it is a real unitary matrix, 
'symmetric' if ai.=a .. for all i,j 
J J~ 
'skew' if aij=-a ji for all i~j and the elements a ii are not all zero 
'skew-symmetria' if aij=-a ji for all iFj and the elements aii are 
all zero. 
The previous definitions imply that the diagonal elements of a 
Hermitian matrix are always real, and the real symmetric matrix is 
always Hermitian, but a Hermitian matrix is symmetric only if it is 
real. 
Square matrices A and B are said to be 'simiUzr' if there is a 
-1 
non-singular matrix P such that B=P AP. 
1.4.2 Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors 
The eigenproblem for a given nxn matrix A is to find the eigenvaZues 
Ai and the eigenvectorsx (XFO) such that, 
AX = AX , (1.26) 
where the characteristic values A.=i=1,2, ••• ,n are the roots of the 
l. 
characteristic equation (polynomial) of the matrix A which is given by, 
P(A) = det(A-AI) = 0 , 
and the determinant of a matrix is being denoted as det. 
For each Ai' if XFO has the property, 
(A-AI)X = 0 , 
then X is called the eigenvector of A corresponding to Ai. 
(1.27) 
(1.28 ) 
The spectraZ radius p(A) is defined to be the largest eigenvalue 
of At i.e., 
P(A) = max 1Ail, 
l~i~n 
where for a complex eigenvalue A =Cl+8i, 
(1.29) 
(1.30) 
The concept of the spectral radius is applied in the convergence 
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analysis of matrices. The matrix A is said to be convergent if 
p(A) < 1 (1.31) 
Consider the iterative method, 
U (n+l) = Gu(n) + b , (1.32) 
the matrix G is called the iteration matrix and has the property to 
show the convergence or divergence of the iteration method. If the 
spectral radius of the iteration matrix satisfies inequality (1.31), 
then the iterative method is convergent. To improve the rate of 
convergence of an iterative method, the spectral radius of the iteration 
matrix G must be reduced to be as small as possible. For Pl and P2 
__ the_spectral radii of the iteration matrices of the iterative methods 
1 and 2 respectively, if Pl <P 2' then method 1 converges faster than 
method 2. 
Of particular importance is the calculation of the eigenvalue of 
a matrix that is largest in magnitude (the spectral radius). The 
Gerschgorin (or Gerschgorin Circ~ theorem gives a bound for this 
eigenvalue as it states that every eigenvalue of the matrix A=aij lies 
inside at least one of the circles in the complex plane with centre 
a ii and radius r i = L lai.l. The proof of this theorem may be found jFi J 
in Goult et al, (1974, p.159) or Burden et al, (1981, p.404). 
1.4.3 Norms of Vectors and Matrices 
The concept of norms is, simply, a quantative approach for the 
determination of the error vectors. This idea stems from the fact 
that the norm is a quantitative measurement of the distance between 
vectors in Rn and thus in order to assess a numerical method, it is a 
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necessary approach to implement the idea of the norm as it can be used 
to show whether or not a sequence of vectors resulting from an 
iterative technique converges to the exact solution of the system. 
A vector norm on Rn is a function I i .11, from Rn into R with the 
following properties, 
i. 11 X 11 ~O , for all X E Rn, 
ii. Ilxll=o, iff x,=O, i=l,2, ... ,n, 
1. 
Hi. 11 kX 11 = I kill X 11, for all k E R and X € 
iv. 11 x+y 11 ~ 11 X 11+11 y I ~ for all X, Y "_ Rn. 
n 
R , 
(1. 33a ,b, c, d) 
In the assessment of any numerical technique, there are many 
approaches used to measure the error in the solution vector. In a 
mathematical sense, there are many definitions of a vector norm. 
Some of the most well known vector norms are the (£1) norms, 
the maximum (£00) norm and the EUcZidean (£2) norm which are defined as 
follows, 
n 
£1 = Ilxlll = L lx_I (1.34) 
i=l 1. 
n 
2}! £2 = Ilx 112 = { L Xi (1.35) 
i=l 
£ = Ilx 1100 = max I x _ I. (1.36) 00 1. l~i~n 
We can see that £1 and £2 are special cases of the general £p norm 
which is given by, 
£ = Ilxll p p l~p<co • (1.37) 
If the Euclidean norm (£2) of a vector X is divided by the number of 
entries (N) of X, then it is called the Root Mean Square (RMS) error, 
n 
i.e. , { L 
RMS i=l N (1.38) N 
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A matrix norm on a set of all real nXn matrices may be defined 
similarly as a real valued function I I. I I satisfying the following 
relationships for all nXn matrices A and B and all real numbers ~, 
iL IIA II =0, iff A is a zero matrix, 
iiL II ~A II = I ~ III A II , 
iv. IIA+BII::IIAII+IIBII, 
(1.39a,b,c, 
d,e) 
v. IIABII::IIAIIIIBII. 
The distance between any nxn matrices A and B can be defined as 
IIA-B 11· 
Analogous to equations (1.26)-(1.28) the matrix norm may be 
defined as any of the following: 
The maximum abso~ute co~umn sum Which is given by, 
~l = 
The root of the maximum eigenvalue of ATA given by, 
~2 = IIAI12 = .{(ATA) , 
Which is sometimes called thespectn7~ norm. 
The maximum abso~ute ro~ sum given by, 
= IIAII~ = max 2:la .. I, 
i j l.J 
Where p is the spectral radius of the matrix A. 
(1.40) 
(1.41) 
(1.42) 
In general, once the norm of a vector X is chosen, the corresponding 
norm of an nXn matrix A is obtained by comparing the size ofAX with 
the size of X. That is, 
IIAII= max IIAXII 
Ilxll 
If I Ixl I is unity, then equation (1.43) might be rewritten as 
max IIAXII, 
Ilxll =1 
(1.43) 
(1.44 ) 
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which is called the natural norm. 
The concept of norms can also be used to describe the behaviour 
of a matrix in the sense that the condition number K(A) of a non-
singular matrix A relative to a norm I 1.1 I is defined to be, 
K (A) = 11 A 11 11 A -111 • (1.45) 
The matrix A is expected to be a well-behaved (or formally called 
well-conditioned) matrix if the condition number is equal, or close to 
one and otherwise is not well-behaved (or formally called iU-conditioned) matr: 
By the behaviour we refer to the relative security that a small 
residual vector r implies a correspondingly accurate approximate 
solution where_the residual-r is defined-in terms of-the-approximate-
solution X as follows, 
r = b-AX (1.46) 
1.4.4 Convergence and Stability 
Let x., i=1,2, .•• ,n be the entries of an infinite sequence of 
~ 
'" real or complex numbers defined by {xn}n=l' The sequence is said to 
converge to a number x (called the limit) if for any small positive 
number g, there exists a positive integer K(g) such that n>K(g) 
implies Ix -xl <E. This definition can be written in a mathematical 
n 
'" sense as follows: If the sequence {x} 1 converges to x, then we can 
n n= 
write the notation, 
Hm x = x , (1.47) 
,,- n 
or x .... x 
n 
as n -, (1.48) 
where the arrow "-+11 is used in place of the word approaches (or tends to) • 
It appears from this definition of the convergence of a sequence 
that it is indeed a good tool to assess the performance of different 
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numerical algorithms as it is associated with the errors measured 
using the term Ix -xl in this case or any other means of measuring 
n 
the errors of a sequence (e.g. i2 and ~as defined in section 1.4.3). 
Thus the numerical algorithms can be categorised according to the 
rates by which they converge to the actual solution. 
'" Let the sequence {x} 1 converge to a limit 8 and the error e' be 
n n= n 
defined as e =8-x. Then, if there exists a number q and a constant 
n n 
MfO such that 
= M (1.49) 
the number q is called the order of convergence of the sequence and M 
is called the asymptotic error constant. This case is often indicated 
by writing, 
x 
n 
(1. 50) 
where o(e~) is the rate of convergence of the sequence {xn}:=l' or 
x ~~ with rate of convergenceo(eq ) . 
n n 
The order of convergence and the asymptotic error constant of 
some numerical algorithms are listed in Table (1.1) which is mainly 
based on the analysis of Conte and de Boor (1980). 
Algorithm Order of Asymptotic error constant Conv. 
Fixed point iteration 1.0 I g' (8) I 
Newton's Method 2.0 If" (8) I / (2/ f' (8) ) 
secant Method (1+15i /2 If" (8) /2f' (8) Il / p 
TABLE 1.1: A comparison between the order of convergence and the 
asymptotic error constant for various methods. 
In this table P is a number satisfying the equation, 
Hm 
len+ll 
C, ( CfO) (1. 51) = , 
n- le IP n 
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where (1.52) 
Thus we say that the fixed point iterative algorithm converges ~inear~y 
and the Newton's method converges quadratica~~y while the secant 
method possesses a super~inear convergence in the sense that it 
converges more rapidly than the fixed point iteration but less rapidly 
00 
than Newton's method. The sequence {x}n=l is said to be super-
linearly convergent to a if, 
Ix l-al n+ 
1 im TI x""::':'-?l-a Ir--
n-... n 
= 0 • (1.53) 
If certain corrections are performed to an iterative technique so that 
the convergence of the solution becomes faster then this process is 
called an acce~eration process of the convergence which is the essential 
idea of many iterative techniques (see, for instance, the SUccessive 
Overrelaxation (SOR) method in Section 3.6.2). 
A numerical algorithm in which small changes in the initial data 
produce correspondingly small changes in the final results is called 
'stab~e' and it is 'unstabZe'when this criterion is not fulfilled. 
Some algorithms are stable for certain choices of initial data but not 
for all choices. Thus, the algorithm that possesses a linear growth 
of errors, that is, 
e - C e: , (C~O, e:>O) , 
n+l n (1. 54) 
is stable, while the one that possesses an exponential growth of error, 
that is, 
e 
n+l , (C,e:>O) , (1.55) 
is unstable. The concept of stability arises when performing numerical 
algorithms which consist of a series of arithmetic operations on 
rounding processes in which the resulting number of some arithmetic 
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operations is truncated to a specified number of significant digits. 
Thus, the numerical stability can be thought of as the immunity to 
the accumulation of rounding errors. Detailed analyses (see for 
example, Mitchell, 1969 or Smith, 1978) have been made to anticipate 
the requirements for numerical algorithms of solving P.D.E.'s to 
converge, i.e. to find the stability condition which must be satisfied 
in order to achieve the convergence of the solution of the P.D.E.'s 
using certain numerical methods. 
1.4.5 Partitioning of A Matrix 
A matrix A can be partitioned into submatrices, for example, 
A = 
al,l aI, 2· .. 
a 2 ,1 a 2 ,2 
: al,k+l •.• 
I • 
I 
I 
I 
: ai,k+l··· 
----r-----
ai+l,k I a i +l ,k+l··· 
a 
m,k 
I 
I 
I I am,k+l •.. 
a l,n 
a i,n 
a i+l,n 
. 
. 
a 
m,n 
(1.56) 
is shown partitioned into four submatrices by dashed lines and may be 
written in the form, 
A = (1.57) 
where A .. , i,j=1,2, are themselves submatrices. In performing any 
1.,J 
matrix operation on partitioned matrices, all the rules can first be 
applied as if each of the submatrices were scalar elements and then 
any further operation can be carried out in the usual way. For example, 
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if we have the 3xS and Sx2 matrices A,B which are written as follows:-
fn a12 a13 : a14 a lS 
I ~'" A"J ~2~ _a~2_ ~~ ~ ~2~_~~ A = = , (1.S8) 
A2 ,1 A2 2 a 31 a 32 a331a34 a 3S , 
bll b12 
b21 b22 Bl 
B = b31 b32 = (1.S9) 
b41 b42 B2 
bSl bS2 
L 
Then, the product AB can be written as, 
(1.60) 
Clearly, the essential feature of partitioning is that the size of 
subdivisions has to be such as to allow the product A .. B. 
~,J J 
to be 
mathematically possible, Le. the number of columns in A. 
l., j must equal 
to the number of rows in Bj . If a symmetric matrix is partitioned into 
an equal number of submatrices Ai . rows and columns, then, 
,J 
t 
Ai . = A .. 
,J J,1. 
1.4.6 Fundamental Functional Analysis 
(1.61) 
In this section, we present some basic definitions used in the 
context of some mathematical analysis throughout this thesis. A linear 
(or vector Zinear) space is a non-empty set {x }, (n~oo) of elements, in 
n 
which any two elements X,Y € {x } can be combined by a process called 
n 
'addition' to give some element in {x } denoted by X+Y provided that 
n 
the process of addition satisfies the following conditions: 
i. X+Y = X+Y , 
ii. X+(Y+Z)=(X+Y)+Z, 
iii. there exists a unique element 0 € {x.} such that, 
J. 
O+X=X+O, for all X € {X }, 
n 
iv. there exists a negative -X such that 
x + (-X) = 0 , for all x € {x }, 
n 
v. aX € {X
n
}, for an arbitrary scalar a. 
The process of scalar multiplication must satisfy the following 
conditions: 
1. a (X+Y) = aX+aY , 
ii. (a+S)X = aX+SX, where S is also an arbitrary scalar, 
iii. (as) X=a (SX) , 
iv. aX = X, for the case a=l. 
An expression of the form, 
, for all X.S {X } 
J. n 
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is called a 'linear aombination' of the X's. A finite set of vectors 
Xl 'X2' ••• 'Xn is said to be 'linearly dependent' if there exist 
scalars a 1 ,a 2 , ... ,an not all zero, such that, 
(1.62) 
otherwise, it is called '~inearly independent'. 
A system of linearly independent vectors is said to constitute 
a basis for a space, if any vector of the space is a linear combination 
of vectors of the system. The number of vectors forming a basis is 
equivalent to the dimension of the space. The n linearly independent 
vectors form a complete system and are said to span the whole n space. 
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The scalar (or inner) product of two members X and Y of the vector 
space is defined by, 
n 
(X, Y) = I X'Y i . i=1 1. (1.63) 
The length of a vector is given by, 
(X, Y)! = (1.64) 
Note that this equation is the same as equation (1.3S) that defines 
the Euclidean norm which is a good measure of the size of the error 
vector. The non-zero vectors X and Y are said to be 'orthogonal' if 
.. <",' 
(X, Y) = 0 • (l.6S) 
A system of vectors is 'orthogonal', iff any two vectors of the 
system are orthogonal and the vectors forming an orthogonal system 
are linearly independent. A vector is said to be 'normalised' if it 
is multiplied by a scalar in order to produce the size of components 
of values less than or equal to unity without changing the direction 
of the vector. To normalize a vector, one can select a scalar y to 
be equal to either ~2 or ~~ in order to obtain the normalised vector 
Xl X2 {-,-, ... , 
Yl Y2 
A scalar (or inner) product spaceis a linear space in which there is 
defined a real-valued function (X,Y) for which, 
1. (x+Y,Z) = (X,Z)+{Y,Z), (linearity) , 
ii. (X,Y) = (Y,X) , (symmetry) 
iii. (aX,Y) = a{X,Y) (homogeneity) 
where a is an arbitrary scalar. 
A normed lineal' space is a linear space on which there is 
defined a norm 11.11 such that, 
i. Ilxll ~o , 
ii. Ilx II =0, Hf X=O, 
Hi. I Ix+YII:::llxll+llyll, 
iv. I lexxl 1=1 a I I lxii, 
where ex is an arbitrary scalar. 
A sequence x(n) of elements of the linear space {x } is called 
n 
a 'Cauahy sequence' , if for every £>0, there exists an integer N(£) 
such that for all n,m~N, 
II x (n) -x (m) II < £ (1.66) 
The sequence x(n) is convergent if there exists a point X in the 
scalar product space such that for each £>0 there exists an integer 
N(£) such that for all n~N 
(1.67) 
If every Cauchy sequence in a normed linear space {x } converges to 
n 
a point in the space, the space is said to be 'complete'. A complete 
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normed linear space is called a 'Banach space'. A scalar product space 
which is complete and in Which all Cauchy sequences are convergent 
sequences is called a 'Hilbert' space H. Thus a Hilbert space is an 
infinite-dimensional Banach space in which an inner product is defined 
and which is complete with respect to the norm I Ixl I=(x,x)!. So far, 
the spaces introduced have been such that a point in the space is 
represented as a point on the real line, a vector or a matrix. In 
order to provide a Hilbert space Which is readily applicable to the 
development of finite-element methods, it is necessary to introduce a 
space in which points represent functions. Consider an integral f f(x)dx 
representing the area under the curve y=f(x). The Riemann integral 
can be approximated by the sum, 
(1.68) 
Apparently, the Riemann integral does not exist if f(x) oscillates 
considerably. If a set consists of a finite collection of the 
intervals ai<x<bi (i=1,2, ••• ,n), then the sum of the lengths of these 
intervals is called the 'measure' which is the decisive idea of the 
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, , 
'Lebesgue integraZ'. The Lebesgue integral is approximated by the sum, 
(1.69) 
where m(e.) denotes the measure of the sets e., i=1,2, ••• ,n. 
~ ~ 
Riemann's definition breaks down if f(x) remains close to Yk whereas 
Leb~sgue's definition cannot break down because the function f(x) is 
automatically close to Yk throughout the set ek • We can introduce a 
function L2 (R) where R is an interval [a,b] along the real line. Thus, 
the functions f(X) are points in this space, iff, 
(f(X),f(X)) = Jb f 2 (X) and dX < ~ 
a 
(1. 70) 
Such functions are said to be 'measurabZe'. For any two points u and 
v E H, the inner product is given by 
J
b 
(u, v) = 
a 
u(X)v(X)dX , (1..71) 
~ , 
where integration in the Lebesgue sense is implied and u and v are 
orthogonal if (u,v)=O, and the norm given by, 
J
b 2 
11 u 11 = u (x) dx < 00, 
a 
for all u E H. (1.72) 
The space of all equivalence classes of real-valued (or complex-
valued) Leb'esgue-measurable functions u such that i u lP, l~p",~ is a 
Banach space denoted L (R) and with the norm, p 
Ilull = ( J lul P dx)l/p L (R) 
p R 
(1. 73) 
Here we only present some basic foundations of the mathematical 
background required before proceeding to the presentation of the 
Finite Element Method (F.E.M.). An extensive study of the 
mathematical theory of the F.E.M. may be found in Oden and Reddy 
(1976) and Ciarlet (1978). 
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CHAPTER Two 
ANALYTICAL METHODS FOR SOLVING P,D,E,s 
Definition 
The solution of a partial differential equation in a region R 
of the space variables is a function that has continuous partial 
derivatives up to the same order of the equation and it satisfies 
this partial differential equation at every point at R. 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
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Up to the present time, the analytical solution is available only 
for some cases of P.D.E.'s along with a limited number of combinations 
of initial and boundary conditions. Moreover, the solution of those 
limited cases is restricted to problems involving simple geometries 
for which the associated conditions can be satisfied. 
Apart from the above cases, the only available approaches to 
solve the initial/boundary value problems are the approximation methods 
which are discussed in the two following chapters. 
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2.2 ELLIPTIC EQUATIONS 
The class of elliptic equations is generally associated with 
equilibrium or steady-state problems, e.g. the velocity potential for 
steady flow of incompressible non-viscous fluid (Laplace's equation) , 
the electric potential associated with the electron distribution of 
charge density (Poisson's equation) and the displacements and shear 
stresses within a long solid elastic cylinder in a state of torsion 
(Poisson's equation). The analytical solution of an elliptic equation 
is a function of the spatial co-ordinates that satisfies the equation 
and the associated initial and boundary conditions at every point in 
the prescribed domain which is bounded by a closed boundary. In each 
of the two following sections, an example will be considered of two 
simple, well-known approaches of solving elliptic P.D.E.'s. 
2.2.1 The Method of "Separation of Variables 
The basic idea of this method is to introduce a transformation 
that will reduce the considered elliptic equation into two ordinary 
differential equations that can be solved via standard methods. The 
dependent variable is transformed into a product of two functions each 
of which is a function of only one of the independent variables. By 
substituting the transformation in the governing P.D.E., we usually 
arrive at the result, 
(2.1) 
where Xl and x2 are the two independent variables. Each of the two 
functions ~(xl) and W(x2 ) can be equated to an arbitrary constant C 
that can be found using the associated initial/boundary conditions. 
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Eventually, the solution for the problem will be the product of the 
solutions of, 
4>(xl ) = cl 
1/J (x2 ) = c 2 
(2 .2a ,b) 
In this sense, the method of separation of variables can be used to 
solve anyone of the three types of P.D.E.'s. However, it is used in 
this section to solve an elliptic equation as an example to show how 
the method works. 
Let us consider the Lap1ace's equation, 
o , O<X<1T, O<y<l , (2 .3) 
subject to the initial conditions, 
u(x,O) = f(x) , (2.4) 
u(x,l) = 0 , (2 .5) 
and the boundary conditions, 
u(O,y) = 0 , (2.6) 
U(1T,y) = 0 , (2.7) 
This boundary value problem represents the steady-state temperature 
u(x,y) in a two dimensional region O~X~1T, O~y~l subject to the 
following temperature distribution: u=f(x) on the lower edge, u=o 
on the remaining three sides. The problem is schematically represented 
by Figure (2.1). 
Following the separation of variables technique, we introduce 
the transformation, 
u(x,y) = X(x)Y(y) , (2.8) 
and by substituting this transformation into equation (2.3), we get 
X" 
-+ 
X 
y" 
y = 0 • (2.9) 
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y 
u=O 
l~------------------~ 
u=O u=O 
o u=f(x) x 
FIGURE 2.1: Schematic representation of equations (2.3)-(2.7) 
Assuming the arbitrary constant C to be of the value _A2, where A is 
real yields, 
X" 
X 
= 
yll 2 
= -A . y 
Hence we get the two O.D.E.'s, 
X" + A2x = 0 
2 
y" - A Y = 0 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
(2.12 ) 
Imposing the given initial/boundary conditions, we arrive at the 
solution, 
u(x,y) = 
where I 
I C sin nx sinh n (y-l) , 
n 
n=l 
c = - . \ J1T f (x) sin nx dx 
n 1TSl.n n 0 
(2.13 ) 
(2.14) 
This problem is classified as an interior Dirichlet problem. 
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For this type of problem there must be sufficient homogeneity in the 
boundary conditions without which the method of separation of 
variables does not work. 
In the next section another method is presented in order to 
overcome this deficiency. 
2.2.2 The Method of Superposition 
Consider the problem, 
, ~y~b I (2.15 ) 
subject to the boundary conditions, 
u(x,O) = A , O~x~a (2 .16) 
u(x,b) = A+B, O~x~a (2.17 ) 
u(O,y) = A , ~yt;b (2 .18) 
u(a,y) = A+C, O~y~b (2.19 ) 
where A,B are arbitrary constants. 
A schematic representation of the problem is presented in 
Figure (2.2). 
y 
A+B 
b 1-------., 
A 2 'i/ u=Q A+C 
x 
A a 
FIGURE 2.2: Schematic representation of equations (2.19-(2.19) 
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Using the principle of superposition, u(x,y) can be expressed 
as the following sum, 
u(x,y) = U(x,y) + V(x,y) + W(x,y) , (2.20) 
where U,V and Ware the solution of the Dirichlet problems shown in 
Figure (2.3). 
y ~ y Y 
A 0 B b b b 
2 2 2 A 'V u=o A 0 'V V=O C 0 'V W=O 0 
a x x A x 0 a 0 a 
FIGURE 2.3: The decomposition of u(x,y) 
The source of this ease of decomposition is the linearity of the 
2 partial differential operator 'V , where, 
(2.21) 
is the Laplacian operator. 
Now, it is easy to solve for V and W via a separation ·of variables 
technique as the solution of U is trivial and can be obtained by 
inspection I 
U(x,y) = A , (2.22) 
The solution for u can then be written, according to equation (2.20) 
as [Greenberg, 1978] 
00 
4 \ { C sinh(nnx/b)sin(nny/b) + B sinh(nny/a)sin(nnx/a) } 
u(x,y) = A + n n:l n sinh(nna/b) n sinh(nnb/a) 
n is odd (2 .23) 
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2.3 PARABOLIC EQUATIONS 
The parabolic partial differential equations are usually 
associated with the diffusion (or conduction)-like processes in which 
different parts of the medium of interest are at different concentrations 
(or temperatures) so that the substance (or heat) flows from some parts 
of the medium to others. It appears from the mathematical formulations, 
that both parabolic and hyperbolic equations can be considered as 
different extensions of the elliptic equations as the latter is merely 
a steady state of the two former types of equations. Some numerical 
examples of this fact will be considered in the second part of this 
thesis. 
2.3.1 Transformation Methods 
The mathematical formulation of some P.D.E.'s is so complicated 
that there is no available method that can be used to solve the problem 
directly. One way to overcon;ethis difficulty is to introduce a 
transformation that converts the formulation of the P.D.E. so that it 
is easier to solve the new differential equation in terms of the 
inverse of the dependent variable, then to transform this solution 
back to represent the solution of the P.D.E. considered in terms of 
the dependent variable. An example of the Laplace and Hankel transforms 
will be considered respectively in this section in order to illustrate 
the applications of integral transforms to the solution of boundary 
value problems. 
i. Laplace Transformation 
The Laplace transformation given by 
L(u(x)) = U(s) = J: u(x) -sx e dx (2.24) 
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may be used to transform the general P.D.E. with constant coefficients 
2 V u - a
2
u 
a ---
at
2 b au - cu = f at 
into a new and most probably simpler differential equation, 
2 2 au 
V U-(as +bs+c)U = F-[(as+b)u+aat]t=o 
for the unknown integral transform U of u. 
(2.25) 
(2.26) 
It transforms the boundary conditions similarly and allows for 
the effect of the initial condition. 
The inverse Laplace transformation is also given by, 
+'''' 
-1 1 IC J sx L (U(s» = u(x) = 21T-" ,e U(s)ds 
J c-J'" 
(2.27) 
In addition to the solution of P.D.E.'s, the Laplace transform can 
be used to solve O.D.E.'s, integral and difference equations and its 
application extends to many aspects in Physics and Applied Mathematics. 
A collection of such aspects is quoted and referenced in [Pipes and 
Harvill, 1970]. 
Consider the problem of heat conduction in a wall with fixed 
boundary temperatures, 
a2u 
ax2 -
1 au 
2' at = 
ex 
o , a<x<b, t>o I 
subject to the initial condition 
and the boundary conditions, 
u(a,t) = 
u(b,t) = 
u 
a 
= cosntant, 
= constant, 
t>O 
t>O 
where ex is a constant and u is a function of x and t. 
Using the transform (2.24), the P.D.E.(2.28) becomes, 
(2.28) 
(2.29) 
(2.30) 
(2.31) 
1 
= -"""2 uo' 
a 
which has the general solution, 
xlS/a U = Cl (s)e + 
where U is a function of x and s. 
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(a<x<b) (2.32 ) 
(2.33) 
The parameters Cl (s) and C2 (s) may be obtained by using the 
transformed boundary conditions at the end points, i.e., 
u 
U a at x=a (2 .34) =-
s 
U ~ at x=b (2.35 ) = 
s 
If the end point of the interval a is chosen to be at the origin and 
the boundary value at the origin as well as the initial condition were 
taken to zero, then U can be found as [Kern and Kern, 1968] 
xrs 
sinh 
U = a 
s sinh brs 
a 
and thus the final solution becomes, 
'" 
u = L j=l 
ii. Hankel Transformation 
(-1) j 
j 
sin j1TX] 
b 
The Hankel transform of order v>-! is defined as follows, 
r'" 
H [v(r)] = V (0) 
v \I = J o 
and its inversion formula is, 
vIr) = J'" oJ (or)V (0) o v \I 
rJ (or)v(r)dr 
\I 
do. 
(2 .36) 
(2 .37) 
(2.38) 
This transform is frequently used for solving problems involving 
cylindrical systems, e.g. Bessel's differential equation. 
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Consider the heat conduction problem in the infinite region r)O, 
1 au 
--- = k at o . 
with the initial condition given as a function of r only, 
U
o 
= f (r) • 
Using the transform (2.37), equation (2.39) becomes, 
dUO(O) 
dt 
, 2 
+ ko UO(O) o , 
and by imposing the transformed initial condition, 
we arrive at the solution, 
(00 2 
-ko t 
= J
o 
e Fo(O)aJo(ar)da. u(r) 
2.3.2 The Error Function Solution 
Consider the solidification (melting) process in a one 
dimensional semi-infinite medium initially liquid at constant 
temperature. Then, we have the equations, 
aUl ai: = 0 , x)O , 
aU2 ai: = 0 , x)O , 
(2.39) 
(2.40) 
(2.41) 
(2.42) 
(2.43 ) 
(2.44 ) 
(2.45) 
where ul ,u2 ,kl and k2 are'the temperatures and the thermometric 
conductivities of the solid and the liquid phases respectively. The 
initial condition is, 
u2 (x,O) = Uo (2. 46) 
and the boundary conditions are, 
ul (O,t) = 0 , (2.47) 
u2 (x ,t) ... Uo as x -. (2.48) 
By inspection, the parabolic equations of a simple mathematical 
formulation, e.g. equation (2.44), (2.45) possess the solution, 
x 
u = A erf ! 
2 (kt) 
(2.49) 
where A is an arbitrary constant, and erf is the error function 
defined as, 
(2.50) erf x = ~ J: 
where ~ is a dummy variable. 
Then, it follows that, 
(2.5l) 
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is a solution of equation (2.44) that satisfies the boundary condition 
(2.47). IfB is another constant, then, 
(2.52) 
is a solution of equation (2.45) that satisfies the boundary condition 
(2.48), where erfc is the complimentary error function defined as, 
erfc x = l-erf x = 2- J"" 
;:; x 
For the determination of the arbitrary constants A and B, the 
following two melting-point conditions have to be satisfied, 
ul = u2 = Tl 
aUl aU2 
Kl ax- - K2 ax 
at x = X (t) , 
dX 
= Lp dt 
(2.53 ) 
(2.54) 
(2.55) 
where Kl and K2 are the thermal conductivities of the solid and the 
liquid respectively and defined by 
K = pck , (2.56) 
and the quantities L,P and c are the latent heat of fusion, density 
and specific heat of the substance respectively. 
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The solutions u l and u2 are given as [Carslaw and Jaeger, 1959], 
where ). is the 
_).2 
e 
erf). -
(2.57) 
(2.58) 
(2 .59) 
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2.4 HYPERBOLIC EQUATIONS 
The class of hyperbolic equations generally originates from 
vibration problems, or problems where discontinuities can persist 
in time e.g. shock waves, or problems associated with a travelling 
disturbance. 
The typical hyperbolic equation, 
2 
,iu = l:..~ 
c
2 
at2 
(2.60) 
where u is a one (or multi) dimensional function of position and time, 
is usually referred to as the one (or multi) dimensional wave equation. 
2.4.1 D'Alrnbert Solution 
Consider the problem, 
, -oo<x<oo, o<t<CX) (2.61) 
subject to, 
u(x,O) = f(x) , (2.62 ) 
au 
at(x,O) = g(x) • (2.63) 
This mathematical model represents the propagation of a 
disturbance in a certain medium, where the quantity( represents the 
speed of propagation in the medium in which equation (2.61) holds. 
In this section we will consider equations (2.61) - (2.63) which govern 
the wave propagation in an infinite string which possesses an initial 
displacement curve u=f(x) , and that it is released from rest. 
The D'Alrnbert solution departs from the fact that equation (2.61) 
possesses a general solution of the form, 
u(x,t) = F(x-lCt)+G(x-Ct) , (2 .64) 
where F and G are arbitrary twice differentiable functions of their 
arguments. 
The solution is then evaluated from the two simultaneous 
equations which are obtained by imposing the two associated initial 
conditions, that is, 
F (x) + G (x) = f (x) , 
CF'(x) - CG'(x) = g(x) 
Integrating equation (2.66) we arrive at the equation, 
F(x) - G(x) = ~ J: g(8)d8 , 
(2.65) 
(2.66 ) 
(2.67) 
where a is an arbitrary constant in the problem domain ~<x~, and 8 
is a dummy variable representing the integral argument. 
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Substituting the value of G(x) obtained from equation (2.67) into 
equation (2.65), we arrive at the equation 
1 (x 
F(x) = H(x) + 2C J g(S)d8. 
a 
Thus, from equation (2.65) we obtain, 
G(x) = t fIx) - 2~ JX g(S)d8. 
a 
(2.68) 
(2.69) 
Hence, replacing x in equation (2.68) by x+at and in equation (2.69) 
by x-at and adding, we have the solution, 
1 rx~et 
u(x,t) = t[f(x+Ct)+f(x-Ct)] + 2C J g(S)dS, (2 .70) 
x-et 
which represents the D'Almbert solution. 
2.4.2 Fourier Series Solution 
In this section we convert the formulation of the infinite string 
problem described by equations (2.61)-(2.63) to that of a finite string 
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by subjecting two more boundary conditions to the string of length 
L, so that the problem is now described by the equation, 
, O<x<L, O<t<"" (2.71) 
subject to the initial conditions, 
u(x,O) = f(x) (2.72) 
au 
at(x,O) = g(x) (2 .73) 
and the boundary conditions, 
u(O,t) = ° (2.74) 
u(L,t) = ° (2.75) 
as the string is fixed at both ends. 
It is not difficult to determine by the method of separation of 
variables that the solution can be represented as the product, 
u = C sin 
n n 
mrx 
L cos 
amrt 
, n=1,2 I ••• 
L 
(2.76) 
which satisfies equations (2.71)-(2.75) except equation (2.72) for a 
general form of the function f(x) which is not guaranteed to be in 
th f f f h . ft' . mrx e orm 0 one 0 t e eLgen unc Lons S1n ~ • 
TO fulfill equation (2.72) we utilize the concept of the Fourier 
Series. If the function f(x) can be represented as a linear combination 
of eigenfunctions, that is, if, 
N 
u(x,O) f (x) I A i mrx = = s n--
n=l n L 
(2.77) 
then, N 
u(x,t) I A i mrx cn1Tt = s n-- cos n L L 
n=l 
(2 .78) 
since the problem is linear. 
The solution (2.78) satisfies equations (2.71) through to (2.75), 
which means that we have obtained the desired solution, which is a 
function of the coefficients A that are chosen to be the Fourier 
n 
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coefficients of the function f(x). It can be shown that the solution 
is represented by an infinite Fourier series, 
where, 
"" t n'J1'X an'lft 
u(x,y) = l. An sin L cos L ' 
n=l 
An = ~ r f(x) 
o 
mIx 
sin L dx. 
(2.79) 
(2.80) 
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2.5 EIGENVALUE PROBLEMS 
The homogeneous boundary value problem that possesses a parameter 
A for which a non-trivial solution exists is called an eigenvalue 
problem. The values of this parameter A are called the eigenvalues of 
the given boundary value problem and the corresponding solutions are 
called the eigenfunctions. In the case of a bounded region, the set 
of eigenvalues of the problem constitute the spectrum. The Helmholtz 
equation 
AU = 0 (2.81) 
is one of the simplest eigenvalue problems that usually arises in 
Electromagnetics and wave guide theory. 
In this section, equation (2.81) will be considered along with 
the mixed boundary conditions, 
u=O on x=O , (2.82 ) 
u=O on x=~ 1 , (2.83) 
on y=O (2.84) au 3x = 0 
on y=~2 . (2.85) au ay = 0 
A basic method of solution of the eigenvalue problem· is t.he 
separation of variables. We recall from Section 2.2.1 that the method 
is based on the introduction of the transformation, 
u(x,y) = X(x)Y(y) (2 .86) 
By substituting equation (2.86) in equation (2.81) we arrive at the 
two differential equations, 
X" 
= (2.87) X -~ 
Y" (2.88 ) = -v y 
Where, 
J.1+\l=A 
Imposing the boundary conditions, we arrive at [Riz, 1967] the 
solutions, 
The eigenva1ues: 
The eigenfunctions: 
2 k2 2 ( 
_
m ) 
= 11 - + 
R,2 R,2 
1 2 
cos 
k=1,2,3, ••• 
m=O,l,2, .. • 
So 
(2.89) 
(2.90) 
(2.91) 
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CHAPTER THREE 
NUMERICAL METHODS FOR SOLVING P.D.E.'S 
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3.1 INTRODUCTION 
The numerical techniques of solving P.D.E.'s require numerical 
approximations of the solutions at various points of the region under 
consideration in a tabular form. The accuracy of those approximation 
methods can be controlled by their users and, thus, can differ in cost. 
A major feature of these types of methods is the discretization of the 
continuum by which the solution of the problem of interest is determined 
, 
locally at some nodal points of the grid in the case of the Finite 
Difference Method, (F.D.M.), subdivisions of the domain of interest in 
the case of the Finite EZement Method, (F.E.M.) or subdivisions of the 
boundary of the domain of interest in the case of the Bounaary EZement 
Method, (B.E.M.) and then obtained globally by solving the resulting 
system of equations. In the last few decades, the use of numerical 
methods has grown rapidly to substitute for the old-fashioned 
analytical techniques, especially after the introduction of the modern 
digital computers. 
The changes to the shape of the domain in which the problem is to 
be solved or to the initial and boundary conditions of the partial 
differential equation often make their analytical solutions impossible. 
However such changes do not fundamentally affect the numerical methods 
in operation and they sometimes necessitate rather complicated' 
I 
modifications to the numerical schemes [Smith, 1978]. Another 
advantage of the numerical methods is that the change of many parameters 
or terms in the governing equation usually does not require changes in 
almost every step in the solution procedure which is the case if 
analytical techniques are used. 
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There is a wide variety of numerical algorithms available for 
the use of solving partial differential equations and each technique 
possesses specific merits that make it attractive for it to be used 
for solving a certain category and not one of those techniques which 
are considered as "the best" for all problems. This item is one of 
the important factors that a designer or analyst takes into account 
when he has a continuum problem to solve. Other factors are the. 
availability of computer facilities, computer packages, computation 
time and memory storage. 
The Solution of Linear and Nonlinear Systems of Equations 
The·concept of solving linear and nonlinear systems of equations 
is very essential in many variational and numerical techniques such as 
the explicit or implicit finite difference, finite element and boundary 
element methods. They proceed in a different manner, but they all end 
up with a system of. either linear or nonlinear systems of equations. 
In the following sections, attention will be given to some standard 
techniques of solving both linear and nonlinear systems of equations. 
The general form of a system of linear equations is: 
(3.1) 
E a lXl + x 2x2 + ••• + a x = b , n n n nn n n 
which can be written in an abbreviated form as, 
n 
2: a .. X, = b, , i=l,2, ... ,n , 
j=l l.J J l. 
(3.2) 
or as, AX = b , (3.3) 
where X and b are used through this thesis to represent the vectors 
of the unknown variables x., i=l,2, ••• ,n and right hand sides (RHS) 
1 
of the equationsE., i=l,2, ••• ,n respectively. 
1 
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3.2 THE SOLUTION OF LINEAR EQUATIONS SYSTEMS 
n 
For a linear system of equations, L a._.x, = b. t i=1,2, .•• ,n, j=l ~J J ~ 
the variables x., i=1,2, .•• ,n are linearly connected so that the 
~ 
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calculation for the solution is fairly straightforward and simple. A 
direot approaoh is usually followed to solve such systems. However an 
iterative approaoh can be applied and found to give a solution correct 
to a required accuracy. The direct approach can be considered as an 
iterative technique with one iteration only. 
The solution of systems of simultaneous linear algebraic equations 
comprises a wide range of techniques, each of which is based on a 
different strategy. Niels~n (1964) lists sixteen methods which are the 
basis of several variations that are presently being used. 
3.2.1 Direct Methods 
The direct methods of solving linear systems of equations are 
those techniques in which the solution is given in a fixed number of 
arithmetic steps and subject only to rounding error. 
In the direct methods, three operations are permitted on the 
equations, El ,E2 , .•• ,En . 
i. Equation E. can be multiplied by any nonzero constant A and the 
~ 
resulting equation is used in place of equation Ei , that is 
ii. Equation E. can be multiplied by any constant A and added to 
J 
equation Ei , and the resulting equation is used in place of Ei , 
that is (Ei+AEj)+(Ei ). 
iii. Equations Ei and Ej can be transposed in order, that is (Ei)++(E j ). 
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A sequence of these three operations can be applied on a linear 
system of equations to transform it to one that is easy to solve, and 
different sequences of operations yield different forms of equations 
that arrive at the same solution of the system, and consequently, 
represent different methods of solution. 
I. Gaussian Elimination Method 
Now in the Gaussian elimination procedure applied to the linear 
~ . 
system (3.1), we form the augmented matrix A=[Aib], that is, 
all a12 a ln I a l,n+l 
a21 . a 22 a 2n a 2,n+l 
I 1 I 
~ I 
A = I (3.4) 
anI a2n a 
I a 
nn n,n+l 
where the entries in the (n+l)th column are the values of entries of 
RHS column vector b, i.e. a. l=b., i=l,2, ••• ,n, provided that the 
~ ,n+ 1. 
entries of the diagonal, a .. FO. Then we perform a sequential operation 
~~ 
(E. -(a . .la. i) E. )"'(E.), i=2,3, .•. ,n-l, 
] ]~ l. l. ] 
(3.5) 
j=i+l,i+2, ... ,n. This will eliminate x; in each row below the ith 
l. 
term for all values of i=1,2, ••• ,n-l. Eventually, we end up with a 
matrix of the form, 
all 
I .... 
I 
" I "-
~ 
" ~ A = 0 
- - - -
a12 
a 22 
" 
"- " , 
" 
" 
- - -
" 
-
a 
nn 
:l,n+~ 
2,n+1 
I 
I 
I 
an,n+J 
(3.6) 
The backward substitution can be performed to solve for xi' i=I,2, ••• ,n 
using the backward substitution formula, 
[ai,n+l -
x. :;; l. 
n 
2 a .. x.l j=i+l l.J J 
which simply starts by solving for x , 
n 
x 
n 
= 
a 
n,n+l 
a 
nn 
, i=n-l,n-2, ... ,3,2,1, 
and for x 1 using the previously calculated value of x , 
n- n 
[a +a x I 
n-l,n+l n-l,n n 
a 
n-l,n-l 
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(3.7) 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
and so on until the procedure yields equation (3.7). The implementation 
of the above procedure results in transforming the nXn matrix to an 
equivalent one of a triangular form. Apparently, this procedure will 
fail if any of the elements a ii , i=l,2, ••• ,n is zero, i.e. if the 
matrix A is singular. 
A useful strategy to avoid the failure of the process of trans-
forming an nXn matrix to a triangular or a diagonal matrix which arises 
when dividing by zero is the implementation of 'Pivoting'. The idea 
of this strategy is to rearrange the equations of the linear system of 
interest so as to put the coefficient of largest magnitude on the 
diagonal at each step. These diagonal elements are thus called the 
pivot elements and are used to generate zeros in their columns in 
all rows beneath (or/and sometimes above as in Jordan's method) them. 
Complete pivoting requires both row and column interchanges, while 
partial pivoting which places the coefficients of larger magnitude on 
the diagonal by row interchange only is a guarantee of non zero divisors 
in the elimination procedure. The latter is sometimes called the 
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maximal column pivoting. When there are large differences in the 
magnitude of coefficients in one equation compared to the other 
equations, the concept of 'scaling' may be considered to avoid the 
possibility of large rounding error. The scaled columns pivoting 
procedure first scales the values relative to the largest entry in the 
respective row, and subsequently chooses the pivot element as the one 
with the largest scaled value. 
11. Gauss-Jordan Method 
In this method we depart from the Gauss elimination procedure in 
Which xi is eliminated from equations Ei+l,Ei+2, ••• ,En and proceed also 
to eliminate xi from equations El ,E2 , ••• ,Ei _l • 
So, we end up with the following matrix, 
(1) (1) 
all - - -- a , l,n+l 
I' (2)' , 0 (2) 
... a 22 , a I , , 2 ,n+1 
I 
, , , 
• , 
0 
... 
, 
'. 1 , , , (n) (n) J ... 
- - -' 
a an,n+l nn 
The solution is then obtained by, 
( i) 
a, 1 
.1:,n+ 
(i) 
aii 
, i=1,2, ... ,n. 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
Clearly, we do not need to use the backward substitution in this method, 
as the resulting diagonal matrix gives the values of Xi' i=1,2, ..• ,n 
explicitly. 
Ill. LU Decomposition 
A modification of the elimination method, called the LU decomposition 
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method (also named Grout's reduation) is frequently used in computer 
programs designed to solve problems that end up with a matrix of 
coefficients (A, say) representing a linear system of equations. In 
this method, the matrix A is transformed into the product of two matrices 
Land U, where L is a lower triangular matrix and U is an upper 
triangular matrix with ones on its diagonal. 
NOW, if A can be factorized into the product LU, i.e., 
all a12 - - - a ln 
a 2l a 22 - - - a 2n 
A LU , (3.12) 
a - - - a n2 nn 
where, 
R.ll 
R.2l R.22 0 
L ... = ... (3.13) 
" 
R.nl R.n2 R. nn 
and 
1 u12 
u -_. 
13 u l ;;1 
1 u23-- - u2n 
U = 1 (3.14) 
... 
0 ... 
.... 
1 
then the elements of Land U satisfying this unique factorization A=LU 
can be determined from the recurrence formulae, 
j-l 
R.ij = a .. - I .tikukj , i3j , i=1,2, ... ,n l.J k=l (3.15) 
i-l 
a .. - I .t·kuk · 
u .. l.J k=l l. J 
l.J = , i<j, j=1,2, ... ,n 
.t .. (3.16) 
1l. 
Uii = 1 . (3.17) 
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It appears from these relations that for the relevant indices 
i and j, the determination of these elements alternate between 
obtaining a column of L and a row of U, i.e., in the order: 
ii3u3,;···;i, l'u 1 ,; i , J 1,n- n-,J nn for l~i,j~n. 
The solution of the set of equations AX=b can now be determined using 
Land U for any given RHS vector b. 
It starts by augmenting L with b and solving the triangular system 
by a forward substitution process to obtain a vector b' and then 
augmenting U with b' and solving the triangular system by a back 
substitution process to derive the final solution X. In matrix 
notation, we perform the following procedure , 
Solve the augmented matrix 
~ 
ill bl 
I 
i 2l i22 0 b 2 I 
... Llb = ... 
I , 
i nl in2 b nn n 
which yields the vector 
b' = 
and then solve the augmented matriX, 
r ul2 u l3 - -- u ln b0 
I , l 1 u23 - -- u 2n 'J U,b = .. I 2 .. I ... I .. 0 , .. 1 b' 
which yields by back substitution, the solution, 
x = 
x 
n 
The general equations for the reduction of bare 
b' 
b l 
= 
1.11 1 
i-I 
b. - I R.ikbk 1. k=l b' = , i=2,3, ~ .. , n 
1. 1.11 
(3.18) 
(3.19) 
and those of the solution X obtained by the back substitution process 
are, 
x = b' (3.20) 
n n 
n 
Xj = b' - I Ujkbk , j=n-l,n-2, ••• ,1. (3.21) j k=j+l 
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A special advantage of the LU decomposition method is its ability 
to handle problems with the same coefficient matrix but with different 
RHS vectors with great economy of effort since the decomposition part 
of the solution technique is not affected and can be retained when the 
RHS vector is altered. This is why it is usual in programming the LU 
decomposition to use two distinct subroutines to perform the decomposition 
and the solution procedures separately. Another advantage of this method 
'is the minimum storage space required despite the fact that there are 
two matrices Land U each of the same order instead of the original 
coefficient matrix A. There is no need to store the zeros in either L 
or U and the ones on the diagonal of U since these values are always 
the same. One can then store the essential elements of U where the 
zeros appear in the L array. The procedure of determining the el·ements 
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of Land U using equations (3.15) - (3 .17) shows that after any element 
of A, a ij , is used, it never appears again in the equations. Thus, 
the matrix A can be transformed by the above equations and becomes, 
~ ~u a12 a1n .\011 u12 u13 u1n a 21 a 22 a 2n .\021 t22 u 23 u2n 
L I I I I , I , I + .... I .... a n2 - -- a .\On1 .\On2 .\0 nn nn 
i.e. we can condense the Land U matrices into one matrix and store 
their elements in the space of A. This method is thus often called a 
compact scheme. On the other hand, the LU decomposition technique 
fails for the case when anyone of the diagonal elements of the matrix 
L i.e • .\Oii's, which are used as divisors in equation (3.16) proves to 
be zero, that is when A is singular. 
There are some other, well known forms of the direct factorization 
method for linear systems of equations represented by square coefficients 
matrices. An equivalent method to the Crout's Reduction is called the 
DooZittZe's Method which transforms the matrix A into an LU pair in 
which L has the ones on its diagonal instead of U. The ChoZeski's 
Method requires that the diagonal elements of Land U are equal, i.e • 
.\0 .. =u .. for each value of i=1,2, ... ,n. 
1.1. 1.l. 
For the case when A is positive 
d f ·· d .. T d T 11 e 1n1te an symmetr1c, 1.e. X AX)O an A=A for a nonzero vectors X, 
T T 
the resulting factorization yields U=L and A=LL. Thus the elements 
of L are given by, i-1 
.\Oii = (aii 
~ .\02) 1 
l. ik k=l 
= 
j-1 
aiJ· - L t·kt·k k=l 1 J 
l': jj 
(3.22) 
, j=1,2, ... ,i-l. (3.23) 
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T Since A is symmetric and U=L , then fewer arithmetic operations are 
necessary to compute the factorization which could result in saving 
rounding errors and computation time. However, there is another source 
of rounding error and time consumption with the presence of the square 
roots in equation (3.22). !f A is. posit-ive de.~inill.. , t-he.1'e is 1'10 'V'Ietd 
~.. row illl"t.l'"c.~e.S • 
IV. The Matrix Inversion Method 
In this method, the concept of matrix inversion is utilized to 
solve the system, 
AX = b , (3.24) 
Where X and b are the column vector representing the unknown variables 
x., i=1,2, •.• ,n and the Right Hand Side (RHS) entries of the system 
1. 
(3.24) respectively. In this technique, the problem is to seek the 
inverse matrix Y of the matrix A such that 
AY = I • (3.25) 
Then having obtained the inverse matrix Y, the solution of the system 
(3.24) can be given by, 
X = Yb • (3.26 ) 
There exists a variety of methods used to find the inverse of a 
matrix. However, we will present a brief account of a well known 
and an obsolete technique for the calculation of the inverse of a matrix. 
Generally speaking, the matrix inversion strategy requires extra 
arithmetical operations and thus produces less accurate results than 
most of the direct techniques of solving systems of equations [Forsythe 
et aI, 1977]. The decomposition techniques may also be utilised to 
obtain the inverse of the coefficient matrix associated with a system 
of linear equations. 
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i. Jordan's Method 
The system Ax=b can be solved by performing the Gaussian elimination 
procedure on the augmented matrix [A~I], i.e., 
1 
1 1 all a12 a1n 1 , 
1 , , 
a 21 a22 0 a 2n I I' 1 
, 
" " 
, 
- I 1 I I " 
, 
A = , , (3.27) 1 
" 
1 I , , " ,I I , I , 
, 
, 
0 , " , I 1 , , 
a
n1 an2 a 1 1- - -- - - 1 nn I 
The aim of this procedure is to convert the matrix [A:I] to a matrix 
I -1 
of the form [loA ], namely, 
o 
1 
- - --, 0 1 
1 " N 1 ' , , 
'" " A = I , , , 
, " " 
, 
, 'I 0 
" , ' ' , 
1- " '1 
- - - - -
, 
1 (1) (1) (1) all a12 - - - a1n I (2) I (2) (2) 
I 
a 21 a22 --- a2n 
I I I I (3.28) 1 I 
I 
(n) (n) (n) 
anI an2 a nn 
-1 in which the entries of the matrix A are already calculated. Every 
step in the elimination process gives one column of the identity matrix 
to the left and one column of the inverse matrix on the right so that 
after n steps the procedure terminates with the system (3.28). In the 
ith step the following formula is used for the ith reduction of the ith 
row, i-l 
=~ i-I 
aii 
and for the other rows we have, 
i-I 
a, , 
Jl. 
(3.29) 
(3.30) 
i 
and after this step, the element ai+l,i+l is used as the pivot element 
for the (i+l)th (next) step. 
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ii. Cramer's Rule 
Besides the above mentioned widely used method, the early 
developed Cramer's rule is less efficient with respect to accuracy, 
time and thus cost. To show this, we outline briefly the procedure of 
the technique. We write the system Ax=b in scalar form, 
n 
I 
j=l 
a .. x, 
1.J J 
i::::1,2, .. .. In .. 
It can be shown after some mathematical manipulations that, 
n Aik 
L (d tA)b. 
i=l e 1. 
, k=1,2, ..... In, 
where the cofactor Aik is given by, 
. i+k 
Aik = (-1) Mik 
(3.31) 
(3.32) 
(3.33) 
and Mik is the so-called minor dete1'Tllinant of aik , that is, the 
determinant of the (n-l)x(n-l) matrix that does not vanish when the 
ith row and the kth column are eliminated. 
The dete1'Tllinant of A (detA) is given by, 
(3.34a) 
for any fixed value of i from 1 to n, or equivalently by, 
detA = (3.34b) 
for any fixed value of k from 1 to n. 
-1 Note that if detA=O, then A does not exist and the matrix A 
is said to be singular, which means that there exists no unique 
solution for the system AX=b. 
It appears now that if it is required to solve a system of n equations 
with n unknowns, then one should compute (n+l) determinants each of 
which is of order n and hence has n! terms. Each of these terms 
requires (n-l) multiplications. So the number of the multiplications 
alone which is required to determine the solution of the (nxn) system 
of equations is given by the expression, 
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(n+l) nl (n-l) , (3.35 ) 
which is an astronomical number even for reasonably small values of n 
(e.g. for n=15, the number of multiplications required is 2.929190584X1014) 
so the procedure is very lengthy and time consuming. Even for small 
systems of equations, the relatively large number of arithmetic 
operations required would cause several rounding errors in the final 
result. 
A recently developed technique has made it possible to isolate 
the severe disadvantages of Cramer's Rule. This technique is facilitated 
by some computer programs that determine the terms of the solution 
after the whole calculations algebraically, rather than numerically, 
so that the produced expressions give the exact values of the terms of 
the solution symbolically and this permits one to carry on the analytic 
calculations before numerical computations start. A number of symbolic 
manipulation systems dealing with algebraic expressions have been 
developed over the past few years. A selection of those is listed as 
follows: 
ALPAK 
CONFORM 
SAC-l 
ALTRAN 
FORMAC 
SCHOONSCHIP 
ASHMEDAI 
MACSYMA 
SCRATCHPAD 
CAMAL 
REDUCE 
SYMBAL 
Jenson and Niordson (1977) performed a comparative study of some 
of these systems. At the present time, it appears that MACSYMA and 
REDUCE are two systems which are distinctly favoured by users with 
relatively easy availability. 
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MACSYMA (Project MAC's symbolic manipulation system) is a large, 
versatile and interactive system written in MACLISP with an ALGOL-like 
syntax. REDUCE (developed primarily by the Symbolic Computation Group 
at the University of Utah at Salt Lake City) is a program designed for 
carrying out general algebraic computations accurately, on relatively 
complicated expressions. 
Some of the main advantages of the use of symbolic computations 
in the context of modelling and the simulation of field problems are 
listed in Brown and Hearn (1978). 
v. The Frontal Solution Method 
The frontaZ soZution teohnique devised independently by'Hellen (1969), 
Irons (1970) and Melosh and Bamford (1969) [Akin and Pardue, 1976] is 
an extension of the Gaussian elimination method which utilizes an external 
storage device, i.e. tapes and discs and thus reduces both cost and 
computer storage. The method was one developed amongst a series of 
techniques for the optimum economical solution of the general sparse 
set of linear equations [e.g. Curt is and Reid; 1971 and Kay, 1973]. 
The aim of developing these techniques is a combination of the following 
major factors in formulating the programs' procedures: 
i. Computer storage, which depends upon the product of the number 
of unknowns and the maximum number of non-zero elements stored 
in a row during the solution process. 
ii. Computer time, which is proportional to the number of terms 
eliminated. 
iii. Accuracy, which depends upon the number of arithmetic operations. 
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So, if the number of terms to be eliminated is relatively small, 
then so is the corresponding round-off error. 
A major difference of the method from the Gaussian elimination 
method is that in the former, the process of assembling the master 
matrix, the master vector which is obtained by imposing the boundary 
conditions and solving the system of equations, 
AX = b , 
are distinct phases occurring consecutively while in the latter, these 
processes can be performed in parallel as detailed previously in this 
section. The details of the frontal method are now presented. 
The method commences by assembling each of the element stiffness 
matrices in turn into core, until the core area allocated to the 
solution routine is filled. Then, from within this assembled part of 
the complete matrix, a pivotal search is made to determine the largest 
entry from amongst those rows and columns which are fully summed, i.e. 
rows and columns to which no further contributions will arise in 
subsequent assembly of the element matrices. The pivotal row is then 
used to eliminate all the coefficients in the pivotal column, after 
which it is placed on backing store disc. When sufficient coefficients 
have been eliminated, it is possible to assemble the next element 
stiffness matrix, after which further elimination may take place. When 
finally all the coefficients have been eliminated, the solution is 
obtained by the back-substitution technique [Hood, 1976]. 
To illustrate the frontal technique, we consider the simple case 
of the four-element six-node mesh shown in Figure (3.1), of which the 
assembled system of equations is written by, 
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AX = b , 
where A is the linear matrix of coefficients of the vector X and b is 
the vector of the RHS components. 
4 2..-__ -.-__ --,,5 
II III 
I 
1 3 6 
FIGURE (3.l): Four-element six-node mesh 
If in this simple case, the core storage is restricted to a system 
of equations with a (3X 3) coefficient matrix, namely, the system of 
equations associated with the first element, i.e., 
I I I b l all a l2 a l3 Xl 
I I I b I (3.36) a2l a22 a23 x2 = 2 
I I I b I a 3l a 32 a 33 x3 
then it is necessary to reduce the storage occupied by this system 
before proceeding to assemble the next set of equations associated with 
element number II. This is done by eliminating Xl since at this stage 
contributions to Xl are completed (row and column 1 are fully summed) 
and the entry I I all may be used as a pivot (allrO). This step will lead 
to the following, 
I 
I _ a2l I 
a22 I a12 
all 
I 
a 
31 I 
- --a 
I 13 
all 
= (3.37) 
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Now it is possible to assemble the next matrix entry of element 
number II which is associated with x2 ,x3 and x4 ' By performing this 
step'we get, 
I I I I 
I a21a l2 II I a2l a l3 II II 
a 22 - I + a22 a23 - I + a23 a24 x2 
all all 
I I I I 
I a 3la l2 II I a 3l a l3 + II 11 a 32 - I + a 32 a 33 - I a 33 a 34 x3 
all all 
I I 
a42 a43 a44 x4 
I I 
b I _ a2lbl + b~I 2 I 
all 
b I I + b~I (3.38) = a 3lbl 3 
bI! 
4 
These steps show the major difference between the frontal method and 
Gaussian elimination applied to a banded matrix. For the frontal 
techniques each equation can be eliminated at an earlier stage than in 
the banded routines (i.e. as soon as it is complete) due to the superior 
accounting process involved. Consequently, core requirements are in 
general less for frontal routines. The above procedure may be continued 
until the entry matrix associated with each element is assembled and 
the first row and column of the in-core matrix are eliminated in a 
step by step fashion. k . . The entry aii ~s the pivot element which ~s used 
to eliminate x. from the in-core matrix which resulted from the 
~ 
elimination of x. 1 in the previous step. This is done progressively 
~-
to the system of equations associated with the elements l,2, ••• ,k-l. 
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The Gaussian product is then subtracted from each row before it is fully 
summed and this yields the 2x 2 system of equations, 
k k 
k k k a, 1 ' k a, 1 ' ~+ ,l. 1.+ ,l. 
ai+l,i+l - ai,i+l a - a, , 2 k i+l,i+2 k 1.,1.+ 
ai,i a, ' l.,l. 
k k 
k k k k a i +2 ,i a i +2 ,i 
a i +2 ,i+l - ai,i+l a - a i ,i+2 k i+2,i+2 k 
a, , l.,l. a, , l.,l. 
k 
k ai +1 ,i bk bi+l - k i 
a, 1.,i 
= (3.39) 
k 
k a i +2 ,i 
bk bi +2 - k 
ai,i l. 
and by assembling the system of equations associated with element number 
k+l, the in-core system becomes as follows, 
k . 
ai+l,i+l -
k 
a i +2 ,i+l -
k k 
ai+1,iai+l,i 
k 
a, , l.,l. 
k k 
a, 2 ,a, , 1 1.+ ,1. 1.,1.+ 
k 
a, , l.,l. 
k+l 
a i +3 ,i+l 
= 
k+l 
+a, 1 ' 1 1.+ ,1+ 
k+l 
+a, l.+2,i+l 
k k 
k a, 1 ,a, , 2 1.+ ,1. 1.,1.+ 
a i +l,i+2- k 
a, , l.,l. 
k 
k a, 2 ,a, , 2 1.+ ,1. 1.,1.+ 
a, 2 ' 2- k 1.+ ,1.+ 
k+l 
a i +3 ,i+2 
+ bk+l 
i+2 
a, , l.,l. 
• 
bk+l 
i+3 . 
k k+l 
+ai +l ,i+2 a i +l ,i+3 
k+l k+l 
+ai +2 ,i+2 a i +2 ,i+3 
k+l . 
a i +3 ,i+3 
(3.40) 
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Each of the above mentioned phases (assembly-constraint-forward-
elimination - backsubstitution) propagates through the region from 
node to node like a wave, hence, the frontal solution is also referred 
to as the wave front technique [Irons, 1970]. On the other hand, there 
is a disadvantage in the frontal technique which arises as a result of 
performing these procedures in a st.ep by step fashion as it is a time 
consuming procedure and requires complicated programming. 
The choice of a method for solving a linear system is based on the 
optimization of some major factors that are used to assess the 
performance of the methods, namely the computer storage, computation 
time and solution accuracy. This leads to some general guidelines for 
choosing the appropriate method of solution, (e.g. Gaussian Elimination 
with a Scaled Column Pivoting Algorithm is one of the appropriate 
techniques for solving reasonably large systems of equations and 
Crout's Reduction algorithm is one of the best techniques used for 
solving tridiagonal matrices of large order). An example of comparing 
the efficiency of some available methods of solving linear systems of 
equations and matrix inversion is given in Table (3.1) where the Gauss 
and Jordan's methods are compared with respect to the number of 
arithmetia operations required to obtain the solution. The expressions 
shown in this table are mainly obtained from the analysis given by 
Fox (1964). 
Apparently from this comparison, the Gaussian elimination technique 
requires the least number of operations. However, for matrix inversion, 
when the method is modified so that reduced computations are used (i.e. 
by ignoring multiplications by zeros or ones and adding zeros), the 
number of arithmetic operations required is the same for the two methods. 
I~ Linear Solution Inversion Reduced Computation Method Mu1t ./Div. Add/Subt. Mu1t./Div. Add/Subt. Mu1t./Div. Add/Subt. 
3 2 3 5n3 2 5n3 n n 2 5n 2 3 3 2 Gauss -+n - - n n n n 3 3 - +n -- - - -n +- n -1 n -2n +n 3 6 6 2 3 6 6 
3 2 3 3 :3 3 3 3 2 E- +n n n n n n ~ _2n2 n Jordan -- -2- -"2 +- n -1 n -2n +n 2 2 2 2 2 2 
TABLE 3.1: Arithmetic operations required for the solution and inversion of an nXn system of linear 
equations using the Gauss and Jordan's methods 
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Fox (1964) reported that the number of arithmetic operations required 
3 2 
to solve an nXn system using the Doolittle method is (n /3+n -n/3) 
for multiplications and (n3/3+n2/2-Sn/6) for additions, while for nXn 
inversion,. it is the same as that for both the Gauss elimination and 
Jordan's method. 
3.2.2 Iterative Methods 
In iterative techniques, we start by assigning an initial guess 
Xo to the solution of the nXn linear system AX=b, and generate a 
00 
sequence of vectors {Xk}k=O that converges to X. 
These techniques are usually used to solve large systems of linear 
equations, that might be time and storage consuming if solved using 
direct techniques. The number of steps (often called the 'number of 
iterations') required to achieve convergence to the solution of the 
system varies according to the accuracy required. 
The use of iterative methods is quite apprcpriate for solving nXn 
systems of equations having one or more of the following characteristics, 
1. 
2 
n is large compared with the amount of computer storage 
available. 
ii. the matrix of coefficients is sparse i.e. the majority of its 
elements being zero. 
iii. a particular good starting approximation to the solution is 
available. 
In fact, these three characteristics are often satisfied by the 
very large systems of linear equations which arise in the numerical 
solution of initial/boundary value problems. Moreover, the convergence 
of at least one of the iterative methods is assured when they are applied 
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to a system of equations AX=b such that either 
i. A is symmetric and positive-definite, or 
ii. A is strictly diagonally dominant, in the sense that the 
magnitude of each diagonal element of A is larger than the sum 
of the magnitudes of all the other elements in the same row 
[Gault et al., 1974). 
I. Jacobi Iterative Method 
The procedure of this method consists of solving the ith equation 
in the system AX=b for Xi' to obtain 
n ai·x. b. 
L (- ~) ~ Xi = +--j=l aii aii , i=1,2, ... ,n, 
j~i 
(k) 
then following an iterative procedure to generate each x. from 
~. 
(k-l) 
Xi I k~l, that is I 
~ (k-l) L (-a .. x. ) + b i j=l ~J J 
= 
j~i 
, 1=1,2, ... ,n. 
(3.4l) 
(3.42) 
In this method, a sufficient condition for convergence to the solution 
is that, n 
I aii I > jL I a ij I , i=1,2, ••• ,n. (3.43) 
Hi 
When this is true, xik ) will converge to the solution regardless of the 
choice of the initial guess. 
11. Gauss-Seidel Iterative Method 
This method might be considered as an improvement to the Jacobi 
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iterative method. The basic idea of this improvement is to use the 
d t d 1 f (k) . 1 2 . 1 up a e va ues 0 xi ,L=, , ••• ,L- (k) to compute xi instead of using 
(k-l) (k) 
xi ,i=l ,2, ••• ,i-l to compute xi for each i>l. Thus, we utilize 
h d d f (k) . 1 2 . 1 h' hId lIt d t e up ate values 0 xi ,L=, , ••. ,L- W LC are a rea y ca cu a e 
and are supposedly better approximations to the actual solutions, 
xi' i=1,2, ••• ,i-l than x~k-l), i=1,2, ••• ,i-l. The formula that generates 
the solution iteratively is then written as, 
i-I 
I 
= 
j=l 
, i=1,2, ••• ,n. (3.44) 
Again, the sufficient condition for convergence of this method is the 
same as that of Jacobi method (3.43). 
Generally speaking, the Gauss-Seidel method is superior to the 
Jacobi method. However, there are some systems for which the Jacobi 
method converges while the Gauss-Seidel method does not, and conversely 
[Varga,1962]. The Gauss-Seidel method can be modified to produce a 
class of methods of significantly faster convergence. These are the 
relaxation (SOR) methods, a version of which will be used in Section 
3.5 to solve partial differential equations. 
The iterative procedure of these three methods may be rewritten 
in a matrix form as 
X (k) = MX(k-l)+b , (3.45) 
where M is called the iteration matrix and is given by 
-1 Jacobi method, M = -D (L+U) for the (3.46) 
M = -1 -(D+L) U for the Gauss-Seidel method, and, (3.47) 
-1 M =- (D-wL) [ (l-w) ])twU] , for the SOR method, (3.48) 
where the matrices, D,L and U are defined as follows: 
diagonal matrix, D = 
o 
0 
strictly lower 
a21 
triangular matrix, L = a 3l 
I 
I 
I 
a
nl 
0 
strictly upper 
triangular matrix, U = 
o 
.... 
.... 
.... 
.... 
0 
, 
.... 
a 32 .... 
I 
I 
I 
a
n2 
a12 
0 
.... 
"-
0 
.... 
.... 
.... 
a 
nn 
0 
" .... 
.... 
.... 
a13 - - -
a23 
.... 
.... 
.... 
.... 
.... 
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(3.49) 
(3.50) 
0 
a ln 
(3.51) 
0 
and w is·a scalar (0<w<2) called the over or under relaxation factor. 
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3.3 THE SOLUTION OF NONLINEAR EQUATIONS SYSTEMS 
The general form of a system of nonlinear equations is, 
fl (xl ,x2 '···,xn ) = 0 , 
f2 (xl ,x2 ' ••• ,xn ) = 0 , (3.52) 
and written in abbreviated form as, 
F(X) = 0 . (3.53) 
In the context of this section, we note that for solving a nonlinear 
system of equations, all the techniques used are iterative, as the 
direct approach is rather complicated, tedious and often impossible. 
3.3.1 Fixed Point Iterative Method 
For the system (3.52), we solve the ith equation for Xi to write 
Xi in terms of a function gi such that 
x = G(X) (3.54) 
The fUnction G is said to have a fixed point at X. After this 
transformation from a nonlinear system of the form F(X)=O into an 
equivalent fixed-point problem X=G(X), we set x(O) as an initial 
guess for X and generate the solution following the iterative process, 
(k) (k-l) X =G(X ),k=1,2, ••• ,n (3.55) 
and so on until an assigned error limit criterion is satisfied. It 
can be shown [Burden et al., 1981] that the fixed point iterative 
method is of linear convergence. 
One possible way to accelerate this convergence is to use the 
updated estimates xik), i=1,2, ••• ,i-l instead of xik- l ), i=1,2, ••• ,i-l 
(k) in the process of estimating xi 
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This is analogous to the improvement done to the Jacobi iterative 
method and leads to a Gauss-Seidel-like method. In some literature, 
the fixed point iterative method is often termed the 'Piaard method' 
after Emile Picard (1856-1941). 
3.3.2 Newton's Method 
For the one dimensional case, we write the Newton's iterative formuZa 
as, 
(k) 
x (3.56) 
but for the n-dimenSional nonlinear system (3.52), if we define the 
Jaaobian matrix to be, 
afl HI af l 
aXl aX2 ax n 
af2 af2 af2 
aX l aX2 ax J(X) n (3.57) = I I 
I I 
I I 
af 
n afn af n 
aXl aX2 ax n 
then, Newton's method for the nonlinear system F(X)=O can be written as, 
(3.58) 
It is known [Conte and de Boor, 1980; Gerald, 1978] that the 
Newton's method is of quadratic convergence. Also the convergence of 
Newton's method depends on the choice of the initial guess solution. 
This dependence is very strong in the case of highly nonlinear boundary 
value problems in which the solution easily diverges unless the choice 
of the initial guess solution is very good. One way to overcome this 
problem is to introduce the 'damped Newton's method'. 
(k+l) The idea of this method is not to let the next iterate x = 
x(k)+h lead to an increase in the residual error, i.e. 1 If(xk+1 )1 12> 
1 If(xk)1 I. In such a case we look at the vector, 
2. 
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k+l k i 
x = x + h/~ ,i=l ,2 , ••• (3.59) 
i k+l 
where ~ is the damping parameter, and x is taken to be the first 
such vector for which the residual error is less than 1 If(xk)1 12' 
The value of u may be taken to be approximately 2.0 [Conte and de Boor, 
1980). 
3.3.3 Broyden's Method 
This method is merely an extension of Newton's method where the 
Jacobian matrix is replaced by an approximate matrix that is updated 
at each iteration. 
According to Broyden's method [Broyden, 1965], we write the 
iterative procedure for the solution of the system F(X)=O as 
X (k) = X (k-1) - J\=lF (X (k-1» , 
where, 
and, 
-1 
~ 
Sk 
Y = F(x(k» _ F(X(k-1» 
k 
By using this approximation, we lose the quadratic convergence of 
(3.60) 
(3.61) 
(3.62 ) 
(3.63) 
Newton's method, and attain a super linear convergence [Burden et al., 
1981), i.e. O(hU) , 1<a<2. 
3.4 THE SOLUTION OF ALGEBRAIC AND BOUNDARY VALUE EIGENPROBLEMS 
THE ALGEBRAIC EIGENVALUE PROBLEM 
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The solution of many physical problems requires the calculation 
(or the approximation) of the eigenvalues and the corresponding eigen-
vectors of a matrix associated with a linear system of equations. 
Similar to the solution of algebraic systems of equations, there 
exists two types of methods for solving eigenvalue problems: 
i. methods utilizing the similarity transformation which are 
frequently referred to as direct methods or transformation 
methods (e.g. Jaaobi, Given's and HousehoZder's methods). 
ii. iterative methods, in which arbitrary initial guesses are used 
to approximate the eigenvectors corresponding to the dominant 
eigenvalue (eigenvalue of largest or smallest modulus) and 
are successively iterated until some specified precision is 
achieved (e.g. Power method and Inverse Power Method). 
The iterative methods are most useful in the treatment of large 
sparse matrices when good estimates of the eigenvectors are available. 
An elementary text of up-to-date methods of solving the eigenvalue 
problems is Stewart (1973) and an advanced treatise is Wilkinson (1965). 
Fortunately, the eigenvalues of the largest and smallest modulus are 
the most important parameters in most eigenproblem computations. Thus, 
one of these two eigenvalues is given the term dominant when its value 
is being very critical in the sense that it effects the behaviour of 
the system of interest very strongly. As examples, the smallest eigen-
value is the important factor in structural analysis and vibration 
calculations, while the largest eigenvalue is called the dominant or 
critical eigenvalue in nuclear reactor computations. 
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It is customary to mention that the largest and smallest eigen-
value of a linear system of equations can be determined using the 
power method and the inverse power method respectively, and these are 
discussed in the two following sections. 
3.4.1 The Power Method 
The so-called power method is a simple iterative method of 
calculating the largest eigenvalue and the corresponding eigenvector 
of a matrix. 
Let A be a real, nxn matrix with n real, distinct eigenvalues 
A1 ,A2, ••• ,An • Thus, A has a full set of n linearly independent set of 
eigenvectors v l ,v2 , ••• ,Vn , i.e. any n-dimensional column vector x admits 
a representation of the form, 
(3.64) 
where the a's are arbitrary constants. 
We assume that the eigenvalues are ordered so that 
From the definition of the A'S and V's we have for each i=1,2, ••• ,n, 
the statement, 
(3.65) 
so that, 
n 
AX 
= A {i~laiVi} = alA1Vl + (3.66) 
The essence of the power method stems from the fact that the behaviour 
of the vector sequence 
2 3 
Vi I AV i' A Vi I A Vi I" .... I i=1,2 I" .... ,n (3.68) 
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is strongly dependent on the simple numerical sequence 
(3.68) 
It follows, for example, that 
provided that 
lim 
k-
k A Vi = 0 , 
< 1 , for all i=1,2, ••• ,n , 
(3.69) 
(3.70) 
which is the condition required for the sequence (3.67) to converge. 
More generally, for any positive integer k, 
Akx = alA~vl + a2A~v2 + ••• + anA~Vn (3.71) 
If we now assume that alio and that IAll>IA21, then for a sufficiently 
k large value of k the expression (3.71) is dominated by alAlvl and so 
AkX provides a good approximation for a multiple of VI' the eigenvector 
of A corresponding to the eigenvalue of largest modulus. 
Although this technique is straightforward and requires simple 
programming, it possesses a severe disadvantage for the case when IAll 
is large. In this case Akx will be very large after a few iterations, 
and machine overflow may soon occur. To overcome this difficulty; the 
vector Akx should be scaled after each iteration. This is accomplished 
by dividing by Al as well as multiplying by A, so we arrive after k 
iterations at the vector 
= a V + 1 1 (3.72) 
The threat of overflow mentioned above is now obsolete, but the rate 
of convergence of the method which is proportional to the rate at which 
A 121k~ . 
Al 
·v will be very slow for matrices having two large eigenvalues of 
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nearly equal modulus. The iterative procedure breaks down if at least 
two of the eigenvalues possess different values but the same modulus. 
This breakdown is characterized by the failure of the iterates to 
converge, and by the change of sign of the approximation to Al [Gourlay, 
1973] • 
The technique of the power method is illustrated in the following 
algorithm by the fact that in practice, Al is not known until the end 
of the process, so it is sufficient to divide by the element of largest 
modulus in the vector produced after each iteration. The procedure 
which is followed is: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Assign an initial guess for X (that is Xo) 
Determine y 1 =AXo 
Define kl to be the element of largest modulus in Yl 
Determine Xl 
5. Proceed with the iterations, 
Yi+l=AXi ' 
define ki to be the element of largest modulus in Yi +l , 
1 
Xi +l = ~ Yi +l ' 
l. 
if "Xi+l-Xi ' < .: stop, 
else, Xi=Xi +l ' 
and so on until the criterion defined by the small number .:>0 is 
satisfied. We, thus arrive at ki +l and Xi +l as good approximations 
tOAl and Vl respectively. 
It is clear, from this procedure, that the powers of A are never 
actually computed in the implementation of the power method, nor is it 
necessary to know the values of n.'s and/or V's in equation (3.64). 
l. i 
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The power method can be used in conjunction with some techniques 
based on mathematical manipulations as Bhifting the origin' and ~he 
method of defZation'; The former technique can deal, for example, with 
matrix eigenvalues possessing different signs since if A has eigenvalues 
with the eigenvectors of A. In this case, the rate of convergence of 
A.-C A2 
the Power Method will be enhanced provided that maxl,1_ I<I~I. The 
i "1 c 1 
method of deflation is used if it is required to determine eigenvalues 
other than the largest one. This is to modify the original matrix so 
that the eigenvalue of largest modulus no longer occurs. If the method 
of deflation is used with reduction of order of the matrix A, then it 
would save much computational work which is subject to accumulative 
error in the deflated matrix. 
3.4.2 The Inverse Power Method 
The inverse power method uses the power method as a basis but 
gives a faster convergence and can often be used to find more than 
just the eigenvalue of the largest modulus. Here one chooses, in 
addition to the starting vector Vi as in the sequence (3.43), a number 
p not equal to an eigenvalue of A and forms the sequence, 
2 3 V. ,YV.,Y Vi,Y V., •.• 1 1 1 
where Y = (A-pI) -1 (3.73) 
The advantage of introducing this transformation stems from the fact 
-1 
that for the eigenvalues of the matrix (A-pI) namely, 
1 
A -p 
1 
1 
, A -P 2 . 
, ..... I 
1 
A -p 
n 
if P is quite close to one of the eigenvalues (~, say) and not to 
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any other, then (A. -p) -1 will be quite large in absolute value compared 
1. 
-1 
with the other eigenvalues (A. -p) ,and thus the convergence will be 
J 
very rapid. To avoid the disadvantage of the method in the case when 
two or more unequal eigenvalues possess close modulus to p, the vector 
Y is normalized after each iteration. This is to divide the vector Y 
by (Ak-P ) which is the eigenvalue of A closest to p. Following an 
analogous algorithm to the one used above for the pcwer method we assign 
an initial guess for the eigenvector X (Xo ' say) and the scalar p and 
then form the sequence of vectors 
-1 Yi +l = (A-pI) Xi' (3.74) 
and define k. to be the eigenvalue of A closest to p. Then we divide 
1. 
this resulting vector by ki so that 
1 Y 
(ki -p) i+1' 
(3.75 ) 
and so on until Xi and Xi+l become close to each other within the 
specified tolerance, where, ki and Xi +l approximate A closest to p and 
V respectively. 
The choice of the s'calar p determines' the convergence, provided 
-1 -1 
that (Ak-p) is a unique dominant eigenvalue of (A-pI) • The 
closer p is to an eigenvalue Ak of A, the faster the convergence is, 
as it is of order 
where A2 is the eigenvalue of A that is second closest to p. In order 
to have a good choice of the initial data, the selection of p should 
be based on a means of localizing an eigenvalue (e.g. Gerschorin 
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It is important to report the laborious computation required to 
be performed for each iteration of the equation (3.74) because of the 
presence of the matrix inversion which causes an accumulation of 
rounding error. In order to avoid this, we rewrite equation (3.74) 
in the following form 
(A-pI)Y i +l = Xi +l ' (3.76) 
, 
so that this equation is now solved as a system of linear equations. 
Without doubt this alternative procedure would cause a considerable 
saving in the number of arithmetic operations and consequently reduces 
the rounding errors. 
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3.5 THE BOUNDARY VALUE EIGENPROBLEM 
The general form of the eigenproblem for the elliptic operator L 
consists of the determination of the non-zero eigenvalues A and 
corresponding non-trivial eigenfunctions u satisfying, 
Lu = AU, (3.77) 
in a region R with homogeneous boundary conditions (Dirichlet, Neumann 
or Robbin's type) on the boUndary r. Covering R with a rectangular grid 
and employing a finite difference approximation to the operator, 
equation (3.77) is replaced by the algebraic eigenvalue problem, 
AU = AU , 
where A is a square matrix with eigenvalues A. 
Consider the eigenproblem for the Laplacian operator 
2 o u 
-2 
oX 
+ AU = 0 , 
in the unit square R with u=o on the boundary r. 
(3.78) 
(3.79) 
It is easily verified [Mitchell and Griffiths, 1980] that the 
functions, 
u = sinp~x sinnqy, p,q=1,2, ... , p,q (3.80) 
are eigenfunctions satisfying equation (3.79) with corresponding eigen-
values, 
A p,q 
2 2 2 
= (p +q)n , p,q=l,2, .... (3.81) 
Clearly, the number of the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions is infinite. 
With the use of the five-point difference approximation to equation 
(3.79) on a square grid of size h=l/M we obtain, 
2 
U. 1 .+U. 1 .+U. j l+U' . 1 = (4-Ah )U. j , 1.-,J 1.+,J 1., - 1.,J+ 1., 
for i,j=1,2, ••• ,M-l and, by direct substitution, it can be shown 
(3.82) 
that the eigenfunctions are 
u(p,q) = sin PM~i sin qM~i, p,q=1,2, ••• ,M-l 
i,j 
leading to the eigenvalues, 
A = 2(2 - cos p~ - cos q~)/h2 ,p,q=l,2, ••• ,M-l. p,q M M 
(3.83) 
(3.84) 
Clearly, the finite difference equations (3.82) provides only (M_l)2 
values of the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions. 
In general the accuracy of the approximate eigenfunctions will be 
much more difficult to assess than the accuracy of the eigenvalues 
(Rayleigh's principle). 
The Numerical Solution of P.D.E.'s 
In the two following sections, we present a brief account of two 
standard methods for the numerical solution of P.D.E.'s. The first 
method is the well established Finite Difference Method (F.D.M.) and 
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a relatively, recent method which showed a good competitive performance. 
That is, the Boundary EZement Method (B.E.M.). Together with the 
Finite EZement Method (F.E.M.) these· methods provide a collection of 
powerful techniques for the solution of most boundary value problems. 
Without any doubt, the two latter methods possess many advantages over 
the former in addition to their potential of overcoming the difficulties 
arising in the F.D.M. for the solution of problems in various awkward 
regions. On the other hand, a careful, comprehensive comparison should 
be established to assess the performance of the F.E.M. and B.E.M. in 
order to judge which is better. The reason for this caution is the 
fact that both methods possess some advantages over the other when 
certain criterion is employed. It is beyond the scope of this thesis 
to attempt to reach the final statement of this judgement. However, 
a general comparison of the three methods will be presented in' 
Chapter 4 and comparative results of the F.E.M. will be presented with 
those of the F.D.M. and B.E.M. in the Chapters 6-10. 
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3.6 THE FINITE DIFFERENCE METHOD 
The essential idea of the F.D.M. is that it is an approximation 
method technique in which the derivatives at a point are approximated 
by difference quotients over a small interval, i.e. 3u/3x is replaced 
by eu/ex where ex is small. The solution obtained by this method is 
subject to errors of measurement since all the arithmetic work is 
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limited to a finite number of significant digits and contains rounding 
errors. These errors in the final solution may be controlled by the 
tolerance within which the solution is required. To apply this 
technique, the domain of interest is overlayed by a system of rectangular 
meshes formed by two sets of equally spaced lines parallel to the x,y 
axes and an approximate solution to the partial differential equation 
modelling the problem of interest is obtained at the points of inter-
section of the two sets of lines. These points are called the mesh 
(or sometimes the grid, nodal) points. This solution is determined by 
approximating the P.D.E. over the domain of interest by a system of 
algebraiC equations involving the values of the dependent variable u 
at the mesh points. This approximation consists of replacing each 
derivative of the P.D.E. at the point P (say) by a finite difference 
approximation in terms of the values of u at P and at some neighbouring 
mesh points and boundary points. The general way to improve the accuracy 
of the method is to increase the number of mesh points which is achieved 
by decreasing the interval between each two of the sets of lines forming 
the mesh. The approximation of the derivative of the P.D.E. at a point 
P in terms of the neighbouring mesh points or boundary points may take 
different forms. Each set of mesh points representing such an 
approximation is called a moleaule. The molecule may also be used to 
improve the accuracy of the method by including correction terms so 
that the resulting system of algebraic equations yields a better 
solution. Each mesh point is labelled using the indices i and j to 
locate it on the mesh, so that at the point P .. the solution of the 
1, J 
P.D.E. is approximated by u, ,. Intermediate va.lues, integrals, 1,J 
derivatives or other operator values may be obtained from the discrete 
solution by interpolatory techniques. The distance between each two 
points along the lines forming the mesh is called the mesh size 
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(length). The mesh point p, , is called 'regular' if the four adjacent 
1, J 
points Pi 1 " P, 1 " P, , 1 and P, , 1 are also mesh points contained 
+,J 1.-,] 1.,J+ 1.,]-
in the domain of interest; Otherwise P .. is called 'irregular'. 
1,] 
In this section, various finite difference techniques will be 
shown and each of them will be employed to solve certain type of 
P.D.E.'s for the sake of clarity. However most of them can be used to 
solve the three types of P.D.E.'s. 
3.6.1 Forward, Backward and Central Difference Methods 
The simple difference methods (forward, backward and central) 
may be derived from the truncated form of Taylor series. Let (xo'Yo) 
and (xo+s,yo+n) be two points and assume u(x,y) to be (k+l) times 
continuously differentiable for all (x,y) in the neighbourhood of the 
Then, 
k 1 a a j I -" (s, + n,) u(x,y) I _ 
'=1 J. oX oy X-Xo 
J y=y 
o 
u (x, y) I x=x +rs 
o y=yo+rn 
«
a a)k+l + ~- +n-(k+l) I ax ay 
1 (3.85) 
for some O~r~l. Using the truncated form of equation (3.85) we can write, 
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u(x±h,y) = u(x,y) ± haul 
ax x,y (3.86) 
for some o~rl~l, and 
au I u(x,y±h) = u(x,y)±h 0-
ay x,y 
(3.87) 
for some o~r2~1. 
au The value of a;c at the mesh point (x,y) may be obtained by a 
number of different F.D. approximations. Provided that h is small 
enough, equation (3.86) for example may be rewritten in the formula, 
aut = u(x+h,y)-u(x,y) + O(h) , as h~ , 
ax x,y h (3.88) 
which is called the forward difference approximation to function u 
with respect to the x variable at the mesh point (x,y). SimilarlY 
for the backward difference approximation, we have the formula, 
aUI = u(x,y)-u(x-h,y) + O(h), as h~ • 
ax x,y h (3.89) 
Now, if both of the two points u(x+h,y) and y(x-h,y) are 
expanded about u(x,y) up to the second power of h, then one can write 
the formula, 
aut = u(x+h,y)-u(x-h,y) + 0(h2) , as h~ , 
ax x,y 2h (3.90) 
which is called the central difference approximation. Similar formula 
an for ay can be shown after expanding u(x,y+h) and u(x,y-h) about u(x,y). 
The sum of the truncated terms in the above analysis is defined as 
the local truncation error. Using the same analysis one can write the 
2 
a Ui 
2 = 
ax ix,y 
u(x+h,y)-2u(x,y)+u(x-h,y) 
h 2 
2 
+ O(h ) , (3.91) 
or in molecule form, 
A simple example of employing the F.D.M. to solve the Poisson's 
equation is now presented. 
Consider the equation, 
a2u a2u 
--2 + -2- = g(x,y} 
ax ay 
(3.92) 
The finite difference approximation of this equation at the point 
I ~2 u. I .+u. I .• h ~+, J ~-, J 
or in a molecule form, 
+u. . l+u. . 1-4u. .} 1,J+ 1,J- 1,J 
4 
= g. .+O(h} 
~,J 
-4 --.------8 /h2 • 
(3.93) 
By scanning over the mesh points with this formula and omitting 
the local truncation error, we obtain a linear system of equations 
(since the P.D.E. is linear) whose solution can be determined using 
any of the direct or iterative methods, some of which was described 
earlier in this chapter. 
3.6.2 Successive Overrelaxation (SOR) Method for Elliptic P.D.E.' s 
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The basic idea of this method is [Southwell, 1940 and 1946) tpat 
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it is often required to over-relax, that is make a larger change in 
an unknown than was required to reduce the corresponding residual to 
zero. The SOR may be. utilized to improve the convergence of another 
iterative method (Gauss-Seidel) in the sense that the number of 
iterations needed to achieve convergence by a weighting factor (w, 
say) can often be reduced substantially by an extrapolation process 
from previous iterates xilG_Sof the Gauss-Seidel method. Thus, the 
SOR technique is defined by the relation 
(k) _ (k) I (1) (k-l) 
x - wx G-S + -w x (3.94) 
The factor w is often called the over or under re~xation method. 
For equation (3.93) we have, 
(k) 
x, , 
~, J 
w (k) (k) (k-l) (k-l) (k-l) 
= -4[-(X'_1,J'+X',j_l+X' 1 ,+x )+g, ,l+(l-w)x" , 
... ... ~+,J i,j+l 1.,J ~/J 
(3.95) 
for a nXn square mesh. This equation can be rewritten, in matrix 
form, as, 
(3.96) 
It can be shown (from a theorem by Ostrowski and Reich) that if the 
coefficient matrix of the linear system of equations resulting from the 
implementation of the F.D.M. (or any other numerical method) is positive 
definite and O<w<2, then the SOR method converges for any choice of 
initial guess. The technique is called over or under reZaxation 
if 1<w<2 or O<w<l respectively. 
The general form of expressing x(k) using the SOR method is 
obtained by substituting for the Gauss-Seidel iterate i.e. equation 
(3.44) into equation (3.94) which defines the SOR technique so that 
we have, 
= [ -
i-:-l (k) L ai,x j=l l. i 
3.6.3 Crank-Nicolson Method for Parabolic P.D.E.'s 
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The Crank-Nicolson method seems to be one of the first implementations 
of the implicit finite difference techniques [AIDes, 19771. An imp~iait 
formu~a is one in which two or more unknown values in a row (i, say) 
of a mesh are expressed in terms of known values in the row i-l (and 
sometimes i-2, i-3, .•• ). Bya single application of such an expression 
a,t each of the mesh points there results a system of sinrultaneous 
equations which specifies the unknown values implicitly. 
Consider the parabolic equation, 
3u 
at = 
32u 
-2 
3x 
, O<x<l, t>o • (3.98 ) 
Crank-Nicolson (1947) used an average of approximations from the 
ith and (i+l}st rows, i.e., 
1 
-k[u i +l ,-u, ,I ,] 1.,J 
(3.99) 
where k=~t and h=~x. 
If we define r to , then we can rewrite equation (3.99) in 
the form, 
-ru, 1 ' 1+(2+2r}u, 1 ,-ru, 1 ' 1 = 1.+ ,1.- 1.+,J 1.+ ,J+ ru, '_1+(2-2r}ui ,+ru i j l' 1.,] ,J,+ 
(3.l00) 
which relates the three unknowns in the left hand side 
with the three known values of, u (see Figure 3.2) • 
t 
t~r--+--+-~--~~~~--~-+­
~r-r-r-r-~~~~~ 
L-__ ~ __ ~ __ ~ __ ~ __ ~ __ -L __ -L __ -L-+x 
i.-l 1 
FIGURE 3.2: A molecule of an implicit F.D.M. with three unknown 
(x) and three known (.) values of u 
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For the row i=O of an nXn square mesh, the application of equation 
(3.100) yields n simultaneous equations for n unknown values along the 
row i=l in terms of the known initial and boundary values. In a similar 
manner, the solution procedure marches in a row-by-row fashion until 
all the grid points of the mesh are scanned so that data obtained for 
the kth row are used to calculate the unknown values for the (k+l)st 
row. 
3.6.4 Explicit Finite Difference Methods for Hyperbolic P.D.E.'s 
Unlike the implicit F.D.M., a straight forward finite difference 
technique relates a single unknown by one or many known values of the 
approximated dependent variable u. Such a technique is called an 
explioit F.D.M. 
Consider the wave equation, 
a2u a2u 
-2 =-2 , t>O , 
at ox 
(3.101) 
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Applying the central finite difference approximation to the second 
order derivatives appearing in equation (3.101), then for the mesh 
point (xi,t j ) of a rectangular mesh covering the solution domain shown 
in Figure (3.3) we have the equation, 
u. j l-2ui . +u. . 1 ~, + ,) ~,J-
k 2 
= 
u. 1 .-2u .. +u. 1 . 1.+,J 1.,) 1.- ,J 
h2 
(3.102) 
i.e. , 
(3.103) 
k 
where, rih' This equation gives an explicit formula that approximates 
the values at mesh points along t=2k,3k, ••• as soon as the values at 
the mesh points along t=k have been determined. 
j+l~--+---+---+---~--~--~---
~ jr-~r--i--~--~--~--4--­
k 
.J. j - lt--+-+---lf--+-4---I-
1.-1 1. 1.+1 
FIGURE 3.3: A molecule of an explicit F.D.~. with one unknown (x) 
and four known (.) values of u 
A stabiZity aondition which must be preserved is, 
2 ~ < 1 
h 2 
(3.104) 
This condition places a fairly reasonable restriction on the ratio of 
the interval sizes of the time (k) and the space (h). 
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3.7 THE BOUNDARY ELEMENT METHOD 
The essence of the Boundary Element Method (B.E.M.) for solving 
partial differential equations is to transform the P.D.E. into an 
equivalent set of integrals which involves only values of the variables 
at the extremes of the range of integration (i.e., on the boundaries 
of the region of interest). This requires the discretization of only 
the boundary surface of the body rather than the volume and the 
boundary surface as in the F.E.M. or approximating the partial 
derivatives at the nodes of the mesh Which covers the whole body 
including its boundary surface as in the F.D.M. This is why the term 
'Boundary Element Method' is used to represent this strategy. 
3.7.1 Historical Overview 
The basic integral equations for potential theory were formulated 
by Green (1828). Then a rigorous investigation of the integral 
equations was established by Fredholm (1903). The first application 
of boundary methods to Fluid Mechanics appeared in the paper of 
Trefftz (1917) in which the problem of a round jet issuing from a hole 
in an infinite tank with the objective of calculating the contraction 
coefficient was discussed. A doubly symmetric potential flow about an 
elliptic cylinder was solved by Prager (1928) Who divided the boundary 
into elements and used simultaneous equations to solve the integral 
equations. 
Independently, Nystrom (1928) used the integrals of Fredholm to 
solve a torsion problem by replacing the integral equation by finite 
sums before solving the simultaneous equations. 
A major contribution to the formal understanding of integral 
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equations generally has been made by Mikhlin (1957, 1965, 1965a) with 
special attention to those with singularities and discontinuities 
within the range of integration. Other notable contributions were 
made by Lotz (1931), Weinstein (1948), Van Tuyl (1950), Sadowskyand 
Sternberg (1950), Landweber (1950). More recently the method has 
emerged as an alternative to the well-known F.D.M. and F.E.M. for the 
solution of partial differential equations including those described 
in three dimensional space and of a transient state, especially after 
the utilisation of the digital computers in the B.E.M. calculations 
[Hess and Smith, 1962, Symm, 1963, Davenport, 1963, Jaswon, 1963 
and Chaplin, 1964]. Most of the early developments achieved up to 
the latter years concerned with aerodynamic applications. However, 
from the mid-1960's to the present time, other applications have become 
popular. 
These include free surface flow, flow in porous media, diffusion, 
wave problems and those including viscous flows and porous elasticity. 
Several of such applications involve nonlinear formulations. Higher 
order ,elements were used by Chaplin (1964). 
3.7.2 The Boundary Element Technique of Solution 
Although all B.E.M.'s have a COmmon origin they fall into three 
categories: 
i. The direct formuZation of the B.E.M., in which the fields of 
interest are expressed directly by the unknown functions that 
appear in the integral equations. 
ii. The semi-direct formulation of the B.E.M., in which the integral 
equations can be formulated in terms of unknowns analogous to the 
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stress functions in elasticity or the stream functions in 
potential flows. Then, the solution is obtained using these 
terms and the problem solution can be determined by simple 
differentiation. 
iii. Indil'eat formu~atiorB of the B.E.M., in which the integral 
equations are expressed entirely in terms of a unit singular 
(e.g. Green's function) solution of the original differential 
equations distributed at a specific density over the boundaries 
of the domain of interest. 
A list of literature based on these three methods is given by 
Banerjee. and Butterfield (1981). 
The direct approach of the B.E.M. may be illustrated through the 
following two dimensional formulation which is mainly based on the 
analysis of Liggett and Liu (1983). 
Starting from Green's second identity, 
2 
v .L.!!) dA = 2 
an J 
a~ au. (u--v-)ds r an an (3.105) 
where u and v are any two doubly differentiable functions in the domain 
of integration R, r is the boundary of Rand n is the unit outward 
normal to R on r. 
If u and v are both chosen such that they satisfy Laplace's 
2 2 
equation V u=V v =0, then, 
J av au (u - - v -)ds = r an an o . (3.106) 
In this illustration of the B.E.M. u and v are chosen to represent the 
velocity potential and the free space Green function respectively. 
The latter function is constructed so that it satisfies Laplace's 
equation everywhere in R except at a singular point Pi (xi). For the 
present (2-D) case, v is given by, 
(3.107) 
where r denotes the distance between the singular point P (where r=O) 
and another point Q on the boundary r. In order to perform the 
integration of equation (3.106), the point P is excluded from R by a 
small circle of radius rO as shown in Figure (3.4). 
FIGURE 3.4: The singular point P which is separated from R by 
the circle a, the arrow indicates the direction 
. of integration 
Thus equation (3./06) becomes, 
a au 
--(£nr)-£nr --)ds an an + lim [u ~(£nr)-£nr ~u)dS = 
->0 on n 
rO 
o , (3.108) 
where the two terms of the integral along the two lines connecting 
circle a and the boundary r cancel out and thus, do not appear in 
equation (3.108). The unit outward normal n point inwards from R 
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toward P. Thus the term a~ (£nr) may be rewritten as 1 - - and the r 
integral around the circle becomes 
rn au lim ( - ~ + £nro -ar) rode = -2=1 (3.109) 
ro->O o ro 
P , 
where the arc length s is defined as rOe. So, the general expression 
for the potential at any point P is defined in terms of a boundary 
integral, 
(3.110) 
au Hence, from a knowledge of u and an and everywhere on r, the solution 
for u can be found for any interior point P by a line integration. 
au If either u or an is not known a priori, then the point P can be moved 
to the boundary which produces an angle (a, say) between the boundary 
segments at P. Apparently, for the smooth part of the boundary, a is 
equal to n. Thus, equation(31l0) may be written in a general form as, 
(~2.! _ £nr au) ds • 
r an an 
(3.111) 
NOW, this equation can be solved numerically by discretizing the 
boundary using a finite number of points P" (j=1,2, ••. ,n) and 
J 
performing the contour integration of equation (3.111) using the points 
Pj successively. The integration of equation (3.111) can be performed 
over the segment between Pj and P j +l with reference to the singular 
point Pi and so we have, 
I 
e 
= 
r~", ar, , 
J 
JT.L(~ --1:. - ~ £nr,) d~ 
r, an an ~ 
~, ~ 
J 
e 
= [Kll 
e 
- [K 1 2 
{(au/an)j } 
(au/an) j+l 
(3.112) 
where the potential and its normal derivative are approximated over 
each small boundary element r, as 
J 
(3.113) 
(3.114) 
and ~ represents the distance along the line segment measured from 
an origin as defined in Figure (3.S) , [Liggett and Liu, 1983]. In 
e 2 
the equation (3.112) the row matrices Kl and K2 are defined by, 
e [ (K
l
) , , 
~, J 
[Ke] [( e) 2 = K2 i, j 
in which, 
ar, 
--..!. ~d~ = an 
= 
= 
!n , ~n 
~ 
(3.11S) 
I21-~jI22] 
(3.116) 
(3.117) 
(3.119) 
(3.120) 
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where the local ~-n coordinate system, as defined in Figure (3.5), 
has been used in the integrations shown above. 
FIGURE 3.5: The ~-n coordinate system 
By summing the contributions from all boundary segments and by 
using the Pi (i=l,Z, ••• ,n) successively, a system of equations for u j 
and u, 1 can be obtained, namely, 
J+ 
where, 
R, , l., J 
Li ' 
,J 
n au L L, '(-a) J' j=l l.,J n 
e ;:: {(Kl ) .. - o .. Cl.} 1.,J 1.,J 1. 
e 
;:: (KZ)' , l.,J 
I i:::1,2, ... ,n , 
and 5, , is the Kronecker delta fUnction which is defined as, l.,J 
5, , l.,J 
= { 0, 
1, 
if i;o!j , 
if i=j , 
(3.1Zl) 
(3.1ZZ) 
(3.1Z3) 
(3.1Z4) 
It is clear that the system (3.121) involves the boundary conditions 
that,depend only on the geometry of the boundary. However, the 
potential function in the interior of the region can be obtained using 
equation (3.111). A simple problem of a flow through a rectangular 
region may be used to exemplify the B.E.M. for solving Potential Flow 
Problems. 
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Consider the potential flow in a rectangular region shown in 
Figure (3.6) Where the region is two units long and one unit wide. 
y 
2 
(2,1 ) 
u=-
2 V u=o u=l 
1 4 
,0) x 
FIGURE 3.6: A potential flow problem with a four point grid system 
The problem is formulated as follows, 
V2u = 
° 
, O~x~2, O~y~l (3.125) 
u = f 1 , x=O, 0:;:y:01 (3.126) 
u = f 2 , x=2, O:;:y:;:l (3.127) 
au y=O,l, 0<x<2 (3.128) -= g , 
an 
The exact solution for this problem can be given in terms of the known 
functions, 
(3.129) 
The nodes used for discretizing the boundary were taken as the four 
corner points, each pair of Which are the boundary points of the four 
boundary segments. Thesingu1arpoint P is located at each nodal point 
successively. For each location of p, the integral equation (3.111) 
is evaluated in terms of u and au/an. Following the procedure described 
above one may anticipate that it will end with four linear algebraic 
equations in the eight unknowns u i and (au/ax)i' i=1,2,3,4. To reduce 
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this 4xB system of algebraic equations to one of order 4X4, one can 
substitute the boundary conditions (3.l2B) to end with a 4X4 system 
in u,' i=l,2,3,4. A 4x4 system of equations in the unknowns (au/an), 
~ ~ 
i=l,2,3,4 can also be obtained by either a similar substitution of 
the boundary conditions (3.l26) and (3.l27) in the 4xB system or by 
utilizing the values of u i ' i=l,2,3,4 which are just calculated as 
the solution of the above mentioned 4x4 system. These two systems 
can be solved using any technique of solving systems of linear 
equations (e.g. those described earlier in this chapter) • 
3.7.3 Time-Dependent Problems 
Although the original application of the method was in the solution 
of elliptic equations (e.g. potential flow and elastostatics' problems), 
it has recently been extended to the solution of parabolic equations 
(e.g. [Rizzo and Shippy, 1970; Chang et aI, 1973; Wrobel and Brebbia, 
1979]). The first approach to solving parabolic equations was by 
Rizzo and Shippy (1970) and was based on the elimination of the time 
dependence terms using Laplace's transformation which reduces the 
equation to an elliptic type allowing the standard B.E.M. approach 
to be applied. 
Tomlin (1972) extended the method for the analysis of zoned 
orthotropic media by assuming that the variables located at the 
interface between adjoining zones satisfy compatibility conditions. 
The final system of equations he obtained was banded. Both steady 
and transient potential problems in two dimensions using the indirect 
method were solved. Transient solutions were generated by distributing 
instantaneous sources over the problem region at zero time to reproduce 
the initial conditions and continuous sources over the boundaries 
of the region and the interfaces to satisfy the prescribed boundary 
conditions and interface conditions. Chang et al (1973) carried out 
the discretisation of the boundary integral equations using space and 
time piecewise constant values for the variables. In 1981, Wrobel 
and Brebia derived a numerical procedure to solve the transient 
axisymmetric problems using an extension of an analytical approach 
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for the solution of three-dimensional problems discussed by Shaw (1974). 
They have followed this approach in order to allow higher order space 
and time interpolation functions to be·used in the calculations of the 
practical problems. They (wrobel and Brebbia, 1979) have also studied 
Green's function in space and time which avoids the elimination of 
the time dimension. This approach has provided a good alternative 
strategy to that used by Rizzo and Shippy since the requirement to 
invert the Laplace's transform at the end of the solution procedure 
leads to severe numerical instabilities [CUrran et al, 1984]. However, 
two difficulties were encountered when the method of Wrobel and Brebbia 
was applied. The first involved·the inaccuracy of the method when the 
time step was decreased for fixed space steps. The second arose when· 
the method was used for problems that possess boundary singularities. 
Another approach proposed by Brebbia and Walker (1980) is the coupled 
Boundary Element-Finite Difference Method where the time derivative 
is approximated in finite difference form and a step-by-step finite 
difference type procedure was employed to advance the solution in time. 
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3.7.4 Treatment of Singu1arities 
Boundary singu1arities tend to slow down the rate of convergence 
and sometimes can even cause divergence of any standard numerical 
method of solution for partial differential equations. The techniques 
of the numerical treatment of singu1arities are well established for 
many standard methods (see, for instance, Motz (1946) and Woods (1953) 
for the F.D.M.; Wait and Mitche11 (1971) and Da1y (1972) for the F.E.M. 
and Whiteman and Papamichae1 (1971) for the conforma1 transformation 
techniques). A common feature of these methods is to account for the 
singu1arities. However, in each method one tends to apply a different 
strategy for the treatment of singu1arities. More details on this 
subject will be presented in Chapter 9. The B.E.M. treatment of 
singu1arities will now be discussed below. 
Symm (1973) presented a modification of the basic boundary 
integral method, proposed by Jaswon (1963), so that it can cope with 
singu1arities, without considerably increasing the amount of the 
computation involved. He showed how an integral equation method, 
based upon Green's formula, for the solution of Lap1ace's equation in 
two dimensions can be modified to accommodate boundary singu1arities 
and he reported that this method in general is applicable to quite. 
arbitrary boundary value problems and that the only obvious restriction 
on the modified method is that the relevant domain of interest should 
remain finite. 
Special elements which are considered as a good remedy for the 
numerical difficulties arising in the presence of singu1arities are 
most easily constructed from interpolation functions in the F.E.M. 
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Using the same terminology of Section (3.7.2), the value of the 
potential at any point on the element is 
u = UjNl + Uj +1N2 = Uj+ f(Uj+l-U j ) , (3.130) 
Where the interpolation functions Nl and N2 are constructed so that 
Nl is unity at the first node and zero at the last one and vice versa 
for N2 •. Thus, the boundary integrals are, 
= Jj+l ~ 2!. ds Il a j r n 
rj+l 
= u .J ) j 
fj +l au I = - 'nr ds 2 a " j r 
au fj+l 
= (a)' 
n ) j 
rj+l 
+ U J j+l . 
) 
N ~ 2!. ds 
r an 
(3.131) 
(3.132) 
The integration of the interpolation function utilizes the coefficients 
au au 
of u., u. 1 or (-a ) . and (-a ). 1· In the final calculation, the ) J+ n ) n J+ 
contribution of all the elements to these coefficients will be super-
impcsed and thus the solution technique will be performed in a similar 
manner as that illustrated in Section (3.7.2) taking the singularities 
into account. The value of the interpolation functions used in the 
special elements mentioned above may vary according· to the type of 
the elements. As examples [Ligget and Liu, 1983] we present the 
following three types on an element of one unit length with the origin 
of the ~-axis taken at the first node. 
i. Constant·E~ement: 
Nl = 1, N2 = 0 0~f;<0.5 (3.133) 
Nl = 0, N2 = 1, 0.5~~<1 (3.134) 
This is equivalent to using a single-noded element with constant 
au 
variation of u and an over the element. 
ii. Linear E~ement (Figure 3.7): 
iii. 
N = I-f; 1 (3.135) 
The linear variation is the approximation of equations (3.113) 
and (3.114). 
Power E~emen t (Figure 3.8) : 
Some singular elements of order m are listed below, 
Nl = I_f;m N2 = f;m , (3.l36a) 
Nl = (l-f;) m, N2 
m (3.l36b) = 1- (l-f;) 
Nl = l-1;m N2 
m (3.l36c) = 1- (1-1;) 
Nl = (l-f;) m , N2 = f;m , (3.136d) 
The main criterion for recommending one of the constant, 
linear or power interpolation functions over the others is that 
it possesses the nearest similar behaviour to the variables of 
the actual problem. 
~ L 
o L 
FIGURE 3.7: Linear interpolation functions 
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• 
N 
(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
FIGURE 3.8: Power law interpolation functions (equations 3.l36a-d) 
In 1982, Patterson and Sheikh. presented the Regular Boundary 
Element Method which involves the formulation of a system of regular 
integral equations obtained by moving the singularity outside the 
domain of interest. They have considered the behaviour of the 
approximate solution for a singular problem with regard to mesh 
densities and its sensitivity to the location of the fundamental 
solution singularity. This method has the following advantages over 
the conventional boundary element method: 
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i. The class of problems to which the Conventional Method may be 
applied is limited by the requirement that the singular boundary 
integrals are convergent, while the corresponding limitation of 
the Regular Method is substantially weaker because the kernels 
are everywhere regular over the boundary. 
ii. Since no special attention is needed to handle singular kernels 
and the integrands are more slowly varying, the integral in the 
regular method may be more accurately determined at less 
computational cost than in the usual method. 
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Patterson and Sheikh have also shown that the non-aonforming boundary 
eZements may be used to overcome the modelling difficulties at singular 
boundary points (corners) and at points of discontinuous boundary 
conditions. The solution obtained using continuous elements is less 
accurate in the neighbourhood of these points than their counterparts. 
In a recent paper, Lapeynie and Chauchot (1984) showed how to 
calculate a stress intensity factor for three dimensional problems by 
a direct B.E.M. which takes into account the local singularities of a 
complete structure. They have used the transition elements which 
allows the utilisation of the Somigliana representation in Fracture 
Mechanics and thus, they have obtained a better estimate of the normal 
displacements near a cracked tip. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
THE FINITE ELEMENT METHOD 
115 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
In addition to the F.D.M. of solving initial/boundary value 
problems, the F.E.M. has emerged and proved to be a very competitive 
strategy for solving such problems with improving performance. Unlike 
the F.D.M. which discretises the problem in question over an array 
of grid points, the F.E.M. envisions the solution region as built up 
of many small, interconnected subregions or finite elements. Thus, 
the F.E.M. formulation of a problem gives a piecewise approximation 
to the governing equations; Without a doubt, the F.E.M. possesses many 
advantages over the F.D.M. and is indeed one of the best techniques 
of solving P.D.E.'s including the more recent B.E.M. which is now 
being applied successfully to many practical problems. A general 
comparison between the above mentioned three methods will be presented 
later in this chapter. 
4.1.1 A Brief History of the Method 
The origin of the F.E.M. may be justified in many ways as it can 
vary from the point of view of an applied mathematician, a physicist 
or an engineer. The idea of the method dates back to 1943 when 
Courant used piecewise continuous functions defined over triangular 
domains and the principle of minimum potential energy to study the 
St. Venant torsion problem. However, the label 'Finite E~ement Method' 
(F.E.M.) appeared in 1960 when it was used by Clough in a paper on 
plane elasticity, i.e. after two decades of Courant's development 
which was motivated by the paper of Euler (1774). 
During this period of time, the Applied Mathematicians were 
concerned with boundary value problems of continuum mechanics and, 
in particular, the approximate upper and lower bounds for the eigen-
values, while the Physicists sought means to obtain piecewise 
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approximate functions to represent the continuous functions. The 
engineers were searching for a way in which they could find the stiffness 
influence coefficients of shell-type structures reinforced by ribs and 
spars. The efforts of these three groups resulted in three sets of 
papers Which, together, constituted a firm base for the very advanced 
research on the F.E.M. and its applications. 
Motivated by the book by Morse and Feshbach (1953), Greenstadt 
(1959) assumed the solution domain to be divided into a set of 
contiguous subdomains over which the solution is approximated by a 
series of functions each associated with one cell. The cells concept 
which is included in Greenstadt's theory allows for irregularly shaped 
cell meshes. Moreover, this theory includes many of the fundamental 
ideas of the finite element method developed later in this chapter. 
In 1962, both White and Friedrichs, independently of the Engineers' 
activities at that time, used triangular elements to develop difference 
equations from variational principles. As the popularity of the F.E.M. 
began to grow in the engineering and physics circles, more applied 
mathematicians became interested in the fundamentals of the method for 
the estimation of the discretization error, rates of convergence and 
.stability with concentration on the special case of linear elliptic 
boundary value problems (see Huebner, 1975). During this decade the 
mathematical literature on the method has grown up significantly (see 
the survey paper by Oden, 1972). Whereas the method has started and 
developed independently in physics and engineering in the same manner 
throughout this decade, it received a broad interpretation when 
Zienkiewicz and Cheung (1965) reported that the method was applicable 
to all field problems which can be formulated in variational form. 
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In the years since 1960, the F.E.M. has received widespread use 
in the Applied Sciences and Engineering as several books, conference 
proceedings and hundreds of papers have been published on the subject, 
see for instance, the survey compiled by Norrie and de Vries (1976) 
in which the number of papers published in the area of F.E.M. is given 
as follows: 
1961:10, 
1962:15, 
1963:25, 
1964:33, 
1965:67, 
1966:134, 
1967:162, 
1968:303, 
1969:531, 
1970:510, 
1971:844, 
1972:1004, 
1973:1169, 
1974:1377, 
1975:880 (incomplete) 
Some information on chasing the F.E.M. literature is given in Section 
4.10. 
4.1.2 The Basic Idea of the Method 
The basic idea of the finite element method is to solve the problem 
of interest using a piecewise approximation of the solution; This is 
achieved by discretizing the specified domain into a finite number of 
small, interconnected subregions called 'Finite EZements'. The solution 
is approximated at the interconnection points which are called the 
'nodes' or 'nodaZ points', then it is interpolated at the specified 
positions of the domain of interest. The approximated solution can be 
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improved by various means (e.g. the use of higher order approximations) 
which will be discussed in detail later in this chapter. The 
application of these means naturally requires more computational 
effort (time, storage, etc.). In general, the finite element solution 
of different problems in the domain of interest always follows an 
orderly step-by-step process which is summarized as follows: 
1. Discretize the domain in which the solution is prescribed. 
2. Select the interpolation functions that models the variation of 
the field variable over each element. 
3. Find the element properties which yield a matrix equation that 
represent the properties of the individual element. 
4. Assemble the element properties to obtain all the equations of 
the system. 
5. Solve the system of equations. 
6. Make additional computations, if required. 
These steps will be discussed in detail later in this chapter. 
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4.2 VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLES AND WEIGHTED RESIDUALS 
This class of methods is widely used to derive the finite element 
equations. It provides a variational interpretation to the solution 
technique of partial differential equations as it requires a knowledge 
of a variational prinaiple (i.e. a funational to be extremized or made 
stationary) for the given problem. However, for the cases in which 
the variational principles are not known, an alternative type of 
technique which can be applied in this case is the Method of Weighted 
Residuals (M.W.R.). In these methods the finite element equations can 
be derived directly from the governing partial differential equations 
of the problem under consideration without any need of knowing the 
functional. In the two following sections, these two types of methods 
for solving P.D.E.'s will be briefly discussed. Some references that 
include a general, detailed analysis of the variational and W.R. 
methods are Elsgolts(1973) , Finlayson and Scriven (1966) and 
Finlayson (1972). 
4.2.1 Rayleigh-Ritz Method 
The Rayleigh-Ritz method provides an algorithm for minimizing a 
given functional, and requires the choice of a suitable complete set 
of linearly independent basis functions ~. (x,y) , i=1,2, •••• The 
l. 
exact solution <l>e is approximated by a sequence of trial functions, 
n 
<l>n = ~ c.~. i=l l. l. 
---.---~--
,...-------
(4.1) 
where the constants c.,/i=i,2, ... are chosen to minimize a functional 
l.' 
1(<1> ). This procedure is said to be convergent to the exact solution 
n 
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As an example we consider the Poisson's equation 
(4.2 ) 
subject to the nonhomogeneous (as a general case) boundary conditions, 
<f> = g (s) , on r 1 (4.3) 
~! + o(s)<l> = h(s) ,on r2 , (4.4) 
where n is the direction of the outward normal on the boundary r2 • 
This problem is equivalent to finding the function <f>(x,y) that 
minimizes the functional 
I[<f>] = f f 
R 
J 2· + (o<f> -2<f>h)ds r2 
(4.5) 
We choose a linearly independent set of basis functions ~. so that it l. 
satisfies the homogeneous Dirichlet condition ~i=O on r l • Then a 
sequence of trial functions which satisfy the non-homogeneous Dirichlet 
condition on r l is 
n 
<f> =g+L c,~, 
n i=l l. l. 
This expression may be rewritten as, 
n+l 
4>n = L c i ~i ' i=l 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
where ~n+l=g and cn+l=l. Thus the functional (4.5) can be written in 
terms of the coefficients c i ' i=1,2, ••• ,n+l as, 
f f a~i 2 a~i 2 = {(ECl.' ----) +(Ec, --,--) -2Ec,~,f}dxdy ax l. ay l. l. 
R 
+ f{a(EC,~,)2_2(EC'~i)h}dS l. l. l. 
r2 
Apart from c 1 all the parameters are unknown and can be used to 
n+ 
(4.8) 
minimize I as follows, 
2Ai .c. +2 LA.jC. 1. 1. j #i 1. J 
where, 
- 2h. 1. + 2S .. c. + 2 L s .. C. 1.1. 1. j#i 1.J J 
i=1,2, ... ,n 
I I al/J. al/J. al/l. al/J. 
Aij = (_l. --l + --=. -2)dxdy R ax ay ay ax 
and 
h. = Itl/Jif dxdy l. 
S .. = I ol/l.l/J. ds l.J r 1. J 
2 
k. = Irl/J.hdS, 1. 2 1. 
. aI 
equat1.ng -a-
c i 
I i=1,2, ... ,n to zero, we arrive at the system of 
equations, 
BC = G , 
where the matrices A,C and G are respectively written as, 
B = {B .. : 1.J Bij=Aij+Sij} , 
C = {ci ' i=l,2, ••• ,n+l}, 
G = {gi:gi=hi+ki } . 
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(4.9) 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
(4.13) 
(4.14 ) 
(4.15) 
(4.16) 
(4.17) 
It can be shown [Mikhlin, 1964] that the Rayleigh-Ritz method yields 
a minimizing sequence and that it converges to the exact solution. 
It is clear from this procedure which ends with the system (4.14) 
that if there are n unknown variables 1/1., i=l,2, .•• ,n then the solution 1. 
technique will result in n simultaneous equations to be solved for 
, 
these n unknown parameters. In this manner, the approximate solution 
is chosen from the family of the assumed solutions. Thus, the accuracy 
of this solution depends strongly on the choice of trial functions. 
In general, the larger the size of the family of trial functions (i.e. 
the number of adjustable parameters) is, the more accurate is the 
approximate solution. It is quite often that the family of trial 
functions ( ~i in the above formulations) are of successively 
increasing degree. However, some other types of trial functions may 
be chosen in certain cases (e.g. Trigonometric functions and Legendre 
polynomials [Hildebrand, 1965 D. 
4.2.2 Weighted Residuals Methods 
The Method of Weighted ResiduaZs (M.W.R.) is a more applicable 
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type of technique for solving P.D.E.'s as it does not require the 
availability of a functional that must be made stationary in order to 
obtain the solution. In fact, there are a number of methods categorized 
as M.W.R. (e.g. Galerkin, Collocation, Least Squares, Moments and Sub-
domain Methods). The first three of these methods are the most common. 
To explain why there exists different methods of the M.W.R. we present 
the general procedure of the method. 
The application of the Method of Weighted Residuals consists of 
two steps. 
The first step is to choose the approximating trial functions so 
as to satisfy the given P.D.E. and the given boundary conditions 
approximately. The substitution of this approximation into the P.D.E. 
and the boundary conditions yields some error called a residuaZ which 
is required to vanish in some average sense over the entire solution 
, 
domain. 
The second step is to solve the system of equations resulting 
from the first step which yields the approximate solution. 
Now .. in the first step, the residual may be minimized by different 
techniques. Each technique uses a function called the 'weighting 
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funation' in minimizing the residuals and thus constitutes a M.W.R. 
that differs from the other techniques. To visualize this mathematically 
we consider the system 
L ef> = f (x) ,a~x~b, 
subject to some boundary conditions. 
According to the M.W.R., we seek an approximate solution ef>=ef> 
n 
of the form, 
ef> = 
n 
(4.l8) 
(4.l9) 
where ~i are the trial functions which are chosen to satisfy the same 
boundary conditions as ef>. Thus, ef> satisfies the given boundary 
n 
conditions for any choice of the coefficients cis. Next we form the 
residual 
R(c. ,x} = Lef> -f 
l. n 
(4.20) 
n 
or R(c. ,x} = L ci Lef>i- f , l. i=l (4.2l) 
where L is linear operator (for the nonlinear case, we choose ef>n to 
consist of one unknown only). We choose the coefficients cos so that i 
the integral of the residual R satisfies the condition, 
(wi,R) = Jb WiRdx = 0, i=1,2, .•• ,n. 
a 
(4.22) 
Clearly, this integral is weighted by the function wi which is thus 
called the weighting function. 
By imposing this condition on equation (4.2l), we obtain the 
linear algebraic system, 
n 
2: (Lef>. ,w.}c. = (w. ,f) , 
i=l l. J l. J 
(4.23) 
in the unknown coefficients viz. cis. 
Now, we specify the weight function and thus the choice of 
its value fixes the particular M.W.R. being used. We present this 
specification for the three most frequently used of these methods: 
I. The Ga~erkin (or Bubnov-Ga~erkin) Method. In this method the 
weighting functions w. (x) are taken to be the same as the trial 
l. 
functions $i (x). Thus equation (4.23) becomes, 
n 
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L (L$.,$.)c. = ($J.,f), j=1,2, ••• ,n. 
i=l l. J l. 
(4.24) 
Two conditions of the Galerkin's trial functions should be 
satisfied in order to meet uniqueness and convergence requirements. 
i. The set of trial functions representing a variable should 
be linearly independent. 
ii. They must form part of a complete set. 
The first condition implies that any trial function should not be 
reproducable by a linear combination of the other trial functions. 
Otherwise, the system of equations generated by the Galerkin 
approach are linearly dependent, and the coefficient matrix of 
equation (4.23) will become singular. The second condition implies 
convergence to correct values as the concept of completeness can 
be used as a criterion whether the Galerkin solution will converge 
to a correct value or not. 
Many complete functions have bee~ established, and may be used in 
the F.E.M. Kantorovich and Krylov (1958) demonstrated how to 
construct complete sets of functions which vanish on the boundary 
despite its complicated shape. 
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II. The CoZZoaation Method, in which we employ the delta function 
as the weighting function, 
w. (x) = ~(x-x.), i=1,2, ••• ,n, 
l. l. 
(4.25) 
for a prescribed set of points x l ,x2 , ••• ,xn in the interval 
[a,b). Thus the condition (4.21) simply amounts to forcing the 
residual to vanish at the selected. points Xi' i=1,2, ••• ,n since 
(Wi,R)=R(Xi ). This yields a system of n algebraic equations in n 
unknowns. 
This idea may also be used with collocation at m points, where m>n, 
so that an overdetermined system of equations is obtained for the 
unknown parameters. This approach is called the overdetermined-
collocation method. 
Ill. The Method of Least Squares. In this method we choose the 
coefficients c~s so as to minimize the norm of the residual 
l. 
which is given by, 
To minimize 
(4.26) 
(4.27) 
From this equation, we see that the least squares method amounts 
to the choice, 
The resulting system for the 
and (4.27), to be, 
n 
, 
c~s 
l. 
(4.28) 
is found, from equations (4.21) 
I (L$.,L$j)c. = (L$.,f), j=1,2, ••• ,n. 
i=l l. l. J 
(4.29) 
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4.2.3 The Relationship of the F.E.M. to Variational and W.R. Methods 
From a mathematical point of view, the finite element method is 
a special case of the variational and the W.R. approaches of solving 
boundary value problems in the sense that the trial functions assumed 
in the latter methods are defined over the whole domain and have to 
satisfy the boundary conditions of the specified problem. In the 
F.E.M. the trial functions are assumed to be a set of approximations 
in the subregions of the domain of interest and satisfy no boundary 
conditions and only certain continuity. 
This major difference reflects some advantages of the variational 
approach and the M.W.R. over the F.E.M. and some disadvantages of the 
variational and the W.R. approach (see Section 4.2.4) that can be 
overcome by the application of the F.E.M. as will be clarified in 
Section 4.8.1. 
In the finite element method, the idea of optimizing a variational 
principle is utilized and a set of admissible functions is chosen as 
the set of trial functions which must satisfy the essential boundary 
conditions. In general, for the functional, 
J li. J li. I(</» = F(</>, , ••• )dR + E(</>, , ••• )ds, ax ax R r 2 
(4.30) 
where F and E are specified operators, if I(<I» contains derivatives 
up to and including the pth, the set of admissible functions in which 
we look for the solution has to be the space HP, defined as the space 
of all functions V which has finite energy in .all derivatives up to 
and including the pth derivatives, i.e. if V E HP, then we may write, 
JR(~+v,2+ ••• +v(p)2)dR <~. (4.31) 
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In particular, this implies that HP contains all functions with 
continuous (P_l)th derivatives. We restrict the choice of V to those 
functions in ~ which satisfy the boundary conditionS, i.e. to a 
subspace which we label H~. 
The F.E.M. also makes use of the 'weak formu~ation' of the 
variational principle which is obtained by integrating (4.30) by parts 
to reduce the pth derivative. In general, if p=2m, say, this may be 
done m times, so that the maximum order derivative occurring in the 
neW form of the variational principle is m. Thus, the set of 
admissible functions can be enlarged and hence an approximate solution 
can be obtained using a larger class of functions. 
Statement: 
When both the Rayleigh-Ritz and Galerkin procedure are applied 
to a problem, the equations and the solutions obtained are identical 
if the same trial functions are used [Finlayson and Scriven, 1966, 
Mikhlin, 1964 and Zienkiewicz, 1977] and the convergence proofs of 
the former method apply to the latter as well. This equivalence still 
persists when the trial functions do not satisfy the natural conditions 
(see for example, Mikhlin, 1964, Bolotin, 1963 or Finlayson and Scriven, 
1965) which they need not do in the Rayleigh-Ritz method. The 
boundary residual, and the calculations are equivalent to those of 
the Rayleigh-Ritz method [Ames, 1965]. 
Figure (4.1) shows a general scheme for the relative position 
of the variational approach, M.W.R. and the F.E.M., in addition to 
other various methods discussed earlier in this thesis. 
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The Physical Problem 
Mathematical Model. 
Governing Equation(s), 
-
I. and B. Conditions 
+ + 
Variational M.W.R. Principle 
[, Elliptic & Parabolic 
Equations 
I Integral Relations I 
Hyperbolic 
Equations 1+ F.D.M. I F.E.M·I B.E.M. 
t v 
Method of (, 
Characteristics 
System of Algebraic 
Equations 
(, 
Solution at Discrete 
Points 
l 
Comparison with Solution at Desired 
Analytical Methods , , Points 
FIGURE 4.1: A general scheme for the relative position of the. methods 
discussed in this thesis. 
4.2.4 Comments on the Variational Methods 
The variational formulation of a continuum problem has the 
following advantages [Rao, 1982]: 
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i. The variational principle (functional) usually possesses a clear 
physical interpretation in most of the practical problems. 
ii. The functional can contain lower order derivatives of the field 
variable compared to the governing differential equations and 
hence an approximate solution can be obtained using a larger 
class of functions. 
iii. It is possible, using the variational formulation, to prove 
the existence of solution in some cases. 
iv. The variational formulation permits the treatment of complicated 
boundary conditions, since we need to impose only the essential 
boundary conditions. 
However, there are certain difficulties associated with the 
application of the variational (and W.R. methods), viz. [Davies, 1980]: 
i. Restriction to simple geometries, as it would be impossible 
in general, to find one function (or a sequence of functions) 
which satisfy certain essential boundary conditions for an 
irregular-shaped boundary. 
ii. The need of high order trial functions, even in the case of 
simple geometrical domains since, in general, very high order 
polynomials (which are usually used) would be required to approach 
the exact behaviour of the unknown over the whole region. 
iiL Difficulties in handling singularities, since in the variational 
methods all parts of the region are covered using the same 
trial functions of which no special treatment is performed to 
areas which may in fact be of more interest than the rest. 
iv. Weak coupling of points, which are distant from one another. 
This yields dense matrices in the final analysis and thus 
requires more computer storage. 
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4.3 BASIC CONCEPTS OF THE METHOD 
4.3.1 Finite Element Terminology 
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The simple meaning of the term 'Finite Element Method' is 
explicitly clear as it includes the two key words in the method. The 
first word refers to the discretization of the domain of interest that 
converts it from an infinitely divided region to one of a 'finite' 
number of subregions termed 'elements', the second word of the methods 
name. Each element includes some points on which the problem variables 
are approximated by a combination of functions. These points and 
functions are called the 'nodes' or 'nodal points' and the ~nterpolation 
functions' or 'shape functions' respectively. 
There are many ways of formulating the element properties which 
comprise, 
i. The direct approach which may be used for problems prescribed in 
simple geometries and in which direct physical reasoning is used 
to determine the system of equations in terms of the unknown 
variables of interest. 
ii.The variational approach involves optimizing a functional and 
thus is more versatile compared to the direct approach as it copes 
with the rather complex shapes of the solution domains. 
iii. The weighted residuals approach is more versatile than the 
variational approach as it relies entirely on mathematical 
calculation in the solution procedure of the problem under 
consideration and thus does not necessarily require the 
availability of a variational functional. 
iv. The energy balance approach which relies on the balance of energy 
(thermal/mechanical) of the system. 
In this thesis, the second approach will be adopted where the 
Rayleigh-Ritz variational principle will be used over the finite 
elements constituting the solution domain. Heubner (1975) listed 
three different ways of deriving variational principles. The number 
of the nodal variables or the unknown parameters assigned at each 
node is called the 'degree of freedom'. 
4.3.2 Elements Type 
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The selection of the finite elements together with the inter-
polation functions is thus the utmost leading factor in the solution 
of the specified problem. The choice of both the finite element and 
the shape function depends on the required accuracy of the solution, 
the cost of computation and the storage limitations. In general, the 
dimensions of the elements is chosen to be the same as the problem of 
interest. That is to choose straight line segments for the one-
dimensional case,-triangles or rectangles for two-dimensional case and 
tetrahedrons or hexahedrons for the three dimensional case. Figure 
(4.2) includes a family of simple types of elements, i.e. the one-
dimensional element type. 
1 • • 2 
1 
• • • 
3 
2 
1 
• • • • 
4 
2 3 
• • 
m 
FIGURE 4.2: One-dimensional element with various number of nodes 
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The number of nodes assigned to a particular element (regardless 
of its dimension) depends on the type of nodal variables, the type of 
interpolation function and the degree of continuity required [Huebner, 
1975). To clarify the meaning of the latter term, we introduce its 
standard definition. If the field variable is continuous at element 
interfaces, then we say that we have cD continuity. If, in addition, 
first derivatives are continuous, we have Cl continuity, and so on. 
The simplest two dimensional element is the three-node triangle shown 
in Figure (4.3) along with some higher order triangular elements. 
(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
FIGURE 4.3: Examples of triangular elements: (a) Linear (3 nodes) 
(b) Quadratic (6 nodes) (c) Cubic (10 nodes) 
(d) Quartic (15 nodes). 
Also a simple, but less used two dimensional element is the rectangular 
element which is shown in Figure (4.4). 
[ 
(a) 
(c) 
I 
• 
• 
• 
(b) 
• 
• 
• 
(d) 
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1 
o. 
• 
• 
FIGURE 4.4: Examples of rectangular 
(b) Quadratic (9 nodes) 
(d) Quartic (25 nodes) 
elements: (a) Linear (4 nodes) 
(c) Cubic (16 nodes) 
In general, these types of elements are not confined to a specific 
shape or number of nodes. For example, the elements shown in Figure 
(4.4) are special cases of the general quadrilateral element (Figure 
4.5) and, along with those shown in Figure (4.3), do not necessarily 
include the internal points. The main criterion in choosing an element 
type for the solution of certain problems is to select the element 
which possesses the best approximation of the problem variables using 
a reasonable amount of computational operations. 
FIGURE 4.5: A general quadrilateral element 
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The three-dimensional counterparts of the three-node triangular 
element (Figure 4.3a), the four-node rectangular element (Figure 4.4a) 
and the four-node general quadrilateral (Figure 4.5) are shown 
respectively in Figure (4.6). 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
FIGURE 4.6: Three-dimensional elements: (a) Tetrahedron 
(b) Right prism (c) General hexahedron 
The discretization of problems having curved boundaries, finite 
elements with curved sides are used. Typical elements involving 
curved boundaries in one, two and three dimensions are shown in 
Figure (4.7). 
-.--~ 
(a) (b) 
4----~ 
(c) (d) 
FIGURE 4.7: Curve-sided elements in (a) one dimension (curved-
line-element) (b) ,(c) two-dimensions (plane triangle 
and annular element) (d) three dimensions (triangular 
ring element) 
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The members of this family are called the 'iBoparametria elements' 
and will be discussed in detail later in this chapter. 
Generally, the larger number of nodal points an element has, the 
more accurate solution it produces. Thus, the quintic and higher order 
elements may be used to obtain more accurate results. However, 
attention should be given to the fact that the use of such elements 
would make it an expensive process in terms of computer storage and 
computation time. Moreover, even if very high order elements and a 
very refined mesh were used, there would still be a certain number of 
nodes and elements beyond which the accuracy cannot be improved by 
any significant amount •. This behaviour can be used to determine the 
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best choice of elements for the solution of practical problems with 
a reasonable computational effort. When solving certain problems, a 
good strategy, based on a trial-and-error procedure, is to obtain 
several solutions with different numbers of elements. Comparing these 
results, it is possible to see whether any significant improvement in 
accuracy is being achieved. The number of elements or nodes (A, say) 
beyond which there is no more significant improvement in the solution 
is shown in Figure (4.8). Clearly the change in the behaviour of the 
solution is almost negligible beyond that number. This number may vary 
for different classes of problems. For a specific problem, the number 
A can be estimated and this is shown in Section 4.4. 
Exact solution 
Solution - - - - - - Numerical solution 
B~------~~~-~~~-=--=-~~ 
A 
Number of Nodes 
(Elements) 
FIGURE 4.8: By varying the number of nodes (elements) it can be seen 
that no significant improvement occurs beyond A, and 
consequently B is the best possible approximate solution 
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4.3.3 Interpolation Functions 
In contrast to the F.D.M. wherein the domain of interest is 
replaced by a set of discrete points, in the F.E.M. the domain is 
divided into subdomains within which the problem variables are 
represented by 'interpo~ation functions'. These functions are often 
referred to as the 'shape functions' or the 'basis functions' and 
frequently chosen to be polynomials. However, other types of functions 
may be used for this purpose, e.g. the trigonometric functions and the 
Legendre polynomials which are employed in the variational methods. 
The interpolating polynomials along with their derivatives are 
continuous to the order specified by the degree of continuity. The 
main features that make the polynomial functions the best choice for 
the F.E.M. interpolation functions are: 
i. Ease of differentiation and integration 
ii. Ease of controlling the required accuracy by varying the 
degree of the polynomial 
iii. Flexibility to resemble the behaviour of the problem variable 
by mathematical manipulations of the terms of the polynomial 
(Weierstrass' approximation theorem) • 
iv. Simple formulation and computerization. 
Although, trigonometric functions possess the first property, 
they are seldom used in the F.E.M. Examples of the use of such 
functions in finite element analysis may be found in Krahu1a and 
Po1hemus (1968) and Chakrabarti (1971). 
The idea of improving the accuracy of a finite element technique 
by using polynomial of progressively increasing degrees is illustrated 
in Figure (4.9) where the one-dimensional interpolating function u (x) 
a 
is used in progressively increasing order to approximate the exact 
solution u(x). 
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u(x) 
Exact sol. 
Approximate 501.- - - - - - -
L-______________________ ~x 
(a) 
u(x) 
-~-.: 
--
--
- u (x)=a +a x 
a 0 1 
L------------------------------tx 
u(x) 
(b) 
-=-----~ 
(c) 
x 
FIGURE 4.9: Polynomial approximation: (a) Constant (b) Linear 
(c) Quadratic. 
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The essential idea of the interpolation functions used in the 
F.E.M. is to resemble the physical phenomenon in a small enough region 
so that any approximation made in that region entails negligible error. 
This approximation of a variable within an element is introduced 
through the values of the variable at the nodal points along with 
the shape functions. 
The linear shape functions are the simplest form of interpolation 
functions satisfying all the criteria of the trial functions and are 
given in Figure (4.10). 
1 1 
l~------------------------------~ 
FIGURE 4.10: Linear interpolation functions 
If the values of variable u at nodes 1 and 2 are ul and u2 ' then the 
interpolation polynomial of the variable u is given by, 
x x 
u = (1- -)u + (I)u2 a t 1 (4.32) 
This equation can be written as, 
u = NlUl + N2U2 a (4.33) 
where, 
x 
NI = 1 ~ (4.34) 
N2 
x 
= ~ (4.35) 
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Clearly. equations (4.33)-(4.35) give the mathematical explanation of 
how the problem variable u is approximated through the nodal values 
ul .u2 and the shape functions Nl .N2 • 
If the linear interpolation functions are insufficient to represent 
the variation of the problem variable u between the two nodes 1 and 2. 
then the distance between nodes 1 and 2 may be divided into more 
elements so that the new set of elements can cope with the variational 
behaviour of u. A more efficient approach to remedy this problem is 
to use non-linear shape functions which can fit this variation 
through a single element. Typical examples of such high order 
functions are the Lagrange and Hermite polynomials. The Lag~nge 
polynomial is defined as. 
n x-x 
~(x) TT m = x -x 
m=O k m 
m#k 
(4.36 ) 
The polynomial Lk(X) is of degree n since it is a product of n linear 
factors. Clearly. Lk(X) has a value of unity when x=xk,and it 
vanishes when x=xm and m#k. Thus. Lk(x) satisfies the main feature 
of the inter~olation functions which is possessing a unity value at 
a certain node and a zero value at the other. The order of the 
interpolation polynomial Lk(X) depends on the number of nodes assigned 
to the element. A polynomial of degree n passing through the n+l 
discrete values $i (Xi) at xi' i=1.2 ••••• n+l and approximating the 
function $(X) in the interval xl~x~xn+l' may be written as. 
n+l 
~(x) = L ~i (Xi)Li (x) • 
n=l 
(4.37) 
where L. (x) is given by equation (4.36). 
1. 
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We recognize that Li(x) plays the role of the shape function Ni(X) 
and it is thus called the 'LagPangian interpolation coefficient'. 
Figure (4.11) shows a general Lagrange polynomial $(x) which is used 
to approximate the function $(x) • 
. ~,... ~ 
I I ~: .. ~'. _- _1;=$ (x) 
I I I I t~ --; 
I I I I : 
I I I I 
I I 
__ ~ __ ~ __ ~ ________ ~, x 
x x 
n n+l 
FIGURE 4.11: Interpolation using the Lagrange polynomial of degree n 
A main feature of the Lagrange polynomials is that they guarantee 
continuity of $ at the connecting points. Thus, they are suitable for 
elements used in problems requiring CO continuity. 
The Hermite polynomials enable us to construct interpolation 
functions when both $ and its derivatives are specified at the nodes. 
An nth order Hermite polynomial in x is denoted as Hn(x) and is of 
order 2n+l. For example H'(x) is a first order Hermite polynomial 
which is cubic in x. 
Again, this type of polynomial is chosen for the interpolation 
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calculation because they possess the feature that their values as 
well as the values of their derivatives up to order n are unity at 
one node and zero at the other node of the closed interval [0,1]. 
For example, we consider the first order or cubic Hermite polynomial 
which uses four degrees of freedom namely, ul ,u2 ,ui and u2 where the 
problem variable u may be written as, 
where the shape functions Ni' i=1,2,3,4 are given by, 
The Hermite cubic shape function is shown in Figure (4.12). 
- - -- ~' ~... , 
~ ..... - ,. 
-.". N 
4 
FIGURE 4.12: Hermite cubic shape functions 
Clearly, this type of polynomial guarantees the continuity of both 
the problem variable and its derivative. Thus, it is suitable for 
1 
elements used in problems requiring C continuity. 
(4.38) 
(4.39) 
(4.40) 
(4.41) 
(4.42 ) 
In general, the F.E.M. can be classified into three categories 
according to the order of the pOlynomial used as the interpolation 
functions. These categories are:-
i. SimpZex elements, for which the approximating polynomials consist 
of constant and linear terms, i.e. polynomials of the form, 
(4.43) 
for the one dimensional case, and 
(4.44) 
for the two dimensional case. 
ii. CompZex elements, for which the approximating polynomials consist 
of quadratic, cubic or higher order terms in addition to the 
constant and linear terms. Since these terms are added to the 
constant and linear terms, according·to the need, then the complex 
elements may have the same shapes as the simplex elements, but will 
have additional boundary nodes and sometimes, internal nodes. 
Generally, the number of nodes in an element may be taken to be 
the same as the number of possible terms in the interpolating 
polynomial. This can be seen from the progressively increasing 
number of nodes within the element of figures (4.3) and (4.4). 
The complete set of the possible terms contained in one and two 
dimensional interpolating functions are shown in Figures (4.13) 
and (4.14) respectively. 
• 
• 
• 
5 
x 
x 
4 
x 
1 
x 
2 
x 
3 
Total number 
of terms (T.N.T.) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
FIGURE 4.13: Total number of terms involved in l-D 
interpolating functions 
constant 
linear 
quadratic 
cubic 
quartic 
quintic 
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T.N.T. Type 
1 1 constant 
x y 3 linear 
2 2 6 quadratic x xy y 
3 2 2 3 
cubic x x y xy Y 10 
4 3 2 2 3 4 15 quartic x x y xy xy Y 
5 4 3 2 2 3 4 5 21 quintic x x y x y x y xy y 
FIGURE 4.14: Total number of terms involved in 2-D interpolating 
functions 
The terms shown in Figure (4.14) are the binomial coefficients arranged 
in the 'coefficients triangle' by Al-Karkhy. This triangle is now 
known as the Pascal triangle [Shouky and Al-Daffaa', 1985]. 
It is clear now why the quadratic element of Figure (4.3) involves 
six nodes which are the sum of the total possible terms in the 
interpolating function of this element. So is the cubic element with 
ten nodes and the quartic element with fifteen nodes. 
iii. Multiplex elements, in which the boundaries are parallel to.the 
coordinate axes in order to achieve inter-element continuity 
and whose interpolating functions include higher order terms. 
The rectangUlar element shown in Figure (4.15) is an example of 
a multiplex element in two dimensions. 
y 
L-____________________ ~x 
FIGURE 4.15: Two dimensional multiplex element 
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An important requirement is that symmetry must not be violated in order 
to achieve geometric invariance. The geometric invariance (or 
isotropy) is a property by which the polynomial representation within 
an element should not change with a change in the local coordinate 
system (when a transformation is made from one cartesian coordinate 
system to another). 
Another important consideration to be taken into account in order 
to maintain the convergence requirements is that the interpolating 
polynomials must be complete in the sense that the unknowns must be 
continuous within the elements. That is to say the element must 
1 
possess C continuity. Polynomials in one dimension inherently possess 
geometric isotropy regardless whether they are complete or nof. 
Another consideration in selecting the interpolating polynomial is 
that the number of terms must be equal to the total number of degrees 
of freedom associated with the elements, otherwise the polynomial may 
not be unique. 
The satisfaction of all these requirements simultaneously is 
difficult for some problems and indeed may involve excessive 
computations. Thus, some investigators have formulated some inter-
polation functions that do not meet all these requirements, which 
leads to acceptable convergence. Whereas in others, divergence or 
convergence to an incorrect solution has occurred. 
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4.4 THE TWO DIMENSIONAL TRIANGULAR ELEMENTS 
To date, the triangular element is the most widely used type of 
element in the F.E.M. analysis. Many of the three dimensional 
practical problems possess axial symmetry and reduce to two dimensional 
problems either in cartesian or other coordinates (cylindrical or 
spherical). We start by presenting the advantages of the triangular 
elements over the rectangular elements in order to answer a question 
that might arise: why are triangular elements chosen? 
These advantages are: 
i. Irregular geometries are better approximated using triangular 
elements. This is simply illustrated in Figure (4.16) where a 
certain region is discretized using triangular and rectangular 
elements respectively, with the same number of nodes. Clearly, 
this figure shows the much improved boundary approximation 
achieved by using the triangular elements for which the. shaded 
area (representing the region between the exact and the 
approximate boundaries) is much smaller than that of the 
rectangular element case. 
(a) 
(b) 
FIGURE 4.16: Triangular {a} and rectangular (b) discretization of 
an irregular shaped region 
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ii. The triangular elements are considered as conforming eZements. 
fO l«-
This property stems from the fact that u , the interplating 
a = 
function is continuous across the common side of any two adjacent 
elements, whereas, in the case of rectangular elements the 
orientation with respect to the coordinate axes determines 
whether the solution is continuous across inter-element boundaries 
or not. If the sides of two adjacent rectangular elements are 
not parallel to the coordinate axes and the variation of u along 
a 
the common side is represented by a quadratic interpolation 
function, then it is clear that this variation is not unique 
along this side. Thus, these elements are said to be non-conforming 
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(or incompatible) elements. This non-conformity can be treated 
when the sides of the rectangular elements are taken to be 
parallel to the coordinates axes so that on the common side which 
is parallel to either axes (the x axis. say). the shape function 
u is linear function in x only since the y coordinate is constant 
a 
for all points on the common side. Thus. u is uniquely 
a 
determined by its values at the two end nodal points. 
For a certain domain. the use of small size triangular elements 
produces more accurate results than the use of larger elements. In 
general. whenever steep gradients of the field variables are expected. 
a finer mesh should be used in those regions. Another way to cope 
with some awkward regions (narrow domains. for example) is to vary 
the aspect ratio of the element which is described by the ratio of the 
largest to the smallest dimensions of the element. It is noticed 
[Clough. 1969) that elements with an aspect ratio of nearly unity 
generally yield best results. 
The complete mth order interpolating polynomial can be written as 
2 2 m 
ua = al+a2x+a3y+a4xy+aSx +a6Y + ••• +any 
where ai' 
known as 
and n is 
given by. 
i=1.2 ••••• n are the coefficients 
the 
the 
generalized coordinates) • m is 
total number of terms 
m+l 
n = 2 j 
j=l 
involved 
of the polynomial. 
the degree of the 
in the polynomial 
(4.44) 
(also 
polynomial 
and is 
(4.45) 
This polynomial can be used to interpolate the variable function u 
at , (m+l) (m+2) symmetrically placed nodes in a triangle. Thus. in 
the linear triangle. the value of the interpolation function may at 
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any point be found if its value at three nodes (typically the 
vertices) are known. For higher degrees of polynomials the t(m+l) (m+2) 
nodes can be generated by taking 3(m-l) equally spaced lines parallel 
to each side of the triangle so that the nodes are defined as the 
points of intersection of these lines with each other and with the 
2 
sides of the triangle, or as the vertices of the m triangles thus 
produced as shown in Figure (4.17). 
3 3 
1'''-----... 2 1 L-_--l"--_-l. 2 
4 
(a) 3(m-l)=0 (b) 3(m-l)=3 lines 
3 
3 
1 
1 2 
(c) 3(m-l)=6 lines (d) 3(m-l)=9 lines 
FIGURE 4.17: Nodes produces by 3(m-l) lines: (a) Linear (b) Quadratic 
(c) Cubic (d) Quartic 
We now evaluate the interpolation u at each node of the triangles 
a 
shown above. 
Let the global coordinates and the nodal values of the nodes 1,2 
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and u3 ' The variation inside the element is assumed to be linear 
and of the form, 
(4.46) 
where the values of the coefficients a l ,a2 and a3 are uniquely 
determined when the values of u (x,y) are specified at the three nodes. 
a 
For simplicity the function u is written as u. 
a 
By evaluating u at each node of the triangle results in the 3x3 
system of equations, 
ul = al+a2xl+a3Yl 
u2 = al+a2x2+a3Y2 
By solving this system of equations for a l ,a2 and a3 we have, 
- 1 
a2 = 2A(blul+b2u2+b3u3) 
1 
a 3 = 2A(clul+c2u2+c3u3) 
where A is the area of the triangle 1,2,3 and is given by, 
1 xl Yl 
A = t 1 x2 Y2 
1 x3 Y3 
and 
a l = x2Y3 - x3Y2 
a2 = x3Yl - xI Y3 
a3 x IY2 - x2Yl 
b l = Y2 - Y3 
b2 = Y3 - Yl 
(4.47) 
(4.48) 
(4.49) 
(4.50) 
(4.51) 
(4.52) 
(4.53) 
(4.54) 
(4.55) 
(4.56) 
(4.57) 
(4.58) 
b3 = Y1 -y 2 
cl = x3 - x 2 
c2 xl - x 3 
c3 = x2 - x 1 
Substituting equations (4.42)-(4.50) into equation (4.34) for 
two dimensional simplex case yields, 
This equation can be rewritten in the abbreviated form 
u(x,y) = 3 R. I Ni (x,y)u, (x,y) , 
i=l l. 
where, 
and 
R. The functions N, (x,y), i=1,2,3 are the interpolation functions 
l. 
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(4.59) 
(4.60) 
(4.61) 
(4.62) 
the 
(4.63) 
(4.64) 
(4.65) 
(4.66) 
associated with nodal degrees of freedom for the linear triangle u, (x,y) • 
l. 
We note that they differ from the interpolation polynomial u(x,y) in 
the sense that the latter can be considered as a sum of many inter-
po1ation functions each associated with one of the degrees of freedom. 
The function N,(x,y) assumes a value of unity at the node i and a zero 
l. 
value at all other nodes of the element. Thus, it can be shown [Rao, 
1982) that Ni(X,y)=O for i=l at nodes 2,3 and all points on the line 
passing through these nodes and similarly for the functions N, (x,y) , 
l. 
i=2 and 3. 
Similar analyses may be carried out to obtain the interpolation 
lS3 
polynomials for the higher order elements, viz. quadratic and cubic 
approximations with nodes numbered as shown in Figure (4.17) (b) and 
(c) respectively. The complete polynomials for these two cases are 
given respectively as, 
2 2 
u(x,y) ~ al+a2x+a3y+a4xy+aSx +a6y (4.67) 
and 
u(x,y) (4.68) 
Proceeding in a similar manner to that of the linear case, yields the 
two approximations 
6 Q ~ I N. (x,y)u. (x,y) 
i~l l. l. 
u(x.y) 
for the quadratic case. and 
u(x.y) ~ 10 C L Ni (x.y)ui (x.y) i~l 
(4.69) 
(4.70) 
for the cubic case, with the interpolating functions u. (x.y) , i~1,2, 
l. 
•••• 6 for the quadratic case and ui(x.y). i~1,2 ••••• l0 for the cubic 
case given in Table (4.1) in terms of the interpolation functions of 
Basis Interpolation Function 
Fun'ff,ion Linear ,N~ Quadratic,N~ CubiC.N~ l. l. l. 
NR, R, ~ R, !Ni (3Ni-l ) (3Ni-2) NI 1 2Nl -NI 2 
!N;(3N;-1) (3N;-3) N2 NR, 2NR,_NR, 2 2 2 
NR, 
2 2 !N~ (3N;-1) (3N;-2) N3 2N£ _NR, 3 3 3 
N4 - 4NR,NR, ~R,NR, (3NR, -1) 1 2 2 1 2 1 
NS - 4NR,NR, ~R,NR, (3NR, -1) 2 3 2 1 2 2 
N6 - 4N~i ~R,NR,(3NR,_1) 2 2 3 2 
N7 - - ~R,NR,(3NR,_1) 2 2 3 3 
NB - - ~R,NR, (3N£-1) 213 3 
Ng - - ~R,NR, (3NR, -1) 2 lR,3R, R,l 
NlO - - 27NlN2N3 
TABLE 4.1: Linear, quadratic and cubic basis functions for triangular 
elements 
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the linear case N~(X'Y), i=1,2,3. Again, the following conditions 
l. 
hold for the quadratic case, 
Q { 1 , i=j Ni(Xj,yj ) = , 1~i~j~6 , 0 , ijlj (4.71) 
and for the cubic case, 
1 
1 , i=j 
C 
Ni (Xj,yj ) = , l~i~j~lO . 
0 , itj 
(4.72) 
The tenth parameter can be eliminated by using the linear relation, 
or in an abbreviated form as, 
C 1 
NIO = 4 
9 
l N. 
j=4 J 
1 3 
- - L N 
6 i=l j 
This elimination yields a function that will still interpolate 
quadratic triangles exactly and may be called the 'eUmination of 
(4.73) 
(4.74) 
internal parameters'. Thus, the interpolation polynomial for the 
cubic element can be rewritten as 
C 9 
-C 
u = l u. N. a j=l J J (4.75) 
where, 
-C C C i=1,2, ... ,9 N. = N. + CliNlO , , l. l. (4.76) 
with, 
, i=1,2,3 
(4.77) 
, i=4,5, ... ,9 
For the details of the elimination process of internal nodes, see 
Ciarlet and Raviart (1972). 
The interpolation polynomial for quartic and higher order cases 
can also be obtained in a similar manner. Similar analyses for the 
rectangular elements may be found in Zienkiewicz (1977) and Huebner 
(1975) • 
Now, it is customary to consider some factors affecting the 
convergence behaviour of the method. The finite elements are called 
'Zinear', 'quadratio', 'oubio', •.• etc. due to the largest degree 'p' 
of the unknown variables in the polynomials used as interpolation 
functions. Generally speaking, the higher the order the elements 
are taken, the more accurate will be the solution. We refer to this 
approach [Babuska and Dorr, 1981] as the. 'p-version' of the finite 
element method. Another way to increase the solution accuracy is to 
use a larger number of the same finite elements to solve the problem 
of interest in the specified region, that is to decrease the mesh 
size 'h'. This standard approach is called the 'h-version' of the 
finite element method. Clearly, the parameter h is held fixed in 
the p-version approach while the parameter p is held fixed in the 
h-version approach. The two approaches can be visualised in Figure 
(4.18) • 3 
(a) 
l~----~: 
(b) 
1------~2 
4 
3 
2 
FIGURE 4.18: Approaches to produce more accurate solution (a) p-
version approach (b) h-version approach. 
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The p-version approach is used usually for obtaining the error 
estimates in terms of the interpolant degree p. Apparently, the p-
version approach proved to have faster convergence than the h-version 
using a uniform refinement process. Moreover, when corner singularities 
are present, the rate of convergence of the p-version is exactly twice 
that of the h-version. 
On the other hand, the h-version possesses some compensating 
advantages that make it still attractive to many F.E.M. users. The 
programming effort required to improvean F.E.M. code in order to cope 
with a finer mesh (i.e. a mesh with more elements) is substantially 
less than that required to increase p, the order of the interpolation 
polynomial. Another advantage of the h-version is that it produces 
a matrix which is substantially of the same sparseness, but only 
larger, while the p-version will become comparatively less sparse, 
i.e. with wider bandwidth. Thus it requires more storage and 
computational effort to solve the system of equations. 
To visualize the convergence behaviour of the F.E.M. solution 
using these two approaches, we apply each of the h-version and the 
p-version strategies at a time whilst fixing the other in order to 
produce a constant effect on the solution procedure. 
Consider the Laplace equation 
2 a u 
+ --2- = 0 , 
ay 
(4.78) 
with Dirichlet boundary conditions satisfying the exact solution 
-x 
u(x,y) = e cos y . (4.79) 
The Euclidean error norm ~2 was used to compare the accuracy of the 
method using progressively increasing numbers of elements (h-version) 
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and the sequence of quadratic, cubic and quartic finite elements. 
This comparison is tabulated below (see Table (4.2». 
22 Error Norm 
Number of 
Elements Quadratic Cubic Quartic 
4 0.50524 0.62493xIO -1 0.14197xIO -1 
20 0.60135xlO -1 O. 46063xlO-2 0.30182 xlO-3 
40 0.40496xIO-2 0.92641xIO-3 o .62231xIO-5 
80 0.15398xlO -2 0.40537 xlO-3 o .59820xlO-6 
120 0.12201xlO -2 0.63270xlO-4 0.42 916xIO-6 
200 0.45603xlO -3 0.40189xIO-4 0.91080xIO-7 
TABLE 4.2: Comparison of the h- and p-versions of the F.E.M. 
These results are also plotted in Figures (4.19) and (4.20) where 
the former shows the convergence behaviour of the solution using the 
h-version approach for the three types of elements (quadratic, cubic 
and quartic), while the latter shows the convergence behaviour of the 
solution using the p-version approach for a selection of number of 
elements (4,20,40,80,120 and 200 elements) • 
El 
" 8 
... 
0 
" 
" (l) 
N 
0< 
LOG10 
O~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
-1 
-2 
-3 
-4 
-5 
-6 
-7 
o Quadratic elements 
V Cubic elements 
o Quartic elements 
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-8.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
o 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 
Number of elements (NE) X101 
FIGURE 4.19: The convergence behaviour of problem (4.78)-(4.79) 
using the h-version approach. 
~ 
0 
.:: 
... 
0 
... 
... 
Q) 
N 
"" 
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LOG10 
O~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
-1 
-2 NE=4 
-3 
-4 
-5 
-6 
-7 
-8.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
15 20 25 30 35 40 45 
Power of interpolation function XI 0- 1 
FIGURE 4.20: The convergence behaviour of problem (4.78)-(4.79) 
using the p-version approach. (NE is the number of 
elements) 
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A few comments can be made on these two figures. In general, 
the use of quartic elements in this numerical experiment leads to 
the smallest error norms. The slopesof the error norm curves versus 
the power of the interpolation polynomials (p-version approach) are 
clearly larger than those of the error norm versus the number of 
elements (h-version approach). This gives an indication that the 
solution of the boundary value problem using the p-version approach 
converges more rapidly than that obtained using the h-version approach. 
However, the solution of the problem converges significantly faster 
by changing the number of elements up to 40 elements. Beyond that 
range the convergence to the exact solution becomes slower if the 
number of elements is increased. This coincides with the convergence 
behaviour given in Figure (4.8) which shows a theoretical description 
of the number A beyond which there is no significant improvement in 
the convergence to the exact solution. 
An attempt to determine the number which approximates A for the 
quadratic case is tabulated on the next page and plotted in Figure 
(4.21) • 
No. of Elements R,2 Error Norm 
4 0.50504 
20 0.60135 x 10-1 
40 0.40496 x 10-2 
120 0.12201 x 10-2 
200 0.45603 x 10-3 
500 0.13886 x 10-3 
1000 0.48365 x 10-4 
1500 0.22146 x 10-4 
2000 0.14427 x 10-5 
2100 0.16683 x 10-5 
2200 0.21034 x 10-5 
2400 0.18988 x 10-5 
2450 0.46885 x 10-5 
TABLE 4.3: Variation of the number of quadratic elements for the 
problem (4.78)-(4.79) 
LOGI0 
O~~~~~Uu~~~~~~~~~~~ 
NE=4 
-1 
-2 
8 
... 
0 
-3 s:: 
... 
0 
... 
... 
-4 Q) 
N 
'" 
-5 NE=2450 
-6 
0 2 4 6 8 
Number 
10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 
of elements (NE) X10 2 
FIGURE 4.21: The R,2 error norm for quadratic elements 
with a noise level beyond NE=2000. 
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It can be concluded from the results shown above that 2000 
elements is a good approximation of the number A beyond which there 
is no significant improvement in the F.E.M. solution for this class 
of problems. However, the problem possesses a fast convergence only 
when increasing the number of elements up to 40 elements. Then, 
there is a slow convergence when the number of elements is increased 
from 40 to 2000. The use of elements in this range leads to an 
expensive and time consuming procedure relative to the small 
improvement achieved in the solution. It can also be noticed that 
the errors start to increase when the number of elements is larger 
than 2000. This can be interpreted as the effect due to rounding 
error Noise Leve~ at which no further increase in accuracy is 
obtained no matter how many elements are used. Furthermore, the 
noise level may have a stochastic effect on the rounding errors which 
yields instability in the solution behaviour. 
This approach to the numerical assessment of various elements 
using a specific problem is allied with those used in Clough and 
Tocher (1965), Clough and Felippa (1968), Razzaque (1972) and Evans 
(1979) where a specific test problem is chosen to perform some 
quantitative comparisons of accuracy versus the solution cost. 
Furthermore, the results presented in this section agree well with 
those given in Babuska and Dorr (1981) and Zienkiewicz (1977). 
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4.5 THE ISOPARAMETRIC ELEMENTS 
The discretization of a curved domain using small straight-
sided elements is satisfactory provided that the number of elements 
used to fit the boundary curve is large enough. An alternative 
strategy and one with guaranteed accuracy is to use curve-sided 
elements which use a considerably smaller number of elements to 
achieve a close representation of the boundary. This has encouraged 
the development of curve-sided elements in F.E.M. The first 
introduction of curved quadrilateral elements was given by Taig (1961). 
These ideas were generalized and extended by Irons (1966) and 
Ergatoudis et a1 (1968) to other element configurations. 
The essential idea of the development of curve -sided elements is 
to map or transform simple geometric shapes in some local coordinate 
system into distorted shapes in the global cartesian coordinate system 
and then to evaluate the element equations for the curve-sided elements 
that result. Consider the eight node rectangular element in local 
coordinates (~,n) shown in Figure (4.22a). 
4 7 3 
: 16.---_"~_~ ---,I: 
5 
(a) Parent element 
y 
3 
4~ nt., 8 ~ 6 2 
1 5 
(b) Distorted (transformed) 
element 
FIGURE 4.22: (a) Rectangular element in local coordinates ~,n. 
(b) Curve-sided quadrilateral element mapped from 
the element in (a). 
x 
.' 
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The nodes of this element may be mapped into the corresponding 
nodes in the x-y plane by defining the relation 
8 
x = I F. (I;,n)x. 
i=l l. l. 
8 
Y = I Fi(l;,n)y. , 
i=l l. 
where F. (I;,n) is the mapping function. l. 
(4.80) 
(4.81) 
In order for the mapping functions Fi(l;,n), i=1,2, ••• ,8 to fit 
the curved boundaries, they must be quadratic since each of the curved 
boundaries of the element in the xy plane needs three points for its 
unique specification and Fi(l;,n) should possess the feature of the 
interpolation function so that its value is unity or zero when 
evaluated at the nodes in the I;n plane. Hence, we can write, 
8 
x = IN. (I;,n)x. (4.82) 
'll. l. l.= 
8 
Y = IN. (I;,n)y. (4.83) 
'll. l. l.= 
where the shape functions N., i=1,2, ••• ,8 are given as, l. . 
1 Nl.' (I;,n) = -4(1+1;1;.) (l+nn.) (1;1;.+nn.-l) for nodes at I;,n=±l (4.84) 
~ 1. 1.1. 
1 2 Ni (I;, n) = 2(1-1; ) (l+nni ) , for nodes at 1;=0, n=±l, (4.85) 
1 2 
= 2(1+l;l;i) (l-n ) for nodes at 1;=±l,n=O. (4.86) 
This mapping yields a quadratic element of the type shown in 
Figure (4.22b). For this element, the curved boundary is approximated 
using shape functions of the same order. Curve-sided elements of this 
type are called 'isoparametria eZements'. If the interpolation polynomial 
is of a lower order than that used for the problem field variable, then 
it defines the geometry of the subparametria eZements whilst if it is 
of a higher order than that used for the field variable then it 
defines the geometry of the Buperparametria elements. The first 
type is the most commonly used in F.E.M. 
Using the concept of isoparametric element, a good approximation 
can be obtained for the domains with curved boundaries. For example, 
the discretisation of the irregular shaped region shown in Figure 
(4.16) can be done using isoparametric triangular elements (Figure 
4.23). Note that the shaded area (representing the region between 
the exact and the approximate boundaries) has almost vanished. 
FIGURE 4.23: Discretisation of the irregular shaped region of Figure 
(4.16) using triangular isoparametric elements. 
The quadratic isoparametric triangular element is also shown in 
Figure (4.24). The cubic and quartic triangular elements may be 
transformed in the same manner. 
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n 
(0,1) 3 
6 
1 
(0,0) 
4 
5 (.5,.5) 
2 
(1,0) ~ 
y 
3 
2 l--..... ~ 
x 
(a) Parent element (b) Distorted (transformed) element 
FIGURE 4.24: (a) Triangular element in local coordinate ~,n 
(b) Curve-sided triangular element mapped from the 
element in (a) 
Now, let us consider a triangular element with two straight 
sides and one curved-side which will be adopted in the finite element 
computations throughout this thesis. 
In order to do so, we present an important concept in finite 
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element formulation, i.e., the 'Apea Coopdinate System' or as it is often 
called 'TrianguZap Coordinates System' which is a natural system for 
the triangular elements. For triangular elements, it is convenient 
to express the position of an arbitrary point (P, say) in terms of 
the three non-dimensionalised coordinates Ll , L2 and L3 as shown 
in Figure (4.25). 
L =0 
, 
L =0 2 \ 1 
Y A2 \ A ~ 1 
-' - ...... 
-
'-A P(X,y) .... 
-
-3 1 
(xl'Yl) L =0 3 (x2 'Y2) 
x 
FIGURE 4.25: Area coordinate for a triangular element 
This coordinate system will be utilised in the transformation 
process which is the essential idea of the isoparametric elements. 
The correspondence between the triangular coordinates which will be 
employed as the local coordinates and the xy coordinates which will 
be considered as the global coordinates (i.e. into which the local 
coordinates are to be transformed) is as follows:-
(Ll ,L2 ,L3) P(x,y) 
(1,0,0) (xl'Yl) or 
(0,1,0) (x2 'Y2) or 
(0,0,1) (x3 ,y3) or 
Ll =0,L2 ,L3 arbitrary side P2P3 
L2=0,Ll ,L3 arbitrary side Pl P3 
L3=0,Ll ,L2 arbitrary side Pl P2 
where L., i=1,2,3 is defined as: 
. l. 
= , i=l,2,3 
PI (x,y) 
P2 (x,y) 
P3 (x,Y) 
, 
(4.87) 
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area of the subtriangle formed by the point (Ll ,L2 ,L3) and the points 
P2 ,P3 (Pl ,P3 or Pl ,P2). This is why the term 'area coordinate system' 
is used. Another way of defining the triangular coordinates is given 
as 
= 
hi 
Hi 
, i=l,2,3 (4.88) 
where hI (h2 or h3) is the height of the subtriangle PP2P3 (PPl P 3 or 
PPl P2 ) measured from the point P and h is the height of the triangle 
measured from the points shown in Figure (4.26). Thus, the area 
coordinates for the lines parallel to the three sides of the triangle 
1 
FIGURE 4.26: Definition of area coordinates in terms of h. and H., 
~ ~ i=1,2,3. 
Pl ' \ I , 
I L =0 2 
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FIGURE 4.27: Area coordinates for the lines parallel to the sides 
of the triangle P1P2P3 . 
Now since we have, 
A , (4.89) 
1 , (4.90) 
Thus, the position of the point P(x,y) can be expressed as follows: 
3 
s(x,y) = L1Sl + L2s2 + L3S3 = I L.s. (4.91) i=l 1. 1. 
where s=x,y and Li , i=l,2,3 is given by, 
A. 
L. 1. i=l,2,3 (4.92) = , 
1. 3 
I A. 
or j=1 ) 
h. 
1. i=1,2,3 (4.93) L. = , . 
1. H. 
1. 
It is now clear that the area coordinate L. has a unit value 
1. 
at the node P. (x,y) and a zero value at the other two nodes with a 
1. 
linear variation between the node Pi (x,y) and the side pas'sing 
through the other two nodes. These are precisely the values and 
variation of the interpolation functions N~t) , i=1,2,3. Thus, we 
1. 
can write, 
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(R. ) 
Li = Ni ' i=1,2,3, (4 .94) 
and hence equation (4.91) can be rewritten as, 
x = xlNl + X2N2 + x3N3 (4.95) 
y = ylNl + Y2N2 + Y3N3 (4.96) 
where N~R.) is written as N. for simplicity. 
1. 1. 
It is also clear from the definition of the area coordinates 
Li , i=1,2,3 that only two of them can be independent. This can be 
simply shown by equation (4.90) and implies that for each two basis 
functions there is an associated basis function which is dependent 
on these two functions. 
It is customary in the F.E.M. analysis to perform the differentiation 
and integration of the interpolation functions both of which will now 
be exposed. 
Then, equations (4.90) , (4.95) and (4.96) can be written in a 
matrix form as, 
1 
r' 
1 1 [' x = x2 x3 N2 (4.97) 
Y Yl Y2 Y3 N3 
The solution of this matrix equation for N1 ,N2 and N3 is given by 
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(4.98) 
where A is the area of the triangle and is given by equation (4.53) 
and the nine values of the coefficients ai,bi and ci ' i=1,2,3 are 
given in equation (4.54)-(4.62). 
Suppose a function (f, say) of N., i=1,2,3 is to be differentiated 
l. 
with respect to s(x,y). Then, the chain rule can be employed such that, 
af 3 af aNi 
-= I aN. as as i=l l. (4.99) 
where s=x,y, i.e. I 
af 3 af aNi 
ax 
= I aN. ax i=l l. (4.100) 
af 3 3f aN. I l. ay = aN. ay i=l l. (4.101) 
where, 
, i=1,2,3 (4.102) 
, i=1,2,3 . (4.103) 
On the other hand, if the function f is to be integrated over a 
curve or an area, then the integration formula given by Eisenberg and 
Malvern (1973) can be used, namely, 
J LaLb ds = a!bl (4.104) 
r 1 2 (a+b+l) ! s 
for the curve r, and 
t a b c dA= a!blcl 2A , (4.105) LIL2L3 (a+b+c+2) ! 
for the area of the triangle A where a,b and c are arbitrary integer 
powers. 
Now for the isoparametricelement, for which the area coordinate 
system was exposed above, we use the Xi-Eta-Zeta (s,n,~) notation in 
order to be consistent with the formulation given above for the other 
isoparametric element. So, we call the area coordinates Ll ,L2 and 
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L3 by ~,n and ~ respectively. Since for each two of these coordinates 
the third one will be dependent on them, it suffices to express any 
point in the local coordinate system ~,n and ~ in terms of ~ and n 
only which are called the 'curviZinear coordinate system' in the 
analysis of isoparametric elements. 
It is mentioned earlier in this section that the triangular 
element with two straight sides and one curved-side will be presented 
as it is the one adopted in this thesis. Clearly, this is the case 
for the elements having one side adjacent to a curved boundary. For 
the interior elements, the elements used are those of three straight 
sides. In 1970, Jordan showed that certain elements shapes involving 
side nodes are computationally unstable and hence forbidden in some 
F.E.M. applications. A remedy for this difficulty can be achieved by 
a suitable choice of interpolating functions in the x,y coordinate 
system. Such a study was completed by Mitchell et al (1971). 
As a general analysis, we consider the six node quadratic 
triangular element with curved-sides and a side point node on each 
side as shown in Figure (4.28a). This triangle is transformed into 
that shown in Figure (4.28b). 
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FIGURE 4.28: Quadratic triangular element (a) parent element 
(b) transformed (mapped) element 
The approximating space s(x,y} is defined as the set of all 
continuous functions which, in each element (e) have the form of the 
quadratic shape function as given in equation (4.67), i.e., 
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s(x,y} = al+a2x+a3y+a4xy+aSx +a6y (4.106) 
For any point P=s(x,y} in the normalised triangle of Figure (4.28b) 
the six unknown coefficients are uniquely determined by specifying 
the values s. (x,y), i=1,2, ••• ,6 (at the six nodes). In a similar 
l. 
manner to the transformation proposed by Mitchell et al (1971), we 
introduce the mapping of s(x,y} as, 
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(4.107) 
(4.108) 
Since ~ can be replaced by l-(s+n), equations (4.107) and (4.108) can 
be rewritten as, 
2 
x = xl+(4x6-3xl-x2)s+(4xs-3xl-x3)n+(2xl+2x2-4x6)s 
2 
+(2xl +2x3-4xS)n +(4x l +4x4-4x6-4xS)sn 
2 Y = Yl+(4Y6-3Yl-Y2) s+ (4Ys -3y1-y3) n+(2yl+2Y2-4y6) s 
2 
+ (2y 1 +2y 3-4y S)n + (4y 1 +4y 4-4y 6-4y S) sn • 
(4.109) 
(4.110) 
Obviously the determination of the normalised coordinates sand 
n in terms of the global coordinates x and y and the coefficients of 
the six nodes is not easy. Hence, it suffices to say that the expressions 
for sand n are generally quadratic forms in x and y and thus, the 
local curvilinear coordinate system s,n is uniquely determined in terms 
of the fixed x,y system. This difficulty arises from the nonlinear 
behaviour of both sand n as given in equations (4.109) and (4.110). 
These two equations may be rewritten as, 
2 2 2 
s = (1-3s-3n+2s +2n +4sn)sl+(2s -s)s2 
2 2 2. 
+(2n -n)s3+(4sn)s4+(4n-4n sn)sS+(4s-4s -4sn)s6 (4.111) 
where s = x,y. 
The equations for s(x,y) are given by equations (4.109) and 
(4.110) for the general case which represents a triangular element 
of three curved-sides. The special case when considering an element 
with two straight sides and a curved-side is noW considered. This 
element is adopted for use in this thesis. If the two straight sides 
then equations (4 .l09} and (4.ll0) will reduce to 
x = xl+a~n+(x-x2}~+(x-x3}n 
where, 
and 
y = Yl+b~n+(Y-Y2}~+(Y-Y3}n, 
a = 2x2+2x3-4x4 
b = 2Y2+2Y3-4Y4 
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(4.ll2) 
(4.ll3) 
(4.ll4) 
(4.ll5) 
Further, if we have the case when an element has three straight 
sides, then equations (4.l12) and (4.l13) will also reduce to 
x = (x2-xl}~+(x3-xl}n+xl 
Y = (Y2-YI}~+(Y3-Yl}n+Yl 
(4.ll6) 
(4.ll7) 
It is clear, for this case, that both the parent and the transformed 
elements consist of straight sides. The latter element has a normalised 
coordinate system, i.e., 
(4.ll8) 
Thus, these two elements will be identical when the nodes PI,P2 and 
P3 are chosen to be (O,O) ,(l,O) and (O,l) respectively. 
For the higher order elements, the isoparametric formulation can 
be obtained in a similar manner. This can be achieved by employing 
the well known interpolation formulae derived for the higher order 
elements. These basis functions are used to construct the trans-
formation formulae representing the isoparametric mapping. Notice 
that the mapping proposed for the quadratic case was constructed using 
the six quadratic interpolation functions shown in Table (4.I). In a 
similar manner, the isoparametric mapping for the cubic elements can 
be constructed using the ten cubic interpolation functions shown in 
the same table. Thus, for a Cubic element with ten nodes ordered in 
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the same way as in Figure (4.17c), then the isoparametric mapping 
may be written as, 
s(x,y) = !1; (3~-1) (3~-2) s1 + tn(3n-2)s2 
+ t~ (n-1) (3~-2) 9 s + ~n(3~-1)s4 
s 
9 9 
+ 2~n (3n-1) Ss + 2Tj~(3Tj-1)s6 
+ tn~ (3~-1) 9 s7 + 2~~ (3~-1) Ss 
+ ~~ (31;-1) s9 + 27~n~ s10 ' (4.119) 
where s(x,y) = x,y. 
4.6 SOLUTION TECHNIQUES IN THE F.E.M. 
The main feature of the F.E.M. is the ability to formulate the' 
system of equations associated with individual elements before 
assembling them together in order to represent the entire problem. 
In this sense, any complicated problem could be reduced to a set of 
more simplified problems. Another feature of the F.E.M. is that the 
behaviour of the field variable of the problem under question can be 
completely defined using the nodal values of the field variable and 
the interpolation functions within the elements. For the F.E. 
technique of solution, these nodal values become the new unknown 
variables of the problem and once they are determined, the inter-
polation functions can be used to define the field variable throughout 
the assemblage of elements. 
A third feature of the method is the variety of ways in which the 
formulation of the elements properties can be obtained. The most 
popular approaches of formulating the element properties are (see 
Section 4.3.1) : 
i. The direct approach. 
ii. The variational approach. 
iii. The weighted residual approach. 
iv. The energy balance approach. 
Finally, regardless of the approach used to find the element 
equations, the solution procedure of a field problem by the F.E.M. 
always follows a step-by-step process. This general procedure is 
given in Section 4.1.2. 
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4.6.1 An Overview of the F.E. Technique 
Before the detailed discussion of the finite element method of 
solution, we present an overview of the solution procedure. In 
general, the technique used to solve the parabolic and hyperbolic 
problems may be considered as an extension to the one used to solve 
the associated elliptic problem when the terms including the rate of 
change of the dependent variable are ignored. So, initially the basic 
finite element techniques for elliptic problems are briefly described. 
The solution of an elliptic problem with a dependent variable u 
and independent variables x,y in a 2-dimensional arbitrary region R 
of which dRl and dR2 are two distinct portions of the boundary r, 
is equivalent to the minimization of the functional, 
I(u) 
with 
= II 11 (ux,uy,u)dXdy + 
R 
(4.120) 
(4.121) 
The region R is automatically triangulated and refined using 
six-node quadratic, ten-node cubic or fifteen-node quartic triangular 
isoparametric elements. A set of basis functions (~l, ••• ,~N) is 
J 
constructed such that ~ is zero at all nodes except node number J. 
The solution u is expanded in a series of basis functions and 
substituted into the functional (4.120). By equating the gradient of 
I(u) to zero, results in a system of mN non-linear equations for 
the mN unknown coefficients in the expansion of u, where m is the 
number of coefficients in the class of polynomials over which the 
minimized integral is taken. Newton's method is used to solve this 
non-linear system, while the damped Newton's method is also used for 
those non-linear problems of which the convergence of Newton's method 
is strongly dependent on the choice of the initial guess solution. 
As mentioned previously, for the consideration of parabolic or 
hyperbolic problems, the basic technique is to account for the extra 
terms which are time dependent. In this case, we end up with a 
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system of ordinary differential equations of which the unknown 
coefficients are now functions of time. The implicit Crank-Nico1son 
method is used to discretize time, and a Richardson extrapolation 
procedure may also be implemented to increase the order of convergence. 
In either case, the system of implicit, non-linear equations must be 
solved at each time step using one iteration of Newton's method. 
This procedure leads to the solution of the considered problem 
at the nodal points. The desired solution may be obtained by inter-
polating these discrete points to obtain the solution at the 
specified points. 
The solution technique also utilizes a self-adaptive algorithm 
used to provide automatic mesh generation. Along with the algorithm, 
the Cuthi11-McKee node numbering scheme is used so that the banded 
matrix, resulting from the assemblage of the elements matrices, 
possesses the smallest possible bandiwdth. This will result in a 
considerable saving in the core storage requirements. 
4.6.2 Finite Element Mesh Generation 
When the term 'mesh generation' is mentioned, the main ideas 
that the finite element user thinks of are the triangulation refinement 
procedure and local mesh grading. We recall from Section (4.4) that 
a uniform triangulation refinement is performed through the h-version 
approach of the finite element discretization. In that section, the 
refinement of a single element is carried out in such a way that it 
should be performed for the whole element every time when different 
numbers of final triangles in the graded mesh are desired. This 
approach can be called a 'g~oba~ mesh refinement'. In contrast to 
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this approach, the '~oca~ mesh refinement' may be thought of as an 
accumulated mesh refinement where each element resulting from a certain 
refining procedure can be also refined and so on, and thus a considerable 
amount of computation can be saved. 
In F.E.M. programming, once the method is formulated using a 
computer code, the preparation of the data input is quite easy for 
the partial differential equation(s} and the associated initial/ 
boundary conditions. This task normally requires a small set of 
input data. Unfortunately, this is not the case for the description 
of the problem geometry if the number of elements required to achieve 
certain accuracy is large. The latter task is more complicated if 
an irregular geometry is present and would be a formidable task if a 
self-adaptive refinement of the domain is not employed. These 
automatic mesh generation schemes are those which perform mesh 
refinements and are applied in order to partition the domain of 
interest to the desired number of elements. 
The use of mesh generation schemes for a specific problem must 
be preceeded by the specification of some initial information by 
which the user assigns the initial triangulation and the zones in 
which a certain node-placement density is desired. The initial 
triangulation must be sufficient to describe the domain in which the 
problem is given. Thus, it usually consists of the coordinates of the 
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nodes and the numbers of the nodes and elements in addition to the 
boundary data. By doing so and specifying the desired number of 
elements in the final triangulation, the mesh generator places 
additional nodes on the boundaries of the initial elements and 
assembles a network of elements from them. If the initial and final 
triangulations are also plotted, then they provide a quick way to check 
any error visually. 
It is clear now how important the task of mesh generation is in 
the finite element problem. This is why many F.E.M. investigators 
were attracted and their work was focus sed on producing computer codes 
which possess the ease of input data preparation and problem solution 
simultaneously. Buell and Bush (1973) presented a survey of some 
finite element mesh generation schemes. These schemes are divided 
into two parts: 
I. NodaL point generation. which consists of automatically determining 
the coordinates of the finite element nodes. Examples of this 
type of scheme are:-
i. Straight line interpolation (Wilson, 1965) 
ii. Sides-and-parts method (Egeberg, 1969) 
iii. Simplified finite differences (Jones and Crose, 1968) 
iv. Equipotential methods (Winslow, 1964) 
v. Natural coordinate system method (Buell and Bush, 1973) 
vi. Electro-mechanical devices (Peterson, 1971 and Frederick, 
1970) 
II. ELement generation. which consists of automatically connecting 
the nodes to form elements. Examples of this type of scheme are: 
i. Simple increments (Wilson, 1965 and Giles & Blackburn, 1971) 
ii. Sides-and-parts (Egeberg, 1969). 
iii. Fully surrounded points (Frederick, 1970). 
iv. I-J transformation (Buell and Bush, 1973). 
v. Successive removal of triangles (George, 1971, Bykat, 1972 
and Collier et al. 1971). 
vi. Moving grid points near the boundaries onto the boundary 
(Reid, 1970 and Reid and Turner, 1970). 
The work referenced in v. and vi. is cited in Reid (1975). 
Each of these methods are usually applicable to a class of 
problems with certain topologies and there is no single scheme which 
can be considered as the best for general use. Thus, it is indeed 
a powerful idea to collect these schemes in a 'computer Zibrary' so 
that the user may choose the scheme that suits his problem. 
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Most of these schemes can be easily applied to two dimensional 
problems and thus, the mesh generation phase in the finite element 
calculations can be achieved with a high degree of reliability which 
is, however, not the case for many three dimensional problems. The 
difficulties which arise in such problems often occur when the surface 
of the integration domain is complicated. Many suggestions have been 
made (e.g. Winslow (1964) and Zienkiewicz and Phillips, 1971) in order 
to direct more research work towards establishing some mesh generating 
schemes which accurately prepare the input data for three dimensional 
problems. 
The mesh generation scheme used in the finite element technique 
presented in this thesis controls the grading of the triangulation by 
a user supplied function D3EST(X,y). This function of x and y can be 
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used to specify the zones in which the triangulation should be 
denser (e.g. zones surrounding singularities). This function is 
defined by 
n+l 3/(n+1l 03EST(X,y) = (0 u) , (4.122) 
n 
where for the triangle Tk the quantity 0ku is given by 
max 
i+j=n 
n 
a u(x,y) 
axiayj 
and n is the degree of the interpolation polynomial used. 
(4.123) 
The mesh generation scheme proceeds as follows. The initial 
triangulation usually consists of the least number of triangles 
required to define the problem domain sufficiently. The mesh refine-
ment starts by selecting the triangle with the largest estimated 
integral I(03EST(x,y)) for local refinement (which is sometimes called 
'g~ding'). This grading process simply consists of dividing the 
selected triangle by a line connecting the midpoint of the longest 
side by the opposite vertex. The restriction on the angle e which is 
defined as the smallest angle in the triangulation can be obtained 
from the simple geometric relationship, 
4~ 
<--
, sine (4.124) 
where hk and ~ are the longest side and the area of the triangle 
Tk respectively. The choice of the longest side for division is 
employed in order to avoid the generation of small angles since they 
enlarge the error (which include the term l/sine). The next step 
is to divide the other triangle which shares this side in a 
similar manner (of course provided that this side is not adjacent 
to the boundary). The integral estimate is calculated again for each 
element in the mesh including the new triangle(s) and the process is 
performed again until the desired number of elements is reached. 
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This mesh generation scheme possesses a strategy that prevents the 
presence of non-conforming elements. This is to guarantee that the 
triangulation is carried out always in pairs as mentioned above. This 
will assure that any longest side of a certain triangle which is used 
to divide it into two, should also be used to divide the other triangle 
which shares this side, otherwise the triangle edges will not match 
up and the interpolation functions will be discontinuous. Thus, if 
this case occurred due to the specification of the desired number of 
elements in the final triangulation, then the mesh generation strategy 
allows subtracting this number by one, so that the difficulty is no 
longer present. For simple geometries, it is often found that the user 
is able to prevent this happening when he chooses an even number for 
the desired final triangulation. However, this is not as simple in 
the case of complicated geometries. Hence it might be a good rule always 
to recommend the use of an even number in the required final 
triangulation and the mesh generating scheme will be self-adaptive 
to cope with the strategy in order to guarantee conforming elements. 
4.6.3 Node Numbering Schemes 
Node Numbering Sahemes are usually associated with those of mesh 
generation. The essential idea of the former schemes is that the mesh 
is assigned nodal numbers in an economical way, i.e. by trying always 
to have a shorter distance each time two nodes are connected in order 
to minimize the bandwidth of the master matrix produced by the assemblage 
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of the elements matrices. This will lead to a considerable saving in 
the computer storage and computational time. 
The system 
Au = b , (4.12.5) 
which is obtained by the finite element technique (where A is the 
master matrix and b is the right hand side vector) is such that:-
i. The unknown u. (i=1,2, ••• ,N, where N is the total number of l. 
nodal values) is associated with a nodal point on the interface 
of the mesh elements. 
ii. a .. =0 for the coefficients corresponding to u .. , i,j=1,2, ••• ,N 1,J 1,J 
that are not associated with nodes of the same elements. This 
implies that the matrix A is sparse. 
iii. The coefficient matrix A is real, symmetric and positive definite. 
iv. The matrix A is generally of a banded structure, i.e. the non-
zero values a .. are grouped around the main diagonal of the 
l.,J 
matrix A. 
The structure of the matrix A depends upon the following factors:-
i. The number of nodes in each element. 
ii. The choice of the interpolation functions. 
iii. The manner in which the ordering of the nodes is taken. 
It is clear, for a given problem, that the first and the second 
factor are fixed, while the third factor can vary due to the desired 
fashion of node numbering. Thus, we realize the dependence of the 
structure (bandwidth) of the finite element master matrix on the 
I 
node numbering schemes. 
The bandwidth of the master matrix can be defined as the largest 
difference in the node numbers for all the elements in the assembled 
~6 
system. Hence the bandwidth can be minimized by reducing the difference 
in the node numbering that occurS for all elements in the generated 
mesh. For a given problem, the time required to solve the system of 
equations associated with the finite element master matrix is directly 
proportional to the square of the bandwidth [Rodrigues, 1975]. For 
example, a 20% reduction in the bandwidth causes a 36% reduction in the 
time of computation. For this purpose, strategies have been developed 
Which automatically number (or renumber) the nodes in such a way that a 
minimum or at least a reduced bandwidth of the matrix will result. 
Examples for these strategies are given by the following:-
i. Alway and Martin (1965) proposed a search of permutations to 
arrive at one which can be used to permute rows and corresponding 
columns of the given matrix to minimize the bandwidth which is a 
time consuming procedure. 
ii. Tewarson (1967) based his method on row and column permutations 
of a sparse matrix obtained from the original matrix by replacing 
all non-zero elements by unity. 
iii. Rosen (1971) based his algorithm on interchanges of rows and 
columns (two at a time) that either reduce or leave the band-
width unchanged. 
iv. Jennings (1966) based his scheme on determining the permutation 
t 
matrix P that minimizes for PAP , a function of the form, 
1 
N 
N 
L 6. 
i=l L 
(4.125) 
Where 6. is the difference in the column indices of the diagonal 
L 
element for row i and the first non-zero element for row i, and 
N is the order of the matrix A. 
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v. Akyuz and utku (1968) moved rows closer to the centre of the 
matrix with the goal of reducing or leaving unchanged the area 
with non zero elements within the band. 
vi. CUthill and McKee (1969) proposed a strategy in which one is to 
look at only a few permutations suggested by the structure of a 
graph associated with the coefficient matrix. This can lead to 
a considerable time saving. 
vii. Grooms (1972) based his strategy on accomplishing the bandwidth 
reduction of the connectivity matrix by moving systematically 
closer together the rows and columns that are farthest apart 
and coupled. 
viii. Rodrigues (1975) proposed a method using a rectangular integer 
array (A, say) in which only nonzero off-diagonal elements of the 
upper band of the connectivity matrix (D, say) are stored. The 
basic idea of the algorithm is, for any element d, , causing the 
l.J 
largest current bandwidth, find a pair of rows and columns of D 
that can be interchanged in order to make d, ,=0 without increasing 
l., J 
the bandwidth. 
ix. Akin and Pardue (1976) based their method on the utilization of 
neighbour lists instead of the connectivity array. 
x. King (1970) presented a method which takes an arbitrary input 
sequence and creates an order which simplifies the solution of 
the complex network system using a measure of efficiency which 
is the sum of squares of the number of off-diagonal terms at the 
time of elimination. 
xi. Levy (1971) described an alternative procedure for resequencing 
which aims to reduce the matrix wavefront rather than the stiffness 
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matrix bandwidth. 
xii. Mai and Evans (1984) presented a strategy of shifting by multiple 
scanning which can lead to near optimum results for the bandwidth 
minimization problem for sparse symmetric matrices. 
When utilizing the frontal method of solving linear systems of 
equations, which is used in this thesis (see Section 3.2.1), attention 
must be given to the maximum number of active columns or the maximum 
front associated with any element in the system, i.e. the bandwidth. 
A comparison of the effects of the bandwidth and wave front re-
sequencing algorithms on both the system bandwidth and wavefront has 
been presented by cuthill (1972) and Rodrigues (1975). We recall that 
the system wavefront cannot exceed the system bandwidth and often is 
much smaller. Most of the above-mentioned strategies were introduced 
before the frontal method became popular. Yet many of these routines 
are also effective in reducing the wavefront. Although the CUthill-
McKee algorithm is effective in reducing both the system front and 
width, it is reported [Akin and Pardue, 1976) that the most efficient 
nodal resequencing algorithms written specifically for the system 
frontal method are probably those developed by Levy (1971) and King 
(1970). These two methods are direct approaches based on the concept 
of a minimum front growth criteria. For elements with few nodes, 
these algorithms are very efficient and they usually yield the smallest 
wavefront. However, the reverse CUthill-McKee method gives the same 
bandwidth as its standard forro r but it gives smaller fronts as the 
Levy and King methods. Thus, the reverse CUthill-McKee algorithm is 
probably the most commonly used method for reducing the system front 
[Akin and Pardue, 1976). This method will be used in the F.E.M. 
presented in this thesis. The following examples are given to define 
some terms and notation before the presentation of the Cuthi11-McKee 
node numbering schemes. 
EXample 1 
Consider the quadratic triangle with six nodes which can be 
numbered in 61 (=720) ways. The usual manner used in Section (4.4) is 
shown in Figure (4 .29a). An attempt is made to reduce the maxinrum 
difference between each two nodes sharing one side and shown in Figure 
(4.29b) • 
3 
1 ~ ___ '¥-___ -Io 2 
4 
(a) 
6 
l---.lIC----J>4 
2 
(b) 
FIGURE 4.29: Two node numbering strategies 
The system of linear.algebraic equations which will result from 
the finite element technique (provided that each node is associated 
with one degree of freedom) may be written as, 
AX = b , (4.126) 
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where A is (for the general case) an NXN sparse, symmetric and positive 
definite matrix. For this case, N equals 6. 
In the F.E.M. solutions, the matrix A is usually a sparse, 
~o 
symmetric and positive definite matrix. The elements of A will be 
designated a .. where i is a row index and j a column index. The 
1.) 
measure of the bandwidth can be taken as b=li-jl for nonzero a ..• 
1.) 
i.j=1.2 ••••• N which is originally called the half bandwidth. For each 
nonzero element a i .• i<j of A. there will be an edge connecting nodes 
.J 
i and j which results in a set of edges connecting some nodes. This 
procedure results in a graph showing all connected nodes. Thus. each 
of Figures (4.29a) and (4.29b) can be considered as a graph G(A) 
corresponding to the matrix A. Clearly. each graph leads to a different 
connectivity matrix. The connectivity matrices which define the 
topologies of these two graphs are given respectively. as follows:-. 
\1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 X X X X X X 
\ \ 
2 X X X X X X X X 
\ \ 
3 X X X X X X X X 
\ \ 
4 X X X X X \ X X X \ \ , 5 X X X X X X X X X X 
\ \ \ 
6 X X X X X X X X 
~b=5 \, ~b=~ 
where the X value represents a nonzero term. while the blank represents 
a zero term. 
The bandwidth fo~ the second matrix is reduced due to the node 
numbering strategy by which the largest difference between each two 
nodes within every element is reduced. Two nodes of a graph G(A) are 
said to be adjacent if they are connected by an edge. TWO nodes of the 
graph G(A) are said to be connected if there is a sequence of edges 
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joining them such that each two consecutive edges have a common end 
point. A graph is said to be connected if every pair of nodes of the 
graph are connected. If G(A} is connected, then the corresponding 
connectivity matrix is irreducible. A component of a graph is a 
connected subgraph Which is not contained in a larger connected sub-
graph. It can easily be shown that both of the graphs shown in Figure 
(4.29) are connected. 
Example 2 
Consider the pin-jointed structure shown in Figure (4.30). 
1 
t-___ " .. :3 
2 
8 
FIGURE 4 .30: Pin-jointed structure 
The degree of a node i of G(A} is the total number of other nodes 
to Which it is connected. Nodes adjacent to a given node are said to 
be at the same ZeveZ. 
By inspection, one would expect that the connectivity matrix 
corresponding to this graph possesses a bandwidth of 5. This bandwidth 
can easily be reduced to 3 (=4-1, which is the minimum possible band-
width for this system) by replacing node number 8 by node number 6. 
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A general statement can be made for a system with n nodes and m as 
the largest degree of the nodes in the system: 
The minimum bandwidth that can be achieved for the nl possible 
connectivity matrices is equal to m-l. For this example, the largest 
degree is 4 which occurs for node number 5. Thus, this replacement 
reduces the largest difference between the node numbers of each pair 
of connected nodes to a number which is equal to the minimum possible 
bandwidth. 
Example 3 
For the connected domain which possesses no vertices as in Figure 
(4.31) or that of ,no particular extremity nodes as in Figure (4.32), 
the strategy of sequential node numbering might cause a large bandwidth 
which occurs due to the large differences between some node numbers in 
the network. A remedy for this difficulty is the use of the alternating 
numbering scheme in which one tries to avoid large differences in each 
connected pairs as shown in the inner numbering of Figures (4.31) and 
(4.32) • 1 
1 2 
2 
4 3 
10 7 6 4 
8 5 
11 
8 
12 
10 6 
7 
FIGURE 4.31: Connected domain with no vertices, outer numbering: a 
sequential strategy, inner numbering: an alternating 
strategy. 
10 11 
1 
7 
6 
FIGURE 4.32: Connected domain with no particular extremity nodes; 
outer numbering: a sequential strategy, inner 
numbering: an alternating strategy. 
Example 4 
For the structure shown in Figure (4.33) with the total number of 
nodes in the network N=nxm, it is clear that an economical strategy is 
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1 2 3 m n+l + ( m-l)n+l 
m+l m+2 m+3 
2m+ I 
(n-l)m+l 
Ca) 
2m 
2 
3 
(n-l)m 
n 
nm 
n+2 
., 
2n (m-l)n 
(b) 
FIGURE 4.33: Two numbering strategies for a rectangular mesh 
mn 
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to start from an extremity node (1, say) and proceed in sequence with 
the numbering scheme along the columns of the mesh if m<n or along the 
rows of the mesh if n<m. For the case m=n, i.e. for a square mesh, 
both strategies yield the same bandwidth. 
In conclusion, a few features can be stated for the connectivity 
matrix corresponding to any structure. These are: 
i. The connective matrix A is always symmetric. 
ii. It usually bands along the diagonal. 
iii. All diagonal elements are nonzero. 
iv. An off-diagonal element (a .. , say) means that the nodes i and j 
~,J 
are adjacent. 
v. The bandwidth is produced by the non-zero element with the 
maximum absolute value of the difference i-j. 
vi. The minimum value of the bandwidth which can occur is given by 
(m-l) , where m is the largest degree of the nodes of the system. 
vii. The connectivity matrix can be used instead of the master 
(stiffness) matrix in order to save storage requirement for the 
case when more than one degree of freedom is associated with 
each element. 
viii. Another way of saving computer storage is the employment of some 
strategies Which utilize compact representations of the 
connectivity matrices. 
ix. When the rows and columns of the matrix A are permuted using a 
permutation matrix P generating PApT, the graph G(PApT) is 
structurally identical to A but the node labels have been permuted 
according to the permutation matrix P. 
x. In general, we can say that alternating numbering strategies 
yield more efficient procedures than sequential numbering 
strategies. 
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Let us now consider the Cuthill-McKee node numbering scheme Which 
is used in the F.E.M. solution technique presented in this thesis. 
The Cuthill-McKee Algorithm 
A popular and economical node numbering scheme is the cuthill-McKee 
algorithm Which attempts to find a permutation matrix P so that PApT 
possesses a reasonably small bandwidth for a sufficiently large system 
and it indeed proved to be competitive [Akin and Pardue, 1986]. 
This algorithm proceeds in the following pattern:-
Step 1 
A starting point should be selected such that: 
a) it is located at an extremity of the graph corresponding 
to the connectivity matrix. 
b) it possesses, if possible the least degree in the network. 
This pOint is relabelled as node number 1. 
Step 2 
The nodes adjacent to this node are numbered in sequence beginning 
with 2 in the order of increasing degree. These nodes are said to be 
at the first level as they are at the same distance from the node 1 
which is one for this set of nodes. 
Step 3 
This procedure is repeated for each node at the first level 
in sequence, i.e. initially for node 2, then for node 3 and so on until 
the last node at the first level. The new set of nodes are thus said to be 
at the second level. 
Step 4 
The procedure of step 3 is repeated for nodes at each successive 
level until all the nodal points of the mesh have been labelled. 
Step 5 
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If there is more than one component, then the procedure is continued 
by selecting a starting node using the same strategy of step 1 and 
proceeding as in steps 2,3 and 4 until all nodes in every component of 
the network are labelled. 
These steps may be summarized in the flow diagram shown in Figure 
(4.34) • 
I: Select node no. 1 with least degree 
11: Relabel nodes (in sequence) at the 
first level 
~OdeS=N \ Yes 
~No 
Ill: Repeat 11 (in sequence) for the 
successive levels 
~OdeS=N\ Ye"!. 
"NO 
IV: Repea't I-Ill for next components 
~OdeS=N \ Yes 
+NO 
FIGURE 4.34: Strategies employed in the cuthill-McKee node 
numbering schemes with N as the total number 
of points in the mesh 
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Stop 
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The cuthill-McKee algorithm can be applied to the mesh of 
triangular elements shown in Figure (4.35) so that the bandwidth of 
the corresponding connectivity matrix can be reduced from 9 (Figure 
4.35) to 5 (Figure 4.36) • 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
10 
19 
28 
38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 
FIGURE 4.35: A structure with bandwidth = 9. 
1 3 6 10 15 20 25 30 35 
16 21 26 31 36 40 43 45 
FIGURE 4.36: .The same structure of Figure (4.35) but with bandwidth = 5. 
It is now clear from this example that the minimum bandwidth 
that can be achieved using the CUthill-McKee algorithm is given by, 
b. = min{n,m} , 
m~n 
(4.127) 
where n and m are the number of rows and columns in the network. After 
numbering the extremity node (a .. , say) as 1 in such a rectangular 
1., J 
mesh, it is immaterial to order the nodes 2 and 3 as either a. 1 . 
1.+ ,J 
and a i . 1 respectively or vice versa. However, this is not the case , J+ 
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when n>m where this ordering is important. Thus, the choice for nodes 
number 2 and 3 should be taken as a. . 1 and a. 1 j respectively. 1.,J+ 1.+ , 
this case, b
min is still given by equation (4.127); otherwise it is 
given by, 
In 
(4.128) 
The Reverse CUthill-McKee Algorithm 
The reverse CUthiZZ-MOKee algorithm was considered by George (1971) 
so that it relabels the Cuthill-McKee ordering in the reverse way. It 
is a surprising fact that this simple alteration in the numbering 
strategy of the nodes often leads to a better ordering with respect to 
storage (e.g. it gives smaller fronts) and reduced computation time. 
However, both algorithms give the same bandwidth. The ordering of the 
nodes (ai ., say) obtained by the Cuthill-McKee (C-M) algorithm can be ,J 
related to the ordering of those obtained by the reverse Cuthill-McKee 
(RC-M) algorithm as follows, 
a .. 1 J.,J C-M 
i,j=1,2, ... ,N (4.129) 
where N is the total number of nodes in the network. Thus, the element 
(i,j,k, say) moves to the corresponding element defined by the ordering 
(N-i+l, N-j+l, N-k+l). Both algorithms are implemented on the same 
mesh and are shown in Figure (4.37) and (4.38). 
1 3 6 10 15 21 28 35 42 
2 48 
5 9 14 20 27 34 41 
4 53 
8 13 19 26 33 40 47 
7 57 
12 18 25 32 39 46 52 
11 60 
17 24 31 3E 45 51 56 
16 23 30 37 4~ 62 50 55 59 
22 
29 36 43 49 54 58 61 63 
FIGURE 4.37: Cuthil1-McKee numbering scheme for an 7x9 mesh, 
bandwidth = 7. 
63 61 58 54 49 43 36 29 22 
62 59 55 50 44 37 30 23 16 
60 11 
56 5 45 38 31 24 17 
57 "7 
52 4E 39 32 25 18 12 
47 40 33 26 19 13 8 
53 4 
48 2 
41 34 27 20 14 9 5 
42 35 28 21 15 10 6 3 1 
FIGURE 4.38: Reverse cuthil1-McKee numbering scheme for an 7x9 mesh, 
bandwidth = 7. 
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When comparing the CUthill-McKee (C-M) and Reverse CUthill-McKee 
(RC-M) algorithms, an important paper by Liu and Sherman (1973) should 
be cited. This work examines the popular CUthill-McKee algorithm for 
ordering the unknowns in the equations which give rise to sparse, 
positive definite linear systems of equations. The RC-M ordering 
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has been observed to produce a permutation matrix P for which PApT has 
a small bandwidth. Al though the bandwidth is shown to be the same 
for both algorithms, the RC-M ordering is always at least as good as 
the original C-M one. A condition is given on the matrix A under which 
the reverse ordering is strictly better than the original one. Several 
numerical experiments and analyses of practical examples are given 
in order to illustrate the superiority of the ordering achieved by the 
RC-M algorithm over that obtained by the C-M in terms of storage and 
operation counts. 
Experimental evidence of the superior performance of RC-M ordering 
for matrices ariSing from the finite element method has been also reported 
in the thesis of George (1971) and in the survey paper by CUthill (1972). 
This superiority can be attributed [Liu and Sherman, 1973] to the fact 
that the C-M algorithm tends to minimize the ordering distance between 
a graph node and its unordered neighbours, while the RC-M algorithm 
attempts to minimize the distance between a vertex and its ordered 
neighbours. 
AS mentioned earlier in this section, a good choice for the starting 
point of the node numbering scheme is a point of geometric extremity. 
This is a point of any corner of the triangulation. Another way to 
choose a good starting node is to find a free node farthest from the 
origin of the graph representing the structure of the newtork. In order 
to achieve a very efficient numbering strategy, the C-M scheme can be 
applied first and the last numbered node is taken as the new starting 
point. This scheme usually leads to a smaller bandwidth than that 
achieved when the C-M ordering is used. 
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4.6.4 Deriving the Element Equations 
The derivation of the finite element equations is an important 
task in the procedure of the F.E.M. since in this task, the properties 
of the problem in question are represented for each element. Thus, 
for general applications, if different approaches of the F.E.M. were 
applied, then this task yields different systems of equations. For any 
particular element the systems of finite element equations can be 
derived using one of the well known approaches used in F.E.M. analysis. 
These systems are then assembled to obtained the master matrix. The 
general procedure of the Rayleigh-Ritz method is presented in Section 
4.2.1 for Poisson's equation. This technique is applied exactly in the 
same manner for each element. The implementation of the Galerkin method 
can also be carried out for each element so that the solution of the 
assembled master matrix represents the Galerkin F.E.M. solution. As 
a complementary part of the Rayleigh-Ritz solution given in Section 
4.2.1, we present the Galerkin method for solving the general elliptic 
problem, 
Lu=f, inD (4.130) 
subject to B u = g ,j =1,2, ••• ,p on f j j (4.131) 
where L and B. are differential operators, f and g, are functions of 
J J 
the independent variables, P is the number of boundary conditions and 
D is a domain with boundary f. In the weighted residual (W.R.) method, 
the field variable is approximated as, 
n 
u (x) = 
a 
L c, u i (x) i=l ~ (4.132) 
where c, are constants and u, (x) are linearly independent functions 
~ ~ 
satisfying the boundary conditions. As stated in Section 4.2.2, the 
trial function u (x) is chosen so :t.hat 
a 
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HDw R dO = 0 , (4.133) 
where W=wi , i=1,2, ••• ,n is a weighting function and R is the error 
defined by, 
R = Lu-f 
a 
This error is required to be a minimum. 
(4.134) 
For the Galerkin method the weighting functions w. are taken to 
l. 
be the trial functions u.(x), i=1,2, •.. ,n. If the n integrals of the 
l. 
weighted residual are set equal to zero, i.e., if 
IID ui(x) R dO = 0 , i=l,2, .•. ,n (4.135) 
then equations (4.135) represent n simultaneous equations in the n 
unknowns, c i ' i=1,2, ••• ,n and can be solved simultaneously. 
4.6.5 Numerical Integration 
As indicated in Section 4.6.4 the finite element equations derived 
using the variational principle and the method of weighted residuals 
contain integrals of some scalar quantities which are sometimes very 
difficult to be obtained analytically over each element. Thus, the 
numerical integration can be used as a remedy of this complicated task 
of the finite element procedure, especially for problems with large 
numbers of elements or awkward geometries. 
There is a wide range of techniques available for numerical 
integration that can be used in the finite element method of solution. 
The problem of numerical integration is to evaluate: 
I(x) = Ir f(x)dx, for l-D problems (4.136) 
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I(x,y) = ffR f(x,y)dxdy, for 2-D problems (4.137) 
I(X,y,z) = fffs f(x,y,z)dxdydz, for 3-D problems (4.138) 
where f is a known function Which often occurs as an entry of a square 
matrix or a vector, and the domain of integration is r (R or S) for 
the one (two or three) dimensional case. The essential idea of the 
numerical integration is to calculate the area.bounded by the curves 
of f(x), f(x,y) for the one, two dimensional problems or the volume 
bounded by the surface f(x,y,z) for three dimensional problems. It 
ranges from a simple formulae such as the trapezoidal rule or Simpson's 
rule to a more advanced formula such as Gaussian quadrature which is 
most useful in the F.E.M. analysis (for details, see Abramowitz and 
Stegun (ed.), 1964). The concept of the numerical integration is 
illustrated in Figure (4.39) for the one dimensional problem. 
f(x) 
h 
... ~ 
I , I 
I I 
I I I I 
fO I fll f21 f3 I f , f , n-l n, I I I . I I I I I I I 
I I 
, x Xo xl x2 x3 x n-l x n 
FIGURE 4.39: Numerical integration for one dimensional problem 
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It is clear from Figure (4.39) that the integral of equation 
(4.136) can be approximated using the equation. 
I(x) = J f(x)dx ~ I hf(x.) • r i=l l. (4.139) 
which represent the sum of rectangles. the dimensions of which are h 
and f(x i ) where h is the step size of the integration procedure. A class 
of numerical integration formulae known as Newton-Cotes (closed) formulae 
is based on the evaluation of the function f(x) at equally spaced points 
along the x axis with h as the step size (see Figure 4.39). These 
formula are derived by integrating exactly a Lagrangian interpolation 
of order n fitted to (n+l) values of f(x). The first three Newton-Cotes 
formulae are given as follows:-
for n=l. 
for n=2. 
for n=3. 
and so on 
JX
l 
f(x)dx = %(fO+£l) 
Xo 
JXl f(x)dx = ~(fo+4fl+f2) 
Xo 
f3 f(x)dx 3h = 13 (fo+3fl +3f2+f3) 
Xo 
(see Abramowitz and Stegun (1964) 
(4.140) 
(4.141) 
5 
_ 3h f(4) m (4.142) 80 
for details). where 
x <~<x and f(k) represents the kth derivative of f(x). More accurate o n 
approximation can be obtained if certain strategies are employed to 
choose the sampling points of integration. i.e. Xi' i=0.1.2 ••••• n. 
This can be written as 
I (x) = 
n 
LW. f (x.) 
i=O l. l. 
(4.143) 
. th 
where wi is called the 'weight' associated wl.th the i point (i.e. Xi) 
and n is the number of sampling points. 
In the Gauss method, one of the best possible approximations of 
the integral over a certain interval can be obtained for a given 
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number of sampling points by locating these points symmetrically about 
the center of the interval of integration. The weight would be the 
same for symmetrically located sampling points. The locations and 
weights for Gaussian quadrature up to a number of sampling points which 
yield a reasonably accurate approximation are given in Davis and 
Rabinowitz (1956). Hammer and Stroud (1958) have also developed 
similar integration formulae for evaluating area integrals over 
triangular domains (elements) when the integrands are expressed in 
terms of area coordinates. 
As the assemblage of the elements equation proceeds, the integrals 
contained in these equations are also assembled in a one-by-one 
fashion. It is more efficient to calculate the integrals within an 
element before proceeding to the next one. This strategy is better 
than that in which complete integrals are evaluated over the whole 
domain R or boundary segments ORl or oR2 on which different types of 
boundary conditions are usually defined. 
4.6.6 Assemblage of the Element Equations 
The assemblage procedure of the element equations is an important 
step in the finite element method for solving boundary value problems. 
In this process, the equations of the finite elements are combined in 
order to form a set of equations governing the composite of elements. 
The assemblage of element equations possesses a compensating effect to 
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that of discretizing the region in which the problem of interest is 
prescribed into subdivisions (or finite elements). Thus. the 
assemblage of such elements represents the original region. It 
includes the assembly of the overall (or global) stiffness matrix 
for the entire region from the individual element stiffness matrices. 
and the overall (or global) right hand side vector from the right 
hand sides of the individual elements. Hence. the assembled system 
of equations can be written as 
~=b. (4.144) 
where A is the master matrix and X and b are the vectors representing 
the problem variables evaluated at the nodes of the mesh and the 
right hand sides of the overall equations respectively. The assembly 
rules for the assemblage process by which the matrix A and bare 
obtained are given as follows. 
NE 
A = I A (4.145) 
e=l e 
NE 
b = I b (4.146) 
e=l e 
where e is the element number. and NE is the number of elements used 
in the finite element mesh. These rules can be summarised by stating, 
that. because the problem variables are matched at some nodes. the 
matrices A and b • e=1.2 ••••• NE are superimposed at these nodes. 
e e 
The basic idea of the assemblage procedure is that the entries 
of the element matrices are superimposed with those entries 
corresponding to nodes at Which they are connected so that the 
resultant entry at each node represents the total contribution of 
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all elements sharing this node. 
The assemblage procedure is the same regardless of the finite 
element approach used to derive the element equations (or properties) 
and the problem type or the shape irregularity of the region in which 
problems of interest are prescribed. Thus, once a computer code for 
the assemblage process has been developed for the solution of a 
particular. class of finite element problems, it can be used for any 
other finite element problem that employs the same element type and 
can be slightly modified in order to cope with different element types. 
An important concept Which is used in the assembly process is 
the transformation from the local to global coordinates for all the 
mesh elements. The coordinate system is called local or global 
according to the reference by which the measures are taken. Each 
coefficient in the master or right hand side matrix is assigned a 
double subscript (i,j say). For a linear triangular element with 
three nodes located at the vertices, the element equations can be 
written for this element as, 
all+a12x+a13Y = bl ' 
a2l+a22x+a23Y = b2 
a3l+a23x+a33Y = b3 
(4.147) 
This system represents the equations of each node in the network, 
but of course· with different coefficients a .. , i,j=1,2,3 for each 1,J 
element. 
As the three nodes associated with each element cannot occur 
for another element, the nodes must be assigned different numbers 
ranging from 1 to N, where N is the total number of nodes in the 
network. Consequently, there will be a correspondence between the 
local nodal numbers 1,2,3 for each element and the global node 
numbers 1,2, ••• ,N. This correspondence is the basic idea of trans-
forming the element equations from local to global representation. 
Examples of such a. transformation will be presented later in this 
section. 
According to the process of assembling element matrices a non-
zero element a .. (iFj) occurs if nodes number i and j are connected l., J 
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by an edge of at least one element. A corresponding non-zero element 
which consequently occurs is a. i(Ea .. ). Clearly all entries of the J, l.,J 
diagonal (i.e., ai,i) are non-zero elements. This is why the 
characteristic matrices of each element and that of the overall 
structure is always symmetric, positive definite and often sparse 
since all entries a. j corresponding to each unconnected pair of l., 
nodes (i.e. i and j) are of a zero value. 
The assemblage process can be stated in a general form in the 
following step-by-step scheme, 
Step I 
Transform the element equations from local to global coordinates for 
all elements in the network provided that the local and global co-
ordinates are not coincident for the element under consideration. 
Step 2 
If there is any node which have no connectivity (e.g. internal nodes), 
then it is necessary to eliminate the problem variables associated 
with this node. This step will allow for all interconnected nodes 
to be taken into account. 
step 3 
Set up a square matrix A with order N where N is the total number of 
nodes (or degrees of freedom for the case when more than one nodal 
variable is considered in each node), and a column matrix b of order 
(Nxl). All the entries of these two matrices are assigned by a zero 
value. 
Step 4 
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Superimpose the terms of the first element in the network into the 
matrices A and b according to the locations designated by their indices. 
Step 5 
Repeat Step 4 for all the mesh elements in a step-by-step fashion 
according to their numbers. Whenever a term is located in a position 
where another term has already been placed, both terms are added 
together. Such a superimposition process occurs as many times in a 
certain position as the number of elements sharing the node associated 
with this position. 
The implementation of this procedure leads to the system (4.144) 
A 
NXN 
b 
NXl 
In order to illustrate this general technique we consider the 
finite element solution of a boundary value problem using linear 
triangular elements, i.e. using the interpolation functions given by 
(4.148) 
Although only quadratic, cubic and quartic elements will be used to 
solve the problems presented in part II of ~his thesis (Programming 
and Applications), the assemblage process will be carried out using 
linear elements since the mechanism of the assemblage process is based 
on exactly the same strategy, but for the latter case it is simpler 
than that of the former cases. Such a choice for the linear case is 
made for illustrative purposes. 
The boundary value problem under consideration is to be solved 
in the irregular shaped region shown in Figure (4.40). 
FIGURE 4.40: Finite triangular element mesh with: 
1,2,3: local node numbers, 
!,~, ... : global node numbers, 
I,ll ••• : element numbers. 
8 
The correspondence between the local and global numbering of the 
nodal points of this mesh is given in Table (4.4). 
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Element Local Number Node Numbering Global Node Numbering 
I 1,2,3 1,2,3 
II 1,2,3 1,3,4 
III 1,2,3 5,6,2 
IV 1,2,3 2,6,3 
V 1,2,3 3,6,4 
VI 1,2,3 4,6,7 
VII 1,2,3 5,6,8 
IlX 1,2,3 8,6,7 
TABLE 4.4: Correspondence between local and global node numbering 
The coefficients of the finite element equations for each element 
are, thus, transformed according to this correspondence and are given 
in Table (4.5). 
Element Coefficients in local Coefficients in global 
Number Coordinates Coordinates 
I I I b I I I I b I I a11,a12,a13 1 a11,a12,a13 1 
I I I b I I I I b I a21,a22,a23 2 a21,a22,a23 2 
I I I b I I I I I a31,a32,a33 3 a31,a32,a33 b3 
II 11 II b Il II II II bII II a11,a12,a33 1 a11,a13,a14 1 
II II II b II II II II bII a21,a22,a23 2 a31,a33,a34 3 
II 11 II bII II II II bII a31,a32,a33 3 a41,a43,a44 4 
III III III bIll III III III bIII III all ,a12 ,a13 1 aSS ,a56 ,a52 S 
III III III b III III III III bIll a21 ,a22 ,a23 2 a6S ,a66 ,a62 6 
I'll III III bIll III III III bIIl a31 ,a32 ,a33 3 a 25 ,a26 ,a22 2 
Element Coefficients in local Coefficients in global 
NUmber Coordinates Coordinates 
IV IV IV bIV IV IV IV b IV IV all,aI2,aI3 I a22,a26,a23 2 
IV IV IV bIV IV IV IV b IV a21,a22,a23 2 a62,a66,a63 6 
IV IV IV IV IV IV IV bIV a31,a32,a33 b3 a32,a36,a33 3 
V V V bV V V V bV V all,aI2,aI3 I a33,a36,a34 3 
V V V bV V V V bV a21,a22,a23 2 a63,a66,a64 6 
V V V bV V V V bV a31,a32,a33 3 a43,a46,a44 4 
VI VI VI bVI VI VI VI bVI VI all,aI2,aI3 I a44,a46,a47 4 
VI VI VI bVI VI VI VI bVI a21,a22,a23 2 a64 ,a66 , a67 6 
VI VI VI bVI VI VI VI bVI a31,a32,a33 3 a74,a76,a77 7 
VII VII VII bVII VII VII VII bVII VII all ,a12 ,a13 I a55 ,a56 ,a5S 5 
VII VII VII bVII VII VII VII bVII a 21 ,a22 ,a23 2 a65 ,a66 ,a6S 6 
VII VII VII bVII VII VII VII bVII a31 ,a32 ,a33 3 aS5 ,aS6 ,aSS S 
IIX IIX IIX bIIX IIX IIX IIX b IIX IIX all ,a12 ,al3 I aSS ,aS6 ,aS7 S 
IIX !IX IIX bIIX IIX IIX IIX b IIX a 21 ,a22 ,a23 2 a6S ,a66 ,a67 6 
IIX IIX IIX bIIX IIX IIX IIX IIX a 31 ,a32 ,a33 3 a 7S ,a76 ,a77 b 7 
TABLE 4.5: Transforming the coefficients from local into global 
coordinates 
The first step of the general scheme for the assembly process is now 
complete. 
Since none of the elements in the mesh under consideration 
possesses a node with no connectivity, then there is no need to apply 
step number 2. 
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According to the third step we now set up a null, square matrix 
of order a and a null aXl vector matrix in order for it to be used 
for assembling the matrices A and b respectively. 
The application of step number 4 leads to the system, 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 
1 I I I rbI all a12 a13 x 1 1 
2 I I I b I a2l a22 a23 x2 2 
3 I I I b I a3l a 23 a33 x3 3 
4 x4 
= (4.l49) 
5 Xs 
6 0 
x6 0 
7 X7 
a xa 
where the symbolO means that ali the blank terms are zeros. 
Step 5 which commences with assembling the second element leads 
to the system, 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 
1 I II I all+all a12 
I II II 
a13+a13 a14 Xl bI+b
Iil 
1 1 
2 I I a 2l a 22 
I 
a 23 0 x2 b
I 
2 
3 I 11 I a 3l+a3l a23 
I II II 
a33+a33 a34 x3 b
I b II 3+ 3 
4 I a 4l 0 
I II 
a43 a44 x4 b
II 
4 
5 = (l.lSO) Xs 
6 
7 
a 
o 
x6 
0 
x 7 
J lXa 
Proceeding in Step 5, the element equations of elements III through 
IIX are assembled ina step-by-step fashion until we eventually 
arrive at the system AX=b, where A and b are the master matrix and 
master right hand side vector which are respectively given by, 
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A = 
1 2 
I II I 
1 all +all a12 , 
----+----
2 
I 
I III 1 
a 22+a22 
IV ' , +a
22 
- - - ,_ - - _I 
I II I IV, 3 a 31+a31 1 a 32+a32 
I IV 1 
a 23+a23 
1 
4 
II 
a 14 
o 
1 ___ : 
I III IIV 
a33 +a33 a 34 +a34 
I IV V , 
5 o 
6 o 
7 0 
-1-
+a33 +a33 1 
-,- - --
-,-
o 
III 
a 52 
-I ~I -IVI 
, a62 +a62 , 
o 
-+ - -
I 
o 
I 
.1 
I 
1-
II V , II V 1 
a43 +a43 a 44+a44 
'VI , 
__ 1-':44 __ I 
o I 0 
IV V -, V- VI 
a63 +a63 I a64 +a64 
I 
o 
-I 
o o 
5 
o 
o 
o 
o 
I 
-, 
I 
1.. 
6 
o 
1 
_1-
, 
, 
- --I 
III VII I a 56 +a56 
III IV 
a66 +a66 
V VI 
+a66 +a66 
VII IIX 
+-
, 
, _ +a6~ +a~ .1 
I 
7 
o 
o 
o 
o 
S 
o 
-.-
o 
o 
o 
-I 
IIX 
a 7S 
.. - -
I VII IIX 
1 aSS +aSS 
(4.151) 
N 
.... 
0'\ 
1 
2 
3 
4 
b = 
5 
6 
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8 
b l bIll b lV 2+ 2 + 2 
b Ill bVIl 5 + 5 
b Ill blV b V b VI bVII b llX 6 + 6 + 6+ 6 + 6 + 6 
b VI bIIX 
'I + 7 
---------
b VIl bllX 8 + 8 
This system of equations can now be solved using any direct or 
iterative method (e.g. see Chapter 3) • 
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(4.l52) 
The case when another type of element (e.g. quadratic triangular, 
linear rectangular) is used can be handled in the same assembly 
strategy. For such a case the order N of the NXN master matrix (as 
well as the NXl master right hand side vector) can be determined in 
advance as follows, 
N = N x N 
nodes d.o.f. (4.l53) 
This equation states that N is the product of the number of nodes 
(N d ) in the finite element mesh and the number of degrees of 
no es 
freedom (Nd f) associated with each node. This statement stems .0. • 
from the fact that all degrees of freedom associated with each node 
must be taken into account in formulating the equations within each 
element. 
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4.6.7 Imposing Boundary Conditions 
The consideration of the boundary conditions play a very 
important role in the numerical (as well as the analytical) solution 
of initial/boundary value problems. As mentioned in Section (1.2.4) 
the analytical solution of a problem governed by partial differential 
equation(s) is given by a general formulation that includes some 
arbitrary parameter(s). These parameters can be determined using some 
conditions describing the state of the problem variable(s) at some 
position(s) in the domain of interest. Such positions often occur 
at the boundaries of the domain (i.e. the end points for a one 
dimensional domain, the boundary curves for a two dimensional domain 
and the boundary surface for a three dimensional domain). This fact 
also applies for the numerical solution of boundary value problems 
and the manner in which it occurs is as follows. After the assemblage 
procedure of the element equations in order to obtain the master 
(characteristic) matrix and the master (characteristic) vector, the 
system equations of the entire domain cannot be solved for the system 
unknowns since the master matrix will be singular and thus its inverse 
does not exist. This happens because the problem variable may undergo 
a state (e.g. body motion, heat conduction, •.• ,etc) of unlimited 
quantities unless some conditions are imposed on the boundaries of the 
domain in which this problem is prescribed. A mathematical inter-
pretation of the importance of imposing some boundary condition(s) 
to such a system is given as follows. 
Consider the nxn system of equations 
~=b, (4.154) 
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where A is a square (master) matrix of order n, X and b are the 
vector matrices representing the unknown variables of the problem 
of interest which are to be determined and the right hand sides of 
the systems equations respectively. In order to solve this system 
simultaneously, there must be at most n unknown parameters out of 
the 2n entries of the vectors X and b (e.g. vector of nodal displacement 
and the nodal loads in the case of Solid Mechanics). Thus, the 
associated conditions must be imposed on the system in order to specify 
n parameters of the 2n entries. Otherwise, the system of equations is 
insufficient to be used for the determination of the problem solution. 
A simple approach [Rao, 1982] to incorporate the essential 
boundary conditions into equation (4.137), can be applied by partitioning 
this equation as, 
(4.155) 
where X2 is assumed to be the vector of specified problem variables 
(nodal degrees of freedom), and Xl as the vector of unrestricted 
problem variables (free nodal degrees of freedom). Then bl will be 
the vector of known nodal actions and b 2 will be the vector of unknown 
nodal actions. Thus, the system of equations (4.155) can be solved 
simultaneously for Xl and b2 • 
In order to guarantee the efficiency of this approach, all the 
prescribed nodal degrees of freedom should be at the end of the vector 
X. This can lead to awkward node numbering schemes for many complicated 
problems. Two alternative approaches are given in Rao (1982). 
Often in the finite element analysis, the boundary conditions 
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enforced on the system of equations are the essential (geometric or 
forced) boundary conditions. Whilst the natural (free) boundary 
conditions are satisfied automatically. For mixed boundary conditions, 
where both conditions occur on the same boundary segment, a natural 
boundary condition can approximate the essential boundary condition 
u = f(x,y) , (4.156) 
as follows. We write, 
au au ax nx + ay ny = 8(u-f(x,y)) , (4.157) 
where n is the outward normal on the boundary at the point (x,y), 8 
is a very large number (1.OE20, say) and f(x,y) is the value of the 
function u at the point (x,y). 
Since the gradient 
au au 
-- n + -- n «1.OE20, 
ax· x ay y (4.158) 
then in order to maintain this inequality the following essential 
condition must be satisfied 
u-f(x,y) = 0 , (4.159) 
and thus we have equation (4.156) 
u=·f(x,y) . 
4.6.8 The Time Dependent Problems 
A technique that can be used to solve time dependent problems 
may be considered as an extension of the finite element technique used 
to solve elliptic problems. The idea of this extension is to account 
for the terms which include the time dimension t in the derivation of 
the finite element equations. A well known approach to this is to 
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consider the problem of interest at a certain instant of time and to 
assume that the time derivatives of the dependent variable (u, say) 
at this instant are functions of only the space variables rather than 
time variables. Thus, the interpolation polynomial used in the F.E.M. 
approximation can be written as, 
n 
u (x,y,t) = N (x,y,t) + L Ni(X,y,t)u.(t) 
a 0 i=l 1. 
where N. (x,y,t),i=1,2, ••• ,n 
1. 
(4.160) 
are the interpolation functions and u., i=l, 2, ••. ,n are the nodal 
1. 
values of u and NO(X,y,t) is a function satisfying the Dirichlet 
boundary condition on the boundary segment OR1 , 
(4.161) 
The finite element equations are then solved by using an 
appropriate variational principle (if any) or the method of weighted 
residuals. This will lead to a set of ordinary differential equations 
(O.D.E.'s) in u which can be solved by one of the standard techniques 
of the F.D.M. (e.g. the backward difference or the Crank-Nicolson 
methods which are implemented in the F.E.M. program used in this thesis) • 
The time discretization of the transient boundary value problems 
is based on approximating N.(t) by a simple difference (Ni(t r)-N.(t ))/dt 
1. n+ 1. n n 
where dt is the time step size which represents the time increment in 
n 
terms of the increasing sequence of time values t ,tl,···,t l,t • o n- n 
Upon this approximation we can write 
t = t +~dt (4.162) 
n n 
n 
u = N (x,y,t )+~(N (x,y,t l)-N (x,y,t)) + L [u.(t )+ 
onO n+ 0 n i=l 1. n 
~(u. (t l)-u. (t ))]N. (x,y,t) , (4.163) 
1. n+ l. n l. 
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where a is a weighting parameter Which takes the values of unity 
and 0.5 for the backward difference and the Crank-Nicolson methods 
respectively and U
o 
is the initial value of u . 
. ,' . 
. ,' 
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4 • 7 THE POTENTIAL OF THE FINITE ELEMENT METHOD 
The F.E.M. has emerged in almost all branches of science in which 
the problem under consideration can be formulated using a mathematical 
model. Although it is an approximation method, it has exhibited good 
agreement with analytical methods and proved to be very competitive 
relative to other methods. 
Since the F.E.M. can be considered as a piecewise application of 
the variational and weighted residual methods, then it possesses 
certain advantages common to these methods and other merits, some of 
which will be appraised in the following subsections. 
4.7.1 Difficulties Arising in the Variational and W.R. Methods 
The key factor which renders the F.E.M. to be a reliable tool to 
solve many complicated problems is the piecewise approximation of the 
variational and weighted residual methods. such an approximation 
enables the F.E.M. user to apply a user-controlled discretization of 
the region in which an awkward problem is described. The validity of 
the solution sought using such a discretization is safeguarded by the 
assembly process carried out to superimpose the systems of equations 
associated with the individual elements since this assemblage causes 
a compensating effect to that produced by the discretization. Thus, 
it is easy to tackle problems with complex geometries. The irregular 
shaped boundaries can be easily approximated by the use of either many 
polygonal arcs or isoparametric elements. The implementation of the 
interpolation functions within the elements individually will allow 
for easy enforcement of the essential boundary conditions. 
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In the F.E.M. solution procedure for boundary value problems, 
it is no longer necessary to use very high order trial functions which 
is the case for the variational or weighted residual methods if high 
accuracy is required. The high accuracy can now be achieved by 
increasing the number of elements used to discretize the region in 
which the problem of interest is prescribed (h-version approach) rather 
than increasing the power of the interpolation functions used (p-
version approach). An appropriate combination of the two approaches 
enables the F.E.M. user to employ a reasonably small number of elements 
with relatively low degree interpolation functions. Examples of such 
a combination are presented in the second part of this thesis. 
There are many approaches to deal with singularities in the analysis 
of the F.E.M. some of which are presented in the next subsection. A 
standard approach of handling singulariries is to use a dense mesh 
refinement around the singulariries so that the effect of the singular 
behaviour is minimized. 
An advantage of the F.E.M. arises as a consequence of the fact 
that the influence of any element is limited to those elements that 
share at least one of its elements. As mentioned before, this leads to 
sparse element matrices associated with the finite elements and 
consequently a sparse master matrix representing the final assembled 
system. The advantage of sparseness leads to a considerable saving in 
the storage and computation time. 
The F.E.M. can also be applied to a vast variety of problems that 
possess either material or geometrical nonlinearities. Such problems 
yield nonlinear systems of equations which can be solved by Newton-
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Raphson or other iterative methods, whilst they would be difficult 
to solve using variational methods. However, there are some nonlinear 
problems for which it is possible to derive a functional using the 
method of weighted residuals. 
4.7.2 Treatment of Singularities 
The general case of a boundary value problem (of elliptic type, 
say) is that for the problem 
V. (AVu) + Bu = C in R 
u = 0 on r, 
(4.164) 
(4.165) 
the solution u is smooth provided that the boundary r and the 
functions A,B, and C are smooth for the region R in which the problem 
is prescribed. Thus, it is satisfactory for these problems to be 
solved using the standard F.E.M. or a regular finite element mesh. 
However, this is not the case for some practical problems where 
some singularities occur in the interior of the domain in which the 
problem under consideration is prescribed (e.g. continuum problems 
with a source or sink) or on the boundary (e.g. re-entrant problems) • 
Boundary value problems involving singularities can be tackled 
in many ways using the F.E.M. and the basic idea of these approaches 
is much the same, i.e. that is to isolate the effect of the singularity 
(as far as possible) so that the inaccuracy caused by the presence of 
singular functions will be confined to only those elements in the 
neighbourhood of the singularity. 
The use of these approaches is relatively very simple compared 
with the difficult effort required to derive analytical solutions 
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(e.g. those which are based on separable-variable or integral trans-
form techniques for infinite or semi-infinite regions) especially when 
complicated equations and boundary conditions are considered. Two 
examples of the F.E.M. approach treating singularities are given 
below: 
i. The use of densed refinement around the singularity 
ii. The implementation of singular elements. 
Both approaches have proved efficient and together with other approaches 
of treating singularities (see Chapter 9 for details) emphasize the 
potential of the F.E.M. For these approaches, the effect of the 
singularity on the numerical solution is neutralised and minimised 
as much as possible. 
4.7.3 coupling the Method with F.D.M. and B.E.M. 
Although the F.E.M. on its own comprises many powerful tools 
(e.g. Rayleigh-Ritz and Galerkin versions of the F.E.M.) for solving 
boundary value problems, it possesses the potential of being a suitable 
candidate to combine with many existing methods as the F.D.M. and 
B.E.M. This property enables the F.E.M. user to employ other 
techniques in some stages of the F.E.M. procedure whenever needed. 
Thus, it is indeed a very valuable feature which makes use of the 
advantages of other methods and utilizes their merits in order to deal 
with some cases where their performance is better than that of the 
F.E.M. Such cases can be seen through the comparison presented in 
the next section. 
The coupling of the F.E.M. with other numerical techniques seems 
to be a generalization of the fact that the variational or W.R. 
approaches (which are the basis of the F.E.M.) may be coupled with 
other numerical methods. Collatz (1960) discusses a combination of 
W.R.M. with an iterative scheme. Kaplan (1962), Kaplan and Bewick 
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(1963) and Kaplan et al (1964) coupled the W.R.M. with finite differences 
to reduce the computing time in some practical problems. 
The F.E.M. can be coupled with the F.D.M. so that the combination 
will be better than the use of the F.E.M. alone. For example, in 
dynamical problems, finite element equations are invariably integrated 
forwards in time with finite difference techniques, rather than using 
a time dimension on an element and the integration scheme that results 
[Vemuri and Karplus, 1981]. 
The B.E.M. can also be used to circumvent the severe difficulty 
which arises in the F.E.M. solution of exterior problems which occur 
in physical systems with an infinite extent. The F.E.M. solution of 
these problems will be highlighted in Section (4.10.1). The B.E.M. 
remedy for these problems is based on the representation for the 
unknown function in some finite domains. This representation is 
derived such' that its functional form identically satisfies the 
governing equations (and many include some singular behaviour and/or 
an appropriate decay at large distances) [Margu1ies, 1981]. This 
reference includes examples and numerical experiments of a combination 
of the F.E.M. and B.E.M. (e.g. applications in structural mechanics, 
electrostatics, steady state heat conduction, shallow water wave 
propagation and geophysical modelling). SUch a combination results in 
more accurate and faster answers than those obtained by the use of the 
F.E.M. alone. 
4.8 COMPARISON OF TIlE METHOD WITH F .D.M. AND B.E.M. 
The three methods under consideration viz. the F.D.M., F.E.M. 
and B.E.M. serve more or less the same function which is the 
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calculation of the numerical solution of partial differential equations. 
Thus, there are many similarities and differences between the methods. 
In what follows, a general comparison is made between the three methods 
and an attempt is made to conclude each point of comparison with 
most relatively advantageous method. Admittedly, the latter task must 
be carried out carefully, since many merits are common in the three 
methods but to different extent and correspondingly each method 
presents some advantages relative to the others and this often 
compensates for the disadvantageous features. 
In order to visualize the difference between the methods, the 
basic strategies on which these methods are based are summarized as 
follows. 
The F.D.M. discretizes the differential operators by replacing 
the derivatives by function values at a discrete set of mesh points 
loc~ted on the grid lines. 
The F.E.M. discretizes the region of interest (interior and 
boundary) into a·certain number of finite elements and often starts 
with a variational statement of the problem and introduces piecewise 
definitions of the function defined by a set of values at some nodal 
points within each element. 
The B.E.M. performs almost exactly in the same manner as the 
F.E.M., but the discretization process is applied only on the boundary 
rather than the whole region. 
According to these strategies, there are many differences that 
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arise between the three methods, some of which are: 
I. Representation of Curved Boundaries 
The use of isoparametric elements makes it very easy for the 
F.E.M. user to guarantee a very good representation of a curved 
boundary and consequently the boundary conditions which are defined 
on this boundary. A similar accuracy can be achieved using a 
relatively low number of elements in order to approximate the boundary. 
Such a good boundary representation generally requires a large number 
of nodes in order to fit a finite difference grid on a curved boundary 
region. This occurs due to the pattern of computational molecules 
used to discretize the differential operators. The standard form 
of the molecules used in the F.D.M. constitute a combination of the 
approximate values of the dependent variable at the grid point of 
the mesh which are equally spaced on the grid lines using a step 
size of a constant value (h, say). In this sense, the F.D.M. 
approximation is insufficient to represent the curved boundary 
accurately. A remedy is sometimes employed by introducing molecules 
with unequal arms, i.e. using different step sizes on the grid lines 
and this will improve the F.D.M. approximation so that it copes with 
curved boundary. However, this modification does not always entail 
an improvement of the solution technique. The cost of using such 
molecules results in a reduction of solution accuracy and the require-
ment of more complicated programming. 
The B.E.M. is based on discretizing the boundary which makes it an 
efficient method with respect to the boundary representation. 
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11. Assembly Process 
In the F.D.M. each equation is derived so that it immediately 
appears in its assembled form, whereas the assembly process is a 
distinct procedure in theF.E.M. and B.E.M. formulations. This is 
due to the fact that for the latter cases the local coordinates within 
each element are to be transformed to their global coordinates and 
then assembled on the overall matrix and right hand side vector. 
Clearly, this will require more core storage, computational effort 
and consequently computational time. 
Ill. Properties of the Resulting System of Equations 
As it is now well established, the three methods under consider-
ation, viz. F.D.M., F.E.M. and B.E.M. all end up with a system of 
equations for the unknown nodal variables. Thus, the three techniques 
possess a common step in which the solution for the nodal values of 
the problem variable is obtained. 
Hence, it can be stated that the efficiency of the three methods 
can be assessed according to the properties of the overall (master) 
matrix corresponding to the system of equations resulting from each 
method. 
It is also established that the overall matrix resulting from 
the assemblage of the finite elements is symmetric, sparse, positive 
definite and often banded. TOgether, these properties lead to 
significant reductions in storage and computational time. This 
advantage is not necessarily guaranteed in the system of equations 
resulting from using the F.D.M. since the overall matrix corresponding 
to it is not always symmetric. This is due to the way the master 
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matrix is constructed in each method. As stated in Section 4.6.7, 
the reason the master matrix is always symmetric using the F.E.M. 
is that for every element a. . associated with nodes number i,j there 
~,J 
is a corresponding element aj,i' (where ai,j=aj,i) the presence of 
which guarantees the symmetry of the matrix of each finite elements 
and consequently the master matrix. Similarly, the overall matrix 
corresponding to the F.D.M. is obtained by superimposing the equations 
resulting from the application of the F.D.M. approximation at each 
grid point. Clearly, this procedure does not guarantee the symmetry 
of the overall matrix. 
This is also the case for the matrix resulting by the use of 
the B.E.M. since it is often non-symmetric. 
The symmetry of a matrix always leads to a reduction of computer 
storage and operation counts by up to 50%. This feature clearly 
favours the F.E.M. 
Two other properties which affect the efficiency of the solution 
procedure of the master matrix are the sparseness and bandedness. 
Again, these two properties differ in the cases of using F.D.M. and 
F.E.M. according to the way in which the overall matrices are 
constructed. In the former method, the superimposed system of 
equations is generated by scanning the finite difference grid and 
applying the approximation given by the finite difference molecules. 
Thus, the minimum bandwidth which can occur is the maximum distance 
between each pair of points in the molecule. On the other hand, the 
corresponding minimum bandwidth for the F.E.M. is the maximum 
difference between each pair of nodes within each element. This 
difference is fixed for the case ~f F.D.H., whilst it can vary for the 
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case of F.E.M. according to the node numbering scheme employed. 
Since the boundary element requires the knowledge of only the 
boundary data, then it is often found that the resulting system of 
equations is much smaller than those resulting from the F.D.M. or 
F.E.M. for the same boundary value problem and this indeed is a 
feature leading.to a more efficient solution than that obtained by 
the sparse, symmetric and banded matrix of the F.E.M. This occurs as 
a consequence of the fact that in. the B.E.M., the numerical solution 
builds on the analytical solutions that have already been obtained 
for simple singular problems so that it approximately satisfies the 
boundary conditions specified at each boundary element. Thus, the 
overall matrix is no longer sparse and often full for the case of the 
B.E.M. and hence possesses a disadvantage which corresponds to the 
above-mentioned advantage. 
IV. Accuracy 
Although there is no general statement that provides a crucial 
judgement concerning the accuracy of the three methods, it can be 
stated that for simple problems associated with simple boundary 
conditions the accuracy of the three methods are almost the same. 
However, for problems which are awkward or associated with complicated 
boundary conditions the accuracy of the F.E.M. and B.E.M. is much 
better than that of the F.D.M. 
The high accuracy that is achieved using the F.E.M. and B.E.M. 
is due to the precise choices which are made in order to obtain the 
best approximation of the following: 
i. the representation of the domain of interest, especially 
those which possess curved or awkward shaped boundaries. 
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ii. behaviour of the problem variables which is achieved by 
choosing high order interpolation functions. 
Another reason for the superiority of the F.E.M. and B.E.M. is 
that the material properties in adjacent elements do not have to be 
the same since the element equations are derived for each element 
separately and are assembled all together in the overall matrix. This 
allows both methods to be easily applied to non-homogeneous and ani-
sotropic regions and also those regions that possess interfaces. 
v. Level of Computation 
While in the F.D.M. the overall system of equations is derived 
directly from the assemblage of the computational molecules. the 
F.E.M. and B.E.M. counterparts are derived using numerous calculations 
since both methods involve some extra computations such as numerical 
integration and coordinate transformation. However. this is compensated 
by the high accuracy of the two latter methods as shown above. 
The converse relation between the computational effort (T. the 
CPU time) and the solution accuracy (E. the error norm) can be 
generally understood from the relation presented in Swartz (1974) 
amongst a number of definitions of the computational efficiency (CE). 
This relation is given by. 
k CE =-
E't 
• (k is a constant) • (4.166) 
Since the accuracy of the F.E.M. and B.E.M. solution is much greater 
than that of F.D.M. and the error norm is consequently much less. 
then it is expected that it takes a longer CPU time (i.e. more 
computational effort) in order to achieve the same computational 
efficiency. 
It can be concluded from the above established comparisons that 
the performance of the F.E.M. and B.E.M. is generally superior to 
that of the F.D.M. for the solution of boundary value problems. 
Some of the main common advantages of the F.E.M. and B.E.M. may 
be listed as follows: 
i. The ease of arbitrary positioning of nodal points. 
ii. The infinite possibilities of the generation of improved 
elements by simply increasing the number of element parameters. 
iii. The improvement in boundary-value approximation due to its 
integral form. 
iv. The ease with which different types and sizes of elements 
can be adopted. 
Now for the comparison based on these two powerful methods, it 
is quite difficult to establish a general statement judging the 
superiority of one method to the other. The main reason underlying 
this difficulty is that (see the general comparison presented above) 
each of the two methods possesses features which are considered as 
disadvantageous while the counterpart features of the other- can be 
considered as advantageous. For example, the symmetry is a guaranteed 
property for the overall system of equations, resulting from the 
F.E.M. while this is not necessarily the case for the B.E.M. On 
the other hand, the computational effort carried out in the B.E.M. 
is considerably less than that for the F.E.M. as the discretization 
and integration processes are carried out over the boundary only 
rather than the whole domain which is the case for the F.E.M. 
Thus, a few advantages and disadvantages will be listed for the 
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two methods so that it is easy to determine the best method from 
distinct points of view and consequently for certain types of problems 
or geometries. 
An advantage of the B.E.M. over the F.E.M. is that in the former 
method, the discretization and consequently the integration processes 
have to be carried out for the boundary only, whilst the latter method 
requires these processes to be considered in the interior as well as 
the boundary of the domain of interest. Clearly, this advantage 
leads to less computational effort. On the other hand, one 
disadvantage of the B.E.M. is that the solution in the domain of the 
integral equation formulation strongly depends on the solution obtained 
on the boundary. Thus, the presence of boundary singularities degrades 
the accuracy of the solution to an extent more than that obtained for 
the differential equation over the whole domain. This difficulty can. 
be treated by introducing local analytic functions to account for the 
singularities (see Wendland and Stephan, 1980 and Wendland, 1981). 
Another general disadvantage of the B.E.M. is that it requires 
a knowledge of the fundamental (analytical) solution of the governing 
, 
partial differential solution a priori. 
The overall matrix resulting from the assemblage process carried 
out in the F.E.M. is symmetric and often banded, whilst that which 
results from the B.E.M •. is often a full matrix and of relatively 
lower order than that of the F.E.M. Both properties lead to a 
considerable reduction in the computational effort. 
It is a difficult task in this context to present a complete 
list of the merits and drawbacks of both methods. However, for the 
assessment of the two methods the best procedure seems to be the 
comparison of specific properties e.g. the five factors shown earlier. 
4.9 ERROR ESTIMATES IN THE F.E.M. 
The error estimate of the approximate solution obtained by the 
F.E.M. is usually associated with two main reaSons. The first is 
the rounding of the numbers throughout the computer calculations. 
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The rounding error may sometimes be so severe that it halts any 
improvement in the solution accuracy (see for instance, the paragraph 
on the noise level in Section 4.4). The second reason is the approx-
imation (discretization) process performed in the F.E.M. for solving 
initial/boundary value problems. 
The diseretization error consists of many factors namely, 
i. The discretization of the domain of interest. This factor 
possesses a larger contribution to the discretization error 
for the case of irregular shapes. 
ii. The interpolation functions used to approximate the field 
variables of the problem in question. For the polynomial 
functions, this is related to the order of the polynomial. 
Errors arising because of this factor are sometimes called the 
'interpoZation error'. 
iii. The number and shape of elements used in the F.E.M. Such an 
analysis of the discretization error can be found in some F.E.M. 
work which is focussed on obtaining the changes in the solution 
due to changes in the domain of interest (e.g. Strang and Berger, 
1974). 
It is important to report that the effect of the above-mentioned 
factors does not always occur in the same fashion. An example of this 
is the effect of decreasing the mesh size (or in other words, increasing 
the number of elements) at the noise level which yields an unstable 
solution, whilst this increase is expected to improve the accuracy 
from a theoretical point of view. However, a general statement can 
be stated: 
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Below the noise level, decreasing the mesh size (or increasing the 
number of elements) usually yields an improvement in the accuracy of 
F.E.M. solution. 
Consider the boundary value problem 
L(u) = g in R (4.167) 
subject to some boundary conditions on oR. 
In the F.E.M. analysis one introduces some functions u which 
interpolate the problem variable u (and possibly some of its 
derivatives) at the points of discretization. For the approximate 
solution U obtained by the F.E.M. to be acceptable to the numerical 
analyst an estimate for the bound on the error is needed. Of course, 
the acceptable approximate solution must satisfy 
Ilu-UII~ cj lu-ull (4.168) 
where c is a constant and u is the assumed solution via the interpolation 
functions. 
In this sense, it can be said that the finite element error 
analysis can be considered as a problem of interpolation and 
approximation. 
Error estimates showing the dependence of the rate of convergence 
on the mesh size (i.e. the h-version approach) are very well-established 
in the F.E.M. literature (see for example Ciarlet, 1978). 
On the other hand, the p-version of the F.E.M. is analysed in 
Babu~ka, Szabo and Katz (1981) where error estimates in terms of the 
polynomial degree p are obtained. It is shown, in this reference, 
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that if the rates of convergence for the h-version (using uniform 
or quasi-uniform refinement) and the p-version are expressed in terms 
of the number of degrees of freedom, the p-version cannot have a slower 
rate of convergence than the h-version. Moreover, when corner 
singularities are present, the rate of convergence of the p-version 
is exactly twice that of the h-version. In Babuska and Dorr (1981) 
a first step towards the combination of these two methods is made. 
The dependence of the order of approximation on both the mesh size 
(h-version) and the polynomial degree (p-version) is explicity shown. 
It is also shown in this reference that if the mesh refinement near 
the corners of the domain of interest is combined with piecewise 
polynomials whose degree p increases with each refinement, then for 
solutions belonging to certain weighted spaces, one obtains a rate 
of convergence, expressed in terms of the number of degrees of 
freedom which is better than any polynomial rate. 
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4.10 SPECIAL TOPICS 
In this section a few interesting topics are highlighted in order 
to present some of the recent research undertaken into the area of 
the F.E.M. 
It is customery to say that although the presentation of these 
topics is optional, it constitutes an attempt to expand the interest 
of the F.E.M. user so that it comprises some recent research topics. 
4.10.1 Infinite Finite Elements 
The concept of infinite elements arises when modelling a physical 
system of infinite extent using the F.E.M. 
It is clear that the foremost difficulty which occurs in these 
systems is that there is no certain exterior boundary specified for 
the problem under consideration. This type of problem occurs in many 
open applications, e.g. geophysical systems, ocean engineering, the 
mining industry and electromagentic steady state problems. 
The numerical solution of exterior problems presents a difficult 
task despite the availability of digital computation packages and the 
development of improved rates of convergence for the iterative methods 
used to solve boundary value problems. The common feature of exterior 
problems is that the region (R, say) in which such problems are to be 
solved can be divided into Rl and R2 , where, 
R = Rl U R2 ' (4.169) 
and Rl is the region surrounding a certain closed domain and extends 
up to the range within which the solution varies rapidly or at least 
significantly and R2 is the region beyond the range Rl , i.e. the 
region in which there is no significant variation in the solution. 
The difficulty which arises in exterior problems is that Rl·and R2 
./ ..... 
are not known a priori and the conditions usually specified is the 
Dirichlet boundary condition, 
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u = 0 at x,y=r» (4.l70) 
in addition to the conditions describing the behaviour of the 
dependent variable of the problem on the interior boundary (i.e. the 
boundary of the closed domain around which the problem is to be solved). 
The attempt to solve such problems using the F.E.M. has led to 
the use of what is called the 'infinite finite e~ements' which seems, 
at first glance, to be a contradictory term. This technique has 
recently received considerable attention so that finite elements 
extending to infinity have developed. 
The basic idea of this technique is similar to that used by the 
B.E.M. to cope with problems described in an infinite domain. This 
technique employs elements with some functions possessing a decaying 
effect and are integrated over the infinite domain. Ungless (l973) 
proposed the function 
1 f ( I; ) =.,,--::....,--
1+1;/L (4.l71) 
where L.is called the length in which the decay occurs completely. 
This is a decay function used to reduce the magnitude of u as I; 
increases and possesses the properties, 
f(I;} = 1 at 1;=0 , (4.l72) 
f(I;} .... O at <;=00 (4.l73) 
Also the exponential decay, which is the most rapid known decay, 
can be used instead. This was done by Bettess (l977) who chose the 
interpolation functions to be Lagrangian polynoials (F(I;) , say} 
multiplied by exponential decay terms, viz., 
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(4.174) 
An example of the implementation of the infinite elements in 
the numerical solution of boundary value problems can be found in 
Bettess and Zienkiewicz (1977). 
4.10.2 Moving Finite Elements 
This topic is yet another strategy for the construction of the 
fixed finite element mesh. The latter case is used in the regular 
applications when a flow of continuous characteristics is considered. For 
this case, a uniform and fairly refined mesh can be used for solving 
such problems. On the other hand, for the case when the flow character-
istics possess discontinuities, the use of uniform mesh techniques is 
not adequate to provide accurate results, especially around the 
singularities. Thus, it is necessary to use a very fine mesh in the 
neighbourhood of the points of discontinuity in order to guarantee 
high accuracy. 
Now for those problems which possess a moving singularity (e.g. 
the shockwave solution of some cases of Burgers' equation), it is 
necessary to move the denser area of discretization so that it surrounds 
the singularities in its new position. For moving boundary problems 
(e.g. solidification or liquidation processes) the zone of liquid and 
solid interface necessitates a more refined discretization than in the 
rest of the two regions. Since this interface moves gradually, then 
the denser discretization should be moved accordingly if high accuracy 
is required. The finite element mesh is thus regenerated so that it 
copes with the moving changes (e.g. singularity or interface) and this 
strategy is usually called the 'Moving Finite EZements'. 
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4.10.3 A Brief Guide to the F.E.M. Literature 
Throughout this thesis, the exposition of almost every section is 
supported by reference to the sources from which some facts are quoted. 
In addition, many references which present some relevant aspects are 
quoted in order one way or another, to enhance the ideas presented. 
As a result, a wide range of sources is expected to be referenced 
at the end of the thesis which will provide both the newcomer to the 
F.E.M. and the advanced level user with a compact comprehensive 
bibliography to the important concepts in the field of finite elements. 
However, such a long list of sources will indeed be bewildering 
when a newcomer tries to assort the appropriate references to certain 
aspects in the method (e.g. elements, software, etc.). Thus, some 
main references which are solely devoted to the finite element method 
or its relevant aspects are listed below in a classified manner. This 
list may be considered as a brief guide to the vast literature now 
available. in this field. Most of these references are quoted in the 
thesis. Those which are not, are listed in Appendix A as a bibliography 
for further reading. The finite element references are classified in 
a somewhat logical manner so that the newcomer will explore the relevant 
sourceS to the stage in which he is working. This is achieved by 
adopting the ordering of the sections of this thesis. However, it is 
important to report here that there might be some overlap between the 
contents of these references which, indeed, cannot be avoided. 
A Brief Guide 
Part 1 - Introduction 
1. Introduction to P.D.E.'s 
Sommerfield, 1949, Ritger and Rose, 1968; 
Ames, 1965 
2. Advanced Analysis of Applied Mathematics and Mathematical Physics 
*Morse and Feshbach, 1953; Courant and Hilbert, 1962; 
*Tychonov and Samarski, 1964; *Budak et al, 1964 
3 • Fundamental Functional Analysis 
Oden and Reddy, 1976; Ciarlet, 1978; 
*Oden, 1979; Sawyer, 1978 
4. The Solution of Linear and Nonlinear Equations Systems 
Nielson, 1964; Fox, 1964; 
Irons, 1970; Broyden, 1965; 
Conte and de Boor, 1980; Forsyth, 1977 
5. The Eigenproblems 
i. Algebraic Eigenproblems 
Wilkinson, 1965; Stewart, 1973. 
ii • Boundary Value 
Riz, 1967. 
Part 2 - The Finite Element Method 
6. Historical Overview 
Huebner, 1975; Rao, 1982 
7. Variational Principles 
Mikhlin, 1964; Elsgolts, 1973; 
*Oden and Reddy, 1975 
8. Method of Weighted Residuals 
* 
Mikhlin, 1964; 
Finlayson, 1972 
Finalyson and Scriven, 1966; 
The asterisk in front of a sourae indiaates that it is not referred 
to as a referenae in this thesis, and thus is aited in Appendix A. 
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9. Elements and Interpolation Functions 
Heubner, 1975; Zienkiewicz, 1977 
10. Isoparametric Elements 
Taig, 1961; 
Ergatodis et aI, 1968; 
Irons, 1966; 
Mitchell et aI, 1971 
11. F.E. Mesh Generation 
Buell and Bush, 1973; Zienkiewicz and Phillips, 1971 
12. Node Numbering Schemes 
Cuthill and McKee, 1969; 
Cuthill, 1972; 
13. Numerical Integration 
Akin and Pardue, 1976; 
George, 1971 
Abramowitz and Stegun (eds.), 1964 
Part 3 - Bibliographies and General Texts 
14. Bibliographies 
Norrie and de Vries, 1976; Akin et aI, 1976; 
*Whiteman, 1975 
15. Introductory Texts 
*Owen and Hinton, 1980; 
*Norrie and de Vries, 1973; 
*Hinton and OWen, 1979, 
*Robinson ,1981 
16. Conference proceedings 
Whiteman, 1973, 76, 78, 82, 85; 
Davies, 1980; 
*Gallagher, 1975; 
Rao, 1982; 
Zienkiewicz, 1977 
*de Boor, 1974. 
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Part 4 - Relevant Topics 
17. Comparison of the Method with F.D·.M. and Spectral Methods 
F1etcher, 1984 
18. Combination of the Methods with B.E.M. 
Brebbia and Walker, 1980; Margu1ies, 1981 
19. Error Estimates 
Ciar1et, 1978; Babuska et aI, 1981; 
Babuska and Dorr, 1981 
20. Treatment of Singu1arities 
Wait and Mitche11, 1971; *Strang and Fix, 1973; 
*Whiteman, 1975 
21. Finite Element Programming 
Noor, 1981; 
*Akin, 1977; 
*Schrem 1974, 1976 
*Hinton and OWen, 1977; 
*Nagy, 1978; 
22 •. Boundary Element Method 
Banarjee, 1981; 
Part 5 - Applications 
23. Fluid Mechanics 
*Chung, 1978; 
*Baker, 1978; 
24. Stress Analysis 
*Cook, 1974; 
Brebbia and Walker, 1980 
*Conner and Brebbia, 1976; 
*Tay1or and Hughes, 1980 
*OWen and Hinton, 1980; 
*Ashwe11 and Ga11agher (eds.), 1976; 
*Desai and Abe1, 1972 
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25. Subsurface Hydrology 
Wang, 1982 
*Chugh and Hardy, 1970; 
*Pinder and Gray, 1977; 
*Cheng, 1972 
26. Electromagnetics (Waveguides) 
Arlett et al, 1968; AbIDed and Daly, 1969 
27. Fluid Dynamics (Burgers' equation) 
Caldwell et al, 1981; 
Spehrnoori, 1979; 
28. Potential Flows 
Fletcher, 1982; 
AI-Kharafi and Evans, 1986 
deVries and Norrie, 1971; Argyris and Mareczek, 1972; 
Meissner, 1973; Doctors, 1970 
29. Non-Newtonian Flows 
Palit and Fenner, 1972; AI-Kharafi and Evans, 1985 
Part 6 - Sources of Information About Computer programs [Noor, 19811 
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AS lAC - Aerospace Structures Information and Analysis Center, AFFDL/FBR 
Wright-Patterson Airforce Base, Day ton, OH 45433. 
CEPA - Society for Computer Applications in Engineering, Planning and 
Architecture Inc., 358 Hungerford Drive, Rockville, MA 20850. 
COSMIC - Computer Software· Management and Information Center, 112 
Barrow Hall, University of Georgia, Athens, GA 30602. 
ICES - Users Group, Inc., P.O. Box 8243, Cranston, RI 02920 
ICP - International Computer Programs Inc., 9000 Keystone Crossing, 
Indianapolis, IN 46240 
NI SEE - National Information Service for Earthquake Engineering, 519 
Davis Hall, University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720. 
NTIS - National Technical Information Service U.S. Department of 
Commerce, 5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield, VA 22161. 
As mentioned earlier, this guide will be of great help for the 
F.E.M. newcomers. The advanced level user as well as the field 
experts will find the bibliographies quoted in the above list. 
very helpful in tracing very specific problems and their analyses 
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using the mathematical, physical or engineering approaches. Unfortunately 
these bibliographies are limited to 1975 i.e. a decade before the 
present time. An enormous amount of literature has since been written 
in this decade. Thus, if the bibliography search carried out in 1976 
by Norrie and deVries (see section 4.1.1 for the number of published 
work on the F.E.M. in the time period 1961~1975) is to be continued, 
then it is expected that several thousands of pages of published 
literature will appear in the search which will make it impracticable. 
An alternative way has emerged in order to make an up to date 
account of the enormous amount of literature available. That is to 
trace the published literature annually and bind it in an annually 
published index. No single index, however, can comprise the 
whole published work as it is issued by several hundreds or, may be, 
thousands of publishers, institutions and individuals. The need to 
tie together these indices has risen in order to obtain a reliable 
source for any expert in the field who seeks detailed information about 
a very specific problem. This was the issue for several establishments 
concerned with data-based information whose work is focussed on 
feeding the data-based computer programs with these annual indices 
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so that the data information is accumulated to form what is noW called 
a 'Data Bank'. Each data bank contains only the amount of information 
which is fed into it. Thus, the F.E.M. user is not assured whether 
the computer search outputs do really comprise all the literature of 
his needs and that which actually exists. Another limitation of this 
approach of literature search is that the user should specify all the 
keywords of his research topic. When this is don~he is supplied with an 
output list containing those parts of literature that are labelled by 
the same keywords assigned to this computer search. This will definitely 
ignore some other parts which have the same or relevant contents but 
are not labelled by the same keywords. 
As a concluding statement, it can be said that at the present 
time it is almost impossible to claim a comprehensive literature search 
for a F.E.M. aspect. However the computer search may be considered to 
be the most reliable approach which can provide an interactive guide 
to the F.E.M. literature. 
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PART T\~O 
PROGRAMMING AND ApPLICATIONS 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
PROGRAMMING THE FINITE ELEMENT METHOD 
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5.1 INTRODUCTION 
The implementation of digital computers has greatly simplified 
the task of solving complex boundary value problems. This ease is 
achieved by formulating the numerical algorithms in general purpose 
programs that can be used to solve problems of certain types.. Until 
now, the majority of such programs have been written in FORTRAN, which 
was the first language to reach maturity. However, some higher-level 
languages were established so that they permit the user to state the 
problem under consideration in a simple, compact form for general cases 
of boundary conditions or geometries. 
A wide variety of computer programs have become available for 
scientific and engineering applications. This availability has provided 
many powerful tools for the solution of boundary value problems. 
Amongst these tools stands the finite element method which is applicable 
to the vast majority of the boundary value problems. 
The merit of using such a numerical method for the solution of 
boundary value problems is that once it is formulated in a general 
computer program it can be used for the solution of a large number of 
problems as the only part of the program which has to be modified 
according to different problems is that part which includes the input 
data. 
Apart from this, a general finite element program includes 
components corresponding to each step of the general finite element 
procedure presented in section 4.2.1, namely: 
1. The generation of element matrices by the substitution in the 
interpolation function for each element. 
2. The assemblage of element properties (matrices) in order to obtain 
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the overall (master) matrix of the entire system. 
3. The solution of the system of equations corresponding to this 
matrix in order to obtain the nodal values of the problem variables. 
4. The interpolation of the nodal values in order to obtain the 
solution sought at the desired points. 
5. Additional computations (if desired) of quantities related to the 
solution obtained in step 4. 
5.2 SOFTWARE SYSTEMS FOR P.D.E.'s 
Software systems have been prepared since the 1960's for the 
solution of partial differential equations. A software system permits 
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a very compact formulation for the solution of partial differential 
equations and thus facilitates programming so that both the inexperienced 
F.E.M. user and expert programmer spend a greatly reduced time and 
effort in programming and debugging. 
Until the late 1970's the software systems designed for the 
solution of boundary value problems were developed as general purpose 
.. programs that are used in a simple and straightforward manner. However, 
a general purpose program is inefficient for solving specific problems, 
e.g. for large problems or those described in complicated domains and 
those associated with complicated boundary conditions. It is quite 
important, for thesep~oblems to reduce the programming and computational 
effort as much as possible. For these cases the employment of a skilled 
programmer is required and this has led to numerous computer programs, 
each of which is devoted to certain types of problems. Some of these 
programs have been exposed in many surveys (see for example, Machura 
and Sweet, 1980 and Noor, 1981). 
Thus, by the mid 1970's, there existed a wide variety of computer 
programs which range from the large, general purpose codes with a 
broad spectrum of capabilities antl variety of element types, to the 
small, special purpose codes with limited computational facilities. 
A list of examples for these two categories are presented and cited in 
Noor (1981). 
The goal of the software systems developed for the solution of 
partial differential equations comprises either general purpose such as: 
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ADINA [Bathe, 1975;1980] and 
NASTRAN [MacNeal, 1972; McCormick, 1972; Hennrich, 1972] 
or special purpose such as: 
commercial: ULARK* 
research: STRAW [Kennedy and Belytschko, 1975;1978] and WHAMS 
[Belytschko, 1978] 
educational: ELAS55** 
The former category (i.e. the general purpose) of finite element 
programs requires less computational and programming effort because 
of the flexibility of formulating partial differential equations of 
different types. However, the programs of this category do not compete 
with the efficiency found by using special purpose programs for specific 
applications. The latter category (i.e. the special purpose) of finite 
element programs may actually be used for specific applications. 
Up to date, all general purpose programs are implemented in one 
dimensional problems (e.g. PDECOL [Madsen and Sincovec, 1976]) or two 
dimensional problems (e.g. ELLPACK [Rice, 1977] for elliptic problems 
and TWODEPEP [Sewel~ 1982] for elliptic, parabolic and some times 
hyperbolic problems). The latter program will be adopted in this 
thesis for the solution of problems considered in Chapters 6-9 of 
this thesis. 
There is no such general program for the three dimensional case. 
* See ULARK Users Guide, National Information Service for Earthquake 
Engineering, Computer Applications, 519 Davis Hall, University of 
California, Berkeley, CA 94720, U.S.A. 
** FTogram availability: Computer Structural Analysis FUnd, Department 
of Civil Engineering, Duke University, Durham, NC 27706, U.S.A. 
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Various types of elements are employed in the computer programs 
developed for the solution of P.D.E.'s of fluid mechanics problems 
(e.g. one and multidimensional elements of linear, quadratic or higher 
types and boundary elements) and solid mechanics problems (e.g. beam, 
plate and shell elements). 
The full documentation of these programs is available in data 
preparations, programmer's and theoretical manuals and relevant 
literature. 
Most of the computer programs available for the solution of 
boundary value problems are constructed as tools for the programmers 
in the development of a software system which cover the main operations 
constituting the finite element procedure, in addition to other 
operations associated with the execution of the program (e.g. data 
transfer between central memory and peripheral storage, matrix operations 
and pre- and post-processing) • 
Thus, a software system constitutes many parts, each of which is 
a program used for performing a specific computational task. When 
these parts are joined together to perform more complex tasks, the 
combination is often called a 'computer package'. The strategy 
employed in such a package is that the output of a certain software 
section is considered as the input to the following part, and so on. 
Thus, it is necessary for any finite element application to perform 
the tasks of the implemented computer package successively. In order 
to ea,se the burden on the users, a preprocessor is often developed so 
that it reads a simple as well as high-level formulation of the problems 
under consideration. The preprocessor produces a control program which 
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invokes the package parts and thus makes it very simple to tackle 
awkward problems using a very simple computational effort. Similarly, 
a postprocessor is developed in order to produce some additional output 
(e.g. plots) depending on the results obtained by the processor which 
represents the core of the finite element package. The integration of 
these parts will be shown in Section 5.4 when the computer package 
TWODEPEP is described in detail. 
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5.3 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR A STANDARD F.E.M. PACKAGE 
It is extremely time consuming to consider the use of the computer 
packages available for the solution of P.D.E.'s without considering some 
important factors that allow an effective evaluation of each package. 
Moreover, it is quite important for the effective evaluation of finite 
element packages to have a detailed knowledge about the theory of the 
F.E.M., numerical algorithms employed as modules (program building 
segments) in the programming system and the assumptions behind program 
features as well as a good understanding of the application under 
consideration (e.g. basic aspects and formulations for continuum 
mechanics, nonlinear dynamics and solid mechanics, etc.). 
In fact, the features of computer packages vary so much that it 
is difficult to identify a proper code that meets the needs of solving 
the problem of interest. Thus, a combination of factors can be used 
to evaluate the performance of each package. Some of the important 
factors that should be taken into account in computer package evaluation 
are (the order of factors listing does not, by any means, reflect the 
priority Which should be given to each factor): 
I. Generality 
Although starting with the concept of generality does not 
necessarily imply its superiority over the other factors, it is 
still very important in the sense that it highlights the range of 
applications and limitations of the package. 
The concept of generality arises due to the ease of writing almost 
all the problems in practice in the form of mathematical models which 
can be solved for the problem variables. This can be done as long as 
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these mathematical models coincide with the general case for the solution 
of which the package is designed or, of course, any of its special 
cases. 
Thus, some of the important limitations which should be taken into 
account are; 
i. The restriction to certain types of mathematical models (e.g. 
ordinary, partial differential equations or integral equations) • 
This requires the user to formulate (or reformulate, if necessary) 
the mathematical model under consideration so that it coincides 
with the general case solved by the package or any of its special 
cases. 
For example, if the package is designed to solve only ordinary 
differential equations, then it generally can not be used to 
solve problems governed by partial differential equations, while 
the opposite is not true. This is to say that any package 
designed to solve P.D.E.'s can be used to tackle problems governed 
by O.D.E.'s by simply ignoring the terms which include derivatives 
with respect to all but one variable. 
ii. The restriction to certain types of boundary conditions. The more 
different types of boundary conditions the computer package can 
cope With, the more general it is. For example, some packages 
can only cope with either Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditions, 
whilst others can cope even with mixed boundary conditions. 
However, the generality concept can still persist for the former 
case if a proper transformation is applied to convert the mixed 
boundary conditions to boundary conditions of one type. 
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The two limitations mentioned above are related to the formulation 
of the mathematical model governing the problem under consideration. 
Other limitations are implied by the numerical solution technique 
adopted by the package, examples of which are given below: 
iii. The type of elements used. This is, in fact, one of the crucial 
factors affecting the solution accuracy. Thus, for a general 
purpose package there should be some options for the user in 
order to choose the type of element which is adequate to achieve 
the desired accuracy within the allowed amount of computational 
effort. 
iv. The size of problem, i.e. the number and type of elements by which 
the total number of nodes in the final discretization is determined. 
Some packages are limited to a certain number of nodes whilst in 
other packages there is no restriction on the number of elements, 
except when the computer storage allocated is exhausted. 
II. Ease of Use 
The main criterion concerning the easy use of a package is the 
availability of a pre- and post-processor associated with the package. 
Using a pre-processor, the programmer can simply formulate the problem 
under consideration in a compact form of data input. Moreover, by a 
short program segment he can control the post-processor in order to 
obtain some output products (e.g. plots and further results) • 
An important aspect which should be considered is whether or not 
the pre-processor defaults the values of the parameters used in the 
code unless specified by the user. The availability of this advantage 
would considerably reduce the input data. 
Another important aspect is the adequacy of user-oriented 
features which are essential for finite element applications, 
especially for the advanced problems. Some of these features which 
are indeed time consuming are the automatic (or semi-automatic) . mesh 
generation, error checks and plots preparation. 
Ill. Flexibility 
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The flexibility of the package can be examined from various points 
of view, some of Which are: 
i. the applicability of modifications and extensions, since a general 
programming system will never be complete due to its nature. A 
general package should be open-ended so that it is easily 
extended and modified. 
ii. the capability of handling mixed boundary conditions When the 
package is originally designed to handle boundary conditions of 
only one type. 
iii. the capability of appending a user supplied function so that the 
programmer can easily formulate very specific problems. 
IV. Versatility 
A versatile package is one which is easily mounted on various 
machines. Despite the fact that most of the finite element programs 
are written in standard FORTRAN language, they may not be entirely 
compatible with different systems due to the difference in the input/ 
output facilities operating the system and precision of machines. The 
portability of a package often enhances its versatility and thus may be 
considered in the package evaluation. 
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V. Maintainability 
Since rapid advances are always being achieved in computational 
methods and software technology, it is very important to update the 
last version whenever needed in order to comply with the recent 
advancement in the field. The well-established packages are usually 
associated with a formal mechanism for integrating the software system. 
This mechanism often relies on the users' comments as well as the 
improvements carried out by the developer. 
VI. Efficiency 
It has been seen that the efficiency of a computer package possesses 
a converse relation with generality. This is to say that the more general 
the package is, the less efficient will be the results it produces. 
In contrast, the special purpose packages often produce highly accurate 
results for the appropriate applications which they are designed to 
solve. Thus, it is difficult to meet simultaneously the requirements 
of both generality and efficiency. A measure of efficiency may be 
considered as a reasonable combination of many vital factors in the 
aspect of computation, namely the accuracy, CPU time and computational 
counts. 
VII. Reliability 
The reliability of a computer package can be anticipated by 
investigating the modules which constitute the package and hence the 
package which employs thoroughly tested functions and subroutines is 
expected to produce reliable results. These results can also be assessed 
via some error norms using exact results. 
Furthermore, if any error occurs during the computation process, 
there should be an error message printed so that it will help to find 
the error. 
VIII. Adequacy of User SUpport Facilities 
The availability of computer codes should be complemented by 
many supporting facilities, such as: 
1. sufficient documentation (e.g. user training and programming 
manuals) • 
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ii. a local correspondent who at least can resolve casual problems. 
iii. an environment to encourage further understanding and development 
(e.g. training courses, user meetings, hotline consultancy). 
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5.4 TWODEPEP: A GENERAL PROGRAMMING SYSTEM FOR THE F.E.M. 
TWODEPEP is a small, easy-to-use finite element program which 
solves a large class of elliptic (steady-state), parabolic (time-
dependent) and eigenvalue partial differential equation problems in 
general two-dimensional regions. Applications include many fields of 
Applied Mathematics, Physics and Engineering, some of which are: 
elasticity, diffusion, heat conduction, fluid mechanics, potential 
energy, and the time-in?ependent and steady-state (eigenvalue) 
Schrodinger equations. Other applications are appraised in Chapters 
6-10. 
Although the package is not originally designed to solve hyperbolic 
equations, it can solve some cases of hyperbolic problems which possess 
smooth initial and boundary conditions. 
The package includes a preprocessor and a graphical output program 
(postprocessor) and has the capability to automatically refine and 
grade the triangular mesh. 
5.4.1 General Features of TWODEPEP 
It can be said that IMSL's* TWODEPEP is more general than any 
other two dimensional general purpose finite element program [Sewell, 
1982]. It can be stated undoubtedly that TWODEPEP meets all the 
requirements presented in Section 5.3 for a standard package. In 
what follows some features of the package are presented. 
The package: 
i. utilizes a preprocessor which allows the user to write the problem 
* Internationa~ Mathematias Subroutine: Library. 
definition in a simple and readable format. Hence, nearly all 
FORTRAN programming can be eliminated. The preprocessor also 
controls the dimension sizes so that only the storage necessary 
for that particular problem is utilized. 
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i1. Utilizes automatic refinement and grading of the triangular mesh 
desired in the final triangulation and defines a function of X 
and Y which controls their distribution. A variable time step is 
also allowed. 
iii. handles completely general two-dimensional regions by using the 
isoparametric method to treat curved boundaries. 
iv. uses a standard quadratic element, and optional cubic and quartic 
isoparametric triangular element for higher accuracy. 
v. provides the capability for updating and inverting the Jacobian 
matrix only as often as the user desires, for example, in diffusion 
problems with diffusion coefficients independent of time, the 
matrix may be assembled and elimination may be done only on the 
first time step. 
vi. makes possible the solution of large problems by use of an out-
of-core storage capability. The efficiency of the frontal method 
and the use of a buffer minimize input and output so that use of 
out-of-core storage only moderately increases costs. 
vii. solves up to 45 simultaneous equations. 
viii. Uses the Cuthill-McKee algorithm for node numbering plus a 
special bandwidth reduction algorithm which substantially improves 
the Cuthill-McKee ordering. 
ix. Provides a portable graphics package which plots scalar, vector 
and stress fields. 
x. provides automatic and accurate calculation of the user 
specified function and/or its derivatives. 
xi. solves problems efficiently in one space variable. 
5.4.2 Problem statement 
The TWODEPEP user is required to write the problem of interest 
in a certain general form. This form is given below for two 
simultaneous equations to serve many purposes, namely: 
i. to cover problems governed by simultaneous equations using 
the simplest case, i.e. only two equations. 
ii. to represent problems with a single equation in one unknown 
by simply ignoring the quantities given in terms of one of 
the two variables. 
The most general form of the equations solved by the package is 
given below. 
au CI(x,y,u,v,t}at 
av C2(x,y,u,v,t}at 
a 
= -- OXX(x,y,u ,U IV IV ,u,v,t) 
ax x y x y 
a + -- QXX(x,y,u III IV IV ,u,v,t) 
ay x y x y 
+ Fl(x,y,u ,U IV IV ,u,v,t) 
. X Y X Y 
a 
= ~ OYX(x,y,u ,U ,V ,V ,u,v,t) 
oX X y X Y 
a + -- OYY(x,y,u ,U ,V ,V ,U,v,t) 
ay x y x y 
+ F2(x,y,u ,U ,V ,V ,u,v,t) 
x y x y 
for (x,y) in the region R, with 
u = FBl(s,t} 
v = FB2(s,t} 
for s on part of the boundary (aRI ) , and 
(6.I) 
(6.2) 
(6.3) 
(6.4) 
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OXX.n + OXY.n = GB1(s,u,v,t) 
x y 
OYx.n + OYY.n = GB2(s,u,v,t) , 
x y 
where (n ,n ) is the unit outward normal to the boundary and, 
x y 
u = uO(x,y) 
v = VO(x,y) 
for t = TO. 
(6.5) 
(6.6) 
It can be seen from the above notations that OXX and OXY represent 
u and u respectively and similarly OYX and OYY represent v and v 
x y x y 
respectively. 
The package can also be used to handle up to nine simultaneous 
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equations per set of equations where the maximum number of sets permitted 
is five. It is recommended when solving a large number of simultaneous 
equations to divide them into sets of low coupling, i.e. such that the 
unknowns in each set are not highly dependent on the unknowns outside 
that set. Consequently, storage requirements and computational time 
may be considerably reduced. 
The strategy followed by the package is to solve the different sets 
alternatively substituting the latest calculated values for the unknowns 
corresponding to the other sets. In this sense, extra iterations and 
smaller time step size will be required. 
5.4.3 Data Input 
The data input for solving a boundary value problem is described 
below. Much of this material is taken directly from the IMSL TWODEPEP 
program manual. 
The first line contains three integers - NEQ, NTF, NDIM in free 
format (at least one blank between numbers), where: 
NEQ = number of simultaneous PDE's being solved (see Section 2.1 if 
more than 2). 
NTF = number of triangles desired in the final triangulation 
NDIM = storage reserved for the Jacobian (stiffness) matrix. 
NDIM should be approximately: 
12 x ,(NTF) 3 x (NEQ) 2 x (NSYM) x (NDEG) ; if only in-core storage is 
to be used, 
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20xNTF x (NEQ)2 x NSYM x (NDEG), if out-of-core storage is to be used 
where NSYM = 1 if the problem is symmetric and NSYM = 2 otherwise, and 
NDEG = 1,5 or 16 if quadratic, cubic or quartic elements, respectively, 
are used. If NDIM is input as 1 or 2, it will default to the first or 
second formula, respectively. Each of the following lines has a 
function or variable name beginning in column 1. In columns 9-72 the 
function or variable is defined using FORTRAN syntax. All of the 
functions or variables below must be defined or defaulted. 
Except as expressly noted, the order of the lines is unimportant. 
If **** is put in columns 1-4, columns 5-72 may contain comments. 
If any function definitions are too long to fit onto a single line, 
FORTRAN functions may be called in their definition. These functions 
can be defined after all other input by writing the FORTRAN function 
subprograms following a line with ADD. in columns 1-4. All variables 
and user supplied functions with names beginning in I-N will be typed 
INTEGER. All others will be typed REAL, or DOUBLE PRECISION if a 
double precision version is used. 
The last line in the input should have END. in columns 1-4. 
The list of input data required to formulate the governing equation 
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should be as follows (the notations of Section 5.4.2 will be adopted): 
N=e Default 
OXX 0 
OXY 0 
OYX 0 
OYY 0 
Fl 0 
F2 0 
Cl 0 
C2 o 
UO o 
VO o 
Meaning 
a 
ax(OX) , ox can be written as u 
a~y(OX) 
a 
ax(OY), OY can be written as v 
a~(OY) 
a generating or source function 
• • • • • 
Coefficient of the term including 
the rate of change of OX 
Coefficient of the term including 
the rate of change of OY 
For the elliptic case UO and VO are used as initial values for Newton's 
Method. 
In the above notations, the terms OXX, OXY, OYX, OYY, Fl and F2 
are functions of x,y,u,v,u ,U IV,V and t where t is time; Cl and C2 
x y x y 
are functions of x,y,u,v and t; UO and VO are functions of x and y. 
The derivative of the functions OXX, OXY, OYX, OYY, FI and F2 with 
respect to B (where B can be anyone of the functions x,y,u,v,u ,u ,v , 
x y x 
Vy and t) may be defaulted with respect to B, unless they are nonlinear 
functions of B (i.e. A/B for example, may be defaulted provided that 
aA/aB is independent of B). 
The rest of the program parameters and the definition of the 
boundary values are given below. 
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D3EST 1 TWODEPEP tries to distribute D3EST(X,y)**(2/3)*A(j) 
evenly over the final triangulation, where A(j) is the 
area of triangle j. Normally, the user simply makes 
D3EST largest where he wants the triangulation most 
dense. The triangulation may be plotted to see if it 
is graded properly. D3EST should never have a 
singularity stronger than 1/r**3. 
SHAPE 1 The triangulation refinement proceeds with the goal 
of generating triangles with an average height (delta 
y) to width (delta x) ratio of SHAPE (X,Y) , near (X,Y). 
CUBICS no If CUBICS~l or QUARTICS~l, cubic or quartic isoparametric 
QUARTICS no 
elements will be used. These are of higher order 
accuracy than the default quadratic elements. 
NX 4 The solution will be output every NOUT 
NY 4 time steps at the points of the grid. 
XA Xmin x ~ XA + i*HX i~O ••• NX 
HX (xmax-Xmin) /NX y ~ YA + jtHY j~O .•• NY 
YA Ymin 
HY (Ymax-Ymin)/NY 
NOUT 1 
Here Xmin=minimum value of x in R, etc~ 
If output is desired at an arbitrary sequence of points 
(XA(M), YA(M», M~l, ••. ,(NX+l)*(NY+l), then HX~HY~O and 
XA and YA are defined as functions of M. 
NUPDT 1 Number of time steps (iterations) between updates of the 
Jacobian matrix. A large saving in execution time is 
possible if the matrix need not be updated often. 
MWR 6 
UPRINT U 
VPRINT v 
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For elliptic problems, NUPDT should normally be defaulted. 
For eigenva1ue problems, it should be set to zero, so the 
Jacobian will never be updated after the first step. For 
parabolic problems, NUPDT should generally be set to any 
number other than 0 or 1, in which case the program will 
adaptive1y determine how often to update. 
Output logical unit number. 
If one or more of the output variables U,V,OXX,OXY,OYX, 
OXXPRINT OXX OYY is to be modified before printing, the value actually 
OYXPRINT OYX printed may be defined in terms of X,Y,T,U,V,OXX,OXY,OYX, 
OYXPRINT OYX OYY. 
OYYPRINT OYY 
TO 
TF 
DT 
1 ALPHA=1.0 if the problem is elliptic or if the implicit 
method is used to solve a parabolic problem. (ALPHA may 
be =2 for a highly non1inear elliptic problem). 
ALPHA=0.5 if the Crank-Nico1son method is used to solve 
a parabolic problem. The Crank-Nico1son method has 
higher accuracy, but can lead to oscillation in a few 
problems. 
o Initial time value 
1 Final time value 
1 Average time step size. 
For an elliptic problem, TO and DT should be defaulted 
with TF=number of iterations desired; the iteration will 
stop if convergence occurs early. If the elliptic problem 
is linear, only one iteration is needed, regardless of the 
initial values. 
PLOT If PLOT=l printer plots of the initial triangulation 
(for input checking) and of the centers and vertices 
of the triangles in the final triangulation will be 
generated. 
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INTEGRAL 0 A function of X,Y,U,V,UX,uY,VX,VY and T whose integral 
NORMAL 
DTINV 
IFILE 
(over R) is to be calculated and output each NOUT steps. 
no (For eigenvalue problems) If NORMAL=l, the eigenfunction 
is normalized each iteration to have largest component of 
unit magnitude. 
1 DTINV(T) is a positive function which controls the time 
step variation (average time step size=DT). At time T, 
the step size will be proportional to l/DTINV(T). The 
integral of DTINV from TO to TF must be finite. 
° If IFILE.GT.O a Richardson extrapolation is done to give 
higher order accuracy for the time discretization (for a 
parabolic problem). It is assumed that a previous run of 
TWODEPEP has been made which differs from the current run 
only in that DT was exactly half as big as in the current 
run, and that the solution of that problem is stored on a 
file with logical unit IFlLE. An estimate of the time 
discretization error is given if lFlLE.GT.O. The space 
discretization error can be estimated for elliptic or 
parabolic problems by making two runs with different 
order elements, on the same triangulation, and noting the 
change in the solution. The maximum change over the output 
points will be calculated and output automatically if the 
second run is made with lFlLE.LT.O, while the first run is 
stored on a file with logical unit lABS (lFlLE) • 
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**** 
**** BOUNDARY FUNCTIONS 
**** 
**** For each boundary arc (except those on which all boundary 
functions are defaulted) there is a line with ARC: in columns 1-4 
immediately followed (within the next 12 columns) by the arc 
number. Immediately following this line the appropriate boundary 
functions (X,Y,FB1,FB2,GB1, GB1/U, GB1/V, GB2, GB2/U, GB2/V) for 
that arc are defined. On any arc the functions FB1, GB1, ••• etc. 
may be described as functions of X and Y. On curved arcs they 
X 
Y 
may alternatively be described as functions of the arc parameter S. 
line X:X(S) 
line Y=Y(S) 
(O.LE.S.LE.1) parametric equations of arc 
number I, defined for curved arcs only. 
FB1 0 FB1(S,X,Y,T) on arc number I (I negative) 
FB2 0 FB2(S,X,y,T) on arc number I (I negative) 
GB1 0 GB1(S,X,y,U,V,T) on arc number I (I positive) 
GB2 0 GB2(S,X,y,U,V,T) on arc number I (I positive) 
**** The derivatives of the boundary functions may be defaulted in 
the same manner of the terms of the governing equation, as shown 
above. 
**** INITIAL TRIANGULATION ARRAYS 
**** 
**** The arrays VXY, IABC,I defining the initial triangulation are 
defined by free format lists (at least one comma or blank 
separating entries). If more than one line is needed, the list 
can be continued on the immediately following lines if the array 
name is repeated on the continuation lines. 
**** 
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* VXY Vx(l) ,Vy(l), Vx(2), Vy(2) , •.• Vx(NV) , Vy(NV) where Vx(i) , 
Vy(i) are the coordinates of vertex number i. The vertices 
may be listed in any order, but that order will define the 
vertex numbers referred to in IABC. 
'IABC IA(l) ,IB(l) ,IC(l) , ••• ,IA(NT) ,IB(NT) ,IC(NT) where IA(k), 
IB(k) ,IC(k) are the numbers (as listed in VXY) of the 
vertices A,B,C of triangle k. A,B,C must be ordered counter-
clockwise and such that C is not on the boundary. 
I - I(l),I(2),I(3) ••. I(NT) 
where I(k) is the identifying integer of the boundary arc 
cut off by the base, AB, of triangle k. I(k)=O if none. 
**** 
**** If the region R is a rectangle, bounded by only four boundary 
**** arcs X=Xl, X=X2, Y=Yl, y=y2, then the initial triangulation may 
**** alternatively be specified by superimposing a rectangular grid 
**** on R. Four equal area triangles will be generated in each grid 
**** square. The arrays XGRID, YGRID, IX,IY defining the grid are 
**** also defined by free format lists and may also be continued onto 
**** following lines. 
**** 
**** 
**** 
**** 
XGRID - XGRID(l) ,XGRID(2), •.• XGRID(NT) 
where XGRID(i) is the x coordinate of vertical grid line 
number i. XGRID(l)=Xl and XGRID (NT) =X2. 
YGRID - YGRID(l) ,YGRID(2), ••• YGRID(NV) 
* The parameters with the sign (-) in the defauZt aoZumn shouZd be 
defined, beaause they are veryessentiaZ in the mesh generation and 
refinement proaesses. 
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where YGRID(i) is the y coordinate of horizontal grid line 
number i. YGRID(l)=Yl and YGRID(NV)=Y2. 
IX IX(l) ,IX(2) 
where IX(l), Ix(2) are the identifying integers of the 
boundary arcs X=Xl, X=x2 respectively. 
IY IY(l) ,IY(2) 
where IY(l) ,IY(2) are the identifying integers of the 
boundary arcs Y=Yl, Y=Y2 respectively. 
**** 
**** SYMMETRY 
**** 
SYMMETRY no SYMMETRY=l if the following two matrices are symmetric 
at every point: 
-Fl/U -Fl/UX -Fl/UY -F l/v -Fl/VX -Fl/VY 
OXX/U OXx/UX OXX/UY OXX/V OXX/VX OXX/VY 
OXY/U OXY/UX OXY/UY OXY/V OXY/VX OXY/VY 
-F2/U 
-F2/UX -F2/UY -F2/V -F2/Vx -F2/VY 
OYX/U OYX/UX OYX/UZ OYX/V OYX/VX OYX/VY 
OYY/U OYY/UX OYY/UY OYY!<J OYY/VX OYY/VY 
and GBl/U GBl/V 
GB2/U GB2/V 
If the problem is symmetric, the elements above the 
diagonal in these two matrices need not be defined, and 
the storage required for the Jacobian (stiffness) matrix 
will be cut in half. A warning message should be issued 
if symmetry is set to 1 When the problem is nonsymmetric. 
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5.4.4 The Mechanism of the Package 
TWODEPEP possesses a preprocessor which allows the F.E.M. user 
to supply the problem description in a greatly simplified form without 
any advanced experience of formulating the problem of interest in the 
FORTRAN language. 
The user can write an input data of the initial triangulation with 
only a minimum number of triangles which is enough to define the domain 
in which the problem in question is described. The user can also guide 
the refinement procedure by supplying the function D3EST(x,y) which 
should be largest where the final triangulation is to be most dense. 
Each time a triangle is refined, it is divided by a line from the 
midpoints of its longest side to the opposite vertex. If this side 
is not on the boundary, the triangle which shares that side should also 
be divided to avoid non conforming elements and discontinuous inter-
polation functions. 
The initial triangulation of the domain, in which the problem of 
interest is described has the following properties: 
i. Each point where two of the boundary arcs meet is included as a 
vertex in the triangulation. 
ii. No vertex of any triangle touches another in a point which is 
no~ a vertex of the second triangle, i.e. the triangulation is 
conforming. 
iii. NO triangle may have all three vertices on the boundary. 
The finite element automatically used unless otherwise specified 
is the standard six node isoparametric triangular element with quadratic 
interpolation functions, two sides being straight lines and the third 
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being a curve when adjacent to a curved boundary. For higher accuracy, 
cubic or quartic isoparametric elements can also be used. 
The core of the program is designed to solve elliptic problems. 
Thus, parabolic and hyperbolic (time dependent) problems are considered 
as extensions of the elliptic problems simply by taking the extra (time 
dependent) terms into account. For .such cases, the implicit or Crank-
Nicolson scheme may be used to discretize the time dimension. 
Optionally, a Richardson extrapolation may be performed to double the 
order of convergence of the time discretization. 
In all the above mentioned cases, the algebraic equations are 
solved by Newton's (or damped Newton's) method. The linear system 
which must be solved to implement an iteration of Newton's method is 
solved directly by Gaussian elimination. The Cuthill-McKee (or the 
Reverse Cuthill-McKee) node numbering scheme and a special bandwidth 
reduction algorithm are used to number the nodes and render the 
resulting linear system to be of a banded structure with the bandwidth 
being very close to the minimum possible bandwidth. 
This system (if linear) is then solved using the block Gaussian 
elimination, without row interchanges since pivoting is unnecessary 
When the matrix is positive definite. 
Further, advantage is taken of the property of symmetry (if 
present) in the elimination process. 
An important feature to attain storage reduction is the use of 
the frontal method which is an extremely efficient strategy for 
organizing out of core storage. If the master matrix is too large to 
keep in core, the frontal method is used to overcome this difficulty. 
The Jacobian matrix need be updated only as often as desired so 
• 
that, for example, the matrix inverted at each time-step for a 
diffusion problem with time-independent diffusion coefficient needs 
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to be assembled and factored only once, with the Choleski factorization 
completed at the first step and used on all the following steps. 
The eigenvalue problem can also be obtained by adding the term 
APU to the left hand side of the governing P.D.E. (where A is the 
eigenvalue to be determined and P is a function of the spatial 
variables of the problem under consideration, (i.e. x and y for two 
dimensional cases) and may take a value of unity for some special 
cases (e.g. Helmholtz equation). 
The boundary conditions for the problem under consideration are 
described as follows: 
The boundary of the domain of interest R is divided into distinct 
arcs, each of which is smooth with smooth boundary conditions. Thus, 
at every corner or point where the boundary conditions have a 
discontinuity or change of type, a new boundary arc must begin. Each 
arc is given a distinct identifying integer, I, where I is arbitrary 
except that it must be positive if the arc belongs to ORl (i.e. these 
are free boundary conditions with GBl and GB2 given along the arc) 
and negative if it belongs to ORl (i.e. these are fixed boundary 
conditions with FBI and FB2 along the arc). Each curved arc is 
described by a parameter s, varying from 0 to 1. 
TDPA: 
* 
The TWODEPEP library comprises the subroutines: 
which assigns default values, checks input parameters for 
consistency, writes boundary data for TWOPLOT* and refines 
the mesh using the user supplied function (D3EST). 
TWOPLOT is the graphiaa~ program (postproaessorJ assoaiated with TWODEPEP. 
TDPB: 
TDPC: 
TDPD: 
TDPE: 
TDPF: 
TDPG: 
TDPH: 
TDPI: 
TDPJ: 
TDPK: 
TDPL: 
TDPM: 
TDPN: 
TDPO: 
TDPP: 
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assembles and performs elimination on the Jacobian matrix for 
Newton's method. 
renumbers the free nodes, starting from a corner, to decrease 
the Jacobian matrix bandwidth. 
calculates the parameters associated with the final triangulation. 
splits triangle Kl and also K2 if necessary to preserve 
conforming elements. 
calculates some parameters associated with the initial 
triangulation. 
evaluates the functions at the nodal points. 
plots the initial triangulation and the vertices and centers 
of the triangles in the final triangulation. 
stores several rows of the Jacobian matrix and writes them 
together, or reads several lines together, to decrease the 
input/output counts and thus the computational cost. 
spot checks for non symmetry and incorrect user-supplied 
partial derivatives. 
calculates the inverse of the matrix A. 
copies a vector or sets the values of its entries to zero. 
updates the matrix A. 
calculates the values and derivatives of the interpolation 
functions and isoparametric mapping functions. 
calculates the next step size based on the user-supplied 
function DTINV. 
calculates the integral of the function DTINV from TN or TNPl 
even if this function possesses a singularity at TN or TNP1. 
TDREAD: reads data stored by TWODEPEP on a previous problem, TDREAD 
is called only by the user and thus need not be loaded unless 
referenced in the input data set. 
An interactive version of TWODEPEP is also available so that it 
serves to guide the user in the construction of the input data set 
interactively. This program is called 'INTERTWO'. Each question asked 
by INTERTWO has a short and a long form which gives more detailed 
information. In this sense, this interactive program is intended to 
be completely self-documenting. However, it may occasionally be 
necessary to consult the TWODEPEP user's manual. 
5.4.5 Pre- and Post-Processors 
In general, the following statement can reasonably be made for 
typical computer packages: 
The computational effort (counts of computations, computer time, 
cost, etc.) is divided into three tasks, each of which shares almost 
one third. These tasks are: 
i. problem definition and input specification 
ii. solution of the problem 
iii. presentation of the results in different manners (tables, 
graphs, diagrams, etc.) 
Without a doubt, the finite element user will find it very 
difficult to formulate the problem of interest in a computer program 
which deals with the three tasks. Thus, the idea of pre- and post-
processors has arisen in order to minimize the computational effort 
required from the user. 
Generally speaking, the job of a preprocessor can be summarized 
by the following: 
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i. Reads a standard file to determine the characteristics of the 
computer system (problem solving modules) ; 
ii. Reads the user supplied input program to determine the 
characteristics of the problem of interest; 
iii. Generates the control program Which actually solves the 
problem. 
When the preprocessor is implemented it can achieve the following 
purposes, viz: 
i. The reduction of the input program supplied by the user; 
ii. The guarantee of reliability of the input data; 
iii. The reduction of the total time of computation. 
Hence such an implementation of a preprocessor, along with a 
postprocessor, reflects many merits on the computer package under 
consideration so that it becomes: 
i. general purpose program, 
ii. small, 
iii. easy to use, 
iv. requires inexpensive computation, 
v. fast, 
vi. efficient in storage handling. 
Thus, the term 'user-friendZy' has been introduced to describe 
such a preprocessor. 
In fact, these merits all exist in TWODEPEP Which has a FORTRAN 
preprocessor program that reads the user input describing the problem 
in a.format designed to minimize the user effort, and then produces 
some problem-dependent modules which must be compiled and executed 
with the problem-independent modules. The simplicity of the input 
format is illustrated in Appendix C, where examples of the programs 
used in this thesis are listed. 
The preprocessor allows the finite element user to specify the 
problem under consideration in a simple, legible format and thus 
eliminates almost all programming complexity. 
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The idea of establishing an ideal preprocessor has been considered 
by the software developers and is based on attempting to provide a 
preprocessor that allows the user to generate the necessary information 
with the least possible effort for as general an application as possible. 
A highly portable graphical output package (postprocessor) is also 
available to postprocess the TWODEPEP results. 
5.4.6 Limitation of the Package 
In fact, it is impossible to write a general purpose program 
that is efficiently used for solving all types of boundary value 
problems. Although, the TWODEPEP program is categorised amongst .the 
most powerful, concise and general purpose packages, it possesses some 
limitations that need to be considered in future research. The main 
limitations are: 
i. The solution of problems governed by equations' other than 
differential (ordinary or partial) equations, i.e. the models 
given in terms of integral equations or other formulations 
cannot be solved by TWODEPEP easily. 
, 
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ii. The solution of field problems other than those where the 
domain of interest is continuous so that it is adequate to 
describe the mathematical model consisting of the governing 
differential equations(s) and the associated boundary conditions. 
iii. The solution of no more than two dimensional boundary value 
problems. 
iv. The solution of problems with boundary conditions other than 
those which are functions of at most x,y,u,v and t,i.e. the 
package cannot handle problems with boundary conditions which 
are functions of U III ,V or v I the derivatives of u and v 
x y x Y 
with respect to x and y. An example is the Philips problem 
[Aitchison and Berz, 1981] which is given below. 
Consider the behaviour of diodes described in the region 
R={(x,y): O~x~A, O~y~B} and governed by the equations, 
a2 c a2 c 
--+--=c 
ax
2 
a/ 
(5.7) 
.l....(! au) + .l....(! au) = 0 
ax c ax ay c ay , (5.8) 
where c and u are the carrier density and the stream function 
respectively. The boundary conditions are: 
aa b au 
= , on x=o , 
ax (l+b) ay (5.9) 
au (l+b) ~~ on x=o -= , , ax (5.10) 
ac -1 au 
on x=A = , 
ax (l+b) ay (5.11) 
au -(l+b) ac 
= on x=A , 
ax b ay (5.12) 
ac 0 y=O = on 
ay (5.13) 
u = 0 on y=O (5.14) 
ac 
= -sc 
ay , on y=B (5.15) 
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u = -1 , on y=B (5.16) 
where sand b are positive constants. 
It is clear that the boundary values given in equations (5.9)-(5.12) 
are functions of c and u y y Thus, this problem cannot be solved using 
TWODEPEP. 
v. The solution of problems associated with boundary conditions all 
of one distinct type on the same boundary segment, i.e. the 
package does not allow mixed boundary conditions on the same arc. 
However, one can overcome this difficulty by converting all 
Dirichlet into Neumann boundary conditions by a mathematical 
manipulation mentioned in Section 4. C.1 and simply stated as follows: 
The Dirichlet boundary condition u=FBl can be converted to the 
Neumann boundary condition 
dU GBl = an = -BETA*(u-FB1) , 
where BETA is a very large number (1.OE20, say). 
(5.17) 
vi. The solution of elliptic and parabolic problems can be efficiently 
obtained using TWODEPEP while those of hyperbolic problems cannot 
be expected to possess the same accuracy. Although not ideally 
designed for hyperbolic problems, the package can solve simple 
problems of this type. It is customary here to say that such 
problems may be very badly behaved and even discontinuous if the 
initial or boundary conditions are not smooth. 
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CHAPTER 6 
THE FINITE ELEMENT SOLUTION OF ELLIPTIC PROBLEMS 
285 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
We recall that elliptic partial differential equations usually 
arise from equilibrium or steady-state problems and their solutions. 
Thus, elliptic problems generally constitute a governing equation{s) 
of the form of either a special case or an extension of the Poisson's 
equation. For example, this equation describes the slow motion of 
incompressible viscous flow, the Saint Venant theory of torsion and 
magnetism. A special case of this equation is the Laplace's equation 
Which usually arises in the steady flow of heat or electricity in 
homogeneous conductors and potential problems. 
The nature of the elliptic problems leads to the feature that 
the domain of solution should always be a closed region (R, say) 
bounded by the boundary r. 
In this chapter, some typical and advanced problems are considered 
to exhibit the F.E.M. solution of the elliptic type of problems. 
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6.2 ARTIFICIAL TEST PROBLEM 
In this section an elliptic problem has been set so that its 
'" , exact solution is known a priori and representsua good model which 
can be used to test the performance of the F.E.M. In what follows, 
the test problem will be solved in the unit square R. 
Problem 1 
Consider the nonhomogeneous elliptic equation 
2 
_1_(.L1! 
100 ax2 
2 +~) 
al - u = g, in the unit square R (6.1) 
where g is a function of x and y and which is obtained by applying 
a2 a2 
the operator (--- + --- -1) to the exact solution given by 
ax
2 al 
2 
= ;[l tan-12a~(x - l) - l sin 1- + ~2] + 1 
u ~ 2 4 4 (6.2) 
which has a steep transition layer along the line x=; and the problem 
is constructed so as to be nearly singular in the x direction but 
relatively smooth in the y direction. The solution is normalized so 
that 
1<u<2. (6.3) 
The boundary conditions are obtained by evaluating u on the boundaries 
of the domain R and the parameter a is an arbitrary constant. 
Comparative results between the F.E.M. and the exact solutions at 
selected positions in R are given in Table (6.1) for different values 
of a. 
Position F.E.M. Exact 
(l = 1.0 
(0.0,0.0) 1.5639 1.15490 
(2.0,2.0) 1.15967 1.16425 
(5.0,5.0) 117422 1.17332 
(8.0,8.0) 118821 1.18279 
(1.0,1.0) 119052 1.19200 
(l = 0.75 
(0.5,0.2) 1. 7426 1. 7488 
(1.0,0.3) 1.9333 1.94Sl1 
(0.5,0.6) 1.7301 1. 7388 
(1.0,0.6) 1.9249. 1.9397 
(0.5,0.8) 1. 7241 1.7301 
TABLE 6.1: Comparison between the F.E.M. and exact solutions 
of Problem 1 at selected positions and values of 
the parameter (l. 
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6.3 VISCOUS FLOW IN A CHANNEL 
This simple problem has been chosen as an example that appraises 
the discretization carried out by the F.E.M. and a comparison of the 
F.E.M. with other known solutions, viz. the exact solution on the 
numerical solutions. 
The two dimensional steady flow of a viscous fluid in a square 
channel which is governed by the momentum equation in u (u ,u ,u ), 
x y z 
u au + u au + u au + ! ~ = v{ 
xax yay zaz p az 
2 2 
a u +~} 
2 2 
ay az 
(6.4) 
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Far from the exit or entrance, the flow does not vary in the direction 
of z and u and v are zero. Thus, we have, 
1 ap 
--= ~ az 
2 +~ 2 
ay 
(6.5) 
ap For such a flow a; is a constant. With an appropriate nondimensional-
ization, equation (6.5) becomes, 
(6.6) 
which is the Poisson equation for u. 
Problem 2 
Consider the nondimensional Poisson equation governing a viscous 
flow ina channel (see Figure 6.1) , 
a
2
w 
2 
+ ~ + 1 = 0 (6.7) 2 
a/ 
, 
ax 
w=O 0t:l x=±l, y=±l (6.8) 
u=o 
x=-l 
u=o 
y=l 
u=o 
y=-l 
FIGURE 6.1: Viscous flow in a channel 
u=o 
x=l 
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The square channel is initially discretized into four triangular 
elements as shown in Figure (6.2). 
(-1,1~)~ _________ -~3 ________ ~1,1) 
4 3 
III 
-4 IV 11 -2 
I 
1~ __________________ ~2 
(-1,-1) -1 (1,-1) 
FIGURE 6.2: Triangulation of the square channel 
The above initial triangulation is used to generate a finite 
element mesh of 200 triangular isoparametric elements in the final 
triangulation. 
The initial and final triangulations are shown in Figure (6.3) 
and (6.4) respectively. 
This model problem has been solved by Finlayson (1969) and 
Fletcher (1984) using the method of weighted residuals. The former 
has used a trial function of the form, 
u 
a 
where the a,'s are constant coefficients, whilst the latter has 
J 
(6.9) 
employed a trial function based on trigonometric functions, namely, 
where, 
u 
a 
= 
N N 
I I 
i=1,3,5, .•• j=1,3,5, •.• 
= (~)2 
2 
11 
(-1) (i+j) /2 -1 
ij(i2+/) 
(6.10) 
(6.11) 
The exact solution for the center line velocity (uC ) and the non-.L. 
dimensional flow rate (Q) have been given by Dryen (1956). 
The flow rate is related to the function u by the relation, 
a 
Q f
l (1 
= J ua (x,y) dxdy (6.12) 
-1 -1 
The comparison of the F.E.M. solutions with those obtained by using 
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equations (6.9), (6.10) and the exact solution is shown in Table (6.2). 
~ Method u C.L. error Q I error I 
Equation (6.9) 0.2927 0.0017 0.5607 0.0016 
Equation (6 .10) 0.2944 0.0003 0.5621 0.0002 
Exact 0.2947 - 0.5623 -
F.E.M. 0.2947 0.0 0.5622 0.0001 
TABLE 6.2: Comparison of the F.E.M. with exact and other numerical 
solutions 
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6.4 THE SAINT-VENANT TORSION PROBLEM 
The torsion of a prismatic beam by a torque M
t 
applied at the 
end of the beam was first studied by Barr~ De Saint-Venant and is 
(6.13) 
where G is the shear modulus and 8 is the rate of twist. The problem 
variable is the function u, such that 
au (6.14 ) T =-
xy ay 
and 
au 
T = , (6.15) yz ax 
where T is the shear stress. Considering a homogeneous material, a 
new dependent variable may be introduced as, 
u 
v = G8 
by which equation (6.13) may be transformed to, 
2 , 
where 8 is the rate of twist. 
(6.16) 
(6.17) 
The variable u and consequently v are usually ta~en to be zero 
on the boundary for convenience. The torsional rigidity J may be 
computed from the integral relation, 
Mt = JG8 = 2II udxdy 
R 
(6.18) 
where Mt is the magnitude of the torque applied and R is the domain 
in which both u and v are prescribed, that is, 
J = 2 II v dxdy • 
R 
The stress function u can be obtained analytically using 
various methods. One of these methods is the simple and direct 
(6.19) 
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solution carried out by Abbasi (1956) by using TChebycheff polynomials 
for prismatic beams with cross sections of various shapes (e.g. 
circular, elliptic, equilateral triangular and cardioial cross sections). 
Problem 3 
As an illustration, for the F.E.M. solution of this problem, the 
torsion of a prismatic beam of elliptic cross section is considered 
where the ellipse is defined by the equation, 
2 2 
~+L= 1 
ab' 
where a and b are the major and minor axes respectively. 
For this example we take a=2 and b=l. 
(6.20) 
The exact solution for the stress function u can be written in a 
general form in terms of a,b,G and B as follows [Abbassi, 1956], 
2 2 
u = -GB x y (a2 + b2 -1) (6.21) 
For simplicity, both the parameters G and B were given a value of 
unity. Thus, this solution becomes, 
2 2 
u = -0.8 (O.25x + y -1) (6.22) 
and thus the exact solution for the torsional rigidity J can be 
evaluated using equation (6.18) and is found to be 5.026. 
This problem has been solved by Brebbia and Ferrante (1978) using 
linear finite elements and Brebbia and Walker (1980) using linear 
boundary elements. 
Quadratic isoparametric elements were used in the F.E.M. solution 
and a comparison of the solution with the two former techniqes is 
presented in Table (6.3). In this table the three methods are referred 
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to as follows: 
linear B.E. (Brebbia and Walker, 1980): Method I 
linear F.E. (Brebbia and Ferrante, 0978): Method II 
quadratic F.E. (this thesis) Method III 
The elliptical beam is shown in Figure (6.5) • 
.................................. 
.......... . ....... . 
...... . ...... 
~ , / , 
..... YL .... f \ 
\ x' r \ J 
... , / ... 
, ~ b 
.... ..," 1 ........ .. ..... 
................... _ ................... . 
a 
'1 
FIGURE 6.5 
The initial and final triangulations are shown in Figures (6.6) 
and (6.7) respectively and the stress fields are shown in Figure (6.8). 
~ Comparison I 11 III 
Elements linear boundary elements with 16 3 node linear triangles 6 node quadratic triangles 
nodes and a series of 17 internal 
nodes coinciding with those of 
Method 11 
Boundary 16 linear boundary segments 16 linear straight line One curve of elliptic shape 
segments 
Mesh 16 boundary elements with 33 48 elements with 33 nodes 48 elements with 33 nodes 
nodes 
Rigidity* 4.487 (error = 0.539) 4.560 (error = 0.466) 5.0255 (error = 0.0005) 
** Stress function : 
x y u lerrorl u lerrorl u lerrorl 
-1.2 -.35 0.401 0.013 0.3925 0.0215 0.41435 0.00035 
-0.6 -.45 0.557 0.009 0.5615 0.0045 0.56594 0.00006 
0.0 -.45 0.629 0.009 0.6650 0.027 0.63818 0.00018 
0.0 0.0 0.791 0.009 0.7927 0.0073 0.80004 0.00004 
TABLE 6.3: The comparison between methods I,ll and III mentioned on previous page 
* Exact vaZue is 5.026 
** Exact vaZues are respectiveZy: 0.414, 0.566, 0.638 and 0.800. 
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6.5 NON-NEWTONIAN FLOWS THROUGH RECTANGULAR DUCTS 
6.5.1 Introduction 
In this section the finite element method using quadratic, cubic 
and quartic elements is used to solve the steady laminar flow of a 
non-Newtonian fluid through rectangular ducts. Different iterative 
approaches are investigated to solve the large system of non-linear 
equations resulting from the discretisation of the quasi-linear partial 
differential equation. 
The performance of the F.E.M. incorporating the method of variation 
of parameters (Davidenko path procedure) is compared with the F.D.M. 
in terms of speed, accuracy and the capability of handling the very 
pronounced nonlinearity. From the convergent solutions obtained, 
some flow parameters are investigated. The results presented possess 
good agreement with other published work. 
In this section we propose to solve a quasi-linear elliptic 
equation of the type, 
~(~) + ~(~) - Du - F = 0, in R 
ax ax ay ay (6.23) 
u = G , on r (6.24) 
au au 
where B and C may be functions of x,y,u'ax'ay and D,F and G are 
functions of the independent variables x,y which are defined in a 
given region R. The values of u are prescribed on the boundary r of R. 
Attention will be given to the nonlinear case when, 
B = C = [(au) 2 + tau) 2] (n-l) /2 O<n<l 
ax ay " , (6.25) 
D = 0 , (6.26) 
F = constant F 0 , (6.27) 
G = 0 , (6.28) 
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where n is a non-Newtonian parameter, often known as a "power-law-
parameter" and R is the unit square. This case represents the laminar 
steady flow of a non-Newtonian fluid in a square duct. For values of 
n in the range 0.1~n~0.5, which is the range of physical interest, 
the non-linearity is very pronounced indeed [Cryer, 1967). 
The above problem was solved by Young and Wheeler (1964) in the 
range 0.5~n~1.O applying the Peaceman-Rachford (1955) method which is 
one of a class of methods known· as "alternating direction implicit (ADI) 
methods". They observed divergence in some cases for n;0.5 when a few 
ADI parameters were used [Cryer, 1967). Also, Winslow (1967) described 
a finite difference method using a non-uniform triangular mesh to 
solve equations (6.23)-(6.24) in which he solved the finite difference 
equations by the successive overrelaxation (SOR) method. Schechter 
(1961) considered the flow of a power law fluid in a square duct with 
a variational principle which he applied to the flow using the method 
of Ritz-Galerkin to determine velocity profiles. 
References to other related work are given in Ames (1965) and 
Cryer (1967). 
Since some extensive formulation is going to be presented in 
section 6.5, a list of notations employed is given below: 
Notation 
a 
b 
A 
E 
f 
g 
width of the duct 
height of the duct 
cross sectional area of the duct 
aspect ratio of the duct (alb) 
friction factor 
residual error vector 
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K melt consistency 
n power-law index (non-Newtonian parameter) 
QD dimensionless volumetric flow rate 
roo error estimate 
R region in which problem is prescribed 
R Reynolds number 
e 
T shear stress 
u dimensionless flow velocity 
U
o 
initial guess of u 
u average dimensionless velocity 
w dimensionless non-Newtonian viscosity 
ex damping parameter 
y shear rate 
r boundary of R 
e: tolerance (epsilon) 
6.5.2 Statment of the Problem 
The problem is to determine the steady laminar flow of a non-Newtonian 
fluid in a unit square duct which is governed by the following equations 
which can be written in a dimensionless formulation as follows, 
a au a au f .Re 
-(w-) + -(~) + -- = 0 , 
ax ax ay ay 2 (6.29) 
(6.30) 
and, 
f~f~U(X'Y)dXdY = 1 , (6.31) 
with u(x,y) = 0 on the boundary r of the unit square, 
(6.32) 
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Here u is the dimensionless velocity, w is the dimensionless viscosity 
given by the "power law" equation (6.30) with the "non-Newtonian 
parameter" O<n~ 1, f is a friction factor and R is the Reynolds number. 
e 
The ultimate objective is to find f.R such that the equation (6.29)-
e 
(6.32) holds. Young and Wheeler (1964) show mathematically it is 
sufficient, however, to solve equation (6.29), with 
(f.R /2) = 1 • 
e 
(6.33) 
For n=l, the fluid turns out to be Newtonian, and equations (6.29)-
(6.30) along with equation (6.33) become, 
1 = 0 , (6.34) 
which is the linear Poisson equation. 
The non-Newtonian parameter n varies according to the fluid 
properties and the geometry of the region. 
The evaluation of the velocity profiles in this problem· can be 
used to solve for a pressure drop associated with the flow and the 
product of friction factor and Reynolds number for a given value of n, 
as well as many quantities of interest relevant to the considered 
problem. Moreover, in that section, the average dimensionless velocity 
is used to normalize the formulation of the problem such that equations 
(6.29)-(6.32) hold. 
The calculation of the product of Reynolds number and friction 
factor is done using a formula given by the analysis of Wheeler (1963) 
and Young and Wheeler (1964), namely, 
LR 
e 
= 2["!"Jn , QD 
where QD is the dimensionless volumetric 
I, f'· Q = udxdy • D 00 
(6.35 ) 
flow rate and is defined by, 
(6.36) 
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This problem can be generalized for flows through rectangular ducts 
(Fig. 6.9) 
with aspect ratio, 
E = a/b , 
, a 
--
y , 1 . , b 
1 1. ___ 
- ----, 
z 
FIGURE 6.9 : Flow in a rectangular duct 
where equation (6.31), (6.32) and (6.35) are rewritten in the 
generalized forms (6.39),(6.40) and (6.41) respectively, 
b a 
Qo = JoJ~(X'Y)dXdY = 1 , 
(6.37) 
(6.38) 
(6.39) 
u(X,y) = 0 on the boundary r of a rectangle, O~x~a, O~y~b, 
and f.R 
e 
= 2 [~ln Q ' o 
where A is the cross-sectional area of the rectangular duct. 
[Schecter J 
(6.40) 
(6.41) 
It can be shown- 1961) that the flow governed by equation (6.29) 
behaves very much like the linear case described by equation (6.34). 
Many investigators (e. g. Schechter, 1961 and Aray and Toyoda, 1970) have 
presented a typical velocity profile in a rectangular duct by which 
velocity profiles calculated in this paper can be anticipated. 
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Another way to anticipate velocity profiles is to utilize the 
similarity between velocity profiles of laminar flow through rectangular, 
or in particular square ducts and those through circular pipes which 
are well known from the text books in fluid mechanics and rheology. 
Alberton et al (1960) mentioned that pipes having a non-circular cross 
section but a simple geometric shape, such as a rectangle, trapezoid, 
or an ellipse can be solved in a manner not markedly different from 
circular pipes. Duncan, et al (1970) showed that for some laminar flow 
formulation in pipes the flow velocity is a factor of an empirical 
parameter. They have calculated values of this parameter to be 
0.0245437 for circular pipes and 0.03516 for a square cross-sectional 
pipe. 
6.5.3 Physical Background 
Polmyer processes have often been solved by largely trial-and-
error methods [Fenner, 1979]. However the current motivation is to 
make clear'how such a process functions and to be able to make reliable 
quantitative predictions of the flow. Another strategy that has been 
used is the use of only very simple models of processes and material 
behaviour, such as assuming the melt viscosity to be constant. However, 
viscosity plays a major role in polymer processes analysis and in 
recent years, more sophisticated modelS have been introduced to represent 
the behaviour of existing flows and to predict the behaviour of non-
existent flows whenever they fit such models. An example of these 
models is the dimension less formulation of the laminar non-Newtonian 
flow in rectangular cross section channels which is considered in this 
paper. This formulation is capable of representing a wide variety of 
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molten polymer flows, as it allows the behaviour of flows (e.g. 
velocity profiles, melt viscosity and shear stresses, etc.) to defer 
simply by a "power-law index" which is sometimes, accordingly, called 
the "material property index". These comprise existing flows such as 
those for polyethylene and nylon, etc., and non-existenct flows for 
which the mathematical models include specific values of the power-law 
index but no corresponding realistic flows. 
It is customary in this context to highlight the physical back-
ground of the power-law formulation. Measurements of polymer melt 
viscosity showed that when melts sheared at low rates (typically less 
than 10-15-1 when plotted on a logarithmic scale) they are considered 
to behave as in a Newtonian manner, while if they sheared at higher 
3 -1 
rates, (typically over the processing range (10-10)5 ), the melts 
are of pseudo-plastic materials [Fenner, 1979). Although the typical 
flow curves of such non-Newtonian flows are nonlinear, they may be 
approximated by straight lines over a reasonably narrow range of shear 
rate. Since this is done on a logarithmic scale plot, then it leads to 
a power-law relationship between the viscosity wand shear rate y. 
Practically, it is easier to express the power law relationship in terms 
of the shear stress T and the shear rate y, that is 
n 
T = ky , (6.42) 
where k is the melt consistency and n is the power index. Since the 
viscosity is basically defined as, 
T 
w=-y (6.43) 
equation (6.43) along with equation (6.42) leads to the relation, 
n-l 
w = ky (6.44 ) 
The non-Newtonian parameter n is determined by purely empirical results 
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obtained from curve-fitting experimental data over a particular range 
of shear rate. Typical values of n for some common thermoplastics 
are: polyvinyl chloride 0.2-0.5, polyethylene 0.3-0.6, polyproplylene 
0.3-0.4 and nylon 0.6-0.9 [Fenner, 19791. 
6.5.4 Iterative Techniques 
For some nonlinear elliptic problems, the convergence of Newton's 
method is strongly dependent on the choice of the initial guess solution. 
The following is a list of different initial guesses to be introduced 
to Newton's method to obtain convergence: 
I. Zero initial guess. This is achieved by defaulting the initial 
condition to be zero at all points of the x,y grid. 
11. Solution of the nonlinear elliptic equation when it is 
extrapolated to the linear case. This can be done by letting 
n be 1.0, so that equation (6.29) becomes (6.34) and allow the 
iteration to be repeated for a large number of times until 
convergence is achieved. 
Ill. A crude approximation of the solution which satisfies the 
boundary conditions 
uo(x,y) = sin~x sin~y , (6.45) 
is used as the starting values as suggested by the analysis 
of Schechter (1961). 
IV. A solution given by the construction of a one-parameter family 
of problems such that for n=l, the problem is easy to solve 
(e.g. linear or having a known solution), and then iterations 
are completed on progressively more difficult problems until 
the desired highly nonlinear problem is reached,[IMSL, 1983]. 
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The number of iterations in this case should be large enough 
to allow Newton's method to converge for the desired difficult 
problem. 
V. A previous solution of equation (6.29)-(6.30) obtained for a 
slightly larger value of n. That is to introduce the solution 
of equation (6.29) for nk as an initial guess to the solution 
of equation (6.29) for nk+l , where equations (6.29)-(6.30) 
have a known solution for nk and 
This search for a solution of the system (6.29)-(6.32) for 
n=nk+l using the known value of its previous solution for n=nk 
is known as a Davidenko path procedure [Davidenko, 1953]. 
VI. A solution given by extrapolation using the Newton backward 
interpolation formula, i.e., 
(6.46) 
This extrapolation procedure is accomplished using the equally 
spaced solution obtained from approach V and based on the 
assumption that the Davidenko path is of polynomial form 
within the region of interest. Equation (6.46) represents 
the collocation polynomial which takes the values ~ for 
k=O,-l, ••• ,-m. The value of m was taken to be 4 which gives 
the following difference table which is used to obtain the 
value of uS' 
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(x,y) 0 U
o 
(x'Y)l u l VUl 
(x'Y)2 2 u2 VU2 V u2 
(x,y) 3 2 3 u 3 VU3 V u 3 V u 3 
(x,y) 4 2 3 4 u4 -+ Vu -+ V u -+ V u3 -+ V u4 t 4 4 
(x,y) 5 5J 
TABLE 6.4: Extrapolation of Us using five previous solutions 
However, for some highly non-linear elliptic problems, the many 
different approaches listed above to introduce the initial guess to 
Newton's method are not adequate to cause it to converge. One of 
these is the 'considered problem in the range 0<n<0.47, for which the 
"damped Newton's method" is introduced. The idea of this method is not 
. k+l k to allow the next ~terate u =u +h to lead to an increase in the 
residual error, i.e. 1 Ig(Uk+l )1 12>1 Ig(uk ) 1 12 • In such case we look 
at the vector, 
k+l k i 
u = u + hill , for i=l ,2, ••• (6.47) 
i ~l 
where et is the damping parameter, and u is taken to be the 
first such vector for which the residual error is less than 1 Ig(uk ) 1 12 • 
Il may be taken as 2.0 [Conte and de Boor, 1980J. 
6.5.5 Test Problem 
Problem 4 
A test problem is first used to assess the accuracy and convergence 
of the method presented in the previous section. The special case of· 
equation (6.29)-(6.30) with 
f.R = 0 , 
e 
(6.48) 
is considered. It is obvious in this case that we have isolated the 
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quantity of interest namely the friction factor Reynolds number 
product from the formulation of equation (6.29)-(6.30) which becomes, 
(6.49) 
w (6.50) 
It has been mentioned earlier that it is sufficient to solve equation 
(6.29)-(6.30) with "f.R -2". 
e 
However, this test problem is used to apply the finite element 
method procedure on equation (6.49)-(6.50) which are independent of 
f.R
e 
and has an analogous formulation of equation (6.29)-(6.30). 
Comparative results will be presented later to show the efficiency 
of the method. This comparison will be based on the results given by 
Cryer (1967) who had solved equation (6.49)-(6.50) in the range 0.1~n~0.5 
by considering an iterative process, related to the method of Kosolev 
(k) (1962) for constructing a sequence of continuous functions u (x,y) , 
(k) k-0,1,2, ••• and for which estimates for the rate of convergence of u 
to the solution of u of equation (6.23) was obtained by replacing u(k) 
by finite difference approximations U(k) and finally solving for u(k) • 
Consider equation (6.49)-(6.50) in the region shown in Figure 
(6.10) subject to the boundary conditions, 
u(x,y) - 0, on DC,CB,BA (6.51) 
u(x,y) - 1, on EF (6.52) 
a a 
a;u(x,y) = ayu(x,y) - 0 on DE, AF (6.53) 
where n is the outward drawn normal. 
y 
D r-------------~E 
C 
B 
x 
A F 
FIGURE 6.10: Region in which test problem is prescribed, where 
AB=l, CD=l, DE=2, EF=3, AF=l 
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The finite element method was applied using 100 isoparametric 
triangular elements of quadratic, cubic and quartic types respectively. 
Comparative results are given in the following tables, where roo is the 
error estimate given by, 
= I lu(n+l)_u(n) 1 1 
Ilu (n) -u (n-l) 11 
(6.54) 
where 11.11 denotes the spectral norm which is the same as the Euclidian 
(n+l) 
norm for this case, and u is the solution for which the convergence 
criterion is satisfied. 
The initial and final triangulations of Figure (6.10) are shown in 
Figures (6.11) and (6.12) respectively. 
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FIGURE 6.11: Initial' Discretization of Problem 4 
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Method y x=O x=.5 x=1.0 x=1.5 x=2 
F.D.M. , h=l 0.0 - - 0.0 - 1.0 
F.D.M., h=1/2 - - 0.0 .512782 1.0 
F.D.M., h=1/4 - - 0.0 .514408 1.0 
F .D.M., h=1/8 - - 0.0 .515172 1.0 
F.D.M., h=1/16 - - 0.0 .515493 1.0 
F.E.M.,Quadratic - - 0.0 .51544 1.0 
F.E.M. ,Cubic - - 0.0 .51555 1.0 
F.E.M. ,Quartic - - 0.0 .51563 1.0 
F .D.M., h=l 1.0 - - 0.0 - 1.0 
F.D.M., h=1/2 
- - 0.0 .544768 1.0 
F.D.M. , h=1/4 
- - 0.0 .557295 1.0 
F.D.M., h=1/8 
- - 0.0 .561562 1.0 
F.D.M. , h=1/16 - - 0.0 .562845 1.0 
F.E.M.,Quadratic 
- - 0.0 .56218 1.0 
F.E.M. ,Cubic - - 0.0 .56319 1.0 
F.E.M. ,Quartic 
- - 0.0 .56337 1.0 
F .D.M. , h=l 2.0 0.0 - .321154 - 1.0 
F.D.M. , h=1/2 0.0 .113139 .340241 .654183 1.0 
F.D.M., h=1/4 0.0 .115650 .347478 .657564 1.0 
F.D.M., h=1/8 0.0 .116773 .349689 .658763 1.0 
F.D.M. , h=1/16 0.0 .117157 .350377 .659177 1.0 
F.E.M.,Quadratic 0.0 .11688 .35022 .65901 1.0 
F.E.M. ,Cubic 0.0 .11726 .35057 .65929 1.0 
F.E.M. ,Quartic 0.0 .11730 .35064 .65934 1.0 
F.D.M., h=1 3.0 0.0 - .380770 - 1.0 
F .D.M., h=1/2 0.0 .173350 .401393 .685641 1.0 
F .D.M. , h=1/4 0.0 .178265 .407319 .688921 1.0 
F .D.M., h=1/8 0.0 .179852 .409062 .689946 1.0 
F.D.M., h=1/16 0.0 .180322 .409588 .690265 1.0 
F.E.M.,Quadratic 0.0 .18021 .40955 .69025 1.0 
F.E.M. ,Cubic 0.0 .18048 .40975 .69036 1.0 
F.E.M. ,Quartic 0.0 .18049 .40978 .69039 1.0 
TABLE 6.5: Solution of equation (6.49)-(6.53) using the finite 
difference method with mesh sizes "h=1,1/2,1/4,1/8,1/16" 
respectively followed by the finite element method 
solution using quadratic, cubic and quartic elements 
respectively. 
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Method Computation Time Tolerance (e:) r 
'" 
F .D.M., h=l 0 Min: 52 sec. 1 x 10-8 0.2909 
F.D.M. , h=1/2 1 : 15 1 x 10-8 0.3069 
F .D.M., h=1/4 3 : 16 1 x 10-8 0.3234 
F .D.M., h=1/8 9 : 33 1 x 10-8 0.3256 
F.D.M. , h=1/16 41 : 43 1 x 10-8 0.3267 
-10 -2 F.E.M.,Quadratic 1 : 30 0.41159 10_10 0.329509 x 10_2 F .E.M. ,Cubic 6 35 0.41159 10_10 0.330417 10_2 : F.E .M. ,Quartic 21 : 01 0.41159 10 0.329205 
TABLE 6.6: Comparison between F.D.M. and F.E.M. with respect to 
speed, convergence criterion and error estimates 
x 
x 10 
If the different procedures mentioned in Tables (6.5) and (6.6) 
are optimized to give an accurate solution in the shortest time then 
the finite element method using quadratic elements would be the best 
choice. 
Thus, we shall adopt the finite element method with quadratic 
elements for: 
i) Solving the test problem for values of n in the range O<n~l. The 
values of the solution at selected points in the region ABCDEF are 
tabulated in Table 6.7, with n as a non-Newtonian parameter and 
NO.I. is the number of iterations required for Newton's method or 
the damped Newton's method to converge. 
11) Solving the non-Newtonian flow problem considered in Section 6.5.2 
Discussion and results of this solution will be presented later 
in the next section. 
n N.E. NO. I. u(0.5,2.5) u(1.0,1.5) u(1,5,0.5) 
1.0 100,' 1 0.19875 0.25927 0.51120 
0.9 100 4 0.19451 0.25899 0.51292 
0.8 100 5 0.18949 0.25848 0.51505 
0.7 100 5 0.18341 0.25759 0.51771 
0.6 100 5 0.17591 0.25610 0.52108 
0.5 100 6 0.16636 0.25361 0.52544 
0.4 100 6 0.15371 0.24933 0.53116 
0.3 100 7 0.13598 0.24157 0.53874 
0.2 100 9 0.10884 0.22599 0.54844 
0.1 100 0 - - -
0.1 10 '0 - - -
0.1 9 10 0.07169 0.21395 0.53790 
0.07 9 0 - - -
0.07 6 0 - - -
0.07 6* 69 0.04881 0.19777 0.52889 
0.068 6* 227 0.04760 0.19670 0.52816 
0.066 6** 0 
- - -
TABLE 6.7: F.E.M. solution of equation (6.49)-(6.53) for different 
values of n in the range 0.068~n~1.0 at selected locations 
of the region ABCDEF, n:non-Newtonian parameter, 
N.E.: number of elements, NO.I. number of iterations 
required for Newton's or damped Newton's method to 
converge. 
D - method diverges 
* - damped Newton's method with a=2.0 was used 
**- Damped Newton's method with a=1.5,2.0,S.O were used. 
6.5.6 Non-Newtonian Fluid: Discussion and Results 
Problem 5 
In this section, we proceed to solve equation (6.29)-(6.30) with 
f.R =2 using finite elements for different values of n in the range 
e 
0.5~n~1.0 which had been previously solved by the finite difference 
method [Young and Wheeler, 1964]. 
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We recall that in the finite difference solution of equation (6.29)-
(6.30) divergence was observed for some cases when n=.5 and a few ADI 
parameters were used [Cryer, 1967]. AS shown later, the finite 
element solution incorporating a Davidenko path procedure resulted 
in convergence for values of n far beyond the range 0.5~n~1.0, i.e. 
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for values of n smaller than 0.5. See Figure (6.13) for 100 elements discret-
The finite element technique presented in Section 6.5.3 has been 
applied for various values of n in the range O<n~l on the Prime 750 
computer. Throughout the computations, the following observations 
were noticed: 
1. Although, the use of a larger number of elements, cubic or quartic 
elements should produce more precise results, it had been noticed 
that it causes the Newton's method to diverge in many cases. 
2. Convergence of the solution becomes slower as the value of n 
decreases. 
3. Approach I was used to introduce an initial guess to Newton's 
method, and it showed a fairly acceptable speed of convergence, 
while approach 11 showed a better result. Best of all was Approach 
V. On the other hand, the use of Approach III did not hasten the 
convergence procedure, while Approach IV led to a zero solution. 
ization. 
In all these cases, the use of the Newton-Raphson method showed it 
to be a convergent process. Approach VI was applied to extrapolate 
a solution using five previous solutions and it shows a very good 
agreement with the solution that has already been obtained by F.E.M. 
for many values of n. However, it failed to predict an initial 
guess that leads to convergence for values of n<0.17625. 
4. Equations (6.29)-(6.30) were solved in the range 0.47~n~1.0 using 
Approach 11 above for both Newton's method and damped Newton's 
method which gave very similar results. Table 6.8 includes values 
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of the center line, (x,y) = (.5,.5), of dimensionless velocity 
profiles; (note that for the case n=l, the problem turns out to be 
linear), with n as the non-Newtonian parameter, NO.I. is the number 
of iterations required for Newton's method or the damped Newton's 
to converge, C.L.V. is the value of the center line of dimensionless 
profile. Only this value is selected to be shown in this table and 
in all the following tables. However,a plot of a full velocity 
profile generated by llxll mesh points is shown below for different 
values of n selected from the tables below. It can be established 
that all these profiles are consistant with typical profiles in 
classical fluid dynamics texts and other literature. 
n NO.I. C.L.V. 
1.0 1 0.73660E-l 
0.95 4 0.670l6E-l 
0.9 4 0.60381E-l 
0.85 5 0.53788E-l 
0.8 5 0.47278E-l 
0.75 5 0.40901E-l 
0.7 6 0.34714E-l 
0.65 7 0.28784E-l 
0.6 9 0.23l88E-l 
0.55 12 0.180l4E-l 
0.5 27 0.13355E-l 
0.47 33 0.10769E-l 
TABtE 6.8: Center line value of dimensionless velocity 
profiles for .47~n~1.0: non-Newtonian parameter, 
NO.I.: number of iterations required for Newton's 
or damped Newton's method to converge 
5. Beyond the range .47~n~1.0, convergence to the sol~tion using 
Approaches I, 11 or III becomes much more difficult, and starts to 
diverge for n<.47. Approach V was used to overcome this problem. 
We recall that in this approach, the previous solution of (6.29)-
(6.30) for nk is introduced as an initial guess to Newton's method 
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in order to get a solution for n k+l , where the solution for n k is 
known. The difference in n in the above procedure is written as, 
(6.55) 
The absolute value of 6n is proportional to n, where 6n was taken 
to be the maximum possible value by which convergence for n k+l is 
achieved. A tabulation of 6n versus the range in which this 6n 
is adequate for the solution to converge is shown below (Table 6.9). 
Range of Convergence 16nl 
0.375~n~0.47 0.02 
0.23,n~0.35 0.01 
0.22~n~0.225 0.005 
0.193~n~0.2l75 0.0025 
0.18l5~n~0.192 0.001 
0.1775~n{0.18l 0.0005 
0.17625~n~0.17725 0.00025 
TABLE 6.9: Proportionality between 16nland n<0.47 
Table (6.10) includes C.L.V. for solutions corresponding to different 
sets of the n value. Each set is selected from a different range 
shown in Table (6.9) with NO.I. and C.L.V. being defined as in Table 6.1. 
nk+l ~n~nk nk nk+l NO.I. C.L.V. 
0.375~n~0.47 0.43 0.4 23 0.5876lE-2 
0.40 0.39 12 0.47146E-2 
0.23~n~0.35 0.31 0.3 7 0.12l97E-2 
0.26 0.25 8 0.3966E-2 
0.22~n~0.225 0.23 0.225 9 0.18967E-3 
0.225 0.22 10 0.1605lE-3 
0.193~n~0.2l75 0.2125 0.21 8 0.11237E-3 
0.2025 0.2 9 0.76038E-4 
0.18l5~n~0.192 0.191 0.19 7 0.49472E-4 
0.1835 0.1825 9 0.34794E-4 
0.1775~n~0.18l 0.1805 0.18 9 0.29987E-4 
0.1785 0.178 10 0.27789E-4 
0.17625~n~0.17725 0.17725 0.177 10 0.26395E-4 
0.17675 0.17650 11 0.25720E-4 
TABLE 6.10: Solution for selected values of n from each range of 
n in Table 6.9. 
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Applications of the six approaches mentioned previously were 
used in an attempt to solve the problem for values of n in the range 
0.0<n<0.17625. However, this will be a lengthy procedure since 
I~nl 0.00025. Hence the solution procedure becomes numerically very 
difficult to achieve in the specified range. 
Velocity profiles for n=l.O, 0.7,0.5,0.25 and 0.17625 are 
plotted in Fig.(6.14)-(6.17) using 1) contour mappings which give a 
quantitative repr~sentation of the velocity fields and 2) isometric 
projections where the velocity field is represented by heights of a 
surface in a three dimensional plot. Many significant observations 
be made on the Figures (6.14)-(6.17) • Firstly, as the fluid departs 
may 
from the Newtonian state (i.e. n decreases) , the dimensionless velocity 
decreases as well. This is compatible with the fact that the dimension-
less viscosity (equation (6.30» increases in the same direction. 
Secondly, for small values of n (n~0.25) the wall effect becomes clear 
as the contours are circular around the center of the duct and 
rectangular towards the walls. Note that in Figure (6.17) the flow 
has developed a boundary layer effect around the walls of the duct 
with a slower moving flow towards the center. 
In order to illustrate how the behaviour of the flow varies with 
n, velocity profiles are superimposed (Fig.6.18) for various values of 
n at x=0.5 (or y=0.5, as the flow patterns are symmetrical around 
these two lines). This superposition helps to visualize how the axial 
motion of the flow gets slower as it departs from the Newtonian to 
non-Newtonian state. 
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FIGURE 6.14: Contour mapping of F.E.M. solution of equation (6.29)-
(6.30) for n~l.O (linear case) 
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6.5.7 Further Results 
Once the solution of equation (6.29)-(6.30) has been obtained for 
small values of n incorporating the Davidenko path procedure, it is 
rather interesting to: 
i) obtain further results for the solution of the test problem, 
namely, equation (6.49)-(6.53) for values of n smaller than those 
for which the solution diverged previously (Section 6.5.4). 
Table 6.11 summarizes these results. 
nk nk+l NO.I. u(0.5,2.5) u(1.0,1.5) u(1.5,0.5) 
0.068 0.066 5 0.04639 0.19560 0.52737 
0.066 0.064 5 0.04516 0.09447 0.52654 
0.064 0.062 5 0.04392 0.19332 0.52565 
0.062 0.06 5 0.04267 0.19214 0.52471 
0.06 0.058 5 0.04141 0.19094 0.52371 
· · · · · 
· · · · · 
· · · · · 0.032 0.03 8 0.02312 0.17039 0.50024 
0.03 0.028 21 0.02181 0.16858 0.49757 
0.028 0.026 56 0.02050 0.16672 0.49470 
0.026 0.024 10 0.01921 0.16480 0.49162 
0.024 0.022 D - - -
0.024 0.0235 D - - -
0.024 0.02375 17 0.01905 0.16456 0.49121 
TABLE 6.11: F.E.M. solution of equation (6.49)-(6.53) incorporating 
the Davidenko path procedure for 0.02375 n 0.066. 
D - method diverges. 
ii) utilize velocity profiles to investigate many other parameters 
relevant to the problem of non-Newtonian flow through rectangular 
ducts. Some of these results are compared with other 
investigators' work to enhance the performance of the method. 
Table 6.12 shows the values of the product of friction factor 
and Reynolds number equation (6.35) for typical values of n 
compared with the value obtained by Schechter (1961) and Wheeler 
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Wissler (1965). So far all the results obtained for this problem 
in this paper are for the case in which the aspect ratio E=l, i.e. 
for unit square ducts. Table (6.13) compares the values of the 
abcve product equation (6.41) with those obtained by Schechter 
(1961) and Wheeler and Wissler (1965) for typical values of aspect 
ratio (E) and power-law parameter (n). 
I~ LR e Ritz and Gal.* O.R.** F.E.M.*** 
1.0 57.08 56.91 56.91552 
0.9 
- 47.62 47.56378 
0.8 
- 39.66 39.69399 
0.75 36.34 36.22 36.25079 
0.7 
-
33.07 33.09784 
0.6 
- 27.53 27.56377 
0.5 23.02 22.89 23.12247 
0.4 
- 18.97 20.52667 
0.3 
- - 17.09629 
0.2 
- - 14.18301 
0.15 
- - 0.28959 
TABLE 6.12: Friction factor-Reynolds number product calculated 
using various methods for typical values of n, with 
aspect ratio E=l.O 
* 
- Ritz and Galerkin, Schechter (1961) 
** 
- Overrelaxation, Wheeler and Wissler (1965) 
*** 
- Finite Element Method, (this paper) • 
n E Ritz and Gal.* O.R.** F .. E.M.*** 
1.0 1/0.75 77 .85 - 78.824568 
1.0 1/0.50 140.4 139.9 138.969963 
1.0 1/0.25 459.4 - 455.958927 
0.75 1/0.75 47.51* 48.05 48.404589 
0.75 1/0.50 105.0 * 78.83 79.237880 
0.75 1/0.25 220.9 - 222.877527 
0.5 1/0.75 28.85 - 29.396340 
0.5 1/0.50 44.33 - 44.449050 
0.5 1/0.25 105.0 - 106.079855 
TABLE 6.13: Friction factor-Reynolds number product calculated using 
various methods for typical values of n, for various 
* 
* 
aspect ratios. 
- This result was found to be in error [Wheeler and Wissler, 1965] 
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The deviation in the results shown in Tables (6.12) and (6.13) 
may be attributed to many reasons which include the following: 
i. the difference in accuracy of the methods used in each paper. 
ii. the difference of convergence criterion in the iterative 
techniques used. 
iii. the difference in the number of mesh points (nodes) over 
which the integral is taken to calculate the flow rate and 
consequently the f.R product. 
e 
The availability of exact results is limited to the case of 
Newtonian flow (n=l.O), as there is no exact solution of equation (6.29)-
(6.30) in the range O<n<l, Middleman, 1965. An analytical solution can 
be derived for the laminar flow of a Newtonian fluid in a rectangular 
duct (Figure 6.9) [Wheeler and Wissler, 1965) and is, 
f.R 
·e 2 k=O 
tanh ( (2k+ 1 hr b/2) ) 
(2k+l) 5 
(6.56) 
A value of f.R was computed using equation (6.56) up to k=19 to at 
e 
least six significant digits. Deviations of the analytical solution 
from the numerical solution using the above three methods for n=l.O 
are tabulated for some aspect ratios (Table (6.14», and emphasize the 
accuracy of the F.E.M. solution fOr n in the range O<n<l, (i.e. for 
Non-Newtonian fluids), for which no exact solutions are available. 
The quantities f.R
e 
and QD are logarithmically (loglO) plotted 
versus n for typical values of E (1/1,2/1,1/2,4/1,1/4,4/3,3/4) in 
Figures (6.19) and (6.20) respectively, and the same quantities are 
again plotted versus E at typical values of n (1.0,0.75,0.5,0.25) in 
Figures (6.21) and. (6.22) respectively. Several comments may be made 
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FIGURE 6.19: f.R versus n at typical values of E 
e 
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(Note: graphs of E=a/b and E=b/a are coincident) • 
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FIGURE 6.20: QD versus n at typical values of E 
(Note: graphs of E=a/b and E=b/a are coincident) 
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n~O.75 
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LOG10 
n=l.O 
n=O.75 
n=O.5 
n=O.25 
LOG10 
2 
~ Ritz- O.R. F.E.M. Exact Sol. Galerkin 
1/1 57.08 56.91 56.915520 56.908320 
I error I 0.17168 0.00168 0.007200 -
1/0.75 77.85 - 78.824568 78.812158 
lerrorl 0.96258 - 0.011988 -
1/0.50 140.4 139.9 139.969963 139.932596 
I error I 0.467404 0.032596 0.037367 -
1/0.25 459.4 - 455.958927 455.819979 
lerrorl 3.580021 - 0.138948 -
TABLE 6.14: Absolute values of the error in a Newtonian fluid (n=l) 
for typical values of E. 
on Figures (6.19)-(6.22). The first observation noticed was that the 
solution for the non-Newtonian flow in a rectanglar duct of aspect 
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ratio (E=a/b) is exactly the same as the solution of the flow in another 
duct of reciprocal aspect ratio (E=a/b) rotated by a right angle around 
x=y or x=l-y, that is, 
(6.57) 
This is obvious as. the solution is symmetric about x=a/2, y=b/2, 
x=y and x=l-y. 
If the origin.of the coordinate system is taken to be at (x,y)= 
(a/2,b/2) the equation (6.57) may be rewritten as, 
(6.58) 
with 
x' 
-1 Y 111 
= rcos(tan - + -) , 
x 2 (6.59) 
and y' = rsin(tan -1 y 112 - +-) 
x 2 (6.60) 
where I}+l r = (6.61) 
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and nl ,n2 may be anyone of the four possible combinations of nand -n, 
as the solution is symmetric about x=O, y=o, x=y, x=-y. This symmetrical 
behaviour occurs as a result of the opposite analogy in the simple 
geometry of the two ducts provided that all other flow parameters are 
the same. 
Another observation was noticed on the behaviour of the flow in 
ducts of aspect ratio E=a/l. As a increases, the changes of f.R
e 
with 
E tend to be zero for all values of n. A similar observation waS made 
by Middleman (1965) who has noticed that narrow channels of E>5 are 
considered to be of nearly infinite aspect ratio. A relatively large 
value of E (that is E=30/l) was chosen to simulate the flow of a power 
law fluid between parallel plates for which an analytical solution can 
be derived [Wheeler and Wissler, 1965] and is given by, 
f.R = 4(~ + 4)n 
e n 
(6.62) 
The finite element solution of the flow in a duct of aspect ratio 
(E=30/l) is logarithmically plotted in Figure (623) compared with the 
solution given by equation (6.62) which is a straight line. The two 
graphs are slightly different only in the range 0(n<.5 where the non-
linearity is very pronounced. 
We recall that the assumed value of f.R in equation (6.33) was 
e 
used without loss of generality. Hence, the results presented in this 
paper are based on this assumption and thus fail to satisfy equation 
(6.31) by which the dimensionless volumetric flow rate is required to 
be unity. 
A normalization of equation (6.29)-(6.30) may be made so that the 
F.E.M. solutions satisfy equation (6.29)-(6.32). This is achieved by 
LOG10 
2 . 
L 
f.R 
e· 
. . . . . . . 
• 
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~ 
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FIGURE 6.23: f.R versus n for a duct of E=30/l (dashed-dotted 
e 
line) compared with the analytical solution of 
two parallel plates (solid line) 
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introducing the following transformation [Wheeler and Wisslar, 1965] 
.Ja = u 
u 
III 
--'''---;- = III 
(u)n-l 
f.R f e = .R , 
e 
(6.63) 
(6.64) 
(6.65) 
where u is the average dimensionless velocity which is given by, 
(6.66) 
So far in Section 6.5, the formulations and calculations given 
for the non-Newtonian flow in a rectangular duct are presented for 
the dimensionless analysis of the problem. However,it is of interest 
to present some of the dimensional values of the velocity field solution 
using the transformation given in equation (6.63). Table (6.15) 
includes the center line values of the dimensional velocity profiles 
at typical values of nand E. The finite element solutions of the 
dimensional velocity fields corresponding to those in Figures (6.14)-
(6.17) were plotted and they produced exactly the same patterns but 
with relevant changes in the drawing scales. 
n E=l/l E=2/l E=4/l E=4/3 E=30/1 
1.0 2.0963 2.0961 1.8057 2.0929 1.5405 
0.9 2.0420 1.9581 1. 7879 2.0378 1.5129 
0.8 1.9805 1.9095 1.7670 1.9777 1.4829 
0.7 1.9126 1.8539 1.7411 1.9111 1.4508 
0.6 1.8370 1. 7925 1.7085 1.8385 1.4163 
0.5 1. 7851 1.5348 1.6680 1.7605 1.2840 
0.4 1. 7235 1.6607 1.4142 1.4142 1.4143 
0.3 1.5577 1.3009 1.3009 1.3009 1.3009 
TABLE 6.15: Center line values of velocity profiles at typical 
values of n and E 
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The results tabulated and plotted above show good agreement with 
those of: 
i. Schechter, 1961 
ii. Wheeler, 1963 
iii. Young and Wheeler, 1964 
iv. Middleman, 1965 
v. Wheeler and Wissler, 1965 
vi. cryer, 1967 
vii. Arai and Toyoda, 1970 
The experimental procedure carried out in (v) and (vii) are based 
on the formulations introduced in (iv) , and (ii) respectively. 
6.5.8 Other Related Recent Research* 
The non-Newtonian fluid flow problem has recently been solved 
using the F.E.M. by Liu (1985). He applied the Galerkin finite element 
method with nine-node Lagrangian isoparametric elements. In this paper 
Broyden's method has been modified to compute the Jacobian matrix 
associated with the Newton's method. This modified Broyden's method 
can be combined with the frontal method to efficiently solve the 
linearized finite element equations during the iteration. Numerical 
results of the non-Newtonian fluid flow problem are presented. Many 
references relevant to this problem have been cited in this paper, 
viz. Palit and Fenner (1972), Lyness et al (1974), Chang et al (1979), 
Engelman (1982) and Liu (1983). 
Further research concerning this problem is suggested in Chapter 
10. 
* Xhis paper had been brought to the author's attention after this chapter 
had been typed. 
CHAPTER SEVEN 
THE FINITE ELEMENT SOLUTION OF PARABOLIC 
AND HYPERBOLIC PROBLEMS 
338 
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7.1 INTRODUCTION 
Initial/boundary value problems, which play a very important 
role in Applied Mathematics and Mathematical Physics, models most of 
the world dynamics problems. In many areas of Applied Mathematics 
the quantities of interest are often to be found as the solution of 
certain initial/boundary value problems which consist of one or many 
partial differential equations subject to initial and/or boundary 
conditions can be obtained, it was noticed [Zienkiewicz, O.C., 1977) 
that the actual solution for transient problems was generally difficult 
and indeed not available for non-linear situations. Apparently, this 
availability depends on how severe the non-linearity is. The analytical 
solution to the problems considered in this paper is presented to serve 
in assessing the solution accuracy. The finite element method is one of 
the recent numerical tools to tackle such problems in which the solution 
is approximated at a finite number of points and then interpolated to 
find the quantities of interest in the given region. In Chapter 6 we 
have used this method to solve a non-linear elliptic problem incorporating 
the Davidenko-path procedure without which convergence could not be 
obtained in a region where the non-linearity is very pronounced indeed. 
Yet, parabolic and hyperbolic equations might be considered as different 
extensions of elliptic equations, namely by adding different terms to 
the elliptic equation. In a computational sense this is to save the 
factor is at ions and calculations completed for the elliptic partial 
differential equation associated with the parabolic or hyperbolic 
partial differential equation and account for the extra time dependent 
terms. Accordingly, the structure of the resulting system of equations 
propagate forward the solution of the problem from one time step to the 
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next in a step-by-step fashion. 
In this paper we will consider a selection of hyperbolic and 
parabolic non-linear equations which represent different special cases 
of the general non-linear diffusion equation 
au 
at + u.Vu = V(DVu) + S , (7.1) 
and/or some analogous extensions to these cases, where u is a 
function of the spatial variable x(,y) and time t, D is the diffusivity 
and S is the source term. 
An individual section of this chapter will be devoted to consider-
ing each case of the above-mentioned cases of interest namely, the 
i. Quasi-linear convection dominated problem, 
au 
at + u. \lu = 0 , 
ii. Quasi-linear diffusion problem, (diffusion-reaction 
equation) 
au 
at = V. (DVu) + f(x,t,u) , 
(7.2 ) 
(7.3) 
iii. Quasi-linear advection-diffusion problem (Burgers' equation), 
au 1 2 
- + u.\lu = - \I u 
at Re (7.4) 
Corresponding to the solution of each of these three cases, a linear 
analogue equation is presented and solved to serve in highlighting the 
effect of the non-linearity on the complexity of the solution. 
These six equations are solved in one or two space dimensions as 
the solution technique is similar for both cases. Discussions and 
numerical results concerning the non-linear problems are presented in 
Sections (7.3), (7.4) and (7.5). 
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7.2 THE FEATURES OF THE GENERAL MODEL 
The main features of the general non-linear convection-diffusion 
(Burger's) equation (7.4) may be summarized as follows: 
1. It can be considered as the core of the five consecutive cases 
governing a large number of physical, applied mathematical and 
engineering problems. These five problems differ gradually by 
the order of the spatial derivatives appearing in the governing 
equations, namely the 
1. Convection dominated diffusion equation, 
Ut + u U
x 
= 0 , 
2. Diffusion equation, 
Ut = uxx ' 
3. Convection-diffusion equation (Burgers' equation), 
u + UU = yu , 
t x xx 
(7.5) 
(7.6) 
(7.7) 
4. The equation describing the long time evolution of small 
finite amplitude dispersive wave (Korteweg-de Vries) 
equation, 
u + uu + u = 0 , t x xxx (7.8) 
5. Approximate equation for long non linear waves in a 
viscous fluid, 
u + uu + yu + Su + eu = 0 , 
t x xx xxx xxxx 
(7.9) 
derived by TOpper and Kawahara (1978), where y,S and 0 
are parameters. 
It is clear that a wide variety of problems are governed by 
special cases of equation (7.7), (e.g. equations (7.5) ,(7.6» 
or generalizations of equation (7.7) (e .g. equations (7.8), (7 .9» . 
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ii. It is a good model for testing several numerical techniques 
since it is one of the simplest non-linear PDE's of which the 
exact solution is available and simply derived for combinations 
of a wide range of initial/boundary conditions. 
iii. It is a good model that comprisffithe representation of elliptic 
problems (e.g. steady-state convection-diffusion equation), 
parabolic problems (e.g. diffusion equation) and hyperbolic 
problems (e.g. convection-dominated diffusion equation). This 
behaviour depends on the magnitude of the various terms in the 
mathematical model. 
iv. It admits the Hopf-COle transformation [Hopf, 1950 and COle, 
1951) given by, 
2 ex 
u = ---Re e (7.10) 
where e is any solution of the diffusion (heat) equation, 
ae 1 a2e 
at = Re a} (7.11) 
This feature of Burgers' equation plays an important role in 
the determination of its exact solution when it is too difficult 
to be obtained. 
These features have attracted a large number of authors to investigate 
the model and its special and general cases. Some of this work is 
referenced in this chapter and used, along with the exact solutions, to 
show that the method described in this chapter is competitive relative 
to other numerical techniques (e.g. the finite difference method or 
other finite element methods). 
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The Solution Technique for One Dimensional Problems 
The F.E.M. solution technique commences by the triangulation of 
the region R in two dimensions (or one dimension). The former case is 
obvious, but the latter requires an assumption which allows the one 
dimensional problem (in the x direction, say) to be triangulated, 
that is to assume another dimension (y, say) of height yo so that the 
rectangular region thus produced (xl~x~x2' O~y~yo) is triangulated 
-<Fig. 7.1) with all functions independent of y and the boundary 
conditions at y=o,yo determined from the fact that the normal derivatives 
of all unknowns will be zero there. 
y 
(0,0) 
FIGURE 7.1: Triangulation of one-D region R as a rectangle 
Applications 
In the three following sections applications of the F.E.M. will 
be made to many fluid dynamics problems using six-node quadratic 
triangular isoparametric elements. As shown in Chapter 6 they are the 
best choice amongst the quadratic, cubic and quartic elements that 
produce a reasonably accurate result in a short time. The region in 
which each problem is to be solved was chosen in such a way that allows 
the changes in the considered phenomenon to be visualized so that the 
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performance of the F.E.M. may be sufficiently assessed. TwO examples 
of this choice are 1) the consideration of the region in which the 
problem possesses a discontinuity at one end and tends to the steady 
state in the other (Section 7.4) and 2) the consideration of another 
region in which the solution changes from a steep to a flat front as 
shown in figures corresponding to each problem. The latter case stems 
from the fact that the conservation laws for mass, momentum and energy 
lead to both convective and diffusive terms in the resulting governing 
equations and the differing nature of these terms is the primary 
source of the difficulties encountered in the numerical solution 
(Section 7.5). A similar approach was applied to choose the values of 
time at which the solution is presented and the time steps were chosen 
to produce sufficiently accurate results. 
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7.3 A QUASI-LINEAR CONVECTION DOMINATED DIFFUSION EQUATION 
In fact, the hyperbolic convection dominated diffusion equation, 
au au 
+u-=o, 
at ax 
(7.12) 
may be considered as the inviscid version of Burgers' equation (7.4) 
and models the convection of aisturbances in inviscid flows and is 
called the momentum equation in gas dynamics, where the effect of 
viscosity is usually neglected and possesses the so-called "trans-
positive property" which restricts any advected perturbation to be in 
the flow direction. 
Problem 6 
Consider the convection dominated-diffusion equation, 
au au 
at + u a; = 0 , O<x:,;l, O<t:,;l, 
u(x,O) = I-x, O:,;x:,;l 
u(O,t) = 1, O<t~l • 
The analytical solution of equation (7.13)-(7.15) is given by, 
u(x,t) =1, x~t 
x-I 
u(x,t) = t-l I t<x~l 
The F.E.M. presented in Chapter 4 was applied using 80 quadratic 
(7.13) 
(7.14) 
(7.15) 
(7.16) 
(7.17) 
isoparametric elements and the numerical solution u is plotted (Fig. 
7.2) versus x at typical values of the time t, compared with the exact 
solution, where the time step was taken to be ~t=0.0125. These results 
agree closely with those presented in Casulli et al (1984) of which 
similar relations were plotted using three different numerical methods, 
namely, a semi-implicit method based on a Lagrangian point of view and 
applied on an Eulerian grid system, an upwind method and Leith's method, 
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while another finite difference "leapfrog" approximation Was used by 
both AIDes (1977) and Richtmyer and Morton (1964) to solve equation 
(7.12). This solution shows an exponentially-like divergence property 
in several cases. 
A linear analogue of equation (7.12) governs the disturbance 
travelling with speed c and can be written as follows, 
(7.18) 
where the exact solution of equation (7.18) represents the lines on 
which its characteristics are constants and it may be written as, 
<P = x - ct • (7.19) 
The initial and boundary conditions are corresponding to the exact 
solution. The F.E.M. solution of equation (7.18) is plotted (Fig. 7.3) 
at typical values of time and is found to coincide with the exact solution. 
A comparison between the solutions of equations (7.13) and (7.18) is 
shown in Table (7.1) and appearsto emphasize the effect of the non-
linearity on the complexity of the solution. 
Equation Computation time * 
R.2 (error) 
t=0.2 t=0.4 t=0.6 
4.2 31 sec. 0.13832 xlO-2 O. 3l713xlO-2 0.54748xlO 
4.7 31 sec. 0.0** 0.0 0.0 
TABLE 7.1: Comparison of the F.E.M. solutions of non-linear and linear 
hyperbolic equations 
* For the values presented in this table, the solution is computed 
for ten steps with ~t=.l 
** ZerQ error indicates that t 2<£, where £ is the maahine epsilon. 
-2 
XI0-1 
11~~~~~ryT~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
u 
FIGURE' 7.2: F.E.M. solution (-.~.- ), exact :--) , t.t=O.0125. 
XlO- 1 
10~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
B 
6 
4 
2 
O~~~~~-c~~~~~ __________ ~ 
-1~~~1~~2~~3~~4~~5~~6~~~~B~~9~~10 
x XIO-l 
FIGURE 7.3: F.E.M. solution of eqn. (4.7) at t=O.1,O.6,O.1 with 
c=l.O, t.t=O.l 
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7.4 NON-LINEAR DIFFUSION-REACTION PROBLEM 
In the last few decades, attention has been turned towards the 
applications of the diffusion-reaction equation, as it models a wide 
variety of industrial problems in chemical, mechanical and biological 
processes. Meanwhile, great developments have been made depending on 
the use of numerical techniques in order to approximate the solution 
of the mathematical models governing such processes. The material 
presented in this section includes two examples of how those numerical 
techniques were widely facilitated by the use of digital computers. 
An application of the diffusion-reaction equation is the accurate 
calculation of the flame speed which is necessary for determining the 
fuel consumption rate in a chemical reactor. The analytical solution 
of the model is rarely obtained because of the non-linearity of the 
governing equation, so we present a simple model of which the exact 
solution is available in order to use it in the assessment of the 
accuracy of the numerical solution. 
Travelling Front Solution 
Problem 7 
COnsider the problem, 
au 
-= 
at 
2 
a u + u(1-u) , t>o , 
a} (7.20) 
u(-,t) = 1 (7.21) 
u(+"',t) = 0 (7.22) 
The exact solution is given by, 
u(z) = (HAeZ/~ -2, A>O , (7.23) 
where, z = x-et. 
So, u(x,O) (7.25) 
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c is a parameter representing the travelling wave speed and chosen in 
this case to be 5/16 by Ablowitz and Zepetalla (1979). 
The travelling Wave is plotted (Fig. 7.4) at typical values of 
time t with A=l.O. 
Xl0-l 
11~~~~'~uU~~u'Uu'~wWu'~~"Uu~~~uu~"~uu~ 
l~L; ----~\\=-\:-""\~ 
R 
/; 
6; 
5; 
4 
3; 
2; 
--'!Io 
t= 
c 0.1 
0.5 
1.2 
2.0 
2.7 
3.5 
L \\ \ \ \ \ O~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
-4 '':'3 '.:.2 -1 '0 1 '2 3 4 
Xl0l 
FIGURE 7.4: Travelling wave at typical values of time t, 
with A=l.O, c=5//6. 
Table 7.2 includes the root mean square (RMS) error of the F.E.M. 
solution given by, 
(7.26) 
where ui is the numerical-solution and ue is the corresponding exact 
solution and N is the number of entries in the error vector. 
RMS(error) 
t=O.l t=O.5 t=1.2 
0.20427xIO-l 0.92924xlO -1 0.18662 
TABLE 7.2: Error of F.E.M. solution to equations (7.20)-(7.22) 
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An example of the triangulation of the one-dimensional space is 
shown in Figure (7.5). 
Linear Diffusion-Reaction Equation 
Problem 8 
To investigate the linear analogue of equation (7.20) we consider 
the two dimensional diffusion-reaction equation, 
au 
at = g(x,y,t) , 
defined in R, O~x~n, o~y~n, 
where g(x,y,t) is a source function given by, 
-t 2 g(x,y,t) = 200 sinx e /(l+y) -2x-6xy , 
subject to the boundary and initial conditions, 
u(O,y,t) = ° , 
3 2 
= 11 Y + 1Iy u(1I,y,t) 
u(x,O,t) = ° 
-t 3 2 
u(x,1I,t) = 200sinx log(1+1I)e + 1IX + 11 X , 
3 2 
u(x,y,O) = 200sinx log(l+y) + x y + xy 
The exact solution of equation (7.27) is given by, 
-t 3 2 
u(x,y,t) = 200sinx log(l+y)e + x y + xy 
A contour mapping of the numerical and analytical solutions are 
(7.27) 
(7.28) 
(7.29) 
(7.30) 
(7.31) 
(7.32) 
(7.33) 
(7.34) 
shown in Figure (7.6) and Figure (7.7) respectively at t=0.4. These 
two solutions are also plotted in Figures (7.8) and (7.9) respectively 
at t=4.0. Other comparative results are given in Table 7.3. 
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FIGURE 7.6: Contour mapping of the finite element solution 
of equations (7.27)-(7.33) at t=O.4 
FIGURE 7.7: Contour mapping of the analytical solution of 
equations (7.27)-(7.33) at t=O.4 
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FIGURE 7.8: Contour mapping of the F.E.M. solution of equations 
(7.27)-(7.3 3 ) at t=4.0 
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FIGURE 7.9: contour mapping of the analytical solution of 
equations (7.27)-(7.33) at t=4.0 
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F.E.M. Exact I Error I F.E.M. Exact I Error I 
x y 
t-O.l t-O.5 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.21416 0.31416 0.08422 0.07392 0.0103 0.7655 0.06299 .03156 
0.62832 0.31416 0.20923 0.20342 .00581 0.1940! 0.18224 .01184 
0.94248 0.31416 0.45367 0.44288 .01079 0.4330 0.41424 .01879 
2.8274 0.31416 7.4412 7.4412 .02787 7.4333 7.40239 .03091 
3.1416 0.31416 10.0510 10.0509 .0001 10.0510 10.0910 .04 
2.5133 0.62832 11.0982 11.0795 .019 11.0720 11.0423 .0297 
2.8274 0.62832 15.3700 15.3776 .0076 15.3560 15.3581 .0021 
2.1991 0.94248 12.1890 12.1787 .0012 12.1380 12.1182 .0198 
2.5133 0.94248 17.3390 17.3478 .0088 17.3030 17.2972 .0058 
1.8850 1.2566 11.7040 11.6969 .0071 11.6260 11.5966 .0294 
2.1991 1.2566 17.1040 17.0959 .0081 17.0380 17.0106 .0274 
1.5708 1.5708 10.3440 10.3349 .0091 10.2430 10.2125 .0305 
1.8850 1.5708 15.5350 15.5240 .011 15.4390 15.4076 .0314 
1.2566 1.8850 8.60840 8.60136 .00704 8.4948 8.47081 .02399 
1. 5708 1.8850 13.3100 13.3031 .0069 13 .1910 13.1659 .0251 
0.94248 2.1991 6.7687 6.76863 .00007 6.6582: 6.6467 .0115 
1.2566 2.1991 10.8780 10.8757 .0023 10.7480 10.7324 .0156 
0.62832 2.5133 4.8914 4.88244 .00896 4.80150 4.78676 .01474 
0.94248 2.5133 8.4345 8.45669 .02219 8.3102 8.32499 .01479 
1.2566 2.5133 13.4300 13.3945 .0355 13.2840 13 .2397 .0443 
0.31416 2.8274 2.7608 2.76216 .00136 2.70882 2.70842 .0004 
0.62832 0.28274 6.0451 6.03436 .01074 5.9459:> 5.93216 .01374 
0.94248 0.28274 10.3260 10.3282 .0022 10.1890 0.1876 .0014 
3.1416 2.8274 0.0. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 3.1416 3.33510 3.37059 .03549 3.2778c 3.31370 .0359 
0.31416 3.1416 7.37990 7.30875 .07115 7.2723 7.20050 .0718 
2.5133 3.1416 74.9310 75.0065 .9245 74.8982 74.8982 0.0 
2.8274 3.1416 99.127 99.0891 .0379 99.0690 139.0322 .0368 
3.1416 3.1416 128.410 128.415 .005 28.410 128.415 .005 
TABLE 7.3: Comparative results of Problem 8 
Problem 9 
Consider the two dimensional diffusion-reaction equation 
au 
at g(x,y,t) , 
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(7.35) 
defined in R, O~x~~, O~y~~, where g(x,y,t) is a source function given 
by, 
g(x,y,t) -t = sinx siny e -4 . 
The boundary conditions are: 
u = Y 
2 
O~X~7T, x=O 
u = X 
2 O~X~7T, y=O 
2 2 
u = ~ +y O~X~7T, X=7T 
2 2 
u = ~ +x O~y~'JI', y=~ 
The exact solution of this problem is given by the equation, 
~(x,y,t) = sinx siny e-t + x2 + y2 
(7.36) 
(7.37) 
(7.38) 
(7.39) 
(7.40) 
(7.41) 
The initial condition can be 'obtained directly from this equation. 
The F.E.M. solution was obtained using 100 quadratic elements and 
the comparison of this solution with the exact results for t=l.O and 
0.5 is shown in Table 7.4 at various positions of the llXll square mesh 
of length ~ over which the F.E.M. solution is obtained. It is noticed 
that the F.E.M. solution rapidly approaches the steady state in the 
time period t34.0. The F.E.M. is aiso plotted for t=0.1,0.2 and 0.3 
in Figures (7.10)-(7.15) respectively. 
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F.E.M. Exact I Error I F.E.M. Exact I Error I 
x y 
t=1.0 t=5.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.31416 0.0 0.0987 0.0987 0.0 0.0987 0.0987 0.0 
3.1416 0.0 9.8696 9.8695 0.0001 0.8670 9.8670 0.0 
0.0 0.31416 0.0987 0.0987 0.0000 0.0987 0.0987 0.0 
2.8274 0.31416 8.1363 8.1282 0.0081l 8.0943 8.0937 0.0006 
3.1416 0.31416 9.9683 9.9683 0.0 9.9683 9.9683 0.0 
2.5133 0.62832 6.8681 6.8338 0.0343 6.7159 6.7137 0.0022 
2.8274 0.62832 8.4725 8.4560 0.0165 8.3916 8.3904 0.0012 
2.1991 0.94248 6.0235 5.9651 0.0584 5.7332 5.7288 0.0044 
2.5133 0.94248 7.4212 7.3797 0.0415 7.2112 7.2080 0.0032 
1.8850 1.2566 5.5447 5.4650 0.0797 5.1443 5.1383 0.0060 
2.1991 1.2566 6.7657 6.6983 0.0674 6.4255 6.4204 0.0051 
1.5709 1. 5708 5.3915 5.3027 0.0888 4.9482 4.9415 0.0067 
1.8850 1. 5708 6.4536 6.3703 0.0833 6.0332 6.0269 0.0063 
1.2566 1.8850 5.5447 5.4650 0.0797 5.1443 5.1383 0.006 
1.5708 1.8850 6.4539 6.3703 0.0836 6.0332 6.0268 0.0064 
0.9425 2.1991 6.0234 5.9651 0.0583 5.7332 5.7288 0.0044 
1.2566 2.1991 6.7650 6.6983 0.0667 6.4255 6.4204 0.0051 
0.6283 2.5133 6.8684 6.8384 0.03 6.7159 6.7136 0.0023 
0.9425 2.5133 7.4213 7.3797 0.0416 7.2112 7.2080 0.0032 
1.2566 2.5133 8.1509 8.1013 0.0496 7.9032 7.8994 0.0038 
0.3142 2.8274 8.1362 8.1282 0.008 8.0943 8.0937 0.0006 
0.6283 2.8274 8.4721 8.4560 0.0161 8.3916 8.39037 0.00123 
0.9425 2.8274 8.9967 8.9746 0.0221 8.8860 8.8843 0.0017 
0.0 3.1416 9.8696 9.8696 0.0 9.8696 9.8696 0.0 
0.3142 3.1416 9.9683 9.8696 0.0987 9.9683 9.9683 0.0 
0.6283 3.1416 10.264 9.9683 0.2957 10.2640 10.2640 0.0 
2.5133 3.1416 16.186 16.186 0.0 16.1860 16.1860 0.0 
2.8274 3.1416 17.864 17.864 0.0 17.8640 17.8540 0.0 
3.1416 3.1416 19.739 19.739 0.0 19.7390 19.7390 0.0 
TABLE 7.4: Comparative results of Problem 9 
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FIGURE 7.10: contour mapping of the F.E.M. solution of equations 
(7.35)-(7.40) at t=O.l 
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FIGURE 7.12: Contour mapping of the F.E.M. solution of equations 
(7.35)-(7.40) at t=0.2 
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FIGURE 7.13: Contour mapping of the analytical solution of equations 
(7.35)-(7.40) at t=0.2 
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FIGURE 7.15: Contour mapping of the analytical solution of equations 
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7.5 A QUASI-LINEAR ADVECTION-DIFFUSION EQUATION 
The so-called Burgers' equation (7.4), 
2 . 
au au 1au 
-+u-=---
at ax Re ax2 
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was named after J. Burger who thoroughly investigated this equation and 
related systems of equations in a remarkable series of papers in the 
period (1939-1965). Although, equation (7.4), where u=u(x,t), first 
appeared in Bateman (1915), the complete solution of Burgers' equation 
became known in (1950) and since that time it has been a focus of 
attention of many investigators and some of their work is summarised in 
1 The presence of the term -, where Re is the Reyno1ds Re Table (7.5). 
number, in equation (7.4) is the source of many important character-
istics of turbulence connected with the balance of energy and the 
appearance of the dissipation layers. Since these characteristics 
control the behaviour of the solution, then the parameter Re plays an 
important role in determining the step front solution and this feature 
is a primary reason for considering the Burgers' equation for different 
values of Re. In related literature, the term ~ is replaced by the Re 
viscosity-like parameter v. 
INVESTIGATOR YEAR 
Caldwell, J. 1984 
Caldwell, J. and 1981 
Wanless, P. 
Caldwell J. et al. 1981 
Donea, J. et al. 1981 
Evans, D.J. and 1984 
Abdullah, A.R. 
Fletcher, C.A.J. 1982* 
Lohar, B.L. and 1981 
Jain, P.C. 
Nguyen, H. and 1984 
Reynen, J. 
Schiesser, W.E. 1980 
Sepehrnoori, K. et al 1979 
Varoglu, E. and Finn, 1980 
W.D.L. 
Wait and Mitchel 1985 
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METHOD USED 
Explicit F.D.M., implicit F.D.M., 
fixed nodes F.E.M. and moving nodes 
F.E.M. 
Fourier series approach incorporating 
the method of lines 
Variable mesh F.E.M. 
Taylor-Galerkin method 
Group Explicit F.D.M. 
Traditional Galerkin method, 
spectral method and Galerkin F.E.M. 
Variable mesh cubic spline technique 
Least-square weak formulation method 
Upwind approximations in the method 
of lines 
Lumped and unlumped F.E.M. incorp-
orating the system integrators 
Weighted residual F.E.M. incorp-
orating the method of characteristics 
Petrov-Galerkin 
TABLE 7.5: Some numerical methods used to solve Burger's equation 
* . A broad discussion of Burgers' equation is presented in this reference. 
Problem 10 
Consider the equation, 
au au 1 a2u 
- + u -a ~ - ~ , O~xSl , 
at x Re ax 
subject to the condition, 
u(O,t} ~ 0 , 
with the initial condition at time, t~l given by, 
u(x,l} ~ x Re 2 l+exp[""4(x -1/4} I 
(7.35) 
(7.36) 
(7.37) 
The exact solution to Problem 1 is given by, 
u (x,t) = x/t 2 Re 1 Rex l+(t/exp(s» exp("""4t) 
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(7.38 ) 
NUmerical and analytical results at typical values of the time t 
and Reynolds number Re versus the number of elements are compared 
graphically in Figures (7.16)-(7.19), where the F.E.M. solution is 
plotted using a dashed-dotted line and the exact solution is plotted 
using a solid line. In these figures, NE and ~t are the number of 
elements and the time/step size used in the solution procedure. 
Problem 11 
Consider the boundary value problem of equation (7.35) with 
initial and boundary conditions, 
u (x,O) = f (x), O~x~l (7.39) 
u(O,t) = 0, t~o (7.40) 
and u(l,t) = 0, t~o (7.41) 
The value of fIx) has been taken, in this tnesis to be'sin~x as 
an illustrative case. 
The analytical solution of equation (7.35), along with conditions 
(7.39)-(7.41) was given by Cole (1951) using the Hopf-Cole transformation 
(equation (7.10» and written as, 
where, 
2~ LmA 
m=l m 
2 2 
sin m~x exp(-m ~ tiRe) 
u 
\' 2 2 Re[A
o 
+ L A cos ~x exp(-m ~ tiRe)] 
m=l m 
A 
m 
= 2 Il cos 
° 
R (X m~x exp[- 2e J f(y)dy]dx 
o 
A = r 
o 0 
exp[- R; IXf(Y)dY]dx , 
° m=1,2,3, •••• 
(7.42) 
(7.43) 
(7.44) 
u 
u 
XIO-2 
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50~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
FIGURE 7.16: Problem 10, F.E.M. (_._._), exact (---) solution, 
Re=500, 6t=0.025, NE=160 
XIO-2 
50~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
FIGURE 7.17: Problem 10, F.E M. (_·_·-),exact 
Re=200, 6t=0.025, NE=160. 
o 
-_-C) solution, 
u 
u 
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FIGURE 7.18: Problem 10, F.E.M. (_._._), exact (--') solution, 
Re=750, 6t=0.025, NE=160 
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FIGURE 7.19: Problem 10, F.E.M. (---.-), exact, (--) solution, 
Re=lOOO, 6t=0.025, NE=80 
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For the illustrative case, 
f (x) = simrx (7.45) 
the analytical solution is accordingly written [Caldwell, 1984] as, 
~ 
u(x,t) = 
~ 2 2 4n L mI (Re/2n)sin mnx exp(-m n tiRe) 
m=l m (7.46) 
Re[I
o
(Re/ 2n)+2 ~ 2 2 L I (Re/2n)cos mnx exp(-m n tiRe)] 
m=l m 
where, 1 
Im(y) = fo cos mnx exp(ycosnx)dx , (7.47) 
IO(Y) = fl exp(ycosnx)dx , (7.48) 
m=O,1,2,3, ... o 
In Tables (7.6) and (7.7) the numerical solution is compared 
with the exact solution and other numerical solutions at selected 
values of position and time. 
METHOD x=0.25 x=0.5 x=0.75 
Explicit Finite Differences 0.6267 0.9063 0.6550 
Implicit Finite Differences 0.6377 0.9141 0.6556 
Fourier Series Approach (M=4) 0.6302 0.9068 0.6528 
F.E.M. , 4 fixed elements 0.6333 0.9100 0.6539 
F.E.M., 20 fixed elements 0.6335 0.9101 0.6539 
Exact* 0.6290 0.9057 0.6524 
F.E.M.** 0.6344 0.9098 0.6529 
TABLE 7.6: Comparison of the solution u obtained by several methods 
at t=O.Ol for the case Re=l 
• AZZ numeriaaZ methods mentioned above are presented in CaZdweZZ (1984). 
"* Desaribed in this thesis. 
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METHOD x=0.25 x=0.5 x=0.75 
Explicit Finite Differences 0.4099 0.6100 0.4556 
Implicit Finite Differences 0.4339 0.6380 0.4702 
Fourier Series Approach (M=4) 0.4157 0.6128 0.4528 
F.E.M., 4 fixed elements 0.4231 0.6233 0.4601 
F.E.M. , 20 fixed elements 0.4237 0.6239 0.4604 
Exact* 0.4131 0.6091 0.4502 
F.E.M.** 0.4250 0.6234 0.4582 
TABLE 7.7: Comparison of the solution u obtained by several methods 
at t=0.05 for the case Re=l 
* A~~ numerica~ methods mentioned above are presented in Ca~~e~~ (1984). 
** Described in this thesis. 
In Figures (7.20)-(7.25), the numerical solution is plotted for 
typical values of time t and Reynolds number Re using NE number of 
• elements. 
Problem 12 
The linear analogue of Burgers' equation, 
oc oc 
+ u ot oX 
2 
= D.L£ 2 
oX 
(7.49) 
models the solute dispersion in a uniform flow field in a homogeneous 
medium." The flow is made one dimensional by imposing the no-transport 
boundary condition. Equation (7.49) is solved subject to the initial 
condition, 
c(x,O) = 0 , (7.50) 
and the boundary conditions, 
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FIGURE 7.20: Problem 11, numerical solution, Re=l, 
.!It=O.Ol, NE=80 
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FIGURE 7.21: Problem 11, numerical solution, Re=lO, 
.!It=0.o5, NE=80 
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FIGURE 7.22: Problem 11, numerical solution, Re=500, 
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FIGURE 7.24: Problem 11, numerical solution, Re~2000, 
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c(O,t) = cO' t>O 
c(~,t) = 0, t>O 
where c is the solute concentration and D is the longitudinal 
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(7.51) 
(7.52) 
dispersion coefficient and u is the flow velocity in the x direction. 
The problem is solved in the region O~x~lOO, O<t and CO,D and u were 
taken to be of values 10, 1, .1, respectively. 
The analytical solution for equations (7.49)-(7.52) has been 
derived by Ogata and Banks (1961) and is given by, 
o ux c { c(x,t) = 2" exp(i) f (x+ut) er c--
2>'Dt 
x-ut } + erfc(--) , 
UDt 
(7.53) 
where erfc(z) is the complementary error function and is given by, 
erfc(z) 2 =-
liT 
r~ 2 
-u J e du. 
z 
(7.54) 
The solute dispersion is solved for at typical values of time using 
eighty quadratic triangular elements and plotted in Figures (7.26)-(7.27) 
compared with the analytical solution and another finite element solution 
to the problem which is described in Wang (1982) and based on the use 
of ten linear rectangular elements. 
A comparison between the solutions of equation (7.35) and (7.49) 
is shown in Table (7.8) in terms of the CPU time of computation and 
the Euclidean norm of the error vector. 
Equation Computation time" R,2 (error) 
t=l.O t=3.0 t=5.0 
6.1 1 mill., 02 sec. 0.20125 0.16343 0.07341 
t=lO t=30 t=50 
6.15 1 min., 02 -1 0.69671xlO -1 0.54854xlo sec. 0.4369xlO 
TABLE 7.8: Comparison of F.E.M. solutions of nonlinear and linear 
parabolic equations 
* For the values in this table, the solution is computed for ten steps 
with 1::.t=1.0. 
-1 
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FIGURE 7.26: F.E.~l. (-.-.-), exact ), F.E.11. [Wang, 1982) (-----) 
solutions, c
o
=10, D=l, u=O.l, 6t=1.O 
(Note: (-.-.-) and (--) are coincident and can hardly be distinguished) 
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FIGURE.7.27: F.E.M. (-.-.-), exact ), F.E.M. [Wang, 1982) (-----) 
solutions, co=lO, d=1, u=O.1, 6t=1.O 
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7.6 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
The effect of the presence of the non-linearity on the solution 
·appears in the results presented in Tables (7.6) and (7.8)., Although, 
the CPU time of computation is the same for an identical number of 
time steps to solve both linear and non-linear partial differential 
equations, the accuracy of their numerical solution is clearly different 
as in the former case the results are in better agreement with the exact 
solution. This is to be expected since the solution of the non-linear 
problem is obtained to an accuracy of bt, the time step. 
The integration of the solution within the domain of interest i~ 
indeed a good criterion of the accuracy of the solution as it indicates 
the status of the dissipation of the system or the conservation of 
energy in some cases and the flow rate in others. The behaviour of 
both of which can be anticipated from the theory. Another integration 
may be used to assess the accuracy of the solution in diffusion-reaction 
problems where the integration of the source term along the domain of 
interest may be related to the travelling wave speed. 
The solution of Burgers' equation possesses a travelling 
discontinuity that shifts the centre of the shock wave in the flow 
direction and may cause oscillations. There are many strategies to 
cope with this difficult~· some of which are: 
i. The classical approach of using a mesh sufficiently refined 
to cope with the discontinuity [Caldwell, 1984; Donea et aI, 
1984; Evans and Abdullah, 1984; Fletcher, 1982; Nguyen and 
Reymen, 1984 and Varoglu and Finn, 1980]. 
ii. The use of a variable mesh that allows the elements to have 
various sizes as the location of the discontinuity moves along 
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the x-axis. This can be applied for various numerical 
techniques as F.E.M. [Caldwell et aI, 1981] and cubic splines 
[Lohar and Jain, 1981]. 
iii. The use of unlumped finite element schemes as it is superior 
in controlling the oscillations and in representing the fronts 
[Sepehrnoori, 1979]. 
iv. The use of an upwinding approach in which some terms are added 
to (or multiplied by) the interpolation functions «F.E.M.) or 
the difference molecule (F.D.M.» in order to suppress 
oscillations arising in the numerical solution. 
In this thesis we have used a fixed-node mesh with uniform triang-
ulation for smooth problems and non-uniform triangulation for problems 
possessing a discontinuity. In the latter case, the mesh refinement is 
adjusted to be dense around the discontinuity and uniform elsewhere 
in the region and the number of elements used in the triangulation 
varies, accordingly, from 40 to 360. This triangulation was sufficient 
to suppress oscillations arising in the convection-diffusion processes 
for large Reynolds number. 
Many comments on the solutions of Burgers' equation (Problem 10, 
11) may be made. These are as follows. The results presented in 
Section 7.~ visualize the property of Burgers' equation which states 
the balance between the convective and the diffusive terms. The 
solution may start with a steep discontinuity but it flattens out as 
time increases by the effect of the diffusive term (Problem 10) and on 
the other hand the solution may also start with a smooth initial 
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condition but the solution fronts become steep as time increases and 
tends to be asymptotic to x=l in the steady state (Problem 11) • 
The Reynolds number is the leading parameter in determining the 
behaviour of the solution and in many cases the solution exhibits 
some oscillation which occurs due to instability of the system when 
large values of Re are used (Figure 7.25, t=O.26). 
7.7 HYPERBOLIC SYSTEM 
Problem 13 
Consider the hyperbolic system 
aw 
-= 
at 
where, 
A = 
[
2 ~ 
1 -~ 
given the domain ~x~l, ~y~l 
W = [:] 
B = 
380 
(7.55) . 
(7.56) 
and a is a positive parameter. Equation (7.55) can be rewritten 
in the expanded form, 
au 
-2 au + av _ au (7.57) -= , 
at 3x 3x ay 
av au 2 ~- av (7.58) -=-- , 
at ax ax ay 
The exact solution of this system is given by, 
u = sin(x-t) + Sin (y-t) , (7.59) 
v = sin(x-t) + cos(y-at). (7.60) 
The initial and boundary conditions satisfy the exact solution and are 
u = (x,y,O) = sin x + sin y (7.61) 
v = (x,y,O) = sin x + cos y (7.62) 
u(O,y,t) = sin (-t) + sin (y-t) , (7.63 ) 
u(l,y,t) = sin (l-t) + sin (y-t) , (7.64 ) 
u(x,o,t) = sin (x-t) + sin(-t) , (7.65) 
u(x,l,t) = sin (x-t) + sin(l-t) , (7.66) 
v(O,y,t) = sin(-t) + cos(y-at) 
v(l,y,t) = sin(l-t) + cos (y-at) 
v(x,o,t) = sin(x-t) + cos (-at) 
v(x,l,t) = sin(x-t) + cos(l-at) 
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(7.67) 
(7.68) 
(7.69) 
(7.70) 
This problem has been solved using the Lax-Wendroff method [Mitchell 
and Griffith, 1980) for the case a=l and solved using finite elements. 
The F.E.M. solution is presented in Table (7.7) at the time t=O.l and 
comparative results for the F.E.M. and F.D.M. solutions are given in 
Table (7.8) at typical values of the time t and random selected positions 
of x and y. 
x y u v 
O.OOOOOE 00 O.OOOOOE 00 -0.19967E 00 0.89517E 00 
O.looooE 00 O.ooooE -0.99771E -01 0.99507E 00 
O.l0000E 01 O.oooooE 00 0.68349E 00 0.17783E 01 
O.OOOOOE 00 0.10oooE 00 -0.99771E -01 0.90017E 00 
0.90000E 00 O.looooE 00 0.71760E 00 0.17175E 01 
O.l0000E 01 0.lOOO0E 00 0.78339E 00 0.17833E 01 
0.80000E 00 0.2ooo0E 00 0.74326E 00 0.16378E 01 
0.90000Eoo 0.20oo0E 00 0.81639E 00 O.l7109E 01 
0.70000E 00 0.30000E 00 0.76262E 00 0.15434E 01 
0.80000E 00 0.30000E 00 0.84233E 00 0.16231E 01 
0.60000E 00 0.40000E 00 0.77532E 00 0.14350E 01 
0.70000E 00 0.4ooooE 00 0.85926E 00 0.15186E 01 
0.50000E 00 0.50000E 00 0.77899E 00 0.131OGE 01 
0.60000E 00 0.5ooooE 00 0.86915E 00 0.14oo5E 01 
0.40000E 00 0.60000E 00 0.77531E 00 0.1l734E 01 
TABLE 7.7a: The F.E.M. solution of Problem 13 
lu -ul 
exact 
O.OOOOOE 00 
0.62439E -04 
0.14211E -13 
0.62439E -04 
0.24724E -03 
0.62439 -04 
0.79531E -03 
0.79951E -03 
0.69432E -03 
0.555OGE -03 
0.37576E -03 
0.9OG33E -03 
0.15401E -03 
0.30917E -03 
0.36152E -03 
Iv -vi 
exact 
O.OOOOOE 00 
0.62439E -04 
0.14211E -13 
0.1l708E -05 
0.16310E -03 
-0.1l708E -05 
0.14209E -02 
0.14825E -02 
0.13301E -02 
0.1l557E -02 
0.23780E -03 
0.14106E -02 
0.14071E -03 
0.34130E -05 
0.27266E -03 
w 
ro 
N 
x y u v 
0.50000E 00 0.60000E 00 0.86916E 00 0.12672E 
0.30000E 00 0.70000E 00 0.76258E 00 0.10231E 
0.40000E 00 0.70000E 00 0.85936E 00 0.11199E 
0.20000E 00 0.80000E 00 0.74332E 00 0.86380E 
0.30000E 00 0.80000E 00 0.84212E 00 0.96283E 
0.40000E 00 0.80000E 00 0.93890E 00 0.10595E 
O.l0000E 00 0.90000E 00 0.71750E 00 0.69698E 
0.20000E 00 0.90000E 00 0.81642E 00 0.79582E 
0.30000E 00 0.90000E 00 0.91527E 00 0.89460E 
O.OOOOOE 00 O.l0000E 00 0.68349E 00 0.52178E 
O.l0000E 00 O.l0000E 01 0.78339E 00 0.62167E 
0.20000E 00 O.l0000E 01 0.88304E 00 0.72132E 
0.80000E 00 O.l0000E 01 0.14276E 01 0.12659E 
0.90000E 00 O.l0000E 01 0.15006E 01 0.13389E 
O.l0000E 01 O.l0000E 01 0.15667E 01 0.14049E 
TABLE 7.7b: The F.E.M. solution of Problem 13 
lu -ul 
exact 
01 0.31706E -03 
01 0.72871E -03 
01 0.79809E -03 
00 0.72767E -03 
00 0.76312E -03 
01 0.84120E -03 
00 0.14080E -03 
00 0.77427E -03 
00 0.75201E -03 
00 0.21316E -13 
00 0.62439E -04 
00 0.12477E -03 
01 0.90847E -04 
01 0.44342E -04 
01 0.56843E -13 
Iv -vi 
exact 
0.18833E 
0.88735E 
0.99786E 
0.87208E 
0.68317E 
0.83338E 
0.27723E 
0.71537E 
0.77692E 
0.35527E 
0.62439E 
0.12477E 
0.90847E 
0.44342E 
0.5684E 
-03 
-03 
-03 
-03 
-03 
-03 
-03 
-03 
-03 
-13 
-04 
-03 
-04 
-04 
-13 
w 
CD 
W 
N.T.S. iMaxilllllm Errori 
F.D.M. F.E.M. 
10 0.0002708 0.0012079 
20 0.0008011 0.002786 
30 0.0007832 0.003007 
40 0.0009333 0.0035308 
50 0.0010576 0.0037354 
60 0.0010846 0.0042808 
70 0.0011059 0.0046429 
80 0.0011764 0.0047240 
90 0.0012479 0.0045316 
100 0.0013057 0.0040793 
110 0.0013390 0.0036188 
120 0.0013358 0.0049660 
130 0.0013168 0.0059440 
140 0.0012769 0.0064750 
150 0.0012362 0.0070754 
TABLE 7.8: The maxilllllm error of the F.D.M. (Lax-Wendroff) 
F.E.M. solutions with N.T.S. as the number of 
time steps. 
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CHAPTER 8 
THE FINITE ELEMENT METHOD FOR 
EIGENVALUE PROBLEMS 
385 
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8.1 INTRODUCTION 
The waveguide theory is based on the fact that from a communication 
point of view, electromagnetic waves may be divided into two main 
types, i.e. 
i. free waves, an example of which is the radiation from a 
dipole situated in free space. 
ii. guided waves, which are exemplified in the waves on a set 
of parallel wires. 
For the former type, the energy of free waves spreads out in all 
directions in space, while for the latter, it is confined to the 
vicinity of the guiding system. Thus, by suitable choice of the 
guiding system, energy may be transformed from one place to another 
with almost negligible loss. 
In this sense, the use of waveguides waS a revolutionary exploration 
that sharply reduced the need of long cables used in communication 
systems. 
Although more common types of waveguides are in the form of 
rectangular or circular tubes, a variety of other types has been used 
to carry electromagnetic energy in many modes each travelling with a 
characteristic velocity which is a function of the waveguide geometry 
and frequency. 
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8.2 THE ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVEGUIDES 
The theoretical foundations of electromagnetic wave propagation 
in waveguides were laid down by Lord Rayleigh in the end of the nineteenth 
century. However with the advent of World War 11, thousands of 
researchers entered this field on various military projects, and have 
helped to bring the waveguide techniques to a very satisfactory state 
of development. 
The governing equation Which represents both the electric and 
magnetic fields in the waveguide is the Helmholtz' s equation 
a2u a2u 2 
--+--+AU=O, 
ax
2 
a/ 
(8.1) 
where u may represent either the electric or magnetic field and the 
eigenvalue A is given by, 
w
2 2 
"2 + y 
v 
(8.2) 
where v is the velocity of light in the medium, y is the propagation 
constant and w is given by the equation 
w = 21ff , (8.3) 
where f is the frequency. 
A comprehensive study of the analytical methods being used for 
solving a large class of open and closed waveguide problems is presented 
in Mittra and Lee (1971) and a similar study which is devoted to wave-
guides with discontinuities is given in Schwinger and Saxon (1968). 
However, those techniques are limited by the waveguides possessing 
simple non-uniform geometries for Which conformal-transformation methods 
may be used (e.g. Chi and Laura, 1965 and Meinke et aI, 1963). The 
Rayleigh-Ritz method may be also used to obtain an approximate solution 
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for the cut-off wavelength of waveguides with particular cross section 
(e.g. Valenzuela, 1961). Much has been published on Finite Difference 
applications of waveguide problems (e.g. Davies and Muilwyk, 1966 
and Collins and Daly, 1962), but the Finite Element Method has proved 
better performance since it possesses almost all the advantages of the 
F.D.M. and only a few of its disadvantages [Arlett et aI, 1968 and 
Ahmed, 1968]. For waveguide problems, the advantage of the F.E.M. over 
the F.D.M. were summarised by Ahmed and Daly (1969) and listed as 
follows:-
i. Successive sub-divisions of the cross-section leads to a 
monotonic decrease of the eigenvalue towards its extremum value. 
ii. A more rapid rate of convergence towards the eigenvalue is 
assured. 
iii. Awkward boundary shapes are easier to handle and do not lead 
to asymmetric matrices. 
iv. Singular pOints in the waveguide require no special treatment. 
v. A uniform treatment of the boundary conditions and differential 
equation is possible without any special consideration of the 
detailed nature of the boundary. 
In what follows, the eigenvalue problem will be solved for the 
smallest eigenvalue (in absolute value). 
Each iteration of the TWODEPEP solution is equivalent to an 
iteration of the inverse power method. At the limit, each solution 
will be equal to an eigenfunction and the ratio of the solution T(N-l) 
to the solution T(N) will be equal to the smallest eigenvalue. The 
eigenfunctions are normalized after each iteration so that the largest 
component is of unit magnitude. 
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8.2.1 Rectangular Waveguide 
Problem 14 
Consider the simple rectangular waveguide shown in Figure (8.1). 
y'i ... --- A/2 , I 
I au 
U=OI 
au 
an 
an =0 
o 
au 
= 0 an 
x 
FIGURE 8.1: Half cross-section of a rectangular waveguide, where 
u can be either ~ or $ 
The scalar functions ~ and $ satisfy Helmholtz's equations: 
1. for the E(electric)-mode 
a2 a2 2 (-- + -- + k)~ = 0 , 
ax2 a/ 
with the boundary conditions ~=O on the walls; 
ii. for the H(magnetic)-mode, 
with ~ = 0 on the walla an 
::=. 0 , 
(8.4) 
(8.5) 
Both equations with the above-mentioned boundary conditions permit 
the use of the technique .of separation of variables. 
Thus, the determination of the exact solution is straightforward. 
However, the simple case now presented is solved numerically as a model 
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for more complicated problems for which the analytical solution is 
difficult to obtain since this simple model problem allows very 
simple applications of the Finite Difference and the Finite Element 
Methods. The propagation of the dominant H-mode is considered in the 
conventional rectangular waveguide shown above with the origin of the 
x-coordinate taken at the waveguide lower broad wall, whose width is 
defined to be A. For the lowest order mode there is no field 
dependence on the y-coordinate, which is taken as parallel to the 
narrow waveguide dimension. The finite element technique presented 
in this thesis was applied using isoparametric elements of quadratic 
type. 
The obtained results are assessed by a comparison with three other 
available solutions, namely: 
I. the well known formula for the analytical solution of the 
transverse field configuration given by 
~ = sinnx/A (8.6) 
11. a Finite Difference Method solution [Collins and Daly, 
1962] with five field points. 
Ill. a Finite Element Method solution [Arlett et al, 1968]. 
This comparison is tabulated below (see Table 8.1). 
~ Il III I IV ~uantity F.D.M. F.E.M. Exact F.E.M. 
k 2 9.79 9.9 9.87 9.8699 
TABLE 8.1: Comparative results for a rectangular waveguide, where 
the methods I,ll and III are described above 
IV: the F.E.M. described in this thesis. 
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B.2.2 Elliptical Waveguide 
Problem 15 
Consider the elliptical waveguide shown in Figure (B.2), and given 
by the equation, 
2 2 
x +L 1 (B.7) 2 = , 
a b2 
where a and b are the major and minor axes respectively with the 
Dirichlet boundary condition, 
u = 0, on r , (B.B) 
where r is the boundary of the ellipse. This waveguide is a uniform 
region in which the transverse cross section is of elliptical form, the 
coordinates of which are related to the rectangular coordinates xy of 
the cross section by, 
x = q cosh~cosn (B.9) 
y = q sinh~sinn (B.10) 
where 2q is the focal distance, ~ and n are the elliptical coordinates. 
An initial and final triangulation of 4 elements and 50 elements 
were used (see Figures 6.6. and 6.7 for similar triangulations) with 
quadratiC shape functions and a and b chosen to have various values. 
The results of all cases are tabulated below (table B.2). It can be 
noticed from this Table that the frequency decreases as the ratio a/b 
increases and for this instant it approaches the frequency of a long beam 
of unit height. 
The field is isotropic so that the results of the cases a=2, b=l 
and vice versa are exactly the same. 
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FIGURE 8.3: Electromagnetic field in an elliptical waveguide 
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a b Smallest Eigenvalue (frequency) 
1 2 3.57531 
2 1 3.57531 
1 1 5.793B4 (circle) 
3 1 3.11562 
4 1 2.932B9 
5 1 2.B30Bl 
6 1 2.76652 
7 1 2.72254 
10 1 2.6475B 
15 1 2.59452 
lB 1 2.55129 
25 
TABLE B.2: Frequency of elliptical guides of various major axes 
The electromagnetic field is shown in Figure (B.3). Note the symmetrical 
behaviour of the solution. 
B.2.3 Coaxial waveguide 
Problem 16 
Consider the coaxial elliptical waveguide problem which consists 
of two coaxial tubes of elliptical cross-section so that the electro-
magnetic waves can be guided in the space bounded between them. The 
problem is solved in the first quadrant (see Figure B.4), since the 
property of symmetry holds in this case. The electromagnetic field is 
shown in Figure (B .5) and the initial and final triangulation of the 
finite element mesh are shown in Figures (B.6) and (8.7) respectively. 
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FIGURE 80S: Electromagnetic field in coaxial elliptical 
waveguide 0 
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Various values of a l ,bl ,a2 and b2 (the major and minor axes of the 
inner and outer ellipses respectively) were used and comparative 
results are given in Table 8.3. 
a l b l a 2 b 2 Frequency 
2 1 4 2 3.88252 
2 1 6 3 1.09190 
1 2 3 6 1.09190 
2 1 3 6 0.86554 
1 2 6 3 0.86554 
2 1 8 4 0.51416 
2 1 10 5 0.29799 
TABLE 8.2: Smallest eigenvalue for coaxial elliptic waveguides 
with various major and minor axes 
The electromagnetic field is shown in Figure (8.5). 
8.2.4 Cross-Shaped Waveguide 
Problem 17a 
The dominant H-mode propagation in ridgedwaveguides has received 
considerable attention in recent years. The main feature of this type 
of waveguide is the existence of discontinuities of which the effect 
is a complicated one and a large share of this complexity arises from 
the vector nature of the electromagnetic field. 
Consider the cross-shaped domain shown in Figure (8.8). This 
domain is initially discretized into 20 elements as shown in Figure 
(8.9) and the final triangulation (into 200 elements) is also shown 
in Figure (8.10). 
The smallest eigenvalue obtained is 1.66048. 
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FIGURE 8.10: Final triangulation (Problem 17a) 
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Problem l7b 
Advantage can be made of symmetry Le. the problem can be 
solved in the quarter of the domain shown in ·Figure (8.11). The initial 
and final triangulation of the new domain are shown in Figures (8.12) 
and (8.13). 
The smallest eigenvalue obtained for this domain is also 1.66138 
(=1.66048) which is approximately the same value in the case of the 
whole waveguide. 
8.2.5 H-Shaped Waveguide 
Problem 18 
Consider the H-shaped waveguide shown in Figure (8.14). The 
property of symmetry can also be utilized to reduce this domain into 
that of the L-shape shown in Figure (8.15). The boundary condition of 
the whole domain is of Dirichlet type, but those of the L-shaped 
domain possess different boundary conditions (Dirichlet and Neumann 
type). The initial and final triangulations are shown in Figures (8.16) 
and (8.17) respectively. The problem was solved using 50 elements and 
the smallest eigenvalue obtained was 0.895997. The electromagnetic 
field is plotted in Figure (8.18). 
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FIGURE 8.14: H-shaped waveguide with a boundary r 
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FIGURE 8.18: Electromagnetic field in the L-shaped waveguide 
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8.3 CAVITY RESONATORS 
If a waveguide is limited by a closed boundary so that the wave 
propagates inside it, then a system of standing waves can be set up in 
the bounded space. 
A waveguide of this type in which oscillations take place within 
a bounded space are called cavity or Hohbraum resonators. The simpler 
geometric shapes are those used for the investigation of the propagation 
of waves in infinite hollow tubes of rectangular and circular shapes. 
As with the transmission in waveguides the results for loss free 
conductors have long been known. However, the damping effects produced 
by conductor losses in cavity resonators have been given considerable 
attention much later, i.e. with the advent of the World War II. 
Such a system, (i.e., .a cavity resonator) is resonant at frequencies 
corresponding to certain configurations of the fields. Energy injected 
during a very short time can remain stored in the cavity for a very long 
time in comparison with that period. 
Problem 19 
Consider the lunar elliptical cavity resonator, a half of which 
is shown in Figure (8.19). The cavity is bounded by the inner wave-
guide with the major (a) and minor (b) axes of values 4 and 2 
respectively while for the outer ellipse a and bare 2 and 1 respectively. 
The electromagnetic field is shown in Figure (8.20). Initial and final 
triangulations are shown in Figures (8.21) and (8.22) respectively and 
the smallest eigenvalue obtained was 1.67412. 
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FIGURE 8.19: Lunar elliptical waveguide. 
The coordinates of the nodes are as follows: 
1: (0.4,0) 2: (4,0) 
3: (2.8284271,1,4142136) 4: (0,2) 
5: (-2.8284271,1.4142136) 6: (-3.7469988,0.7) 
7 : (-3.9887342,0.15) 8: (-3.577372 ,0.15) 
9: (-3.3734994,0.35) 10: (-3.0142136,0.7071068) 
11: (-1.6,1.0) 12: (-0.1857864,0.7071068) 
13: (-3.7,0.25) 14: (-3.2,0.8) 
15: (-2.5,1.3) 16 : (1.0,1.5) 
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FIGURE 8.20: Electromagnetic field (Problem 19) 
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CHAPTER NINE 
THE FINITE ELEMENT APPROACH TO SOME 
COMPLICATED PROBLEMS 
412 
9.1 INTRODUCTION 
Singularities often arise due to sudden changes in one of the 
following factors: 
i. the boundary conditions (problem formulation) 
ii. the direction of the boundary (geometry) 
iii. the value of the problem variables (e.g. source or sink) • 
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The occurrence of singularities in a problem usually cause slow 
convergence, less accurate results and leads to divergence in some cases. 
To overcome these difficulties, various approaches can be applied, 
some of which are listed below: 
I. Inclusion of singular terms in the interpolation functions in 
elements near the singularity. 
11. Local mesh refinement in the neighbourhood of the singularity 
Ill. Implementation of.analytical methods (e.g. conformal mapping, 
dual and triple series techniques) • 
IV. The subtracting out of the singularity from the problem under 
consideration. 
The idea of implementing the first approach is obviously to let the 
singular functions approximate the problem variable(s} in the neighbourhood 
of the singularity so that the effect of the singularity is isolated or 
minimized as much as possible. Thus, it is sufficient to define the 
singular functions locally near each singularity. Fix (1969) proposed 
an idea of implementing singular functions in the finite element analysis 
and used rectangular elements to solve a second order self-adjoint 
elliptic problem in a rectangular region with homogeneous Dirichlet 
boundary conditions. This technique has been extended to triangular 
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elements by Barnhill and Whiteman (1973, 1974). It was noticed by 
Whiteman (1975), wait and Mitchell (1971) that for the Galerkin finite 
element method, the implementation of one singular function causeS 
considerable improvement in accuracy in the neighbourhood of the 
singularity While the inclusion of more singular terms does not 
appreciably cause a further improvement of the accuracy. 
In the latter reference, a combination of approaches I and 11 was 
used with rectangular elements to solve a harmonic problem in a region 
containing a slit. 
The main idea of the second approach is based on the principle of 
St. Venant, viz: 
a disturbanae at one point has negligible effect at suffiaiently 
distant points. 
It is generally well known that for physical and applied 
mathematical problems, the effect of a singularity does not penetrate 
into the interior of the region as it does in the case of elliptic 
problems. This is almost the case for parabolic problems, whilst the 
effect of a singularity propagates rapidly in the case of hyperbolic 
problems. 
Thus, for the two former types, the dense mesh refinement is 
needed only in the neighbourhood of the singularities. This will ensure 
that the resulting master (stiffness) matrix is kept as small as possible. 
With the development of high speed computers, this approach leads to an 
accurate solution within a reasonable computational time and allows an 
easy transition from a region Where the mesh refinement is required to 
be very dense to another region in which a coarse mesh is sufficient to 
provide an accurate solution. 
The third approach proved to be accurate and efficient for the 
solution of elliptic problems in simply-connected polygonal regions 
with general mixed boundary conditions, but the method is limited to 
differential equations Which remain invariant under the Conformal 
Transformation Method (C. T.M.). 
Along with the dual or triple series techniques (see for example 
Tranter and Whiteman, 1970, Whiteman, 1968 and Whiteman, 1970) the 
C.T.M. is classified as an analytical method and thus possesses the 
following advantages over numerical methods: 
i. the original problem itself rather than some approximating 
problem is solved. 
ii. the same technique produces the solution at all points right 
up to the singularities. 
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iii. the solution can also be obtained at any desired point in the 
domain of interest without the need to interpolate between the 
values at the mesh points. 
The solution of elliptic problems using approach IV is summarized by 
Wigley (1968) as follows: 
We consider a problem for which the solution is not known to be 
smooth. We then find, explicitly in terms of the boundary data, a 
solution to a related problem, then the difference between these two 
solutions is a solution to a third problem, and is sufficiently well-
behaved to insure the convergence of the difference schemes. Finally, 
the sought solution can be found by adding the explicitly given one to 
the numerically solved one. 
The second approach will be adopted in the F.E.M. solution of the 
problems considered in this thesis. The mesh refinement can be made 
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more dense around the point of singularity using the function D3EST(X,y) 
Which controls the density of the triangulation through different zones 
of the domain of interest. 
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9.2 THE SOLUTION OF BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS POSSESSING SINGULARITIES 
9.2.1 BOundary Singularity for an Elliptic Problem 
Problem 20 
Consider the second order elliptic problem in two dimensions 
shown in Figure (9.1), which is given as follows: 
a2u a2u 
--+--;::;0, 
ax2 ai 
subject to the boundary conditions, 
and 
~O 
eX 
u = 0 on EO , 
au 0 OB -= on , 
ay 
u = 500 on BC 
3u 
ay = 0 on CD 
au 
-=OonDE. 
ax y.,. 
I 
~O 
D ay 
.-__________________ -r' ________________ --,C 
I 
2 
'V U=O 
I 
(9.1) 
(9.2) 
(9.3) 
(9.4) 
(9.5) 
(9.6) 
u=500 
~ ________________ ~I ______________ _L ______ __+x 
E u=O 0 au =0 
ay 
B 
FIGURE 9.1: Elliptic problem with boundary singularity, 
where EO =1.0, OB = 1.0, and BC = 1.0. 
! 1 C ' 
, ' 
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This problem was originally solved by Motz (1946) using relaxation 
methods and then by many authors as it is a useful test problem for 
various methods, the majority of which are the F.D.M., e.g. Wood (1953), 
Whiteman and Webb (1970) and Fox (1979). The initial and final 
triangulations of this problem are shown in Figures (9.2) and (9.3a) 
respectively. The latter figure shows an equally distributed mesh 
refinement which leads to a reasonably accurate solution. Obviously, 
the function D3EST (x,y) has a value of unity in this case. In addition, 
the value of this function was taken to be 
2 2 D3EST(X,y) = l/(x +y) , (9.7) 
a·nd this gave the triangulation shown in Figure (9.3b). '.!'he F.E.M. 
solutions for both cases are shown in Figures (9.4a) and (9.4b) 
respectively. These results qualitatively agree with those of a very 
similar problem solved by Hossen (1984). 
9.2.2 Flow Around a Right-Angled Corner 
Consider the flow over a right-angled wedge shown in Figure (9.5). 
The problem possesses a singularity at the origin in that the velocity 
is infinite at this corner. 
Problem 21 
To show the effect of this singularity on the accuracy of the 
solution, we consider first the same problem but without the presence 
of the right-angled wedge (see Figure 9.6). Comparative results.are 
shown in Table (9.1). The potential and the flow are shown in Figures 
(9.7) and (9.8) respectively. Note that the exact solution for this 
case is given by, 
u = x-l . (9.8) 
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FIGURE 9.2: Initial Triangulation (Problem 20) 
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FIGURE 9.3a: Final triangulation (Problem 20), Where equally 
distributed refinement is used, i.e.· D3EST=1.0.· 
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FIGURE 9.4a: F.E.M. solution of Problem 20 (D3EST defaulted to a value of unity) 
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FIGURE 9.5: A domain with right-angled wedge 
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FIGURE 9.6: The domain of Figure ·(9.5) omitting the wedge 
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FIGURE 9.7: Problem 21, velocity potential 
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FIGURE 9.8: Problem 21, flow representation 
Position 
Method (0,0) (1,0,0.5) (1.5,0.75) 
F.E.M. -1.0 0.0 0.5 
Exact -1.0 0.0 0.5 
TABLE (9.1): F.E.M. and the exact solution for Problem 21. Note 
that the error of the F.E.M. was smaller than the 
machine epsilon at all mesh points 
Problem 22 
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We now consider the original problem (i.e. the one with the right-
angled wedge). The initial and final triangulation (100 quadratic 
elements) are shown in Figures (9.9) and (9.l0~·respectively. The 
F.E.M. solution obtained is satisfactory. 
In order to improve the solution the function D3EST(x,y) is used, 
where, 2 2 D3EST(x,y) = l/(x +y) . (9.9) 
This function yields a dense mesh refinement around the origin, i.e. 
where the singularity occurs, (see Figure 9.l0b). 
The F.E.M. solution is compared with the exact solution and two 
B.E.M. solutions, one of which is obtained by considering singular 
elements and the other is obtained without taking any such elements into 
account. This comparison is shown in Table (9.2). The potential u is 
plotted in Figure (9.11) and obviously satisfies the boundary conditions 
and the flow is shown in Figure (9.12). 
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FIGURE 9.11: Problem 22, velocity potential 
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FIGURE 9.12: Problem 22, flow representation 
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Position 
Method 
(0,0) (0.25,0.25) (0.5,0.5) 
B.E.M. , without singular elements 0.0 0.505 0.720 
B.E.M., with singular elements 0.0 0.520 0.728 
Exact solution 0.0 0.52l 0.729 
F.E.M., regular refinement 0.0 0.52114 0.73034 
F.E.M., dense refinement 0.0 0.52331 0.72895 
around singularity 
TABLE (9.2): Comparative results of Problem 22. 
9.2.3 Slow Rotation of a Disc in a Viscous Flow 
Problem 23 
Consider the rotation of a disc of unit radius in an infinite 
expansion of viscous fluid governed by the following model, 
2 2 
a u a u 1 au u . 
--+--+----=0 lllR, 
,2 ,2 x ax 2 ' 
oX oy X 
where R={(X,y): 0<x<2, -l<y<l}, 
u(O,y) = 
° 
y>o 
u (x,O) = 
° 
Osx~l 
u(2,y) = <I>(2,y) -l:;:y:;:l 
u(x,±l) = <I>(x,±l) , 0<x<2 • 
The function <I> is defined as, 
where, 
<I> (x,y) = x(l+f(~» , 
2 f (~) = 2 [~/ (l+~) -arc cot~l /11 , 
(9.10) 
(9.11) 
(9.12) 
(9.13) 
(9.14) 
(9.15) 
(9.16 ) 
The value of the parameter ~ can be obtained as the positive root of 
the equation, 
42222 ~ -(x +y -l)~ -y = 0 • 
This model is diagrammatically described in Figure (9.13). 
y 
u=o 
u=o 
y=<j>(x, 1) 
u=<j>(2,y) 
u=o ~--'!~--~- -- - - -- - ~-_x 
C 
u=<j>(2,y) 
y=<j> (x,-l) 
FIGURE 9.13: Diagrammatical representation of problem, where 
R=Rl U R2 and OC represents the disc 
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(9.17) 
Advantage may be taken of the property of symmetry in the domain by 
considering only the upper half of the domain R, i.e. RI' 
In order to obtain the boundary values of the dependent variable u 
we calculate the values of the function <j>(x,y), which can be written as 
, 2 
<j>(x,y) = x(l+[~/(l+~) -arc cot~l/!r) (9.18) 
Thus at x=2, we have, 
4 2 2 2 ~ -(y +3)~ -y = 0 . (9.19) 
Hence ~ is given by" ' 
~ =, 
2 ;;2 2 2 
«y +3) + (y +3) +4y ))! 
2 
(9.20) 
while at y=±l 
o , (9.21) 
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where ~ is given by. 
~ = (9.22) 
Clearly this problem contains a crack along QC and thus a 
singularity at the point C. 
The F.E.M. solution is shown in Figure (9.14). 
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9.3 BIHARMONIC PROBLEM CONTAINING BOUNDARY SINGULARITY 
The biharmonic equation can be considered as a special class of 
equations which arises in the theory of elasticity. The types of these 
equations are generally similar to elliptic, parabolic and hyperbolic 
P.D.E.'s. The major feature of the biharmonic equations is that they 
contain a fourth order space derivative instead of the second order 
ones as the dependent variable (stress, say), is described as a tensor 
rather than a vector. In the case of a vector quantity, it is sufficient 
to know its magnitude and direction, where in a tensor quantity, it is 
necessary to know Some additional information (e.g. six components for 
the stress field) in order to describe the problem completely. 
The general biharmonic equation which is approximately analogous 
to Lap1ace's equation may be written in one dimension as, 
a4u 
ax4 = 
and in two dimensions, 
o , (9.23 ) 
(9.24) 
where both the equations (9.23) and (9.24) can be abbreviated by the 
biharmonic operator as, 
(9.25 ) 
Whiteman (1979) presented a brief account of some basic 
references of the biharmonic problems which is quoted in the following 
paragraph. 
The details of the occurrence of the biharmonic operator in 
elasticity can be found in standard texts such as Love (1944), 
Soko1nikoff (1956), Timoshenko and Goodier (1951) and Wang (1953). 
Equations of this type are also considered in more recent texts on 
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finite element methods such as Gallagher (1975) and Zienkiewicz 
(1977). An excellent discussion is given in Fox and Southwell (1946). 
The situation in fluids is presented in von Mises and Friedrichs (1971) 
and Zienkiewicz (1971). 
Problem 24 
Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics 
Consider a plane strain situation, in which a two dimensional 
rectangular elastic solid containing a crack is subject to an in-plane 
loading and has a stress singularity presented at the crack tip. The 
problem is defined as, 
4 a4u V u(x,y) = --4 + f(x,y) in R , 
ax 
where R is the domain shown in Figure (9.15). 
The boundary conditions are, 
au 
u = an = ° , on BA, AO, OG, GF 
2 2 
au 
u = cr{~ + ax + a2 }. =OonBC, 2 an 
2aa 2 au 2aa u = , -= , on CE 
an 
where, a = CA = t BC and 
FE 
(9.26) 
(9.27) 
(9.28) 
(9.29) 
u(x,y) is the Airy stress function, and cr is the loading normal to BC 
and FE and n is the unit outward drawn normal to boundary r of the 
region R. 
B 
au { U=--=Q 
an 
F 
au = 0 
an 2 
u o{~ + ax 2 
0 
I r 1 
A 
1------ 0 G 
1 I 1 
u = 
o 
au 
- = 0 
an 
2 
x 
o{"2 + ax 
2 
a 
+ -} 
2 
2 
+ ~} 2 
c 
u=2oa 2 
au 
- =2oa 
an 
E 
FIGURE 9.15: Biharmonic problem containing· a boundary singularity. 
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'I1le solution to this problem was obtained [(Whiteman, 1979]) using the 
following methods: 
i. Finite difference: the 13 point molecule shown below of length 
h=O.l has been used to calculate the solution, 
613uh! jk 
where 613 is given by, 
(9.30) 
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ii. Finite element: On the same mesh but with each square subdivided 
by a diagonal into two triangles. A finite element solution has 
'" also been calculated by using the 21 degrees of freedom Zlamal 
c'element in each element. 
iii. Linear programming: A collocation procedure is applied which is 
based on the series shown in the following equation which is given 
as a series expansion involving unknown coefficients of the form, 
~ 
u(r,9) = \' n-l n+! 3 [. (-1) a 2n- l r {-cos (n- 2'l) 
n=l 
2n-3 n 
+ 2n+l cos(n+!)9}+(-1) 
n+l 
a 2nr {-cos (n-l) 9+cos(n+l) 9} (9.31) 
truncated to a certain number of terms in order to approximate u. 
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The F.E.M. solution is plotted in Figure (9.16) and also 
compared with the three other solutions mentioned above (see Table 
9.3) • 
f .. ···_ .. ·· .. ··········_ .. ·_··-.··-+·r-+ 
~ - .... --+~ 
: i f -~--+~ 
: I 
. - ... -~ : : 
~ - ... --+4 : : 
t - .... -+~ , 
: : t .... -+1-+ 
. . 
: .... -+t--+ 
: - .......... ! , 
t - - -I , 
: i 
: • - ..... --+i-+ f : 
t .. - .... -+; , i __ .... ~ 
i --+~ : . 
i. __ .... --+0:: , 
: 
: : 
-..... -.... -..... -.... -....................... ~ 
FIGURE 9.16: F.E.I!. solution of Problem 24 
Scale: ----7 3200 
B 50 20C 450 200 200 1800 
( 50 50 20C 200 450 450 200 800 200 1250 1800 
0 1.0 49 201 449 801 1251 
0 46.5 190.6 433 778 1232 1789 
0 47.7 48 190.9 191 433 432 779 778 1232 1231 1789 
0 1.1 48 48 192 191 433 433 779 780 1231 1232 1789 
0 37 164 388 725 1181 1757 
0 40 40 165 164 388 386 724 721 1182 1178 1750 
0 1.1 40 39 165 164 387 787 723 723 1182 1181 1759 
0 27 123 315 633 1098 1704 
0 27 27 124 122 316 312 634 628 1099 1091 1705 
0 0.6 28 27 133 123 317 315 634 632 1102 1197 1709 
0 13 .4 72.6 220 505 976 1626 
0 12.1 12 73.3 71 221 215 508 496 978 963 1628 
0 1.1 14 13 76 73 223 219 509 504 988 973 1638 
0 9 25 111 339 81C 1520 
0 35 0 27 23 115.7 105 348 325 821 789 1527 
0 -0.3 1 0.2 27 24 116 110 343 337 842 807 1550 
0 -3.1 -.9 21.4 148 621 1413 
0 -2.3 -3 .4 -2 27.5 19 162 133 641 586 1423 
0 -1.0 
-3 -3.4 -2 -1.8 24 20 149 147 685 617 1461 
0 0 0 0 0 511 1357 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 539 1374 
A 0 592 508 1417 
TABLE 9.3: Numerical solution of the Biharmonic problem with a. 
crack at OA and with the results given at any point P as follows 
* with dense refinement around (0,0). 
1800 
1798 
1789 
1789 
1756 
1758 
1699 
1703 
1616 
1622 
1501 
1516 
1383 
1406 
1355 
c 
2450 3200 
2450 2450 3200 3200 
2453 3197 
2446 3200 
2447 2447 3200 3200 
2447 2449 3201 
2434 3200 
2438 2437 3200 3200 
2438 2437 3199 
2420 3200 
2420 2418 3200 3200 
2422 2419 3200 
2395 3200 
2395 2389 3200 3200 
2399 2393 3201 
2360 3200 
2361 2361 3200 3200 
2367 2356 3199 
2326 3200 
2328 2313 3200 3200 
2341 2322 3199 
2309 3200 
2314 3200 3200 
2328 2307 3201 
200 quadratic finite 
elements* 
150 cubic finite 
Finite Differences 
Finite 
Elements 
(Zlamal 
Clelerne ts 
Linear 
Programming 
/ 
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9.4 ROBBIN PROBLEMS: COMPARISON WITH THE B.E.M. 
The Robbin (or the mixed boundary value) problems for the Laplace's 
equation, 
(9.32) 
is one given in a simply-connected plain domain R bounded by a closed 
contour r subject to boundary conditions of the form, 
au + b au = 
an 
c , (9.33) 
au 
where an is the derivative of the function u(x,y) in the direction of 
the outward normal and a,b and c are functions of x and y and may be 
piecewise continuous on r. The functions a and b should never be zero 
simultaneously. 
Problem 25 
Consider the Laplace equation, 
a2u a2u 
--+--=0 
ax
2 a/ 
given in the rectangular domain bounded by the lines 
Ixl~7, 0~y~7 , 
associated with the boundary conditions, 
u = 1000, on x=7 , 
u = 500, for x<O on y=O , 
au 
an 
= 0 I on the remainder of the boundary r. 
This problem is shown in Figure (9.17). 
(9.34) 
(9.35) 
(9.36) 
(9.37) 
(9.38) 
This problem involves mixed boundary conditions on straight lines 
and has no explicit exact solution but the numerical solution of 
Whiteman and Papamichael (1971) obtained using a conformal mapping 
technique is essentially analytic. 
~O 
an 
au 0 
-,,:;-
y 
7 
2 V u=O 
au 
,,-=0 
u=lOOO 
--~--------------------~--~--------------~------+x ~O 7 
-7 u=500 an 
FIGURE 9.17 
This problem was also solved by Symm (1980) by the Boundary 
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Element Method using constant elements in addition to the implementation 
of the strategy by which a slight modification is done by dividing the 
side containing the singularity (y=O) into more refined elements. 
The F.E.M. solution is obtained using 100 quartic elements and 
compared with the solutions obtained using the methods mentioned above 
(see Table 9.4) at some selected points which have been chosen by 
, 
Alarcon et al (1979) for a similar comparison. 
The F.E.M. solution is plotted in Figure (9.l8a,b),each of which is 
plotted with different view angles. 
Z 
1O.ID 
!J.ID 
.... 
7.00 
5.ID 
S.D' 
y 
Z AXIS _10 2 
1.0 ~., 
(al 
10 ... 
'.'0 
.... 
z " ... 
5." 
s ... D.' 
(b) 
)I POeJS -11 
Z IIDCJS -11 Z 
... , 
FIGURE 9.18: F.E.M. solution of Problem 25 with different 
view angles 
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ID.O: 
'.10 
1.10 
".10 
5.10 
11.01 
'.1' 
1.10 
'.10 
C.IO 
y 
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I~ Methods (-l.0,1.0) (0.0,1.0) (1.0,1.0) (1.0,0.0) (2.0,0.0) (4.0,0.0) 
B.E.M. ,N=12 581 641 706 691 751 855 
B.E.M. ,N=60 562 606 672 659 729 844 
B.E.M. ,N=48* 562 604 670 656 728 844 
F.E.M. ,N~l00** 561 601 668 653 726 843 
Con formal 562 604 
mapping 670 656 728 844 
TABLE 9.4: Solution of Problem 25 using various methods, where N is 
the number of elements used. 
'* modified to aope with the singularity. 
'*'* quartia elements. 
Problem 26 
Consider the Laplace's equation given in the quadrant of a unit 
disc (see Figure 9.19) bounded by the lines, 
x = ° 
y = ° 
and 2 2 x + y = 1 ,x>O, y>O 
subject to the boundary conditions, 
u = 1, on the arc 
u = 0, on y=O 
au 
-= an 0, on x=O 
This problem has the analytical solution, 
2 2 2 
u = - arctan (2y/ (l-x -y » 
'IT 
(9.39) 
(9.40) 
(9.41) 
(9.42) 
(9.43) 
(9.44) 
(9.45) 
au_O an 
y 
1 
u=O 
2 2 
x +y =1 
1 x 
FIGURE 9.19: Robbin problem in a quadrant of a unit disc 
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This problem possesses a discontinuity at the corner (1.0,0.0) and 
has been solved by Symm (1980) using the B.E.M. 
We now solve this problem using the F.E.M. using various strategies 
of refining the quadrant namely: 
i. 100 uniformly refined quadratic elements 
ii. 100 quadratic elements with, 
2 2 D3EST(x,y) = x /(y+O.OOl) , (9.46) 
in order to achieve dense refinement around the point of 
singularity (Le. (0,1)). 
iii. 100 quartic elements with the same value of D3EST(X,y) shown 
above. 
Comparative results are shown in Table (9.5) and the F.E.M; solution 
is plotted in Figure (9.20). 
Positions (0.5,0.1) (0.9,0.1) Methods (0.1,0.1) 
B.E.M. ,N=8 0.1546 0.1372 
B.E.M. ,N=64 0.1272 0.1676 
B.E.M. ,N=64* 0.1277 0.1680 
Exact 0.1282 0.1680 
F.E.M. ,N=l00, quadratic 0.12824 0.16786 
F.E.M. ,N=l00, quartic 0.12816 0.16804 
F.E.M. ,N=l00* quartic 0.12818 0.16804 
TABLE 9.5: Comparative results for Problem 26 
* Dense refinement around the singuZarity. 
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FIGURE 9.20: F.E.~I. solution of Problem 26 Scale: ~ 0.87 
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9.5 FLUID DYNAMICS: NAVIER-STOKES EQUATIONS 
One of the basic prototype fluid mechanics problems is the cavity 
flow problem which is characterized by a flow formulation given by the 
Navier-stokes equations. This problem has long been the focus of much 
research work, see for example, Batchelor (1954), (1956), Burggraf (1966), 
Greenspan (1968), (1969), Kawaguti (1961), Pan and Arcivos (1967), 
Poots (1958), Rosen (1968), Runchal et al (1968), Square (1956). 
9.5.1 The Steady-State Problem 
Problem 27 
Consider the steady state cavity flow problem governed by the 
Navier-Stokes equations, 
V2u -v , 
-Re(~ ~ _ au av) 
ax ay ay ax 
(9.47) 
(9.48) 
where u is the stream function, v is the vorticity and Re is the 
Reynolds number. The problem is defined in the unit square ABCD shown 
in Figure (9.23) in which the analytical problem is defined on R+r, 
where R denotes the interior of the unit square and r denotes its 
boundary. 
y u=O 
D 
~ ________ u~v'=_-~l __________ ~r ____ ,c 
u=O 
u =0 
x 
A 
2 V u=-v 
2 V v=-Re(u v -u v ) 
x y y x 
R 
u=O 
u =0 
x 
L-------------------------~~----~x 
u=O 
u =0 
y 
B 
FIGURE 9.23: A cavity flow problem 
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the boundary conditions to be satisfied on rare, 
au 0 on AD (9.49 ) u = 0, = , 
ax 
0, au 0, AB (9.50) u = = on 
ay 
0, au 0, on BC (9.51) u = = 
ax 
au 
-1, on CD (9.52 ) u = 0, = . 
ay 
The boundary condition (9.52) indicates that the cavity flow is moving 
at a normalized speed in the negative x-direction and it might be 
considered as a force applied on the surface of the fluid in the C-D 
direction. This problem possesses no exact solution for any R>O 
(Ladzenskaya, 1969). However, some numerical results are available 
and can be used to assess the finite element solution presented below. 
These results agree with those of the laboratory experiments [Pan 
and Arcivos, 1967) which show that the flow for small Reynolds number 
should look like one large vortex in the central portion of the square 
with two very small secondary vortices in the corners A and B. The 
results obtained by different numerical methods including Finite Element 
methods, show that the center of this large vortex is located at the 
upper half of the square and is shifted towards the center of the square 
as the value of Reynolds number increases and eventually converges to 
a constant value as Re~. Hence this problem is often called the 'eddy 
problem in a rectangle'. 
The F.E.M. solution was obtained using elements and the stream 
function and the vorticity are'plotted in Figures (9.24)-(9.26) for 
typi~al values of the Reynolds number. 
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.-------------------~ 
-0. O-+---..----.----.---,-------r-~----,,-__:_C__--r-_:t: 
0.8 1.0 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 
CONTOUR HEIGHT .10-4 
FIGURE 9.24: The F.E.M. solution of Navier-Stokes equations 
(9.47)-(9.52) with Re;l 
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-0.0~----'---'---'---'---~--'---'---1!--1I---r 
.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
CONTOUR HEIGHT ~10-3 
FIGURE 9.25: The F.E.M. solution of Navier-Stokes equations 
(9.47)-(9.52) with Re=lOO. 
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FIGURE 9.26: The F.E.M. solution of the Navier-Stokes equations 
(9.47)-(9.52) with Re=500. 
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9.5.2 The Transient Version of the Problem 
Problem 28 
The time dependent version of the Navier-Stokes problem described 
in equations (9.47)-(9.52) can be written as follows: 
2 V u = -v , (9.53 ) 
av 
-= 
at 
(9.54 ) 
defined in the unit square ABeD (R, say) as shown in Figure (9.27). 
The boundary conditions are, 
u = v = 0, in R (9.55) 
o 0 
u = au = 0 , on AB (9.56 ) 
ay 
u = au = 0 on DA and BC (9.57) 8x 
au (9 .58) u = 0, - = -1 , on CD. 
ay 
This problem can be diagrammatically represented by Figure (9.27). 
t 
I 
I B3 
/ ..... - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
B4 " I 
,. I 
" 
I 1--
" B4 " I ,. 
" 
Bl 
B3 
tl~----_r-------------r 
Bl 
7IY , I..!' ______ _ 
, 
/' 
,. " 
" u=v=o 
to,~--------------------~---------------? x 
FIGURE 9.27: Diagrammatic representation of Problem 28, where Bl-B4 
represents the boundaries AB, BC, CD and DA respectively. 
The Navier-Stokes equation represents a good model of a 
complicated class of problems which can be solved using various 
numerical methods, some of which are: 
i. F.D.M. (Evans, 1980) 
ii. F.E.M. (Winters and Cliff, 1979; Dhatt et aI, 1981) 
iii. B.E.M. (Wahbah, 1975; Skergit et aI, 1984) 
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This problem has been solved using F.E.M. for many time steps and 
proved to be convergent to the steady-state solution after a few time 
steps of size ~t=l (e.g. 8 time steps for Re=1,50). These solutions 
agree with the steady-state solutions up to three and often four 
significant digits. Thus, the F.E.M. solution of this problem at the 
steady-state can be represented using the same plots of Figures (9.24)-
(9.26) for the given Reynolds numbers, i.e. Re=l,lOO and 500 with which 
some other authors have found exceptional difficulties (see for 
instance, Pearson, 1965). 
CHAPTER TEN 
CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK 
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10.1 CONCLUSIONS 
In this thesis, two main objectives were sought, each of which 
has been achieved in the two parts of the thesis. 
In the first part of the thesis, a broad background has been 
established in the concept of solving partial differential equations 
using various methods (analytical and numerical) which were used to 
assess the performance of the Finite Element Method. The latter method 
is also appraised in detail. 
The second part of the thesis comprises programming the Finite 
Element Method and presenting a reliable software system to be used for 
the implementation of the method. A large variety of problems have been 
solved using the F.E.M. implemented by this software system. 
The research carried out in this thesis can lead to several general 
conclusions. In addition, some further conclusions related to specific 
parts of the research are also presented. 
We now start by presenting the general conclusions which can be 
stated as follows: 
i. The Finite Element Method has proved to be efficient in terms 
of speed and accuracy. The former criterion is satisfied via 
the software system implementing the F.E.M. while the latter 
criterion can be controlled by many factors, namely: 
the number of elements used (the h-version) , 
the degree of the trial functions used (the p-version) , 
ii. The use of the p-version technique has lead to more accurate 
results than the h-version. 
iii. The F.E.M. can be used efficiently to solve almost all types 
of physical and applied mathematical problems and the limitations 
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of solving specific types of problems is due to the software 
system implemented and not to the method. 
iv. The efficiency of the method is confirmed using comparisons with 
the performance of various methods (mainly analytical, F.D.M. 
and B.E.M.). The F.E.M. solution of almost all the problems 
solved was more accurate than the other numerical methods. A 
comprehensive comparison, is however established between the 
F.E.M: method and both the F.D.M. and B.E.M. 
The good agreement of the F.E.M. solutions with those of the above 
mentioned methods gives the F.E.M. user the confidence in the solution 
of difficult problems for which there no exact solution is available. 
In addition, various conclusions can be drawn from specific parts 
of the thesis (i.e. Chapters 5-9), namely: 
The development of software systems that implement the Finite 
Element Method has greatly simplified the burden of solving complicated 
problems, i.e. those possessing difficult properties (e.g. awkward 
geometries, complex boundary conditions). Thus, a wide variety of 
problems in Physics and Applied Mathematics could be easily solved using 
a reasonable computational effort (counts of computations, computer 
time and cost, etc.). The TWODEPEP software system exhibited a good 
model of computer programs that are general purpose, easy to use, 
relatively small and efficient in speed and storage handling. The main 
features underlying the powerful performance of the package are: 
i. The availability of pre- and post-processors which minimize 
the computational effort required from the user. 
ii. The utilization of automatic mesh generation and refinement 
techniques in addition to a function x and y which controls the 
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density of the triangulation. A variable time step is also allowed. 
iii. The utilization of out-of-core storage. 
A few limitations of the package are in evidence which emphasize 
the fact that it is impossible to find a general purpose computer package 
that possesses only the advantages of the existing software systems 
despite its generality. 
However, the TWODEPEP package still represents one of the relatively 
most powerful software systems designed to solve steady-state and time 
dependent Partial Differential Equations in one and two space dimensions. 
The general requirements for an ideal computer package were also 
listed in addition to a brief guide of the F.E.M. literature which 
emphasizes that the method is now very well established indeed. 
The method of finite elements is computationally satisfactory for 
solving the quasi-linear elliptic equation of pcwer (n) law type 
governing a non-Newtonian flow in the range O.47~n~1.O. To improve 
this solution, the method of variation of parameters is used to extend 
the range of n for which convergence to the problem solution can be 
obtained. This had led to the solution of the problem in the range 
O.17625~n~O.47 where the nonlinearity is very pronounced. Without loss 
of generality, the solution procedure was started by the assumption 
that f.R ~2.0, and the results were used to obtain values of f.R 
e e 
satisfying the governing equation which can be normalised to satisfy 
the given conditions. The results show that the method pcssesses a 
better performance than the finite difference method in terms of speed 
and accuracy, and has led to convergence in a range of n beyond n~O.5 
at which the F.D.M. solution has diverged in many cases. 
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The finite element method is also computationally satisfactory 
for solving non-linear transient problems in two-dimensions (and in 
one dimension where another dimension was assumed so that the triang-
ulation of the region is possible). The general non-linear diffusion-
convection (Burgers') equation is a good model that represents both 
parabolic and hyperbolic problems and possesses exact solutions for 
many combinations of initial/boundary conditions. Comparison of the 
F.E.M. solution with the exact solution and other numerical solutions 
shows it to be competitive. The success of the method in solving 
Burgers' equation would make it very attractive to solve equations of 
higher order in future work. Moreover, it is worthwhile to investigate 
some extensions of the models presented for the non-homogeneous or the 
two/three dimensional versions. 
The finite element solution of the eigenvalue problem gave an 
accurate solution for electromagnetic waveguides and cavity resonators, 
both of which are governed by the Helmoltz equation. The waveguide 
problem is to solve for the smallest eigenvalue and the electromagnetic 
field in waveguides with geometries ranging from simple to awkward 
types. It is noticed that for such problems the larger the area of 
the waveguide, the smaller is the smallest eigenvalue. In addition the 
electromagnetic field is isotropic. 
The Finite Element Method is also powerful for complicated problems. 
It copes with singularities with different strategies, the simplest of 
which is to increase the number of elements used and specify a user 
supplied function by which a dense refinement is carried out around the 
singularity. This strategy helps to avoid unnecessary entries (rows 
and columns) in'the master matrix. 
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The F.E.M. also handles the mixed boundary value problem efficiently 
and treats the biharmonic problems accurately. For both types of 
problems, mathematical manipulations are applied in order to formulate 
the problem under consideration in a form that can be solved by TWODEPEP. 
The time dependent Navier-Stokes equations converge to the steady-
state case after a few time steps and the results possess a good 
agreement with the existing numerical results. 
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10.2 FURTHER WORK 
There are many general areas of research that can be explored as 
either extensions to the work carried out in this thesis or attempts to 
overcome the difficulties arising in the F.E.M. solution of certain 
types of problems. The resulting modifications can be applied to achieve 
many objectives, some of which are: 
i. The determination of the F.E.M. solution for three dimensional 
problems. Such an attempt leads to a computer package that 
can be called THREEDEPEP (which is analogous to TWODEPEP) • 
ii. The direct solution of problems governed by P.D.E.'s of an 
order higher than two, or mixed boundary value problems, i.e., 
• 
with mathematical manipulation which (if not properly carried 
out) can lead to vital error. 
iii. The capability of solving Neuman problems with boundary 
conditions other than those which are functions of at most 
x,y,u,v and t, i.e. the boundary conditions which are functions 
of U I U , v and v . 
x y x Y 
iv. The efficient solution of hyperbolic problems for which the 
TWODEPEP package is not ideally designed. 
v. In addition, it is promising to develop a combined version of 
the F.E.M. and the B.E.M. so that the latter technique is 
optionally used whenever it is better to use it, e.g. for 
problems with large length (area for the 3-D case) of boundary 
relative to area (volume, for the 3-D case) of the domain under 
consideration (see the comparison established in Chapter 4 for 
more caseS where the B.E.N. possesses a better performance than 
the F.E.M.). 
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For specific parts of the research, we list some further suggestions 
for future work, viz: 
i. The implementation of elements with higher order trial functions 
(i.e. quintic elements and higher) . 
ii. The implementation of singular trial functions so that it 
provides an alternative approach to solve problems possessing 
singularities. 
iii. For the Non-Newtonian flow problems, it seems to be attractive 
to think of a transformation that can be used to reduce the 
formulation of the problem from a power-law into linear 
equation(s) • 
iv. It is also promising to tackle some special cases of high 
order P.D ~.'s e.g. Korteweg-de-Vries equation or the 
approximate equation for long nonlinear waves in a viscous 
fluid [Topper and Kawahara, 1978). 
v. The two dimensional version of the Burgers' equation can also 
be investigated as much of the work done on Burgers' equation 
is directed to the one dimensional case. 
vi. The successful solution of the Helmholtz equations can be 
extended to tackle the general case, i.e. Maxwell's equations. 
This is also the case for the Navier-Stokes equations. 
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APPENDIX B 
PROGRAMS OF SELECTED PROBLEMS 
**** 
**** 
****. 
**** 
SAMBLE PROGRAM TO ILLUSTRATE THE INPUT DATA 
NOTE THAT THE PARAMETERS USED HERE ARE 
THE SAME FOR ALL PROBLEMS . 
**** PROBLEM •.• 2 
**** 
**** VISCOUS FLOW IN A CHANNEL 
STATEMENT OF THE: 
NUMBER OF EQUATIONS TO BE SOLVED , 
502 
**** 
**** 
**** 
**** 
**** 
**** 
NUMBER OF TRIANGLES REQUIRED IN THE FINAL TRIANGULATION 
AND IN-CORE OR OUT-OF-CORE OPTION DESIRED 
**** PROBLEM DEFINITION 
**** 
**** SPECIFICATION OF THE PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION 
**** 1 200 1 
OXX UX 
OXY UY 
Fl 
**** 
**** SPECIFICATION OFTHE GRID POINTS AT WHICH THE 
**** SOLUTION WILL BE PRINTED 
NX 10 
NY 10 
**** 
**** DEFINITION OF THE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS . 
ARC=-1 
FBI 0 
ARC=-2 
FBI 0 
ARC=-3 
FBI 0 
ARC=-4 
FBI 0 
**** 
**** SPECIFICATION OF THE COORDINATES OF THE VERTICES • 
VXY -1 , - 1, 1, -1, 1, 1, - 1 , 1, 0, 0 
**** 
**** IABC 
**** 
SPECIFICATION OF THE NODE NUMBERS FOR THE ELEMENTS . 
1,2,5,2,3,5,3,4,5, 4,1,5 
**** LISTING OF THE IDENTIFYING NUMBERS OF BOUNDARY ARC CUT 
**** OFF BY THE BASES OF THE ELEMENT K , ( I(Kl=O ,IF NONE l 
I -1,-2,-3,-4 
**** 
**** CALCULATE THE INTEGRAL OF U (FOR THIS CASE , IT 
**** REPRESENTS THE FLOW RATE l 
INTEGRAL U 
END. 
**** 
**** 
**** 
**** 
**** 
**** 
**** 
**** 
1 48 
OXX 
OXY 
F1 
NX 
NY 
ARC=-1 
X 
Y 
FB1 
**** 
**** 
**** 
PROBLEM ••. 3 
SAINT VENANT (TORSION) PROBLEM 
1 
UX 
UY 
2.0 
20 
40 
2*DCOS(2*3.14159*S) 
DSIN(2*3.14159*S) 
0.0 
THE PROBLEM IS SYMMETRIC 
SYMMETRY 
INTEGRAL U 
VXY -2,0, 0,-1, 2,0, 0,1, 0,0 
1,2,5, 2,3,5, 3,4,5, 4,1,5 
-1,-1,-1,-1 
IABC 
I 
END. 
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**** 
**** 
**** PROBLEM .•• 5 
**** 
**** 
**** NON-NEWTONIAN FLOW THROUGH RECTANGULAR DUCTS 
**** 
**** 
1 
OXX 
OXX/UX 
OXX/UY 
OXY 
OXY/UX 
OXY/UY 
Fl 
NX 
NY 
ALPHA· 
100 2 
W(UX,UY,T)*UX 
OXXBUX (UX, UY , T) 
OXXBUY (uX, UY , T ) 
W (uX , UY , T ) * UY 
OXXBUY (uX, UY , T) 
OXYBUY (uX, UY , T) 
1 • ° 10 
10 
2.0 
**** 
**** 
SPECIFICATIONOF THE DAMPING PARAMTER FOR 
DAMPED NEWTON METHOD 
ARC= -1 
FBl 0.0 
ARC= -2 
FBl 0.0 
ARC= -3 
FBl 0.0 
ARC= -4 
FBl 0.0 
SYMMETRY 
**** 
**** SPECIFICATION OF THE : 
**** Initial time. value ; 
**** Final·' time value",' 
**** AVERAGE TIME STEP 
TO 0.0 
TF 5.0 
DT 1 .0 
**** 
**** NOUT 
SOLUTION OUTPUT EVERY NOUT TIME STEP 
5 
**** 
**** MWR 
VXY 
IABC 
I 
**** 
SPECIFICATION OF THE UNIT USED TO STORE DATA SET 
FOR LATER USE 
29 
0,0, 1.0,0, 
1,2,5, 2,3,5, 
-1,-2,-3,-4 
1.0,1.0, 0,1.0, 
3,4,5, 4,1,5 
,. 5, .5 
**** EXTERNAL FUNCTIONS DEFINING THE VISCOSITY 
**** AND ITS DERIVATIVES 
**** ADD. 
REAL*8 FUNCTION W(UX,UY,T) 
REAL*8 UX,UY,T 
IF(UX.EQ.O.O.AND.UY.EQ.O.O)GO TO 10 
W=«UX**2+UY**2»**(BETA2(T)*(AN(X)-1.0)/2) 
RETURN 
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C 
10 Y=«UX**2+UY**2+.0001ll**(BETA2(Tl*(AN(Xl-l.0l/2l 
RETURN ' 
END 
REAL*8 FUNCTION OXXBUX(UX,UY,Tl 
REAL*8 UX,UY,T 
IF(T.EQ.1.0l0XXBUX=1.0 
IF(UX.EQ.O.O.AND.UY.EQ.O.O'lGO TO 20 
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IF(T.GT.1 .OlOXXBUX=Y(UX,UY,Tl*«(AN(Xl-1.0l*UX**2l/(UX**2+UY**2l+1 
1 .0 l 
RETURN 
20 IF(T.GT.1 .OlOXXBUX=Y(UX,UY,Tl*«(AN(Xl-1.0l*UX**2l/(UX**2+UY**2+ 
1 . 0001 l + 1 .0 l 
RETURN 
END 
REAL*8 FUNCTION OXYBUY(UX,UY,Tl 
REAL*8 UX,UY,T 
IF(T.EQ.1.0l0XYBUY=1.0 
IF(UX.EQ.O.O.AND.UY.EQ.O.OlGO TO 30 
IF(T.GT.1 .OlOXYBUY=Y(UX,UY,Tl*«(AN(Xl-1.0l*UY**2l/(UX**2+UY**2l+1 
1 .0 l 
RETURN 
30 IF(T.GT.1 .OlOXYBUY=Y(UX,UY,Tl*«(AN(Xl-1.0l*UY**2l/(UX**2+UY**2+ 
1.0001l+1.0l 
RETURN 
END 
REAL*8 FUNCTION OXXBUY(UX,UY,Tl 
REAL*8 UX,UY,T 
IF(UX.EQ.O.O.AND.UY.EQ.O.OlGO TO ,40 
OXXBUY=BETA2(Tl*(Y(UX,UY,Tl*(AN(Xl-1 .Ol*UX*UY/(UX**2+UY**2ll 
RETURN 
40 OXXBUY=BETA2(Tl*(Y(UX,UY,Tl*(AN(Xl-1 .O)*UX*UY/(UX**2+UY**2+.0001)l 
RETURN 
END 
REAL*8 FUNCTION BETA2(Tl 
REAL*8 T 
IF(T.EQ.1.0lBETA2=0.0 
IF (T . GT . 1 .0 l BETA2 = 1 .0 
RETURN 
END 
C DEFINITION OF THE NON-NEYTONIAN PARAMETER 
C 
END. 
REAL*8 FUNCTION AN(Xl 
REAL*8 X 
AN= 1 .0 
RETURN 
END 
**** 
**** 
**** PROBLEM •.• 9 
**** 
**** 
**** DIFFUSION REACTION PROBLEM 
**** 
**** 
1 100 2 
OXX UX 
OXY UY 
Cl 1 .0 
Fl DSIN(XI*DSIN(YI*DEXP(-TI-4.0 
**** 
**** DEFINITION OF THE INITIAL CONDITION 
**** 
UO 
ARC= -1 
FBl 
ARC= -2 
FBl 
ARC= -3 
FBl 
ARC= -4 
FBl 
NX 
NY 
SYMMETRY 
TF 
VXY 
VXY 
IABC 
I 
ADD. 
EU(X,Y,TI 
EU(X,Y,TI 
EU(X,Y,TI 
EU(X,Y,TI 
10 
10 
6.0 
0,0, 3.14159,0, 3.14159,3.14159, 
1 .570795,1 .570795 
1,2,5, 2,3,5, 3,4,5, 4,1,5 
-1,-2,-3,-4 
REAL*8 FUNCTION EU(X,Y,TI 
END. 
REAL*8 X,Y,T 
EU=DSIN(XI*DSIN(YI*DEXP(-TI+X**2+Y**2 
RETURN 
END 
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0,3.14159, 
*-tt-** 
**** 
**** PROBLEM •.. 10 
**** 
**** 
507 
**** NONLINEAR CONVECTION-DIFFUSION EQUATIONeBURGERS' EQN.l 
**** 
**** 
1 80 
OXX 
Cl 
Fl 
UO 
NX 
NY 
DT 
TO 
TF 
1 
l/REex,*ux 
1 .0 
-U*UX 
UIeX,T) 
20 
o 
.05 
1 .0 
2.5 
NO UT 
ARC=-4 
FBl 
OXXPRINT 
VPRINT 
XGRID 
XGRID 
YGRID 
5 
o 
DABseU-EXeX,Tl l 
ExeX,Tl 
0, .05,.1, .15, .2, .25, .3, .35, .4, .45, .5, .55, .6, .65,.7 
, .75, .B, .B5, .9, .95,1.0 
0.0,.1 
IX 
IY 
ADD. 
END. 
-4,2 
1 ,3 
REAL*B FUNCTION ExeX,Tl 
REAL*B X,T,RE 
EX=X/T/el+eT/DExpeREeXl/Bll**.5*DExpeREeXl*X**2/e4*Tlll 
RETURN 
END 
REAL*B FUNCTION UIeX,Tl 
REAL*B X,T,RE 
UI=x/el+DExpeREeXl/4*eX**2-0.25lll 
RETURN 
END 
REAL*B FUNCTION REeXl 
REAL*B X 
RE=200.0 
RETURN 
END 
**** 
**** 
**** 
**** 
**** 
**** 
1 
OXX 
OXY 
F1 
UO 
NX 
NY 
ARC=-l 
FB1 
ARC=-2 
FB1 
ARC=-3 
FB1 
ARC=-4 
FB1 
ARC=-5 
FB1 
ARC=-6 
FB1 
ARC=-7 
FB1 
ARC=-8 
FB1 
ARC=-9 
FB1 
ARC=-10 
FB1 
ARC=-ll 
FB1 
ARC=-12 
FB1 
NORMAL 
PLOT 
SYMMETRY 
NUPDT 
INTEGRAL 
TF 
IABC 
IABC 
IABC 
IABC 
VXY 
VXY 
I 
END. 
PROBLEM •.. 17a 
EIGENVALUE PROBLEM (HELMHOLTZ: EQUATION ) 
IN A CROSS-SHAPED WAVEGUIDE 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
1 
o 
U 
15.0 
1,2,6, 2,3,6, 3,4,6, 4,5,6, 5,1,6, 
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1,5,15, 5,7,15, 7,8,15, 8,9,15, 9,1,15, 
1,9,16,9,10,16,10,11,16,11,12,16,12,1,16, 
1,12,17,12,13,17,13,14,17,13,2,17,2,1,17 
0,0,1,-1,4,-1,4,1,1,1,2,0,1,4, -1,4, -1,1, -4,1, 
-4,-1, -1,-1, -1,-4, 1,-4, 0,2, -2,0, 0,-2 
0,-1,-2,-3,0,0,-4,-5,-6,0,0,-7,-8,-9,0,0,-10,-11,-12 
**** 
**** 
**** 
**** 
**** 
**** 
**** 
**** 
**** 
1 50 
PROBLEM ••• 18 
EIGENVALUE PROBLEM (HELMHOLTZ.· EQUATION) 
IN AN H-SHAPED WAVEGUIDE 
OXX UX 
OXY UY 
Fl USET(1 ) 
UO 1 .0 
ARC=-2 
FBI 1.0 
ARC=-1 
FBI I .0 
ARC=-3 
FBI I .0 
ARC=-4 
FBI 1 .0 
ARC=5 
GBl 0.0 
ARC=6 
GBl 0.0 
NORMAL 
SYMMETRY 1 
NUPDT 0 
PLOT 
INTEGRAL U 
VXY 0,0, 1,0, 1, .5, .5, .5, .5,1, 0,1, .75, .25, .25, .75 
I ABC 1 ,2 ,7, 2,3,7, 3,4,7, 4, 1 ,7 , 
I ABC 1 , 4 , 8, 4, 5 , 8, 5, 6 , 8, 6, 1 , 8 
TF 15.0 
I -1,-2,-3,0,0,-4,5,6 
END. 
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**** 
**** 
**** 
**** 
**** 
**** 
**** 
1 
OXX 
OXY 
F1 
UO 
ARC=-2 
X 
Y 
FB1 
ARC=1 
GB1 
ARC=-4 
X 
Y 
FB1 
ARC=-3 
FB1 
50 
PROBLEM ••• 19 
EIGENVALUE PROBLEM (HELMHOLTZ EQUATION 
IN A LUNAR ELLIPTICAL WAVEGUIDE 
( A CAVITY RESONATOR PROBLEM ) 
1 
UX 
UY 
USET(1) 
1 .0 
4*DCOS(3.141592653589*S) 
2*DSIN(3.141592653589*S) 
0.0 
0.0 
-1.6+2*DCOS(3.141592653589*S) 
DSIN(3.141592653589*S) 
0.0 
0.0 
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NORMAL 
SYMMETRY 1 
NUPDT 0 
PLOT 
INTEGRAL 
TF 
U 
15.0 
VXY 
VXY 
VXY 
VXY 
IABC 
IABC 
IABC 
I 
END. 
.4,0, 4,0, 2.8284271,1.4142136, 0,2, -2.8284271,1.4142136, 
-3.7469988, .7, -3.9887342,.15, -3.577372, .15, -3.4734994,0. 
,-3.0142136,0.7071068, -1.6,1.0, -0.1857864,0.7071068, 
-3.7,0.25, -3.2,0.8, -2.5,1.3, 1.0,1.5 
1,2,16,2,3,16,3,4,16,4,11,16,11,12,16,12,1,16, 
11,4,15, 4,5,15, 5,14,15, 5,6,14, 6,13,14, 6,7,13, 
7,8,13,8,9,13,9,14,13,9,10,14, 10,15,14, 10,11,15 
1,-2,-2,0,-4,-4,0,-2,0,-2,0,-2,-3,-4,0,-4,0,-4 
**** 
**** 
**** 
**** 
**** 
**** 
**** 
**** 
1 
OXX 
OXY 
NX 
NY 
ARC=-l 
FBl 
ARC=2 
GBl 
ARC=-3 
FBl 
ARC=4 
GBl 
ARC=5 
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PROBLEM ... 20 
BOUNDARY SINGULARITY FOR AN ELLIPTIC PROBLEM 
200 1 
UX 
UY 
10 
10 
0 
0 
500 
0 
GBl 0 
**** 
**** 
**** 
**** 
D3EST 
**** 
**** 
**** PLOT 
VXY 
IABC 
I 
END. 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE TRIANGLES SO THAT THE REF INE~lENT 
IS DENSE WHERE DESIRED 
PRINTER PLOT OF THE INITIAL AND FINAL TRIANGULATION 
0,0, 1,0, 2,0, 2,1, 
5,1,6, 1,2,6, 2,3,6, 
5,-1,2,-3,4 
0,1, 1,.5 
3,4,6, 4,5,6 
**** 
**** 
**** 
**** 
**** 
**** 
**** 
**** 
2 
OXX 
OXY 
OYX 
OYY 
F2 
Fl 
NX 
NY 
D3EST 
ARC=l 
GBl 
GB2 
ARC=2 
. GBl 
GB2 
ARC=3 
GBl 
GB2 
ARC=4 
GBl 
GB2 
ARC=5 
GBl 
GB2 
ARC=6 
GB2 
GBl 
ARC=7 
GB2 
GBl 
VXY 
VXY 
IABC 
IABC 
I 
END. 
200 
PROBLEM ••• 24 
LINEAR ELASTIC FRACTURE PROBLEM ( BIHARMONIC EQN. l 
1 
UX 
UY 
VX 
VY 
° -V 
8 
14 
«(X-.4l**4*(Y-.7l**4l+2.0l**(-1 l 
o 
-1 • ° D2 ° * ( U - (1 • ° D4 * ( . 5 * X * * 2 + • 4 * X + • 08 l l l 
.8D4 
-1.0020* <U- (.32D4 l l 
o 
- 1 . ° D2 ° * ( U - (1 • 0 D4 * ( . 5 * X * * 2 + • 4 * X t • 08 l l l 
-1.0D20*U 
° 
-.4,-.7, .4.-.7, .4,0, .4,.7, -.4,.7, 
-.4,.00001, -.4,-.00001,0,-.35,0,0,0,.35 
7,1,8, 1,2,8, 2,3,8, 3,9,8, 9,7,8, 
9,3,10, 3,4,10, 4,5,10, 5,6,10, 6,9,10 
1,2,3,0,7,0,3,4,5,6 
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**** 
**** 
**** 
**** 
**** 
**** 
**** 
**** 
2 100 
OXX 
OXY 
OYX 
OYY 
C2 
Fl 
F2 
ARC=1 
GBl 
GB2 
ARC=2 
GBl 
GB2 
ARC=3 
GBl 
GB2 
ARC=4 
GBl 
GB2 
TF 
NOUT 
XA 
NX 
HX 
YA 
HY 
NY 
VXY 
IABC 
I 
END. 
PROBLEM .•. 28 
TIME DEPENDENT NAVIER-STOKES EQUATIONS 
35000 
UX 
UY 
VX 
VY 
1 .0 
V 
1.0*(UX*VY-UY*VX) 
0.0 
-1 .OD20*U . 
0.0 
-1.0D20*U 
0.0 
-1.0D20*U 
50 
2 
0.0 
10 
o . 1 
0.0 
o . 1 
10 
0,0,1,0,1,1,0,1, .5,.5 
1,2,5, 2,3,5, 3,4,5, 4,1,5 
1,2,3,4 
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